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United States Department of the Interior

U. S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

7915 BA- MEADOWS WAY, SUITE 200
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32256-7517

FWS Log No. 41910-1-0015

October 28, 2008

Proaress Energy

Crystal River Nuclear Plant
15760 W. Powerline Street
Crystal River, FL 34428
Attn: Jan Kozyra, Lead Engineer - License Renewal

Dear Mr. James W. Holt:

We received your letter dated September 25, 2008 regarding your request for information
on listed species and sensitive habitats in order to assess the impact of the proposed license
renewal ofthe Progress Energy Crystal River Unit 3 (CR-3) in Crystal River, Florida. We
provide this response under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, (ESA) as
amended (1:6 U.S.C. 15131 etseq.).

You have stated that CR-3 is part of a larger Crystal River Energy Complex and that
renewal of the CR-3 operating license would not involve any land disturbance, any changes
to plant operation, or any modification of the transmission system that connects the plant to
the regionaI electric grid. There are plans to replace the CR-3 steam generators in thefall
of 2009, but this will occur before the current operating license expires. These generators
would not have been replaced .unless there were plans to. renew the current license which
expires in 2016 and is thus considered a connected action. Continued operation of CRM3
includes the maintenance of the transmission lines over the licenserenewal period which is
20 years in duration. Transmission lines totaling I 30.3 miles are located in Citrus, Marion,
Sumter, Hernando, Pasco, and Pinellas Counties. You believe that continued operation of
CR-3 would not adversely affect any threatened or endangered species.

As you probably know, the endangered Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris)
uses warm water discharges from power generating facilities as a winter reffige in addition
to natural wOarm water springs: The Crystal River has several springs which are important
warm watefrsources for approximately 150 manatees during the winter months and we
believe thati somemanatees do, on occasion, visit your facility as well. if renewal of this
license and`,eplacement of the steam generators in CR-3 will result in adecrease in the
temperature of discharge waters from this facility and thus result in a potential change to
manatee winter use, we suggest that formal consultation under the ESA be requested by the,
Federal action agency.



Also, the threatened eastern indigo snake (Dry"marchon corais coL/peri) occurs throughout
Florida in a variety of habitats, but is known to use gopher tortoise burrows as a refuge.
Gopher tortoises will inhabit maintained transmission lines. Therefore, we recommend that
maintenance activity associated with transmission lines such as mowing, grubbing,
disking, burning etc. be conducted using the Standard Protection Measures for the Eastern
Indigo Snake (may be obtained from our website, www.fws.gov/northflorida) with the
following changes for each numbered measure:

1) Per the Standard Conditions with the following changes:
* wording should be changed from "construction personnel" to "maintenance

personnel";
* a protection/education plan needs to be submitted to us for our approval only once to

include all transmission line maintenance activity (mowing, grubbing, disking, burning,
etc) for the life of the permit until a proposed change in the protection plan is proposed;
* inforrnai ional signs on site are not necessary for a trained crew unless there is more
than thtee individuals working in the same area and they will be working in the same
area for more than one day; all subcontracted maintenance personnel must have
received the identified training components or a sign must be placed every 100 linear
feet on the transmission corridor that has a color photo of the eastern indigo snake and a
description of the restriction on take and the potential consequences. for take under the
law, and a telephone number to report any dead eastern indigo snakes (this must be in a
language that all personnel can read);
* refer to our website to obtain a telephone number for our North Florida Field Office
to report any dead eastern indigo snakes.
2) Per the Standard Conditions
3) A, monitoring report to the Service is not required.

Service approval of the protection/educational plan for the eastern indigo snake is
equivalent to a "may affect, not likely to adversely affect" determination for this species
and should be made prior to license renewal.

We understand that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is the Federal permitting
authority and we believe the information we have provided herein will enable them to
determine whether the renewal of the license for CR-3 is likely to result in adverse effects
to Federally-listed species. If you have any questions, please contactMs. Linda S. Smith of
our, St. Petersburg sub-office at.600 Fourth Street South, St. Petersburg,, Florida 33701, or
by calling (904) 868-4044.

Sincerely,

Mld Supervisor
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Provided in a separate binder
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1. Jacksonville District Corps of Engineers letter dated November 12, 2008

2. FDEP letter dated may 29, 2008



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
JACKSONVILLE DISTRICT CORPS OF ENGINEERS

j ;11i,: GAINESVILLE REGULATORY OFFICE

7 '23 N 1 rSRET UT GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32606<'. i,,•:• v'2831 NW 41"r STREET, SUITE K

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

Pen.sac:ola Section! November 12, 2008
SAJ--208-02893 (LP-SEG)

Fl.orida Po-wer Corp-o-ratiorn R E; C E V\1E)D

Progress Energy Florida, inc. NCV 11 7 E0D8

P.O. Box 14042
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733 Environmental Services

Dear Mr. Applicant:

This is in reference to your request for a Department of the
Army (DA) permit to perform work in or affecting waters of the
United States. if you determine that the permit provided is
acceptable in its entirety and you have chosen to proceed witi:
the authorized activity, then upon recommendation of the Chief
of Engineers, pursuant: to Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors
Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 403), you are authorized under a Letter
of Permission

to dredge 5,631 cubic yards of material from an existing turning
basin

at the end of West Power Line Road, in Sections 32 & 33,
Township 17 South, Range 16 East, City of Crystal River, Citrus
County, Florida.

Geographic Position: Latitude: 280 57' 20.694" North
Longitude: 82' 42' 16.735" West

The project must be completed. in accordance with the enclosed
construction drawings, and the general and Special conditions

which are incorporated in, and made a part of, the permit.

Special Conditions:

1. Submittals required herein shall be directed to:

Department of the Army
Jacksonville District Corps of Engineers

Reguiatory Divisioni, Enforcement Section
P.O. Box 4970
Jacksonvill e, 'Florida 32232-0019



2. Within 60 days of: completion of the wor au-th'rized and any

mitigation requirements, the at.ached "Sel .Cer.t i t n
Statement of Comprln nc se.1 be comnoleted and s-utnmltted to t
U.S. Armv Corps of ,," ineers.

3. m, ;uermitne v'erstands and aqrees tha -i future.a

operations by the Unlitýed SLates require the emoval, relocaL ian,

or other alteration, of *-.he structures or .. or. he

authorized, or if in the o•pinion of the Secretary of the Az-n•, or
his authorized representat-'ve, s~a: structure o K wrk sp a

cause unreasonable obstruction to the free navigaition of the
navigable waters, the ptermittee •i'•l be required, upon due
notice from the Corps of Engineers, to remove, relocate, or
alter the s'tructural wor obstructions caused thereby,
without expense to th United States. No claim shall. be mace
against the United States or. account of an, such removal or

alteration.

'. The Permittee shall comply with the "Standard Manatee
Conditions for Tn-Water Work - July 2005" provided in Attanchmenýt
I of this pDermit.

5. The permittee shall notify the District Engineer's
representative, at the Regulatory Division, Enforcement Section

of:

a. The date of cormmencement of -work;

b. The dates of work susnensions aind .r•eumption's if work
is suspended over a week; and,

C. The date of final completion.

6. Prior to the initiation of any of the work aauthorized by
this permit the Permittee shall install floating turbidity
barriers with weighted skirts that extend to within 1 foot of
the bottom around all work areas that are -n, or adjacent to,
surface waters. The turbidity barriers shall remain in place
and be maintained until the authorized work has been Completed
and all erodible materials have been stablitzed.



7. The Permittee shall comply with the "Sea Turtle and
Smalitooth Sawfish Construction Conditions-dated March 23, 2`00"
provided in Attachment 2 of this permit.

If the work authorized is not completed on or before
November 12, 2013, authorization, if not previously revoked or
specificaliy extended, shall cease and be null and void.

This letter contains a proffered permit for your subject
permit application. If you object to this decision, you may
request an administrative appeal under Corps' regulations at 33
CPR Part 331. Enclosed you will find a Notification of Appeal
Process fact sheet and Request for Appeal (RFA) form. If you
request to appeal this decision, you must submit a completed RFA
form to the South Atlantic Division Office at the following
address:

Mr. Michael F. Bell

South Atlantic Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
CESAD-CM-CO-R, Ro~om 9M15
60 Forsyth St., SW.
Atlanta, Georgia 30.303-8801.

Mr. Bell can be reached by telephone number at 404-562-5137, or
by facsimile at 404-562-5138.

In order for an RFA to be accepted by the Corps, the Corps
must determine that it is complete, that it meets the criteria
for appeal under 33 CFR Part 331.5, and that it has been
received by the Division office within 60 days of the date of
the RFA. Should you decide to submit an RFA form, it must be
received at the above address by November 9, 2008. It is not
necessary to submit an RFA form to the Division office, if you
do not object t'o the decision in this letter.

Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please
contact the project manager Shaun Gallagher in writing at The
letterhead address, by telephone at 352-264-7672, or by emazi
at: shadn.e.gal.lagher@usace.army.mil.
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The Corps Jacksonville District Regulatory Division is
committed to improving service to our customers. We strive to
perform our duty in a friendly and timely manner while working
to preserve our environment. We invite you to take a few
minutes to visit the following link and complete our automated
Customer Service Survey: http://regulatory.usacesurvey.com/.
Your input is appreciated - favorable or otherwise.

BY AUTHORITY OF THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY:

FOR Paul L. Grosskruger
Col]onel, U.S. Army
District Commander

Enclosures:

Manatee Construction Conditions

Copy/ies Furnished:

CESAJ-RD-PE (w/ enclosures)



R~EQUEST PERMIT TR-ANSFE: PERIN= NUMB 7__

WrheCn the structures or work verified by iths permit are still in

existence at the time the property is transferred, the terms and
conditions of this permit wi l concinu cc be binding on the new
owner(s) of the property. To validaze the transfer of this permit
and the associated ia•ci ltis asso i ate with compliance with its
terms and conditions, the present permitcee and. the transferee
should sign and date below. This document must then be provided
to the U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Division, Post
Office Box 4970, Jacksonville, Florida 32232-0019.

(PRESENT PERMITTEE SIGNATURE) (DATE)

(TRANSFEREE SIGNATURE) (DATE)

(Name - Printed) Lot/Block of site

(Street Address)

(City, State, and Zip Code)

Flood Plain Information:

This Department of the Army permit does not give absolute
authority to perform the work as specified on your application.
The proposed work may be subject to local building restrictions,
You should Contact the local office in your area that issues
building permits to determine if your site is located in a flood-
prone or floodwa area, .and if you must comply with the local
building requirements mandated by the National Flood Insurance
Program. If your local office cannot provide .you the necessary
information, you may request a flood hazard evaluation of the site
by providing this office with a letter and a small scale map
showing the location of the site. The request Should be addressed
to the Chief, Flood Control and Floodplain Management Branch,
Jacksonville District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, P.O. Box
4970, Jacksonville, Florida 32232-0019. Phone inquiries may be
made at 904-232-2515.



GENERAL CONDIIN
33 CFR PART 32 030

PUBLISHED FR DATED 13 NOVEMBER 1986

1. The time limit for cmple.ting the work authorized ends on the
date noted in the oermit. letter. If you find that you need more
time to complete the authorized activity, submit your request for
a time extcnsion to this office for consideration at least one
month before the above date is reached.

2. You must maintain the activity authorized by this permit in
good condition and in conformance with th e terms and conditions of
this permit. You are not relieved of this requirement if you

abandon the permitted activity. although you may make a. good faith
transfer to a third party in complioance with Ge- neral Condition 4
below. Should you wish to cease to maintain Lhe authorized
activity or should you desire-to aoandon it without a good faith
transfer, you must obtain a modification of this permit from this
office, which may require restoration of the area.

3. If you discover any .preiously unknown historic or
archeological remains while accomplishing the activity authorized
by this permit, you must immediately Notif~y this:. office Of; what
you have found. We will initiate the Federal and state
coordination required to determine if the remains varrant a
recovery effort of ir the site is eligible for listing *in the
National Register of Historic Places.

4. if you sell the property associated with this permit you must
obtain the signature of the new owner in the spaoe provided and
forward a copy of the permit to this office to validate the
transfer of this authorization.

5. If a conditioned water quality certification has been issued
for your project, you must comply with the conditions specified in
the certification as special conditions to this permit.. For your
.convenience, a copy of the certification is attached if it
contains such conditions.

6. You must allow a reoresentatives from this office to inspect
the authorized activity at any time deemed necessary to ensure
that it is being or has been accomplished ini accordanc'e with the
terms and conditions of your permit.



SELF-CERTPFICATION STATEMENT 0' COMPLIANCE
Permit Number: SAJ-20T8-098093 (LP-SEG)

Permittee's Name & A dd,-ess (pl. rint or type)

Teleohone Number:

Location of the Work:

Date Work Started: Date Work Comoleted:

Descripti.on of the Work (e.g. bank stabilization, resident.ial or
commercial filling, docks, dredging, etc.):

Acreage or SQuare Feet of Impacts to Waters of the United
States:

Describe Mitigation completed (if applicable):

Describe any Deviations from Permit (attach drawing(s) depicting
the de viationrs)

I certifv that all work, and mitigation (if applicable) was done
in accordance with the limitations and conditions as described
in the permit. Any devia'tions as described above are depicted
on the attached drawing(s).

Signature of Permitt~ee

Date
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Applicant: Progress Energy File Number: SAJ-2008-02893 Date: November 2,2008

Attached is: See Section below
_ INITIAL PROFFERI-D PERMH"r (Standard Permit or Letter of perntssio A

PROFFERED PERMIT (Standard Permit or Letter of permission) B
PERMIT DENIAL _ C

__ APPROVED JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION 1 D
PRELIMINARY JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION E

SECTION I - The following identifies your rights and options regarding an administrative appeal of the above decision. Additional
information may be found at htttp://tisace.armv.mil!inet/functions/cw/cecwoi'ree or
Corps regulations at 33 CFR Part 331.
A: INITIAL PROFFERED PERM.IT: You may accept or object to the permit.,

ACCEPT: If you received a Standard Permit, you may sign the permit document and return it to the district engineer fori final
atthorization. Ifvou received a Letter of Permission (LOP), you may accept the LOP and your work is authorized. Your
signature on the Standard Permit or acceptance of the LOP means that you accept the permit in its entirety, and waive'all righits
to appeal the permit, including its terms and conditions, and approved jurisdictional deterniinations associated with the permit.

o OBJECT: If you object to the permit (Standard or LOP) because of certain terms and conditions therein, you may request that
the pertirt be modified accordingly. You must complete ,ection 1I of this form and return the fotrm to the district engineer.
Your.objections must be received by the district enginecr within 60 days of the date of this notice, or you will forfeit your right
to appeal the permit in the future. Upon receipt of your letter the district engineer will evaluate your obiections and may: (a)
modify the permit to address all of your concerns, (b) modify the permit to address some ofyour objections, or (c) not modify
the permit having determined that the permit should be issued as previously written. After evaluating your objections, the
district engincer will send you a prottfeed permit for your reconsideration, as indicated in Section B below.

13: PROFF[ERED PERMIT: You may accept or appeal the permit

* ACCEPT: If you received a Standard Permit, you may sign the permit document and return it to the district engineer for final
authorizatior. If you received a Letter of Permission (LOP), you may accept the LOP and your work is authorized. Ym our
signature on the Standard Pennit or acceptance of the LOP-means that you accept the permit in its entirety, and waive all. rightts
to appeal the permit, inc uding its terms andconditions, and approved jurisdictional determinations associated with the permit.

thet permit inluin anddiionditions.yo
APPEAL: If you choose to decline the proffercd.permit (Standard or LOP) because of certain terms and conditions thergin, you
may appeal the declined permit under theCorps of Engineers Administrative Appeal Process by completing Section II of this
form andsending the torm to the division engineer. This form must be received by the division engineer within 60 days of the
(late of this notice;

C: PERMIT DENIAL You may appeal the denial of a permit under the Corps of Engineers Administrative Appeal Process by
completing Section II of this form.and.sending the form to the division engineer. This form must be received by:the division
engineer within 60 days of the date of this notice:

D: APPROVED JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION:' Vou may accept or appeal the approved JID or provide pew information.

0 ACCEPT: You do not need to notify the:Corps to accept an approved.JD. Failure to. notifythe Corps within 60 days of the
date of this notice. means that you acccpt. the approved .l1) in its entirety, andwalive all rights to appeal the approved JD.

APPEAL: If you disagree with theapproved JD, you-may appeal the approved JD under the Corps of Engineers Administratie
Appeal Process by completm,'i.Section II of this form and sending the. form to the division engineer. This form must be received
by the division enoineer wiflhiin 60 days of the date of this notice,

E: PRELIMINARY JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION: You do not.need to respond to the Corps regarding. the preliminary
JD. The Preliminary JD is not appealable. If you wish, you may request an approved JD (which may be appealed), by contacting
the Corps diistrict for fupiher'instruction. Also ybun may provide new information for further consideration by-the Corps to reevaluate
the JM.



SECTION II - REQUEST FOR APPEAl" or OBJECTIONS TO AN INITIAL PROFFERRED IPERt?,MIT
REASONS FOR APPF t AL OR OBJECTIONS: (DL.scribe your reasons for appealing the decision or your objections to an initial
proffered permit in clear concise statements. You may attach additional information to this form to clarif, where your reasons or
objections are addressed in the administrative record.)

ADDITIONAL INFOR.MATION: The appealis limited to.a review of the administrative record, the Corpqsmemorandum for the
record of the appeal conference or meeting,.and any supplemental information that the review officer has determined is needed to
clarify the administrative record. Neither the appellant nor the Corps may add new information or analyses to the record. lowever.
you may provide additional infoimationto clarify thelocation of information that is already in the adniinistrativc record.

POINT OF CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS OR INFOR... TION:
If you have questions regarding this decision and/or the appeal If you only have questions regardingthe appeal process you may
process you inay contact: also contact:

Project Manager as noted in letter Michael F. Bell
404-562-5137

RIGHT OF ENTRY: Your:signature below grantslthe right of entry to Corps-of.Engineers personnel, and any government
consultants, to conduct. investigations ofthe. project site during the course of the appeal process: You will be provided a 15 day
notice of any site investigation, andwillhavetheopporrmuity to participate in all site investigations.

[)ate: Tel.ephone number:

Signature of appellantoragent.



STANDARD MANATEE CONDITIONS FOR IN-WATER WORK
July 2005

The e•=rittee shall comply with the followinc conditions intended o protect
manatees from direct project e:f..ts:

a. All personnel associated with the project shall be instructed about
the presence of manatees and manatee speed zones, and ohe need to avoid
collisions with and injury to manatees. The 2ermittee shall advise all
constructiOn Personnel tuha there are civil and criminal penalties for
harming, harassing, or killing manatees, which are protected under the Marine

Mammal Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, and the Florida Maniatee
Sanctuary Act.

b Al.- vessels associated with the cOnstruction project shall operate at
Tidle Speed/No Wake" at all times while in the immediate area and while in

water where the draft, of the vessel provides less than a four-foot clearance
from the bottom. All vessels will follow routes of deep water whenever
possible.

C. Siltation or turbidity barriers shall be made of material in which
manatees can not become entangled, shall be properly secured, and shall be
regularly monitored to avoid manatee entanalement or entrapment. Barriers
must not impede manatee movement.

d. All on-site project personnel are responsible for observing water-
related activities for the presence of manatee(s). All in-water operations,
including vessels, must be shutdown if a manatee(s) comes. within 50 feet of
the operation, Activities will not resume until the manatee(s) has moved
beyond the 50-foot radius of the project operation, or until 30 minutes
elapses if the manatee(s) has not reappeared within 50 feet of the operation.
Animals must not be herded away or harassed into leaving.

e. Any collision with or injury to a manatee shall be reported
immediately to the FWC Hotline at 1-888-404-FWCC. Collision and/or injury
should also be reported to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Jacksbngille
(1-904-232-2580) for north Florida or Vero Beach
(.1-561-562-3909) for south Florida.

f. Temporary signs concerning manatees shall be posted prior to and
during all in- water project activities. All signs are to be removed by the
Permittee upon completion of the project. Awareness signs that have already
been approved for this use by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission (FWC) must be used. One sign measuring at least 3 ft. by 4 ft.,
which reads Caution': Manatee Area must be pbsted. A second sign measur:ing at
least 81/2" by II" explaining the requirements. for "Idle Speed/No Wake," and
the, shut down of in-water operations must. b6 posted in a .location prominently
visible to all personnel engaged in water-related activities.



FWC ALroved Manatee Educa-ional Sign Suppliers

ASAP Signs & Designs
624-B Pinellas Street
Clearwater, FL 33756
Phone: (727) 443-4878
Fax: (727) 442-7573

Wilderness Graphics, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1635
Tallahassee, FL 32302
Phone: (850) 224-6414
Fax: (850) 561-3943
www.wildernessqraphicv.com

Cape Coral Signs & Designs
1311 Del Prado Boulevard
Cape Coral, FL 33990
Phone: (239) 772-9992
Fax: (239) 77.2-3848

Municipal Supply & Sign Co.
1095 Fifth: Avenue, North
P. 0. Box 1765Naples, FL 33939-1765

Phone: (800) 329-5366 or
(239) 262-4639

Fax: (239) 262-4645
www.muruniciDalsiqns.com

Vital Signs
104615 Ovrerseas Highway
Key Largo, FL 33037
Phone: (305) 451-5133
Fax: (305) 451-5163

Universal Signs & Accessories
2912 Orange Avenue
Ft. Pierce,.FL 34947
Phone: (800) 432-0331 or

(712) 461-0665
Fax: (772) 461-0669

New City Signs
182928 Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Phone: (727) 323-7897
Fax: (727) 323-1.897

United Rentals Highway
Technologies
309 Angle Road
Ft. Pierce, FL 34947
Phone: (772) 489-8772 or

(800) 489-8758 (FL only)
Fax: (772) 489-8757



0

0 MANATEE HAB I TAT

All project vessels

IDLE SPEED / NO WAKE

When a manatee is within 50 feet of work
all in-water activities must

SHUT DOWN

Report any collision or injury to
1-888--404-FWCc

Florida Fish and Wildlifi

(1-888-404-3922)

Conservation Commission



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
* •National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NAkTIONAL MARINE FIS11EIRIES SERV'ICL
S Southeast Regional Office

L6 3 13th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

SEA TUR' ,E AND) SNIALLTOOTII SAWFISH CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS

The permitlee shall corriply with the following protecied species construction conditions:

a. rhe permittee shall instruct all personnel associated with the project of the potential presence of
these species and the need to avoid collisions with sea turtles and smalltooth sawfish. All
construction personnel are responsible for observing water-related activities for the presence of
these species.

b. The permittee shall adviseall construction personnel that there are civil and criminal penalties for
harming,.harassing, or killing sea turtles or smalitooth sawfiSh, which ate protected under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973.

c. Siltation barriers shall be made ofmaterial in which a sea turtle or smalitooth sawfish cannot
become entangled, be properly secured, and be regularly monitored to avoid protected species
entrapment. Barriers may not.block sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish. entry to or exit from
designated critical habitat without prior agreement from the National Marine Fisheries.Service's
Protected Resources Division, St. Petersburg, Florida.

d. Allvessels associated with the construction project shall operate at "no wake/idle" speeds at all
times while in the construction areawand while in water depths where the draft of the vessel
provides less than a four-foot clearance from the bottom. All vessels will preferentially follow
deep-water routes (e.g., marked channels) whenever possible.

c. If a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish is seen within 100. yards of the active daily
construction~drcdging operation or vessel movement, all appropriate precautions shall be
implemented to ensure its protection. These precautions shall include cessation of operation of
any moving equipment closer than 50 feet of a sea turtle or inmalltooth sawfish. Opeiation of any
mechanicall construction equipment shall cease immediately if a sea turtle or smalltooth sawfish is
seen within.a.50-ft ra.dius of thecequipment. Activities may not resume until the protected species
has departed the projectvarea oflts own volition.

f. Any collision \with and/or:injury to a sea turtle or smailtooth sawfish shall be reported
immediately to the National Marine Fisheries Service's Protected Resources Division (727-824-
5312) and the local authorized sea turtle stranding/rescue organization.

g. Any special construction conditions, required ofyour specific project, outside these general
conditions, if applicable, will beaddressed in the primary consultation.

Revised: March 23, 20906
O:\forms\Sea Turtle and Smalltooth.Sawfish Construction Conditions;doc-
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NOTES:

1. ALL ELEVATIONS REFER TO MEAN LOW WATER.

2. 0:0 MEAN LOW WATER = (-)0.8 N.G.V.D. (NATIONAL GEODETIC VERTICAL DATUM
OF 1929).
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Florida Department of Charnor

Environmental Protection Je[ FKottkilip
Lt. Governor

Southwest District Office
13051 North Telecom Parkway Michael IN. Sole

Temple Terrace. Florida 33637-0926 Seoretar,

Florida Power Corp.
DBA Progress Energy Florida, Inc.
c/o Bernie M. Curmbie
15760 W. Powerline Road
Crystal River, FL 34428

File No.: 09-0238683-003, Citrus County

Dear Mr. Cumbie:

Thank you for your request to the Department for authorization to maintenance dredge 3,861 cubic yards of sediment from a man-
made turning basin contagious with the Gulf of Mexico, a Class H. Outstanding Florida Watcrbody. The spoil material will be
dewatered in an industrial wastewater pond and transferred to an onsite ash disposal area. The project site is located at 15760 West
Powerline Road, Crystal River, Sections 31, 32 and 33, Township 17 South, Range 16 East, in Citrus County.

This type of activity requires a regulatory authorization for construction and operation of the project pursuant to Part IV, Chapter 373,
Florida Statute (F.S.), unless otherwise exempt by statute or rule, proprietary authorization to use state-owned submerged lands
Chapters 253 and 258, F.S., and federal authorization for works in waters of the United States:through the State Programmatic General
Permit (SPGP) program. Your request has been reviewed for'all three authorizations..The authorizations you have been granted are
listed below. Please read each section carefully. Your project may not have qualified for all three authorizations. If your project did

* 'not qualitfyffr one or moreof the auth4rizations,that Specific sectionwill advise you how to obtain it. You may NOT:commence your
projectwitfiout allithree:authorizajions. If •ou change the proiect from what you submitted, the authorization(s) granted may no loger
be valid at the time of commencement of the project. Please contact us prior to beginning your project if you wish to make an"
changes.

REGULATORY REVIEW - APPROVED

Pursuant to Part IV, Chapter 373, F.S., and based upon the forms, drawings, and documents submitted on May 2, 2008, the proposed
project appears to qualify.as an activity which is exempt from the need for a Department Environmental Resource regulatorypermit
under Chapter 40D-4.05 1(8)(d), Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). A copy of the applicable language for this exemption is
attached. This determination :is based solely on the information provided to the Department and the statutes and rules in effect when
the apPlication was submit!d. and is effective only for the specific activit ....... . Thi, dety pinItior1ta1i a ,tu -t ... xn"" if
site conditions materially change, or the governing statutes or rules are amended. In addition, any substantial modifications in your
plans should be submitted t the Department for review, as changes may result in a permit being required. In any event, this
determination shall expire after one year.

This detennination that your activity qualifies for an exemption does not relieve you from the need to comply with all applicable water

quality standards during the construction and operation of the facility. Activities conducted under this exemption must be constructed
and operated using appropriate best management practices and in a manner which does not cause water quality violations, pursuant to'
Rule 62-302, F.A.C.

The determination that your project qualifies as an.exempt activity pursuant to Rule 40D-4.051(8)(d), F.A.C., may be revoked if the
installation' is-substantially modified, if the basis fqr cteexemption is detennined to be materially incorrect, or if the.linstallation results
in water quality violations. Any chang& made; ig the .construction ýpans or location of the project may necessitate apermit or
certification from the Department. Therefore, you are advised to contact the Department before beginning the project and before
beginning any workin waters or wetlands, which is not specifically described in your submittal.

0
"More Protection. Less Process"

www dep.state. fi. us



Authority for review- Part IV of Chapter 373, F.S., Title 62, F.A.C. and in accordance to operating agreements executed between the
Department and the water management districts, as referenced in Chapter 62-113, F.A.C.

PROPRIETARY REVIEW - APPROVED
This letter is your authorization to use state-owned submerged, land (if applicable) for the construction of your project, as required by
Chapter 253.77, F.S., and Chapters 18-20 and 18-2 t,.F.A.C:

Please be advised that any use of sovereign submerged lands without specific prior authorization from the Board of Trustees will be
considered a violation of Chapter 253, F.S., and may subject the affected upland riparian property owners to legal action as well as
potential fines for the prior unauthorized use of sovereign land.

Authority for review - Chapter 253 and Chapter 258, F.S., and Chapter 18-21, F.A.C. andChapter 18-20, F.A.C. if located in an
aquatic preserve, and Section 62-343.075, F.A.C., as required.

SPGP REVIEW - NOT APPROVED

A copy of your application also has been sent to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) for review. The USACOE may
require a separate permit. Failure to obtain this authorization prior to construction could subject you to enforcement action by that
agency. For further information, you should contact the USACOE Tampa Regulatory Field Office at (813) 769-7060 or the
Gainesville Regulatory Field Office at (352) 332-6993.

Authority for review - an agreement with the USACOE entitled "Coordination Agreement Between the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Jacksonville District) and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection or Duly Authorized Designee, State
Programmatic General Permit", Section tO of the Rivers and Harbor Act of 1899, and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

Please see. the copies of the exemption attached to this letter and note that all specific conditions in the rule must be met in order to
qualify forthis exemption. If you have any questions; please contact Michael Sears at (813) 632-7600 extension,.33 1. When referring
tothisproject, please use the file number listed above.

Sincerely,

MichaSear s

Environmental S ialist I
Environmental Resource Management

Albert A Gagne, Jr.
Environmental Manager
Environmental Resource Management

Enclosures:
Chapter 40D-4.051(8)(d), F.A.C.
Notice of Rights of Substantially Affected Persons
General Consent Conditions for Use of Sovereignty Submerged Lands
Standard Manatee Construction Conditions
Attachment "A" For Discretionary Publication

- I

Bernie Cumbie
09-0238683-003
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Chapter 40D-4.051(8)(d), F.A.C.

In accordance with the provisions of Section 403.813(2), F.S., no permit shall be required under Chapters 40D-4, 40D-40 or 401-400,
Florida Administrative Code for the following activities:

(d) The performance of maintenance dredging of existing manmade canals, channels, basins, berths, intake and
discharge structures, and previously dredged portions of natural water bodies within drainage rights-of-way or drainage easements
which have been recorded in the public records of the county,_where the spoil material is to be removed and deposited on a self-
contained, upland spoil site which will prevent the escape of the spoil material into waters of the state, provided that no more dredging
is performed than is necessary to restore the canals, channels, basins, berths, and intake and discharge structures, and previously
dredged portions of natural water bodies, to original design specifications, provided that the work is conducted in compliance with
Section 370.12(2)(d), F.S., provided that no significant impacts occur to previously undisturbed natural areas, and provided that
control devices for return flow and best management practices of erosion and sediment control are utilized to prevent bank erosion and
scouring and to prevent turbidity, dredged material, and toxic or deleterious substances from discharging into adjacent waters during
maintenance dredging. Further, for maintenance dredging of previously dredged portions of natural water bodies within recorded
drainage rights-of-way or drainage easements, an entity that seeks an exemption must notify the department or water management
district, as applicable, at least 30 days prior to dredging and provide documentation of original design specifications or configurations
where such exist. This exemption shall apply to all canals and previously dredged portions of natural water bodies within recorded
drainage rights-of-way or drainage easements constructed before April 3, 1970, and to those canals and previously dredged portions of
natural water bodies constructed on or after April 3, 1970, pursuant to all necessary state permits. This exemption shall not apply to
the removal of a natural or manmade barrier separating a canal or canal system from adjacent wetlands or other surface waters. Where
no previous permit has been issued by the Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund, the Department, the District or
the United States Army Corps of Engineers for construction or maintenance dredging of the existing manmade canal, channel; basin,
berth or intake or discharge structure, such maintenance dredging shall be limited to a depth of no more than 5 feet below mean low
water.

RIGHTS OF AFFECTED PARTIES

This letter acknowledges that the proposed activity is exempt from Environmental Resource Permitting requirements under
Chapter 403.813(2)(f), F.S., and Chapter 40D-4.05 l(8)(d), F.A.C. This determination is final and effective on the date filed with the
Clerk of the Department unless a sufficient petition for an administrative hearing is timely filed under sections 120.569 and 120.57 of
the Florida Statutes as provided below. If a sufficient petition for an administrative hearing is timely filed, this determination
automatically becomes only proposed agency action subject to the result of the administrative review process. Therefore, on the filing
of a timely and sufficient petition, this action will not be final and effective until further order of the Department. The procedures for
petitioning for a hearing are set forth in the attached notice.

This determination is based on the information you provided the Department and the statutes and rules in effect when the
application was submitted and is effective onlyfor the specific activity proposed. This determination shall automatically expire if site
conditions materially change or the governing statutes or rules are amended. In addition, any substantial modifications in your plans
should be submitted to the Department for review, as changes may result in a permit being required. In any event, this determination
shall expire after one year.

Be advised that your neighbors and other parties who may be substantially affected by the proposed activity allowed under
this determination of exemption have a right to request an administrative hearing on the Department's decision that the proposed
activity qualifies for this exemption. Because the administrative hearing process is designed to re-determine final agency action on the
application, the filing of a petition for an administrative hearing may result in a final determination that the proposed activity is not
authorized under the exemption established under Chapter 403.813(2)(f), F.S., and Chapter 40D-4.051(8)(d) F.A.C.

The Department will not publish notice of this determination. Publication of this notice by you is optional and is not required
for you to proceed. However, in the event that an administrative hearing is held and the Department's determination is reversed,
proceeding with the proposed activity before the time period for requesting an administrative hearing has expired would mean that the
activity was conducted without the required permit.

Bernie Cumbie
09-0238683-003
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If you wish to limit the time within which all substantially affected persons may request an administrative hearing, you may
elect to publish, at your own expense, the enclosed notice (Attachment A) in the legal advertisement section of a newspaper of general
circulation in the county where the activity is to take place. A single publication will suffice.

If you wish to limit the time within which any specific person(s) may request an administrative hearing, you may provide
such person(s), by certified mail, a copy of this determination, including Attachment A. For the purposes of publication, a newspaper
of general circulation means a newspaper meeting the requirements of sections 50.011 and 50.031 of the Florida Statutes. In the event
you do publish this notice, within seven days of publication, you must provide to the following address proof of publication issued by
the newspaper as provided in section 50.051 of the Florida Statutes. If you provide direct written notice to any person as noted above,
you must provide to the following address a copy of the direct written notice.

SUBMERGED LANDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES PROGRAM
GENERAL CONSENT CONDITIONS FOR USE OF SOVEREIGNTY SUBMERGED LANDS

Chapter 18-21.004(7), F.A.C., provides that all authorizations granted by rule or in writing under Rule 18-21.005, F.A.C., except those
for aquaculture activities and geophysical testing, shall be subject to the general conditions as set forth in paragraphs (a) through (i)
below. The general conditions shall be part of all authorizations under this chapter, shall be binding upon the grantee, and shall be
enforceable under Chapter 253 or Chapter 258, Part 11, F.S.

Chapter 18-21.004(7), F.A.C., General Conditions for Authorizations:
(a) Authorizations are valid only for the specified activity or use. Any unauthorized deviation from the specified activity or use and
the conditions for undertaking that activity or use shall constitute a violation. Violation of the authorization shall result in suspension
or revocation of the grantee's use of the sovereignty submerged land unless cured to the satisfaction of the Board.

(b) Authorizations convey no title to sovereignty submerged land or water column, nor do they constitute recognition or
acknowledgment of any other person's title to such land or water.

(c) Authorizations may be modified, suspended or revoked in accordance with their terms or the remedies provided in Sections 253.04
and 258.46, F.S., or Chapter 18-14, F.A.C.

(d) Structures or activities shall be constructed and used to avoid or minimize adverse impacts to sovereignty submerged lands and
resources.

(e) Construction, use, or operation of the structure or activity shall not adversely affect any species which is endangered, threatened or
of special concern, as listed in Rules 68A-27.003, 68A-27.004, and 68A-27.005, F.A.C.

.(f) Structures or activities shall not unreasonably interfere with riparian rights. When a court of competent jurisdiction determines that
riparian rights have been unlawfully affected, the structure or activity shall be modified in accordance with the court's decision.

(g) Structures or activities shall not create a navigational hazard.

(h) Structures shall be maintained in a functional condition and shall be repaired or removed if they become dilapidated to such an
extent that they are no longer functional. This shall not be construed to prohibit the repair or replacement subject to the provisions of
Rule 18-21.005, FKA.C., within one year, of a structure damaged in a discrete event such as a storm, flood, accident, or fire.

(i) Structures or activities shall be constructed, operated, and maintained solely for water dependent purposes, or for non-water
dependent activities authorized under paragraph 18-21.004(l)(f), F.A.C., or any other applicable law.

[NOTE: These conditions were adopted in rule March 8, 2004, and replace the previous General Consent Conditions.]

(3/08/2004)

Bernie Cumbie
09-0238683-003
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STANDARD MANATEE CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS

1. The permittee shall instruct all personnel associated with the project of the potential presence of manatees and the need to avoid
collisions with manatees. All construction personnel are responsible for observing water-related activities for fthe presence of manatee(s).

2. The permittee shall advise all construction personnel that there are civil and criminal penalties for harming, harassing, or killing
manatees, which are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, and the Florida
Manatee Sanctuary Act of 1978. The permittee and/or contractor may be held responsible for any manatee harmed, harassed, or killed as
a result of construction activities.

3. Siltation barriers shall be installed and shall be made of material in which manatees cannot become entangled, shall be properly
secured, and shall be monitored regularly to avoid manatee entrapment. Barriers shall not block manatee entry to or exit from essential
habitat.

4. All vessels associated with the project shall operate at "no wake/idle" speeds at all times while in water where the draft of the vessel
provides less than four feet clearance from the bottom and that vessels shall follow routes of deep water whenever possible.

5. If a manatee is sighted within 100 yards of the project area, all appropriate precautions shall be implemented by the
permittee/contractor to ensure protection of the manatee. These precautions shall include the operation of all moving equipment no
closer than 50 feet to a manatee. Operation of any equipment closer than 50 feet to a manatee shall necessitate immediate shutdown of
that equipment. Activities will not resume until the manatee(s) has departed the project area of its own volition.

6. Any collision with and/or injury to a manatee shall be reported immediately to the "Manatee Hotline" at 1-888-404-FWCC (1-800-
404-3922). Collision and/or injury should also be reported to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Jacksonville (1-904-232-2580) for
north Florida or Vero Beach (1-561-562-3909) in south Florida.

7. Temporary signs concerning manatees shall be posted prior to and during construction/dredging activities. All signs are to be
removed by the lessee/grantee upon completion of the project. A sign measuring at least 3 feet by 4 feet which reads Caution: Manatee
Area will be posted in a location prominently visible to water related construction crews. A second sign should be posted if vessels are
associated with the construction, and should be placed visible to the vessel operator. The second sign should be at least 8 1/2 inches by
11 inches, which reads:

Caution: Manatee Habitat. Idle speed is required if operating a vessel in the construction area. All equipment must be shutdown if a
manatee comes within 50 feet of the operation. A collision with and/or injury to a manatee shall be reported immediately to the Florida
Marine Patrol at 1-888L404-FWCC (1-800-404-3922) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at (1-904-232-2580) for north Florida or
(1-561-562-3909) for South Florida.

8. No permanent manatee awareness sign(s) shall be installed and maintained at the docking facility. The sign shall be three feet by four
feet, 125 gauge 61ITS aluminum, covered with white, engineer grade, reflective sheeting; black, painted lettering; black screened design;
and orange, engineer grade, reflective tape border. The 3 feet wide by 4 feet long sign shall conform to the Florida Uniform Waterway
Marking System in accordance with F.S. 327.40-1. The installation of the sign shall be made in accordance with DEP specification for
such signs.

9. Verification (photos) that signs have been installed at designated locations shall be provided to the FWS and the Corps before the
docking facility begins operations. Signs and pilings remain the responsibility of the owner(s) and are to be maintained for the life of the
docking facility in a manner acceptable to the Corps of Engineers.

Bernie Cumbie
09-0238683-003
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ATTACHMENT "A" FOR DISCRETIONARY PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF DETERMINATION OF QUALIFICATION FOR
AN EXEMPTION

In the Matter of an Application
for a Determination of Qualification
for an Exemption by:

DEP File No.: 09-0238683-003
Florida Power Corp.
DBA Progress Energy Florida, Inc. County: Citrus
c/o Bernie M. Cumbie
15760 W. Powerline Road
Crystal River, FL 34428

The Department of Environmental Protection gives notice that it has received a request from Bernie M. Cumbie for
authorization to maintenance dredge 3,861 cubic yards of sediment from a man-made turning basin contagious with the Gulf of
Mexico, a Class II Outstanding Florida Waterbody. The spoil material will be dewatered in an industrial wastewater pond and
transferred to an onsite ash disposal area. The project site is located at 15760 West Powerline Road, Crystal River, Sections 31, 32
and 33, Township 17 South, Range 16 East, in Citrus County. The Department has determined that the project qualifies for an
exemption established under 40D-4.051 (8)(d), F.A.C.

A person whose substantial interests are affected by the Department's action may petition for an administrative proceeding
(hearing) under sections 120.569 and 120.57 of the F.S. The petition must contain the information set forth below and must be filed
(received by the clerk) in the Office of General Counsel of the Department at 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station 35,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000.

Mediation is not available.

If a timely and sufficient petition for an administrative hearing is filed, other persons whose substantial interests will be
affected by the outcome of the administrative process have the right to petition to intervene in the proceeding. Intervention will be
permitted only at the discretion of the presiding officer upon the filing of a motion in compliance with rule 28-106.205 of the Florida
Administrative Code.

In accordance with rule 62-110.106(3), F.A.C., petitions for an administrative hearing must be filed within 21 days of
publication of the notice or receipt of written notice, whichever occurs first. Under rule 62-110.106(4) of the F.A.C., a person whose
substantial interests are affected by the Department's action may also request an extension of time to file a petition for an
administrative hearing. The Department may, for good cause shown, grant the request for an. extension of time. Requests for
extension of time must be filed with the Office of General Counsel of the Department at 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail
Station 35, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 prior to the applicable deadline. A timely request for extension of time shall toll the
running of the time period for filing a petition until the request is acted upon. Upon motion by the requesting party showing that the
failure to file a request for an extension of time before the deadline was the result of excusable neglect, the Department may also grant
the requested extension of time.

The petitioner shall mail a copy of the petition to the applicant at the address indicated above at the time of filing. The failure
of any person to file a petition for an administrative hearing within the appropriate time period shall constitute a waiver of that right.

.A petition that disputes the material facts on which the Department's action is based must containthe following information:

(a) The name and address of each agency affected and each agency's file or identification number, if known;
(b) The name, address, and telephone number of the petitioner; the name, address, and telephone number of the

petitioner's representative, if any, which shall be the address for service purposes during the course of the
proceeding; and an explanation of how the petitioner's substantial interests are or will be affected by the agency
determination;

(c) A statement of when and how the petitioner received notice of the agency decision;
(d) A statement of all disputed issues of material fact. If there are none, the petition must so indicate;

Bernie Cumbie
09-0238683-003
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(e) A concise statement of the ultimate facts alleged, including the specific facts the petitioner contends warrant reversal
or modification of the agency's proposed action;

(f) A statement of the specific rules or statutes that the petitioner contends require reversal or modification of the
agency's proposed action; and

(g) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the action that the petitioner wishes the agency to
take with respect to the agency's proposed action.

A petition that does not dispute the material facts on which the Department's action is based shall state that no such facts are
in dispute and otherwise shall contain the same information as set forth above, as required by rule 28-106.301, F.A.C.

Under sections 120.569(2)(c) and (d) of the Florida Statutes, a petition for administrative hearing shall be dismissed by the
agency if the petition does not substantially comply with the above requirements or is untimely filed.

Complete copies of all documents relating to this determination of exemption are available for public inspection during
normal business hours, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Department's Southwest District Office, 13051 North
Telecom Parkway, Temple Terrace, FL 33637-0926.

Bernie Cumbie
09-0238683-003
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In response to requirements of Part Ill-H, NPDES Permit No. FL0000159 dated
July 9, 1979 for Crystal River Units 1, 2, and 3, Florida Power Corporation
(FPC) has conducted an ecological monitoringýprogram for the area adjacent to
the Crystal River Power Station site.. The sampling program was designed to
address the effects of plant. operation including: 1) thermal impacts on
water quality, benthos, macrophytes, salt marsh and fisheries.and 2) intake
effects in the form of plankton entrainment and adult impingement. Thermal
considerations are based primarily on comparison of control and. thermally
affected areas. Hydrodynamic and hydrothermal modeling were. conducted to
simulate. offshore temperature increases under known plant operating
conditions. Impingement and entrainment effects are quantified and compared
to relevant population statistics. The elements of the program were grouped
into four categories: Benthos, Impingement and Entrainment, Fisheries, and
Physical Studies. These headings will be used- in subsequent sections to
provide specific information on field and laboratory procedures, results and
impact assessments.
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2.0 CRYSTAL RIVER UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

The Crystal River Power Station is located in Citrus County, Florida, about.
13.7 km north of the town of Crystal River (see Figure 2.0-1).. The site
contains five units arranged as shown in Figure 2.0-2. Units 1 and .2 are
coal-fired and Unit 3 is nuclear. These units utilize once through condenser
cooling with water drawn from. the Gulf of Mexico. Units 4 and 5. are coal-
fired and have closed cycle cooling using natural draft cooling towers. Unit
4 went into operation 'shortly before initiation of field collections for the
present program. Unit 5 became operational in October 1984, after data
collection ended. Makeup for Units 4 and 5 is drawn from and blowdown is
discharged to the discharge canal serving Units 1, 2, and 3. Thus, the
physical and chemical environment of the discharge canal is related to
operation of all operating units. However, neither the conditions. of the
discharge .ermit nor the plan of study (P0S) included any. separate
consideration of Units 4 and 5. Therefore, the environmental descriptions and
impact assessments are addressed solely in terms of Units 1, 2, and.3.

Construction at the site began'in 1964 and has continued to date. Major
offshore construction was completed in 1966, although dredging of the intake
canal to increase the depth took place in 1979-1980. Spoil from initial
offshore construction was used to create dikes adjacent to the intake and
discharge channels.

Startup of Units 1, 2, and 3 spanned 12 years as shown in Table 2.0-1. Rated
generating capacity, cooling water flow and condenser temperature rise are
also given in the table. Actual operating: conditions, however, . exhibit
considerable variation. Table 2.0-2 includes weekly average values of
megawatts generated and temperature rise for each unit. Cooling water flows
vary similarly. This variation occurs despite the 'units being operated to
maximize operational efficiency within permitted limits.* Planned or
unplanned time offline is kept to a minimum. During the periods of field
collection, Units 1, 2, and 3 were only offline for 72,66, and 87 days,
respectively. The units were offline for periods of a week and more at the
times shown in Table 2.0-2.

2.1 INTAKES

Water for all three units is drawn through a common canal located south of the
units and extending generally westward into the Gulf of Mexico as shown on
Figure 2.1-1. The canal has been dredged to -20 feet at MLW and is used to
bring coal barges into the site. The barges dock on the south side-of the
canal just west-of the intakes for Units 1 and 2. The dredged channel is
confined between two dikes for about: 5.5 km, at which point the southern dike
terminates. The northern dike parallels the channel for another 8.5:km with
the first opening at Fisherman's Pass occurring 2.3 km past the southern dike.
Other openings occur at irregular intervals. Water flows: eastward in the
canal. Current velocities at the mouth of the canal were measured in.August
1983 and January 1984 and ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 meters/second, Much of this
range is accounted for by tidal rather than seasOnal variation, however.
Current velocities measured over a tidal cycle in August 1983 ranged from 0.2
to 0.6 meters/second.
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2.2 DISCHARGES

The common, discharge canal for all units is. locat.ed.just north of Units i , 2,
and 3. The canal extends WNW for almost 2.6 km to the point-of-discharge
(POD) at the *shoreline, where the canal opens into a bay. ýThe dredged
channel, bordered to the south by a spoil-bank, continues for another 1.9 km.
Water depth in the canal is about 3 meters.

The discharges of the three units enter the canal near the eastern end. They
are located as shown in Figure 2.1-2. The designs of the three discharges are
all similar. Four circulating water lines enter an open, concrete discharge
chamber. The pipes turn downward, discharging the flow in a basin. The
discharge exits the chamber over a short weir and mixes immediately with water
in the canal.
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TABLE 2.0-2

A *- CRYSTAL RIVER PLANT DATA
JUNE 1983 TO AUGUST 1984

MEAN VA LUES FOR 7 DAY PERIODS STARTING ON SUNDAY

Date Unit 1 Unitl2 Unit 3 POD

HWe F34ow AT MWe F.ow AT HWe FOw 4T Temp.

(10 gpm) (F) (10. gpm) (OF) (10 gpm) (F) (F)

01JUN83* 346.61 301.12 13.73 458.14 322.02 14.11 170.00 94.04

05JUN83 352.75 306.31 11.93 433.52 300.10 12.98 170.00 1.07 93.28

12JUN83 362.32 308.62 11.80 423.52 322.14 12.01 181.13 1.20, 91.43

19JUN83 358.91 310.00 13.17 480.03 328.00 13.34 170.00 1.07 94.20

26JUN83 330.07 297.93 12.85 466.81 326.53 13.71 208.68 0.68 95.29

03JUL83 369.13 310.00 13.60 422.74 317.26 12.26 366.31 0.77 95.45

10JUL83 357.40 310.00 14.18 473.73 325.56 13.48 342.02 0.45 94.88

17JUL83 359.63 310.00 14.08 453.46 328.00 13.11 443.21 0.48 95.29.

24JUL83 334.98 290.16 14.39 459.07 325.07 14.40 274.51 629.40 4.66 95.00

31JUL83 352.08 310.00 14.42 425.44 328.00 13.30 539.75 620.30 12.83 97.35

07AUG83 309.40 14.53 429.54 14.14 616.50 678.99 13.25 99.18

14AUG83 357.42 14.50 344.47 16.72 637.76 680.00 13.47 99.89

21AUG83 356.48 15.03 374.76 13.56 549.74 579.22 12.35 100.09

28AUG83 326.03 305.69 14.61 455.18 328.00 13.44 616.81 622.32 14.57 99.54

04SEP83 345.41 309.;08 14.66 447.45 328.00 13.95 631.21 642.56 13.37 98.46

11SEP83' 341.52 292.47 15.16 413.99 321.17 14.43 536.24 614.23 13.54 96.31

18SEP83 348.06 310.00 15.27 129.83 646.10 680.00 13.26 92.73

25SEP83 324.87 293.85 15.67 135.69 626.59 571.73 13.65 85.78

02OCT83' 349.06 306.77 14.52 454.66 291.88 12.20 474.83 1.47 85,51

09OCT83 280.81 .308.15 14.16 466.38 313.85 13.14 811.46 631.91 3.80 87.15

160CT83 298.93 459.47 328.00 13.04 753.02 656.73 7.96 86.81

230CT83 307.31- 452.59 328.00 12.93 863.18 680.00 16.62 87.86

30OCT83 310.00 426.33 325.56 11.91 885.32 680.00 17.30 85.08

06NOV83 356.15 309.54 16.81 .452.46 327.02 13.03 826.19 643.57 16.18 83.83

13NOV83 317.21 289.24 16.41 445.87 328.00 13.10 823.29 657.74 16.80 80.26

20NOV83 283.89 268.48 15.85 395.05 328.00 12.69 817.95 637.50 16.35 78.13

27NOV83 311.83 305.39 15.26 335.36 327.02 10.09 899.85 680.00 17.28 78.65

:04DEC83 276.94 306.77 14.38 337.84 328.00 9.35 894.74 680.00 17.39 79.09

11DEC83 282.75 289.24 14.91 347.27 291.27 10.62 808.00 626.37 17.06 75.01

18DEC83 309.97 304.46 17.02 312.72 328.00 10.14 891.36 673.93 17.46 74.85

25DEC83 325.40 291.55 19.53 426.74 308.96 14.70 786.96 630.12 16.32 65.67

*4. day average
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF CRYSTAL BAY

Navigation charts covering the area of the Gulf of Mexico: adjacent to the
Crystal River Power Station designate the waters off the mouth of the Crystal
River as Crystal Bay (see Figure 3.0-1)-. This. term will be used here to refer
to that same area as well as the inshore waters north of the intake spoil as
far as the mouth of the Withlacoochee River. The study area encompasses all
of Crystal Bay and extends offshore about 16 km from the power plant as shown
in Figure 2.1-1.

Crystal:River enters Crystal Bay from the southeast.: A navigation channel is
maintained in the river and for several kilometers offshore. The
Withlacoochee River enters the Bay-from the northeast., It is somewhat'smaller
than the Crystal River, but it is navigable, and an offshore channel is
maintained. About 1.6 km south of the Withlacoochee River lies the western
terminus of the Cross Florida Barge Canal (CFBC). While the canal was never
completed, the canal was dug far enough to the east to alter the local
watershed and to permit drainage through the canal and into the Gulf. Flows
in the canal are regulated by locks.

Offshore of the CFBC, a deep channel was dredged extending.WSW from the canal.
Dredgespoil was deposited south of-the channel creating a series of islands
paralleling the channel. Several natural islands also occur in Crystal Bay;
these are generally close to shore. Larger islands 'such as Thumb, Drum, and
Lutrell are located north ofthe discharge and Negro Island, and a few small
islands, are found near Cutoff and Salt Creeks, south of the intake. Shell
island is located at the mouth of the Crystal River.

Crystal Bay tends to be very shallow; depths rarely reach 3 m as far Put as
Fisherman's Pass, and depths of 6 m infrequently occurred at the furthest
offshore :stations. The shallow inshore environment is dominated by oyster
reefs or bars which are generally oriented parallel to shore at intervals from
the shoreline. The reefs are composed of oyster shell with the bulk of the
reef being composed of broken shell. Clumps of shells are apparent on the
surface. The reefs are exposed'at low tide, but almost all are covered at
high tide. Sections of reef-tend to be short with narrow passages between
secuIonsi Wh-e--l Vewked tr- lt, t1Vttn:-hr - e ppears. dto £ine•
series of basins with slightly deeper water in the center and the 'bottom
gently sloping-up to the surrounding reefs. Previous reports on Crystal Bay
have defined and numbered the basins as shown in Figure 2.1-1I

The coastal area of Crystal Bay is characterized'by salt marsh dominated.by
Juncus roemerianus with bands: of Spartina alterniflora. The- marshes are
fairly flat-and extend inland for about 1.6 km in places. A number of small
creeks drain the marshes. The creek system adjacent to Basin 1 is
particularly extensive.-
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4.0 PREVIOUS STUDIES

The present program is. one. in a series of studlesq conducted at the Crystal.
River site. Most of the studies were intended to address, the effects, of power
plant construction and operation on the local ecosystem.. Three exceptions .
were .Dawson's (1955) early study of oyster biology and hydrology, Phillips'

(1960) study of marine plants., and the more.recent study conducted by CH2M,.
Hill (1983) to pro6vide data.for the Wi-thlacoochee Regional Planning COuncil.

Comprehensive studies relating to the power plants essentially began in .1969
at which' time,. Unit 1 wasq inw operation, Unit 2 was, starting up, and a.
constr'uction permit had been isaueed for Unit 3.4: The stUdies were performed bythe Florida Department of Natural" Resources (DNR) and a series, of, publications

resulted (Grimes 1971; Lyons et , al 19+71; Qui.ck 197i1; Steidinlger, and
Van Breedveld 1971;,.Grimes. and Mountain 1971; and Mountain 1972). .,The lastdata collection took' placein n1971;' In* approximatlfy'ý thei fsametimefrah

University of South Florida initiated studies of thermal effects (Carder
1970; Klausewitz 1972)'. Plume mapping and modeling were emphasized.

Licensing activities related 't Unit 3 risulted• 'in initiaton e further
studies in'1972. Personnel from:the University.of Florida, performed a variety
of studies; other participants, were the University of South Flodrida, Gilbert
and Associates, and Dames and Moore. In 1973, the studies came under the
auspices of a specially formed Interagency Research Advisory Committee.
Study results were presented in a multiple volume,. report (FPC 19.74a) and
several supplemental publications '(FPC 1974b; FPC '1975; Oeteriing 1976).
Predictive hydrothermal modeling continued through" 1975 'a&d'itito g1976.
Results of the, modeling addressed the effects of futureoperation Of Unit,;
(Carder it al 1976). .op.r..ion of Ui3

unit 3 began. commercial operation in March .1977, and an operationalmonitoring program required by.' the. environmental technical specifications

began at that time. Initial participants in the program wer the .UiVesity
of Florida, NUS and Connell, Metcalf and Eddy. Applied Biology- held. a
contract i n the later stages. Althoughthe scope of thea' program-varied over'
time, elements of the studies Contined"."throuh 1981. 5 .Reautt r re._r_ ed+
in a series of annual reports. (FPC 1978a;. 1978b; 1979a; 1979b;.1980; 1981;1982a) and smmnarized in two publcations (FPC 1982b; Applied Biology, 1983).

The publications cited above report studies of essentially all components of
the Crystal Bay ecosystem; however, the results" fro almost .all of these
studies cannot. be directly. compared to. results from the present study.
Comparisons %.are. limited. because: 1 plant construction and operating
conditions did not approximate present con ditins Until 1981, 2).: collection
techniques for.. particular biotic groups varied, and 3) laboratory and
analytical techniques varied,-. The data from these previous studiecswere.used
in designing the present study.
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,5.0 •DEVELOPMENT OF THE. PLAN OF STUDY-.

Field sampling conducted :at Crystal River is described for. each program
element in subsequent sections of this report.. The. program originally"was
designed for FPC by-a-, series of contractors and-was described in the. document
entitled -_"Plan- of, Study;,- Crystal-River I, 2:, and 3 NPDES.-316(a) and 316(b)-
Ecological -Monitoring Program,'! The. Plan- of Study JPOS). was prepared in
August,4.1979,, and. revised in .November 1982-., : It -wasý, submitted; to the: U.S...
Environmental Protection Agency. (EPA) for approval on November. 15, 1982.

Subsequent to approval of the- POS, Mote, Marine Laboratory (MML) reviewed the-
program and. proposed changes to- the Benthos, .Impingement and* Entrainment, and.
Fisheries sections. The changes were presented in "Proposed Revisions to Plan
of Study, Crystal River 1, 2, and 3 NPDES 316." More, limited, changes were
also proposed for water quality aspects of the Physical Studies section. FPC
accepted the ..- proposed .-. revisions,, obtained preliminary approval,. from.
regulatory personnel and.,submitted,,a request. for, proposal for. the. revised POS.,
Stone &,,W*ebster, Engineering Corporation's -(SWEC) proposal, was. ,to- implement
the program as, written -with:-the:• exception ofL. the hydrodynamic/hydrothermal
modeling which would accomplish' the objectives using~different, models.. Field
collections remained unchanged..: The proposed revisions and the pertinent
proposal material,were submitted,.to. the EPA on:- February .22, 1983.,. In March i,
1983,ý SWEC- was.: awarded,. the contract ,to implementrthe. program.. The field work
and preparation, of the.- Benthos-;_section of. the report.• were- conducted by.-ML.o
under contract to SWEC. MML utilized. personnel. from Mangrove Systems,, Inc. to
work on the macrophyte component. Personnel-.. resppnsible-~for specific program-,
elements. are listed in Appendix I. - , •. - ,. -

As the field program began in:June . 1983, some, modifications., to the .sampling
program were needed to accommodate local conditions or to enhance analysis of
the resulting data. These changes were summarized in the First Quarterly
Progress Report (SWEC 1983) and presented orally at the First Quarterly
Progress Meeting held on October 27, 1983. All changes were discussed before
implementation and written notice' was provided to EPA and to the Florida
Department of Environmental Regulation (DER). Formal approval of all changes
in the -progrnm w r _Pj-••Avei Fy an kpril .7- . .. .....

Throughout the program, quarterly reports have been issued containing summary
data tables for the field components and other related information (SWEC 1983,
1984a, b, c, d). These reports were submitted to U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Services. (.FWS) National Marine Fisheries Service. (NMFS), EPA,. DER, and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).. In addition to data tables,. a tape of
computerized data will be made.available to EPA at the program's completion.
Quarterly progress meetings have been held with state and federal regulatory
agency personnel invited to participate. Regular participants have included
the EPA and! the DER.: As a result of the meetings, phone. conversations,
Correspondence or other discussions , any program changes initiated after the
start of field sampling have been subject to prior approval by the agencies.

FPC summarized the above information in 'Crystal River 316 Study, Plan of
Study - Summary," to provide a single document outlining the program in its
final form. Table 3.0-1 summarizes the field program and provides for each

-/ component the pertinent number of stationsp replicates, samples, sampling
frequency, and period of study. Field collections were completed in August
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1984. The dates of these collections were summarized in• the Fifth Quarterly.I
Progress Report (SWEC, 1984d).

After collection. and laboratory analysis ofsamples and summarization in the
quarterly reportsi the'-data were :analyzed. in. a • varietytof ways for
presentation in this report. Nearly all of the statistical summaries 'and
analyses .of data were done ,'ith Version 82.3 of the' Statistical Analysis'
System (SAS) (SAS 1982). -Thisl system offers a high level language of commands
(called PROCs) which follow many 'of the standardized statistical procedures
found in-most statistical methods texts such as Snedecor and Cochran (1967).
The most frequently used SAS PROC for this study. is 'the Generalized Linear
Model (GLM) procedure.. A linear-model in this case could be represented as:

T' i ' b• X X
1b ...1 22 2 b 3X3

where Y represents" the dependent variable (suich as surface temperature),-. X
represents a ' discrete' (such -as 8 station) -or.• 'continius .(water , depth),
independent variabl or treatmentý, and b represents.. the iU % treatment mean: or.'i-
deviation of the- i treatment mean (for the discreted case) or the slope of
the least squares: relatidn of Y on X (for the cnhtinubus, case). .

This SAS procedure provides an analysis of -variance type summary of the
relative importance of'the independent variables:in the model. -The procedure '
also provides estimates of the values of the b's in the model. For nearly all-,"
the GLM. analyses a Tukey's !Honestly Significant' Difference (HSD) 'test was
provided.' The anova type format confirms if *at least one individual livel,
e.g., station, of an independent variable is statistically significantly
different from at least one other level (station) of the same variable. The
HSD test' identifies which' of the levels is different.
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TABLE 5.0-1

kRY OF ECOLOGICAL PROGRAM
SRYSTAL RIVER STUDIES

e

No. of
StationsStudy Component

I. -* Benthos

No. of

6(+2)

6(+2)

10

A. Benthic core

B. Macrophyte mapping

20
20

50

9(inteni
9(inten!
9(inteni

I.)
I.)
I.)

5
3

C. Aerial photographs 1

D. Oyster reef 9

E. Salt marsh program 8

1

90

24

2 depths
3
1 profile
multiple
depth

Frequency

Quarterly
6 wks

Quarterly +
1 Preliminary
6 wks
6 wks
6 vks

3 times

Monthly &
Bimonthly

6 vks

Weekly...
Quarterly,
Weekly'
Weekly:

Total No.
Samples

600

1200

3000

900
450
270

3

14580

1920

1040 .
1q200'-
2600-

15200 ,

200"
-200

Study
Period

15 .mos

15. mos

15: mos-

15 mos
15 moo
15 mose

15 moe-

12. mos,

15 'mos

F. Physical

a. Chlorophyll 'a'
b. Sediment
c. Photometry
d. Turbidity, D.O.,

pH, Salinity,
Temperature

e. Sediment Temp-
erature, Eh

8
40
40
40

40
20

15 mos
15." moe,
15 moB
15 moo

,15 mos
15 mos

1 depth Quarterly
1 depth 6 wks



e 9
(Cont)

11

Study Component

II. Impingement and Entrainment

A. Impingement-

B. Entrainment

III Fisheries

A. Trawl

B.

C.

D.

Seines

Drop net

Creek trawls

No.o

Stati

3

15

9

4

2

4

120

1

40

16

51

1

Varial

4

3

7

2

2

7

1

1

4 analyses

£
ins

TABLE 5.0-1

No. of

Rep. Frequency,

Weekly +
3 times

Biweekly
day/night

Monthly

(night)

Monthly.

Monthly

Monthly
(day)

17 times

17 times

Biweekly

Continuous

Continuous

Variable

Total No.
Samples

660

2880

756

96

48

336

2040

17

5120

1 survey

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

12

12

12

Study
Period

12 mos

15 mos

12. mos

moB

moe

moe

E. Crab traps

F. Crab impingement

IV. Physical Studies

A. Suspended loads

B. Bathymetry

C. Short-term

D. Long-Term

E. Meteorology

F. Temperature profiles

4 mos

4 mos

15 mos

1

1 or 2

2

12

15

2

moo

mos

moB

moB

1

2le



6.0 BENTI s "

Thýý beitihos componenft o'f the- present study includes the following'elemeunts:
water quality', -sediments,'- benthic infauna,' macrophytes, salt marsh, , and,
oyster reefs. Each of these elements was sampled by unique methods and these
methodi,; 4as' well- as results ; from•"eachý type: of s stapling, will be described:
separa t'ely",- in subsequent sections. For the biotic' eements, impact
assessment associated primarily with the stati6n discharge will! be addressed.:

6.1- WATER QUALITY- '.

6.1.1 Sampling and Laboratory Analysis

Water quality investigations during this, study included boths in. situý. and
laboratory determinations perfbrmed'weekly' at40 stations- over a period, of
approximately 15 months, i' from June` 9, 1983 -to August 2771984.. Stationj-

locations are•' shown in Figure ' 6. 61-1..ý Sampling .-dates were selected to provide-
informationlfor both high and. low) tide conditions.

ActUal sapling times on each day were designed around two temporal windows.
During a 90 minute interval centered on' the'. piedicted time -of high;, or. low
tidd,- in situ• temperature and conductivity, data alone' were collected, at: 27
selected stations (4-30). The second window was'" 4 hour interval centered. on'
local no'oifduring' which" measurements' of water column, depthj, temperaturey
conductlvi ty,' pH, dissolved- oxygent,- and light- penetration were made at all 40
stations'. Salinities "and'. corrected: dissolved: oxygen values 'were ' later-
calculated fromithese data. . 7 'P

Water samples• for laboratory analysei were also collected -from all stations,
durihg" 'theyo :'4 hours'.. -centered ' on local' noon, 'the photometry :.window.
Determinations of turbidity' at: the: surface: and' bottom of each. station were
made weekij. Samples fort chlorophyll: analysis were collected at a randomly
chosen eight of the. 40 stations On alternate'. weeks,:- surface: and bottom
samples- were- collected, for -suspended .'..load- analysis (total and volatile
nonfilterable residue).

Station locations were typically identified by the use of onboard Loran. C
(Sitex Koden C787). Water column depths were recorded with either calibrated.7
fathometers or with marked leadlines .• .

In situ measurements. of temperature -and conductivity were. made with
Beckman RS5-3 inductive salinometers. Surface and bottom measurements were
made, in -depths lesas than; 1 -meter. For water column depths of. 1-3 meters or
less, surfacel mid-depth, and bottom readings. were taken.' '"In depths .greater
than 3 meters, data were recorded from surface, one-quarter depth, mid-depth,
three-quarters, and bottom. Calculations ofe aalinity froml these data were
performed later using equations developed by Cox et al (1967)p UNESCO (1966)
oceanographic tables, and the. salinity-conductivity relationships of Jaeger
.(1973).

Dissolved oxygen.ý me'asurements were performed- with. YSI 57 di-ssolved. oxygen
meters and polarographic membrane electrodes.. Measurement depths were
surface 'and bottom for depths of, 1' meteror less,) and. surface, mid-depth, and
bottom for depths greater than" 1 meter. These instruments were-operated
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'•' without the salinity correction: function to minimize possibility of,,,sampler .
error. Dissolved oxygen readings so obtained were later corrected. for
salinity.- and percent saturatibons were. calculated using the polynomial,
relationship developed by, Weiss, (1970, .cited in Riley and Skirrow 1975).'

Mealsurements of pH were performed' with Martek Mark VII multiparameter meters
gnd/or an Orion 201 pH meter. Measurement frequencies were at the same depths
as previously described for. dis~solved oxygen.

Quality assurance- measures for tfhese in situ parameters included,: full. bench
calibration of-meters: before and:. after sampling; field calibration of salino-
meters and D.O. meters; a repeti.tion of all water column measurements at one
station out of t'en; verification of the temperature function of the Beckman
salinometers against thermometer: readings or the, temperature function, of the
Martek Mark VII meters; and collection, of, water, samples at, a, rate of' 1. for
every-10.measurements for, laboratory analysis of pH, dissolved, oxygen, and
conduttivity.-.I These water:. samples were preserved" appropriately and the
analytical values obtained, were comparedto, the recorded field. values.

Fhotometry measurements ,.quantification of solar radiation and extinction,
were; made:.in situ. using. LiCor integrating. quantum radiometers. These
instrumentsare sensitive in the.. photosynthetic spectrum of 400-700 nm and
measurements were made in air, just below the water's surface,, at secchi
depth, and/or at bottom.., The secchi, depth and- percent cloud cover were also

* recorded. The. deck and submersible sensors for these instruments were
calibrated by. the manufacturer on"an annual basis and; checks of the mechanical,
zero were: performed at the beginning of each sampling, episode. "

Surface water samples. were collected., from just. below the surfacez as grab.
samples..- " Samples-at depth were secured -using- a--Niskin-.-or - Kemmerer--type-
sampler. Samples: for pH and condUctivity analysis were maintained at ambient
temperature, those , for dissolved ".oxygen determinations., were fixed with
manganous sulfate and alkaline, azide . iodide solutions for later Winkler.
titrations., All remaining.sampl-es for turbidity, chlorophyll,) and suspended
load analyses, were iced on collection and maintained either.on ice or at, 40Cunti n u yfR. . .--

Laboratory analyses were' performed, within the EPA recommended, parameter

specific, holding times. Analytical methods employed were.as follows:.,

Conductivity: Method 205, platinum electrode (APHA 1980)..

Dissolved.Oxygen: Method- 360,2., azide modification of Winkler analysis,
full.. bo.ttle t:echnique (EPA' 1979).

pH: Method 150A1, electrometric (EPA 1979).

Turbidity:' Method 180.1, nephelometric (EPA 1979)..

Chlorophyll. 'a': Method 1002G, spectrophotometric determination of
chlorophyll 'a', corrected for pheophytin 'a' (APHA 1980)'..:

Total and Volatile Nonfilterable Residue: Method 209D and 209G, total

nonfilterable residue: dried at.. 03-1050 C and volatile nonfilterable
residue ashed at 5500C (APIRA 1980)w.
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Water quality data were analyzed, using the SAS. GLM procedures. The specific.
analysis --,varied. with:._. the-. parameter, however - weekly,_ values, either
individuallyor averaged over depth, were most often evaluated by quarter and.
station. Other variables used included tide, depth, occurrence of st orms, and,
barge traffic. Where appropriate, variation based on other water quality
parameters was considered. For example, turbidity values were analyzed.for.
variation with quarter', station, depth, storms, barge traffic,' total
suspended solids, zconductivity and chlorophyll a.

6.1.2 Results.

Samplingswere divided! into, five groups of. thirteen episodes each. Month ..
were- divided. as,* follows:, Surmner -Quarter .I, June, July, August; Fall
Quarter II, September, October, pNovember, first week of December; Winter,-.
Quarter III, December remaining, January, February; Sumner - Quarter IV,
March, April, May; ..Quarter-.V, June,. July, August. Tabular meansoi parameter
values.-are presented in Appendix II. for each quarter and for the . project as .a
whole,. It should be noted that roj means (Quarters. I-V) cannot be used as
annual averages,- as. they are, biased by the inclusion of two. sunmer qua'rters.

Tables of quarterly values were. generated, from the entire data base for. all
parameters except pH, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, and total suspended load.
These means were., computed during analyses of variance, as, a function of four or
more independentvyariables-. Occasi6nally, when an independent variable was
missing, the dependent- variablewas not included in either. the statistical
analysis or.the calculated mean..

The historical water.-quality. data. bases for -the study site consist primarily
of temperature and. salinity observations collected, either in conjunction n`ith
biological community analyses (Grimes 1971; 'Applied Biology 1982) or for
numerical model calibration and verification efforts (Klausewitz 1973).
Efforts. have been made to separate the thermal. effects attributable to the
power plant, from those produced. by, seasonal. and daily. insolation (Carder
1974). . Modeling. efforts have -centered,, on prediction of. the, areal extent of
the thermal .plunme under a n umber of seasonal, -tidal, and, plant .,operation
conditionsand to accurately simulate interbasuin flows forced.by the dredged

'sp~bfl - •!•jds--a-id ri]•atrly. occurring oyser -efs (a iiswitz -979). .

Dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll levels were frequently recorded during
previous studies of macrophytes :and of phytoplankton communities. and
productivity/respiration ratios (FPC 1975;"FPC 1980).

Subsequent to the construction of the intake and discharge: dike and the

redirection of Double Barrel Cree.k, mapping of .bottom types indicated -a highly
depositional enviroment in the discharge vicinity' and .was-.attributed to the
rapid erosion of new stream beds (FPC 1975; Cottr'ell 1974). With the concern
overz the effect of light . attenuation and non-catastrophic siltation. on
attached macrophytes and sessile infauna,...turbidity, extinction coefficients

(secchi depths), and. sedimentation rates were quantified (Cottrell" 1978;
Knight and. Coggins, 1982;, CH2M. Hill. 1983).,

The present study was designed to provide a detailed record of local water
quality conditions in the area. Sources of turbidity and suspended load were
to be identified as possible sources of light attenuation., The effect of
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storms and plant related activities (barge traffic) on these, parameters was
also to be investigated. -Chlorophyll concentrations* were' to be used as, a
first" approximation of the -distribution of phytoplankton (for input to the
turbidity analyses.)

Temperature

Temperature data and other water quality data presented below were subjected
to analyses of variance (ANOVA) using a Generalized Linear Model (GlM)
procedure. These statistical procedures are designed for unbalanced data
with more than one treatment variable. Comparisons of quarterly and station
means were made with Tukey's St-udentized Rangeý Test. (honestly significant.
difference) and at a confidence level of 952 (alpha - 0.05). Results of the
ANOVA' s are provided in-Appendix II.

Individual analyses of variance were performed on surface temperatures (ST),
and bottom teiperatures (BT) as a function of quarter, station, tide, station-
tide interacti'o6n, and depth." If more than one observation was made ata
statio2nduring 'a sampling episode, only that taken closest to' the time' of.
predicted slack water was selected for analysis. The models generated for,
both dependent parameters were highly Signi ficant. .

For surface and bottom temperatures, both quarter and station terms accounted
for a significant portion 'of the data variability. Seasaonal dependence of all
temperatures at the site were indicated. The contribution of the station term
suggested a constant spatial distribution of temperatures. once seasonal
fluctuations had been removed. This areal pattern could be the result of the..
thermal influence of the discharge, insolation and warming of shallow water
bodies, or any other relatively constant heat, source or sink in. the study
area 7 .-.

Seasonal changes in water temperature resulted in quarterly mean surface and
bottom values (all stations combined) that were'significantly different from
one another. The two sa er quarters were also significantly different,
although the absolute value of the' difference between the means was only 0.70
anda 56 0 ýfar aurface and ebottom tprat res. I Temperature Plots, during
those seasons with the "-lowest and highest mean bottom temperatures are
presented in Figures 6.1-2 and 6.1-3.

Station by station statistical comparisons of tidally averaged surface and
bottom temperatures (Figures 6.1-4 and 6.1-5) were compiled and stations were-
grouped-based on the pattern of significant differences with other stations.
Stations" are in order of decreasing temperature means as determined by the GLM
with Level .A ýstations havinag the highest overall temperatures and presumably
the most direct thermal impacts, Level B the next highest, etc.

The highest mean temperatures were' recorded at Station 17, the station most
proximate to the POD and most likely to be directly influenced by the theniial

discharge. Station comparisons produced a core group: of four additional
stations (13, 18, 19, 29) which are not dissimilar. from Station 17, These
five.stations comprised Level A for both surface and bottom temperatures.
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Level B s tations, the group with the next highest- project; temperature means,
were-: comprised--of, slightly:. Afferent' stations: for s`urface' and bottom
observations. In addition to Stations 14, 20-22, 28, and 30, Stations 23 and
27 were included for surface but not for bottom temperatures, while Stations 4
and-5,-:nearthe CFBC, were included for'bottom but not for surface.- .

Level, C s tationsg ,were those significantly different-" from, the three. warmest
(17,.. 18 and 19) and were comprised of Stations. 5,' 69- 7,-15, -and 16-for surface
temperatUres-,-and 15, 23, and 27 for, bottom values. Level D surface stations
were 4, 8, 9, and 24; bottom stations were 6, 7, and 16. These divisions are -

illustrated. in Figures 6.1-6 and 6.1-7).

For.. the ST'model and the BT model', depth did not contribute significantly. As,
the.depth' term was applied last in the analysis, and.as the station variable
is. not truly independent of the depth observed-on station', it is -possible that

-'such phenomena as solar: warming of shallow waterfmasses. were already evaluated
by the:station variation.,-:'

The results' of the ,ANOVA .imply that as the tide, term was-not significant','
there was no consistent fluctuation of temperatures with tide over the study
area .:Ias a whole. . The-- station-tide -interactive: term also-.-indicated. no-
significant interaction or multiplicative, effect.1 between, these two parameters
once -the','variability due to station has been removed. fHowever, despite the
insignificant 'effect' of- tide. in the GLM proceduresi,; isotherms of high and low
tideilmeans-ý,for, the, duration of the project -showed large differences; in the...
areas enclosedŽ .by!-'selected isotherms-. (Figures -6.1-8 and . 6.1-9) ands;
temperature, differentials'lof-up to'20C were observed at, several- stations. (22,.
23, 29, 30)-. .A more continuous deseasonalization:' based on maximum daily: airr::.
temperature or isolation (Figure -6.1-10) or the inclusion of plant operations..
(Figure 6.1-11) in the statistical model might have prevented the masking of
temperature' fluctuation)` dueý to- tidal- stage..' Unfortunately, gaps, in-, the;,
metedrologicaL-: record -dedreased:. theý':.utility-ý of'. this data base and" the
fluctuations apparently produced by 'plant: discharges appeared to beý less than
those due. to seasonal, climatic temperature changes.

A . •& 4d n Fiou"e" :.-6. -41 anA d g 'I'd "W , •e--
turns SW-I and includes-, Station 29.;.in the.. stations classified as Level, A.
During high tides, a steeper thermal gradient was maintained in the immediate
discharge area, and ,temperatures at stations to' the;: north.' (4,- 5, -13) were
elevated. These observations were compatible with the modeling and short term
results (see Section10).

Concern has been, voiced previously (Carder: 1974)"that a large portion of the.
acreage of-the observed thermal plumes was an artifact of water: flowing from
the CFBC and.entering-the st udy, area, particularly on an ebbing tide. This
water, would have been, confined and subject to warming .from solar' radiation and
the effect should- have, been most evident- at.. Stations, 4 and 5. , This solar,
warming phenomena was not' observed to be the most influential factor on bottom
temperatures. at- Stations 4 and 5 of the, present study,' although freshwater
inputs from the CFBC- to the study-'area were, apparent. During -low tideq samplings, when CFBC influence was highest (lowest salinities) and surface to
bottom salinity gradients were most pronounced. Warmer, more saline water
was found at the bottom of the water column. More pronounced temperature
differences (bottom higher) were observed at high tides. This pattern was
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observed. during all quarters. of the.study, including Quarters I and V when -'

maximum. insolation. . and warming of the less saline waters of..the Canal was,
expected.

Radiation absorption and subsequent heat transfer to the water column, by.
bottom sediments was apparently not a factor in producing this temperature
gradient -at Stations 4 and 5, as only approximately 2% of the subsurface light
reached-the bottom on the average. Stations of comparable depths, south of
the intake, did not develop thermal inversions -to this. extent even though 25%
of the subsurface, light reached the bottom.,

Surface temperatures did not s-how an obvious effect of heat input from the
CFBC.. Tidally averaged surface temperatures, of Stations 4, ,5, and 6 during
the., summer (Quarter I, maximum insolation). (Figure 6.1-12) were cooler than
adjacent -stations. (I, 7,-, or 14) and were- comparable to. Stations 31',and 38.,
nearshore ,stationsý south of ý the intake and less- subject, to freshwater
influences. Finally, mean surface temperatures observed duiring low tides at
Stations 4 and 5, when salinity indicated maximum input from the CFBCt were
again less, than observations at high tide. (Figures 6.1-13 and 6.1-14)..

Thermal stratification was-investigated by an ANOVA of DT, surface
temperature. minus. bottom temperature, as a function of quarter, station,:
tide,' station-tide, and depth. Again quarter and .station were..the most
significant factors- in accounting. for the variation in observed data.. For .;
this-model, however,. the F value produced for the quarter term, while still
signif icant, was two orders of magnitude less. than for the models of ST and
BT, indicating. seasonal fluctuations are less statistically- significant.. The
station-tide interactive term ' and depth-: (a function of station) also.
contributed significantly to the variations observed..

Mean vertical..gradients, of temperature were inverted- (negative Values of DT) -

in. Basins 2- and 3.-. This previously. observed :(Grimes and Mountain 1971),.
phenomenon'was att ributed to the withdrawal of waters from approximately 5.5
km offshore (salinity 23-24 o/oo) and discharge into a nearshore, less saline
environment. The warmed discharge, however, was still denser than the

.... L~ -vU-~w5t-eL -1 -aud- higher--LxmOertaurt--Were wbserved -by-t-e -authors a-t be-.
bottom of the water. column until mixing produced a more.! homogenous water mass.

During the project, repetitive temperature measurements 'made on a singI"e•
station visit- differed by an. average of 0.060C and the instrumental precision
criterion that was generated allowed the detection of differing water masses
when temperature differentials exceeded 0.220 C..- Station means for the
project- showed, thermal inversions of 0.220 C or more at StAtions 4, 5, 13, 14)ý
and 20 over the course of the project.. The maximum inverted gradient, --
0.680 C, was observed at Station 4. These stations were all considered Level A
and B thermal-stations for bottom waters. Salinities at Station 17 indicated
that bothsurface and bottom waters were relatively uniform and highly saline.
The station was also extremely shallow, and almost complete displacement of
nearshore-waters by the plume was assumed to have prevented any large thermal
inversion from occurring. Salinities at Station. 19 indicated that same mixing

* had occurred, again decreasing the thermal inversion.
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0
Verti~cal temperatre gradients iwere positive in Basins. 4 and; 5 wi~th the
maximum (0.680 C) observed at Station 23. Isotherms of DT were compressed in!,'
the vicinity of the oyster bars separating Basin 3 from Basin 5,. indicating a
zone of Irapid ch~ange ,. The plume,., approximately 4 1 offshore, wasd in that

area miking wiith-salinities comparableF to its origin, althoughl still several•,.
degrees warmer thaa the po'init, of intake (Station 34); The resulting density .
gradient favored the- waitrm wte wter on . the s urface .a This 'result- was most .

prominent during low water (Figure 6.1-15). -

S a l i n i t* • • 't Y -" .. . ... c i , . • - :. . .:.. • .

Salinity. patterns. in. thet", studyr area are: complex,, but,, are l:siimplistically
summarized as .two freshwater inputs to an estuary, with a saline input (the
plant: dicharge) situated between. Average flows of the. Crystal River and the.
Withla~coochee' River have "been "reiported as- approximately 785 ýand 1183 cf s,I
res'pe-tive y (Applied Bidlogy 1982)-.n, ,Thez fl ow inr the'ý CFBC has• been reported
to vary` between-.100 and 39801ý` cfs9z (Carder•f 1974).• The plant discharge is-,1 .
approximately 2937"cfs.' 

-

The salinity data collected nearest the time of predicted tide during each
s amplig episode w#eer'esubjected-'ý,"toý "' GLM•-procedures.9L Surface .and bottom

salinity (SC`and '0c), as well as the salinity• gadilent present ,(DC, surface,
minus abottom' values)were each analyzed as, a function.,of- quarter•y,, stationy
tide•,- station-tide,' and.-depth.ý All •three, salinity, models, generated, were, .

a highly signi'ficant. Each independent term accourited,- 1for, a,,significant-. -

portion of' thesdata variability withý the single, exceptidni of. the depth term in
the model'-of DC-%.`

Seasonal salinity differences, a typical response to variable freshwater
flows and tidal heights, were strong enough for most: quarters ,o be
significantly different from one another. Surface quarterly means were
highest: in-f'alli., Quarter. ii-.(SC,. 22.45 o/oo),.4and lowest., in:, the aspring,,
Quarter-' IV:(17.27' o/oo). , Mean bottom- salinities, ranged between- 24.2l. 0/0o

during, the second su"aner (Quarter Vp-, Figure 6.1-16)::and 18.31,io/o6 in the.

spring (Quarter IV, Figure 6.1-17). .

The .easonal salinity variat1ins observes aa- no ciose relatxonship. to.•, i-
rainfalls recorded -either at- the Crystal', River. Power• Station-f. (incomplete
data)>".ov in the Crystal -River/Inglis,, area. -,(National Weather.,. Service,
unofficial monthly totals, Figure 6.1-18). 'Flows, from.the Crystal River,. a
spring fed river with a low1: piezometric elevation, have, been reported to vary.,,
inversely with seasonal.. tidal heights (Mann and, Cherry, 1970). . Maximum
discharge from this system would.then. be. expected -to have occurred during ..
January and February, during periods of lowest predicted tides. Minimum
salinities in the, study- area, however, were-observedAin March, April,. and May..

ýThe variation in salinity' during the spring, however, was imore pronounced for
inshore stations, arguing *a variable terragenic source, of- fresh water,. On
April. 12; ý1984-, and&: April, 18j, 1984,._-. high. turbidities ,. were, recorded
simul taneously withl low 7 salinities-, and.' •indicated: either.. storm conditions

(when strong winds' may. alter, times', and.heights of- actual tides, from predicted)
or pulses of runoff with highW: suspended solids, A more extensive. compilation
of watershed rainfall records ,p ass essment of antecedent conditions. and' soil
types, and flow and stage records of the freshwater inputs would be required
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to fully relate the salinities observed in the study area to precipitation and
tides.

The significance of, the station term in the salinity ANOVAs illustrIated that,
once seasonal variations, were removed, a 'relatively,, constant gradient, of'
salinities existed across the..study area. This distribution across the study,
area was strongly-affected by tidal stage, and a station-tide. interactive term
was significant for models of surface and bottom salinities.

The maximum tidal change was observed at Station 1 (near the Withlacoochee
River),# approximately 5-6 o/oo. Minimum tidal differences were observed in
the region of the discharge canal at Stations 17, 18, and 19 (Figure 6.1-19).

A compilation of station to station statistical compar.isons showed .a much more
continuous distribution 'of, salinities than of, temperature in the study; area.
Groups. of similar-,.stations. based on. the pattern• of. significant., differences
were therefore smaller, and as there are' two freshwater inputs to, this., system,
similar stations were not always contiguous, occasionally being divided byx "
the intake and discharge spoil dikes.

Maxima of vertical salinity gradients, DC, were observed near the regions of
freshwater input (Figure 6.1-20). ::Negative values represent less; saline

lenses of water overriding denser, more saline water. Station 17 exhibited
the least amount of 'stratification during both high and low :tide conditions.
Based on. salinity observations,, both surface and bottom waters :at this station
were.' primarily comprised-.of ýdischarge from. the plant,. the volume, of saline.
water discharged by the plant (2937 cfs) apparently overshadowing any less ,
saline flow from the nearby marshes.

Dissolved .e V

Two different-selections of independent variables were used for ANOVA of the
dissolved. oxygen (DO) data base. !Values from the surface (DOl) and bottom.
(D03) of the water column and the percent of dissolved, oxygen saturation
relative to equilibrium conditions at surface and bottom (DSS and DSB) were
all treated separately. The first model type included quarter, station,
temperature and ch i- rophyll- onc-ntrati•ons as independent, variables. The
relatively, small number of chlorophyll: data points- limited the amount, of DO
data subject to. this treatment. Chlorophyll concentrations were found not, to
account for any significantf variability in DO or percent. saturation data. GLM
procedures' were rep'eated-after elimination- of the- chlorophyll variable. The
quarter, station'and temperature and salinity terms all accounted for. highly
significant' portions of the variation in the dissolved oxygen"-data.

Seasonal variationsa in DO were related to those produced by temperatures. The
temperature dependence was to be expected from the thermodynamic laws
governing.the, solubility" of. all gases in water and the inverse relationship of
absolute concentrations ý to temperature;. ' Solubilities , at, equilibriumn
conditions are' also inversely related to salinity. Station related variables,
affecting. DO. concentrations in addition to those addressed,by the GLM could.,
have been the presence of productive submerged grass beds or algal mats., or
unvegetated bottom types exerting a benthic oxygen demand. Seasons with (

maximum DO means are illustrated in. Figures. 6.1-21 and 6.1-22.



Spatial patterns of dissolved oxygen were mixed., for surface and bottom waters.
Station 17, as may have been. expected from the "elevated temperature observed,
had the lowest mean surface DO, 6.7 mg/l. That value waspnot signifi cantly
different' from. those at stations in Basin 3 and the s0outherm half of. Basin. 2.
These stations were all within Levels A and B of the thermal impact stations.

Due to the:-nu'nber of stations' that typically sexperienced salinity
stratifications, dissolved oxygen,., levels were' expected t'o be' less at-'the
bottom of the water column. In-addition, this' gradientwould be exacerbated

wherever thermal inversions occurred. Those stations with Vow bottom DO'
concentrations, however,. were,,not, exclusively the Level. A or B thermal
stations. Three stations, in Basin,.4 (7, 8 and5)* had' low` bottom DO"val-ues.'
Total organic carbon, percent silt clay and free sulfide lievels in sediments-
at these stations imply a depositional environment with low water velocities,
and a potentially high benthic oxygen demand.

Macrophyte aerial surveys confirmed 'that Level A and B Thermal Stations that
did not have low D03 concentrationsa all had seagrass and ialgae accuul atifons.
Station 38, with highestmeanDO levels,"was also heavily vegetated.

Models of -percent: saturation of DO, using the same ;variables of quarter,
station, ,temperature and salinity, were also highly significant. All'

independent, variables removed a signifi2cant portioI ofuthe sum of the squares
with the exception of salinty for, surface values. The difference between
surface aind bottom saturations was greatest 'and the verall .percent of
saturation at bottom 'was the liat'- (91 per0ent)'" duri ng "the :two0 samzmer
quarters. This is consistent with elevated benthic demands during warmer
weather. Surface waters were closer to equilibrilum for all quarters.

The spatial patterns' of percen saturation of DO ailso indicated 9ntributing
factors other than equilibrium solubilities as a function of'-'te'peiatf6ure and'
salinity. The highest percent saturation, 100 and 103 percent for surface and
bottom, was recorded at Station 38, where concentrations of seagrasses were
observed. The lowest saturations were'obeerved on the bottom at Stations 3-9,
14 and 15, in general those stations immnedi~at'elysou' h..sof,••the CFBC spoil -
islands and at the northern edge of the influence of the thermal plume (Figure
-6 1-23)_ .6s-olute. Do. conc.ntr, 4 lonaho. eo__ rAtlA frnrc -h
discharge. Saturation deficits were produced by the decrease in temperature
between the discharge and these stations, or sediments pioducing, an1 increase
in theoretical solubility of DO with no change in the absolute concentration.
The thermal and salinity stratification also observed would' reduce the
reaeration rates of bottom waters.

Changes in temperature will affect' the distributiton oof carbon dioxide among
its various species. With a constant total carilonýd•i'o'xide-.concentration, pH
will fall with increasing temperature. Biol6gical- respiration, and
photosynthesis that deplete the total concentration of carbon dioxide present
will, also elevate pH values to daily maxima in late afternoon after periods of
high productivity..I Seasonal trends' in pH, are generally apparent in open
oceans. Lowest carbon dioxide' and highest pH values are observed i'n warmer
months when productivity is high. This pattern is complicated nearshore by
local weather conditions. The wet season in Florida typically occurs during
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the warmer ' months, and acidic runoff (low'pH) is greatest when pH. values, are :A
expected to be at a maximum.

Initiai statistical analyses of pH data from Crystal Bay found, chlorophyll to
account for an insignificant portion'of the variability in pH values. The
ANOVA's were subsequently repeated after eliminating chlorophyll. Models
generated were highly significant for surface (PHi) and bottom (PH3) valdes.
The quarter, station, and temperature contributions to 'the model were all'
significant, and salinity was significant for" PH3 but not for PHI.

Over all stations, the highest pH values were recorded during Quarter I,: thei.
first summer quarter (Figure 6.1-24). Lowest pH values occurred in the fall,
rather thaa during the spring quarter when'runoff was most apparent and' low pH
values would be expected.

Based on. the pattern of differences, two groups of stations were identified,
one with., low 'values over the . course of th4" proj ctj e the othber'. with ' high
values. Those stations with low values• included nearshore stations north! of'
the discharge dike, both thermal (Stations 13,- 14, and 17) as well as those'
most affected by the CFBC and the Withlacoochee River (Stations 1, 2, 4-7).
Stations with elevated pH' values were those nearshore' in both thermal and
nonthermal a rea-s (Stations' 27-34, 38, and 39). Although both temperature and
salinity contribute to observed pH variations, the controlling influence on
pH values appears to be a biological system other than phytoplankton -that
affects the carbonate- bicarbonate- carbon dioxide equilibria.

Photometry '

Extinction.. coefficients were computed from submersible photometer readings
using- the- equation: -- . .

where K -=extinction coefficient in ft 1

-O I--- ILh- c-~-thc .-wter .irfacI...fi..~~....-- -

Iz light at depth.

Z = depth in feet.

Measurements made at secchi depth (12 inch diameter) and surface were used to
calculate a KS, and at bottom and surface to calculate a KB. When secchi
depths were greater than the water column depth, no KS was calculated'.
Analyses of variance with independent variables of quarter, storm (quarter),
station, depth, and turbidity were performed. All input variables were found
'to be highly. significant...

Seasonal growth patterns of phytoplankton are possibly responsible for the
significance of the quarter term in the models generated. The mean; KS and KB
of all stations during Quarter I11 was the lowest of any of the five quarters
sampled (highest. clarity waters). This coincides with temperature and
chlorophyll concentration minima.
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WThe storms were identified from the intermittent meteorological data anddefined as four consecutive days` -iih'- wind' velocities averaging-over 7 1iph.
The 'shallow waters of" Crystal" Bay made' resiuspension of -unconsolidated'
sediments, and erosion 'of "the"Inumerous spoil islands extremely -likiely- during
periods of prolonged high.winds and resultant wave action.' Depth of 'the water`
column also controlled the amount of resuspension generated by any given wave
heigt. Since only -5 storms were identified, no attempt was made to weight
storms for wind direction, vel ocity and variabilty.

The amount fof light' scattered or absorbed by suspended' and, dissolved materials
in the'"water -column' (turbidity)- will-directly decreasee the amount of light
reaching a given depth. Turbidity accounted for a- highly significant -amount 7
of the variability of KB and KS, and the distribution of extinction
coefficients :matched 'c€losely'with- turbidity' isopleths.

The' significance of the station 'term indicated that a. consistent spatial
pattern of' light'- extinction-z existed. The highest mean values of' KB,"' and
therefore, the waters of l'oweit clarity, were observed, at Stations- 1, 2, 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8, thos"e' stationsinearest the. CFBC and the Withlacoochee River:
(Figure 6.1-25). Lowest coefficients were measured at the offshore stations
and 'south of the intake dike.","

The Crystal River, 'with groundwater as its' primary source, had much lower
col'or values' than a "blackwater" river such `as4 the Withlacoochee (MML,-
unpblis"hed data) in 'addition to much lower: flows.' Suspended' load data' from"
the two rivers were quite comparable. The absorption of light by dissolved
organics (humic acids), marsh export detritus, or erosional material from the
CFBC 'spoil i-slands' was believed-primarily responsible for the differences in
KB. - -'-

Differences between KS and KB values were examined to determine, if salinity or.
thermal- stratification decreased penetrant light. No consistent' pattern' was
observed"in quarterly station means for those'stati'&s closest' to thermal or
freshwater sourc:es. - '

Quarter I, the quarter with the highest mean value of KB, was furtherr analyzed'
it bac lcalr lc-u iatgEr~oinEBM wh~dph ohich 10 53d~.pr~t-~ h

incident light'would penetrate.(Table 6.1-1). These depths were then.cbompared
to, the *mean depths recorded' on station during th'at quarter. ' (Sunker.'tides
were •among.'the highest predicted iand& water, column depths and:-extinction
coefficients during this quarter represent a worst case situation.) Y During
Quarter:I, quite a number of stations had average water column depths in
excess of Z(lO percent- ), the depth -at' which all. but 10 0 percent of the'
incident light has been absorbed. None, however, had depths which exceeded
Z(l percent). The average percent of surface radiation that reached the
bottom is illustrated in Figure 6.1-26.

Turbidity

Initial GLM- procedures on both- surface' and bottom turbidity data bases
produced highly- significant modelsý using quarter, storm (quarter),. station,
depth, salinity, total- suspended -load, and chlorophyll as independent
variables, The rationale for- including many of these parameters was entirely

_ analogous to their selection for the analysisý of extinction coefficients and
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storm dates utilized were the. same. Suspended loads, should influence J
turbidity, values directly and high chlorophyll concentrations would indicate
a phytoplankton population that. would also produce considerable. light
scattering and absorption.

Chlorophyll, accounted for a signifilcant portion of the variability, in
turbidity data but its inclusion in the model limited the number of turbidity
values analyzed. For this reason, GLM procedures were repeated after
replacing chlorophyll with temperature as an independent variable.- Waters of
extreme temperatures, either high or low, might be expected to have decreased
biomass concentrations, and therefore lower turbidities.

The second set of models for turbidity were 'also. .highly significant.
Temperature (other than that contained in the quarter variable) did not
account for a significant portion of the variation in either model. Suspended,
load accounted for the greatest portion of the, vari.ation in the model. As
expected, bottom, turbidity values were higher overall, than surface values,
and more variability was observed' at the bottom for a given station.

Highest surface and bottom turbidities were observed. during the, spring,
Quarter IV, the period of lowest salinity and highest surface suspended loads.
Over half of the stations both north and south of the intake spoil had maxima
during this quarter. This.quarter marked the resumption of rains after the
dry season, and pulses of.turbidity were observed coincident,with salinity

* minima.

The storm (quarter) ,variable was highly significant. Station means for the
quarter (with storm events removed) were calculated and subtracted from
surface turbidities collected during storms. The increase in turbidity
attributable to: storm-conditi-ons- is-ii-l-lus trated -for-the two- most.I severe-s torms-.-
(Figures 6.1-27 and 6.1-28). Individual stations and the degree to which they
were affected were obviously products of wind direction and strength. The

small data base for storm conditions and the . partial nature -of - the.
meteorological data, however, prevented a quantitative assessment of these
contributions.

Ingeneral, surface. turidify 4imicibliW ýwereinvrsl I a to
salinity isopleths, for the discharges from the..CFBC and the Withlacoochee
River, decreasing with increasing salinity (Figure 6.1-29). Stations with
the, highest observed surface turbidities were 1, 4, 5, 6, and 8. A secondary
group included 7,. 9, and 17. Turbidity at these stations is most likely the
result of precipitation of humicý substances, export of salt marsh detritus,
and erosion of CFBC.spoil islands.

Stations lowest in surface turbidity included most of those south of the
intake spoil. These were sheltered from the severest northerly winds and
salinities were presumably controlled by the low humic waters of Crystal
River. The marshes adjacent to Station 31 also appeared to have lower tidal
exchange volumes and lower flows with less scouring. . Finer grained material
within the marsh itself and accumulated algal. detritus also indicated more of
a depositional environment than the area near. Station 17. Less material
appears to.be,. exported from this southern marsh and sediment loads in the

.adjacent basins' are correspondingly less (Cottrell. 1974).
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'qw ~Suspended-. Solids:--

Suspended load anal ys es al soý included GLM procedures.. Model a, were produced
for surface and bottomý total, suspended ,load-:_data- as., a ,.function of quarter,--
storm (quarter), station, turbidity-, temperature, and salinity. ..Storm dates
were the- same as thoseý described iný the analyses of.extinction coefficients
and turbidi~ty. -

Models generated. werei highly s ignificant. ANOVA summaries - indicated- that
turbidity values could account mfor a majority of the'variationýin -the data.
Quarter, storm (quarter), station and turbidity terms were all highly
significant for both data sets. Salinity was only significant for surface
turbidities. Temperature (beyond the effects accounted for by the quarter aMd
station ..terms) was insignificant in accounting for, suspended load data,.
variation... - -

The spring iquarter. had the highest overall surface suspended .load recorded..
The lowest concentrations were recorded during the- winter, 'Quarter III.', I This

•pattern,, while compatible ýwith theý rainfall and. salinity -trends discussed,
earlier is much less clear cut than for turbidity., ,Bottom! oadingsl were again -

more variable, than. surface and-,'seasonal trends- were slightly different-f-rpm -

surface values. The lowest, values 'L.recorded for- turbidity.:and extinction
coefficients were also during Quarter III. The ef ect ,of .,storms on suspended .
load was comparable to the effects on turbidity and the individual stations

*most affected were- again dependent, on:•wind strength! and direction. ,.,

Similar- to :turbidity,. distributions.,, stations with highest•, overall values of,
total. suspended: load were concentrated, along, the southern.. side of the CFBC.
(Figurey,6.1-3O). ,Surface loads, at,,Stations- I and 6-9,were .not. signifi.cantly,
different,. from Station,,-5, which had44 theý highest~j load over the course. of the,
project.- Those., stations with the" lowest qbserved surface. values are those
south of the intake dike and nearshore. (Stations. 31-33,, 48-40) as' well as.,
Station 28.

Due to, the variability of- bottom.TSS, data,, station, to: station, comparisons,,
-produced:. fewer-, significant :differences.., despiteý- the, wide spread in mean..
..... .. ....s petd ed r o .... va
(O, 3-6, 8-10, and 15) and ranged from 29 to 17 mg/l. Those stations with the
lowest suspended loads included 'stations south of the intake (35, 39, 40),.0-
offshore (24, 26), and some Level A and B thermal stations (27, 28, 29).'

Volatile. suspended solids were also analyzed by the GLM procedure.
Independent variables of: quarter,: station,. and, chlorophyll. were, applied to
asurface and bottom data, sets The model i- produced were highly'significant.
Quarter and chlorophyll variables, accounted for significant portions of.datai
variability. The station term was significant for bottom values but not for
surface. . - -.

Seasonal. distributions of volatile suspended-load were comparable to the
trends shown by overall chlorophyll data. The lowest levels: of .suspended
volatiles were recorded during the winter, Quarter III. This period coinci'ded
with the lowest- quarterly means for turbidity,: total suspended solids,, and4 extinction coefficients.
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1 Data variability permitted few significant differences to be observed between,
stations. Station 8 contained the highest average volatile solids .(7mg/l).
for thi proj ec t .- This a ast ati on" also appearedý to. be az depos i tional. area,. as not,
only volatile, but also, tot:al. suspended solids. wereý.high, here.. • Percent
silt/clayi'total Iorganic carbon., -and ,-sulfide- concentrations.. in' the sediment's
at this ;station were:: amongJ theý. highest of those' observed:'in the.. study,- area,
and the mean grain size was one of the smallest. Stations. with. volatile'
suspended loads not significantly different from 8 included.those inmmediately
south of-the'CFBC, spoil: islands.'and.-Leve.I'A :and =B: theirmal stations (13•• 17,
20., 21,,and 29).'ý.- Values at, Statibns-3 andý33 were alseo high.

Bar ge Traf f i c

The -effects"`,of barged traffi'E on: suspended. load. .and.turbidity were also
investigated through GLM analyses. Surface and bottom data sets from Stations.
17, 34, 351 36, and 37 were selected as being thos-e most likely to show any
increases as a- result of- sediment' es uspension, .Station. 17 wa-sa included as !it
receivel the Mo'Gt direct iexposurel to waters that: have passed through the plantcondengor. ' Inde~pendent airi'ables• """". .

cincludediquarteri,.storm (quarter), station,,.
and bar'geý (quarter-station)• The degree'of barge-influence at these stationswas~~ ~ ~ ~ ar10ctdebe.'n:ltn'lngluestfnd sne, at th'oseI-
was sel~cted based on the length o£ time since traffic. had&' passed& or, in the
case' 6f 17 the lengthof ,time-.in-which. a disturbed--'.water mass could -be
expected to reach that statibhiO-, ."'. * "

The models produ-ed' for iurf ace-, and bbttom>• turbidities 'were-: both highly
significant. The quarter term accounted for most of the data variability in
both mdelsa- andy storfim (quarter) was siignificant• forVthe surface turbidities. .
No other" variables9 "were s9gn1ficant. J Bar, effe'cts, were either not ,apparent

at theý selected` letaii~ni d'uring- tht trime~is ' or'7were 0overiiddein by those-
due to wind oIr weave action... Other o may" be the-'transient
nature- o'f any disturban.,•. Velcitiesin- the. intake .canal:.wouldVactý to
rapidly daisperse any -elevated- turbidites..- -

The model for bottom suspended load data was not significant. In that
produced' foir"the'-"surface. values, however, .againf i'only quarter- and storm
(quarter) accofifinedl for' any" signifi'cant"'-" amoriint" I of" • variiability;.- ,.rge I
i- if uences were. not- apparet - . -" ,

C hloro phYlI'' -- *':;'z'-., - .

Surface and mid-depth chlorophyll concentrations were analyzed as a single
data b-ase'ý by' - the GLM procedure, .. using quarter',ý .station, extinction
coeffi`ciýe•"t (KS), secchi depth, salinity," temperature, and volatile suspended
solids indpende variables. Of these Only' temperature- and .s`alinity were
insignificant and quarter, station, and' KS were highlysignificant.

Highest overall chlorophyll levels were recorded during the second S9umner.
Winter, Quarter III, levels were lowest. This is compatible with the expected-
seaso'n"al 'jgro4wth p itior•is iof i'phyt Oplankton and 'cold weather rueductio.s ine

photosynthetic activity. . .. '; .. -

ation by station comparisons show. few differences and data' variabilityfore'
some': stations is quite large compared to stations with .comparable-means.'
Those stations with the highest levelsa are generally centered around the CFBC
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and the Withlacoochee River entrances to the -study area (Stations l, 3,.4, 5,
8, 9, and 15) (Figure 6.3-31). 'Lowest levels were observed at offshore and
southerly stations.

As chlorophyll samples were collected from eight randomly selected stations
per week and volatile suspended solids were only collected every other week,
the data base for this statistical analysis was limited. The conjunction of
these parameters was met for some stations only' once during the entire
project. When all weekly chlorophyll data was combined without regard to
sampling depth, the seasonal and spatial patterns discussed above were
confirmed.

6.1.3 Discussion

Water quality stations in the study area were statistically divided into five
groups: four of decreasing thermal influence and those unaffected. The
groupings were slightly different for surface and bottom waters, more
stations, being included for the affected surface waters. Stations 13, 17, 18,
19 and 29 in Basins 1, 2 and 3 were those most directly affected by thermal
discharge. •-Little input of heat was observed from either-the Cross Florida
Barge Canal or. the Withlacoochee River. The distribution of the thermal
plume, as determin6d by station mean water temperatures, agreed well with that
predicted by the numerical models.

Spatial, salinity, patterns were complex as the Crystal River, the
Withlacoochee River and CFBC, and the plant (discharging offshore water

.Inearshore) all act as inputs to the study area. Seasonal salinity trendsewere
present but were not directly related to rainfall recorded either at the power
plant or-in, the Crystal River/Inglis area. Minimum salinities were recorded
during the spring quarter.*

Dissolved oxygen levels were strongly and inversely related to temperature;
summer minima and winter maxima were recorded. Percent saturation of

,dissolved oxygen was also lowest during the summer., The station with the
lowest mean oxygen level was that with the highest mean temperature.
Distribution of macrophytes affected both dissolved oxygen and percent
s aturatio ev-els, and ap-pearedto- -be one-of the co-trolhng vaiables .in
accounting• for 'pH distributions. Chlorophyll levels displayed seasonal
trends (winter minima) but did not control either DO or pH values.

Water clarity was most reduced at. stations near the CFBC. High extinction
coefficients were .apparently the product of dissolved humics and particulate
matter exported from the Withlacoochee River, the CFBC, and adjacent salt
marshes. Erosion of the spoil islands is also indicated. These same factors
also influenced the distributions of turbidity and total and volatile
suspended loads. Waters of highest clarity were south of the intake spoil:and
offshore. Light was apparently not a limiting factor at those stations most
affected by the thermal discharge.

Storms produced elevated values of extinction coefficients, turbidity, and
suspended load. The stations and the degree to which each was affected were
the, product'of wind directions and strengths. Wave and current resuspension
of sediments also apparently contribute. The effect of barge traffic on these
paramters was not apparent.
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Table 6.1-1 Penetrant'Light. Extinction coefficients KSAKB (ft-;);
station depths, .D (ft); depth to which 1%, 5%, 10% of
surface radiation penetrates, Z(1), .Z(5), Z(10) (ft);
percent surface radiation at bottom, %lo.@ B(.%).

KS(ft-l1
(ft.¼1 .~

Dt Z(1)
(f t) (ft) (ft)

"Z(i0)
(ft) @8B£thfAnn

• ,v,. ti on I .- .#f.t. -- - r.

1

3
4
5
6

.7
8
9

10
:11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

...28.

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

•37
38
39
40

0.54
0.49
0.40
0.51
0.47
0. 53j
0.60
0.42
0.47
0.38
0.31..
0.23
0.35
0.48
0.48
0..37,
0.50
0.42
0.45
•0.36

0.43
0.45
0.39
0.29
0.27
0.24
0.43
0.43.
0.36
0.41
0.45
0.33
0.40
0.33
0.25
0.27
0.21
0.26
0.27
0.22

0.53
0.48
0.42
0.63
0.76
0.54ý
0.59
0. 55
0.45
0.37
0.29
0. 20.'

0.42
0.45
0.39

'. '54e
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.43
0.39
0.34
0.29

-0.23
0.23
0.43
0.44
0.36
0.40
0.31
0.30

0.2510.26
0.250 .23
0 .25
0.34
0. 2.7
0.20

,,.2.6
'4.0
7.5
5.8
5.1
5.0
5.3
6.7
7.5
9.1
9.4-

14.4
3.0
5.1
6.3
7.2

S2.4
5.8
4.8
,7.4
8 5
8.4

10.6
9.8

12'1
14.4
4.9
6.8
6-.2
6.4
4.9
4.4
7.1
8.8
7.5

11.5
13.3
4.0
7.4

13.3

8.7
9.6

11.0.
7.3
6.1
8.57
7.8'
8.4 ,

10.2
12.5
15.9
23.0
10.0.
11.0
10.2
11.8
8.5

11.2
11.2
11.2
10.7
11.8 :
13.5
15.9
20.0
20.0
10.7
10.5
1. . B:
11.5
14.9
15.4
14.9
17.7
18.4
20.0
18.4
13.5
17.1
23.0

5.7
6.2.
7.1*
4.8*
3.9*
5.5
5.1*
5.4*
6.7*
8.1*

10-3
-15.0:.
6.5
7.1
6.7
7.7
5.5
7.3
7.3
7.3*
.7.0*
7.7*
8.8*

10.3
13.0
13.0
7.0
6.8

7.5
9.7

10.0
9.7

11.5
12.0
13.0
12.0*

8.8
11.1
15.0

4.3
4.8

3.7*
3.0*
4 3*ý
3..9*

5.1*
6.2*

11.-5*
.5.0
5.5
5.1*
5.9*
4.3
5.6*
5.6
5.6*
5.4*
5.9§*
6.8*
7.9*

10.0*
10. 0*
5.4
5.2*
64-

5,8*
7.4
7..7
7.4
8.9
9.2

10.0*
9.2*
6.8
8.5

11.5

25.2
14. 7

4.2
2.6
2.1
67

4.4
% ;4':. 3 :

3.4
3.5
6. 5,,

""5.62,
11.7

5.9
6.0

27A4
9.3

14.0
4.8 .
2.6

2.7
5.8

.6. 2
:3.6
12.2.

5.0

7.7
21.9
26.7
1.1.1
i10.1
-.15.3

7.1
3M6

.25.7
13.6

7.0

(
k

*Calculated depth exceeded water column depth.
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6.2 BENTHIC INFAUNA . ,

6.2.1. Sampling and Laboratory Analysis . ... -

6.2.1.1 Field Sampling Procedures

Benthic faunal samples were collected at 40 stations (Figure,6.l, 1) onceý a,
quarter for five quarters, and at 20 of these stations once every 6 weeks for
five samplings, to provide quantitative information on the soft bottom- macro-.
infauna of the study. area.., Samples.,were collected using benthic 'faunal. box,
cores constructed after a.,design..originally, .used by, Sal oman (1976). Inside
core"'dLmensions were 12.5 x. 12.5 x15_ Icm deep.

Stati onsI'a locations were establish'ed using Loran, C.- Cores were obtained at
each,' station.' by divers.. The' cores were inserted .yvertically.. into%_ the
substrrate. The diver would then, remove, the. sed-'iments.on one sideý of the core_
and slide a hand across the open end. The core. was then inverted and -a close.
weave cotton bag placed over the entire core. A -total of eight faunal cores
were collected for each station.. Six of. the cores were processed;. and two were
archived for. u4ýse if needed.'- After emptying the core con'tentsi..nto the, cotton..,
bag, each bag was, submerged in, a solution of 15 percent magnesium sulfate.
solution in seawater for narcotization (Russell. 1963).

enarcotzation of core sazmples for a minimum of 30 minutes, samples ,werewashed through a 0.5 mesh sieve to remove the finer sediments, preserved in

10 percent formali-n seawater, and stained with,rose. bengal, stain to.. facilitate
rapid and accurate. sorting (Mason and YevichK,1967; Korinkoivand Sigmund- 1968;..
Hamil n 1969; Willihms andWillams -1974)' ... a u 1968;

Sediment samples were collected each ,quarter at the 40, benthic faunal stations:..
and analyzed to determine granulometric distribution•, .total' organic, carbon
(TOC),' and free sulfide contei .n . Sediment q8ples .for sulfides, were collected-
from ten stations each-day for foudrcosecutiv days (40 statiois).'" Samples
were collected as early' aspossible each day and immediatery returnedto the
laboratory for processing; Because. sulfides' are easily oxidized, the.trans•'

each opening and the entire devicewas stored and transported on ice.

For-collection of the sulfide samples at each station three, 3.81"!cm, (ID)by
15 CmPVC co-res were utilized. Cores were collected by a diver... An uncapoed
core was pushed into the substrate with one hand until thesediment"within the'-
core-reached the top rim.' Cores were then capped on the upper end, sediment
was removed If rom around the outside of the, core,' the .nconents .of the, core, were..
retained" 'by hand,, the core was removed from the substrate and the open end
caped. Cores were then returned to the support vessel and stored.
capped.:. Cods wer thn reure toh supr vese an stored .,. ., " -j .

Concurrently. wth'the faunal core "collection' three. sediment core •samples were-
collected at' each station for. granulometry and total organic 'carbon (TOO).
Cores were collected using the method described 'above. On the surface vessel,
the sediment was extruded. 'into a 5001 plastic sample 'jar.. ,Each jar'was
stored on ice until returned to the field facility,, where samples were4 invenioried and frozen. Samples. remained frozen until processed.
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I Also in conjuction with the benthic faunal sampling, sediment temperature and
Eh were measured with a Martek Mark VII multiparameter instrument equipped
with a specialized sediment probe. .Eh readings were taken once every
3 minutes for 25 minutes, while temperature was read with the last Ehý reading.
Eh and temperature measurements were made once every 6 weeks at the stations
sampled for fauna.

6.2.1.2- Laboratory Procedures

After a minimum of 48 hours in 10 percent formalin preservative, benthic
faunal samples were transferred to 70 Percent isopropyl alcohol. In
preparation for rough sorting, faunal samples were decanted into! light and
heavy fractions. The light fraction contained the majority of fauna and was
sorted under a Unitron ZSB stereozoom binocular microscope. The heavy
fraction, containing primarily molluscs and larger animals,.was so rted with
the unaided eye in the white background pan.ý Each sample was rough sorted'
into four major groups: polychaetese; crustaceans; molluscs; andý
miscellaneous'.

Taxonodiiic identifications were performed under various "powers' of the
binocular stereo'zoom (C7-40X) or a Nikon''or Unitron compound Amicroscope
(40-1000X). IdentificationS of taxa to the lowest I practical level were
accomplished with the use of descriptive literature:, comparison to reference
collections, and the use of external consultants for verification of problem
identification'.'

Sulfide cores were analyzed according to procedures described in Method' 3-243
(EPA 1981), Method No. 112-71W (Technicon 1973), and Method 427 (AP.HA 1980).
The methods are capable of detecting sulfide levels of 0-0.32 mg/l.' Three
sulfide.- cores. were analyzed from each benthic station. Sample cores were-subsampled, placed onto a prepurged, distillation apparatus, 'and purged with

nitrogen k into: a -cadmium:n• Sulfate trapping solution'" using.' constant,
.predetermined purge times and rates and reagent volumes. Samples were
analyzed using Technicon's Industrial Method 112.71W , and a Technicon
AutoAal yzer 1I. Sample concentrations., were computed based on original
sediment weight".

Laboratory methods used for grain 'size analysis follow the'procedures of Folk
(1974). In the laboratory, sediment samples were. stirred thoroughly. and
subs amples removed f or TOC analysisi. The"'remaining sample was then split into
replicate -samples.' Each' aliquot was then washed with, distilled, water through
a.0.063u mm screen to remove as m th of the •s'lt/clay'"fraction, as .'possible.
This fraction was collected .and dried. The material greater than 0.063.mm was
dried- and then placed into a Wentworth sieve series of "1 phi intervals,
(2.0-n ' , 1.0 am, 0.5 m, 0'.25 nin, '0.125 umi, 0.063 mm and less than 0.063 mi
catch pan). The material retained on each sieve was weighed (to 0.001 gin).
Sediment fraction raw weights were then analyzed to yield. the following:. size
class percentage; cumulative percentage; ýmedian phi value, mean grain size
(phi); .-sorting coefficient; graphic skewness and graphic kurtosis. The
calculations use equations as cited' in Folk (1974).

Total organic carbon analyses were conducted using Method I (EPA.1981) and
Oceanography internationai (O0) Corporation's Dry Oxidation Procedure
(01 undated). The effective range of this procedure is 0.2 to 40 mjC/g.
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* Subsamples were weighed and then dried to a constant weight at 70 0 C and
weighed again to calculate percentage solids.

Inorganic carbon was removed from the samples by addition of HC1. Samples
were then dried, treated with CuO, purged with 02 and combusted. Samples were
analyzed with an 01 TOC analyzer (nondispersive infrared type) and quantified
against standards and blanks prepared from known carbon concentrations.

6.2.1.3 Statistical Analyses

All of the benthic core st-ary statistics were calculated after the data set
had been purged of species which were not representatively sampled by the core
samplers. SAS procedures were used to calculate all 'summary statistics. The
data were analyzed primarily with summary statistics which characterize the
benthic comnunity. Species richness, diversity (as measured by Shannon-
Weaver, Pielou 1975), and evenness were calculated for each station and date
of sampling. Morisita's index of faunal similarly was also calculated for
each pairwisP2 combination of station and sampling date. Faunal density
(number per m ) was the only non-community type metric calculated.

The hundreds of pairwise measures of Morisita's index were summarized using
the EAP package (Eco Analysis 1984). The EAP package is a group of SAS style
procedures which are serially compiled with the SAS package. This package
provided a dendogram display of a group-averaged sorting, cluster analysis.
The inverse of the Morisita's value was used as the distance metric. The
dendograms were produced for each sampling period and with the species-) station date collapsed over all sampling periods to assess spatial
similarities among the stations. They were also produced for each station to
assess temporal clustering of the comnunity. Finally, cluster dendrograms
were produced over all stations and periods to simultaneously assess spatial
and temporal similarity clustering.

Abiotic parameters relevant to benthic core sampling were also analyzed using
the SAS GLM procedures. Sulfide and Eh valves were analyzed relative to time,
station, sediment temperature, and mean and median grain size of the
sediments. The analysis of sulfide concentrations also included total
organic carbon as a covariate.

6.2.2 Results

Introductory chapters _to .... this report have described the general
characteristics of the study site. In terms of the subtidal benthic habitats,
the study area may be classified as shallow and heterogeneous. Sediment types
range from mud to coarse sand and shell. The area contains limestone
outcroppings and associated hard substrate, except in the discharge basin
where the bottom consists primarily of fine sand and mud. Extensive oyster
reefs and patchy seagrasses south of the intake canal add to the heterogeneity
of the substrate in the study area. Depths ranged from less than one meter to
slightly over four meters at the forty stations where benthic infauna were
sampled (Table 6.2-1). Average depth at the stations was two meters. In
general, depth increased gradually offshore.

) In lorder to evaluate the effects of the thermal plume on the benthic com-
munities of the study area, the influence of temperature and other abiotic
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parameters must be considered in evaluating the distribution of benthic
infauna. Section 6.1 provides a detailed description of all water quality
parameters (on a quarterly basis).; the same data were utilized in this section
but as six-week means of only bottom measurements to provide direct
comparisons with the infauna.

Abio tic Parameters

Temperat ure

To compare with benthic infaunal dat-a, distribution of bottom temperature at
the site was analyzed from four types of information:

1. Weekly synoptic measurements at the 40 stations (collected in conjunc-
tion with photometry measurements);

2. Continuous thermograph measurezents at or near the 40 stations;

3. Sediment temperature measuremenkts at the time of benthic sampling;

4. Hydrodynamic model projections of the thermal plume under various tidal
and seasonal conditions.

Since infaunal sampling was conducted once every six weeks, temperature data
* from synoptic sampling and thermograp-hs were swmarized as six-week averages

at each station. In order to account for short-term fluctuations in
temperature, the data were also examlined as three-week means. The six-week
and three-week averages included the week of benthic sampling. Synoptic data
was generally collected on high and low tides during alternate weeks.
Therefore, the averages mask tidal influence. Measurements of sediment
temperature during the infaunal sampling were not synoptic; in light of the
shallow nature of Crystal Bay and solar-induced temperature variations within
a particular day, sediment temperature data can be used only to describe
general trends.

---- -- 1 uu-pL:•. -itim--L~mperu t r le forty nation.Is aS aar . ras six-wee
averages in Table 6.2-2. The three-week averages exhibited essentially the
same trend as six-week averages. Lowest temperatures were during January-
February and highest temperatureS during July-September. Spatial and
temporal trends were essentially similar between the three-week and six-week
averages. Certain stations had consistently higher temperatures; those
stations were 4 and 5 (northern Control Transect); 13-15 (Thermal Transect A);
17-23 (Thermal Transect B)1 and 23-30 (Thermal Transect ). Based on six-week
averages, nine stations exceeded 32 0 C during September: 13, 14, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 28, and 29. The area enveloped by these stations is shown in
Figure 6.2-1.

Utilizing plant intake temperaturel as ambient temperature, bottom tempera-
ture variation from ambient for the six-week averages is presented in Table
6.2-3. The following groups of thermal stations (Figure 6.2-2) can beO recognized from the data:" ~~(''
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1 0 C - 2 C: 4, 5, 14, 22,1 27, 28i and 30 (Group I)

2°c - 3°c: 13, 20 21, and '29 (Group )

Greater than 3°C: 17, 18, and" 19 (Group III)

Group I stations may be considered marginally thermal stations (Stations 4 and
5 appear to be influenced by both the' barge canal and the thermal effluent, as
discussed in Section 6.1, and are not effective controls). Group II and Group.
III stations can bVe considered thermal-stations which are directly influenced
by the'ieffiuet-. Group lII stations can be considered'maximally influeced by

the effluent, since average temperatures at these stations are substantially
higher than intake temperatures. It is interesting to note that Gr'oup II and
Group III stations exceed' 32°C• (average temperature) during the hotest
period of the year (August-September). These groups were somewhat different
from -those identified with quarterly data in Section 6.1.

Six-week average temperature 'data from thermographs at: or near. theforty,
stations are presented in Table 6.2-4. Compared to" the synoptic data,
thermograph average temperatures were lower since they, included night.
temperatures. However, ithde"general trends related to' bottom temperature
distrilbuti'on at the s'tudy'site were similar to the trends exhibited by the
synoptic data. -

Sediment temperatures are stumnarized in Table 6.2-5. Consistently higher
temperatures were measured at Stations 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28 and
29. This grouping of highly thermal stations is similar to that derived
through the. analysis of 'syno'ptic and thermograph data.
Predicted 'thermal plme "configuratlons are shown in Chapter 10.6.`-t The' '2 °C"

isotherm simulated under full''plant load, worst case conditions closely
approximates the offshore boundary of the thermal groups defined by the field
temperature results (syno'ptic, thermograph, and sediment temperatures). This
general agreement of the results obtained by different means, confirms that the
areas shown in Figures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2 are where thermal.' effiects, if anyi ..
would-most likely occur on the benthic communities.

Salinity

Bottom salinity information from'tfie wveekly srynoptiC surveys 'were analyzed as
six-week means for each station, similar to the analysis' of temperature data.
Sunmary data are presented' in Table 6.2-6. For 'a majority of"the stations,
temporal variation in salinity was minimal. In general, offshore stations and
Stations 17 and 18 near the point of thermal dischargeýhad a'higher salinity,:
while stations near the two rivers (1, 2, 38) and the barge canal (4, 5, 6) had
a much reduced salinity., .

Turbidity

Bottom turbidity data from.the weekly, synoptic surveys were averaged as six-
week means for each station; results areý presented' in 'Table 6.2-7. In
general, turbidity values exhibited considerable variation both temporally
and spatially. Offshore stations were less turbid and stations near the barge
canal spoil islands (Stations 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) and Stations 15 and 21 were
most turbid.
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Total Suspended Solids (TSS) C
TSS information from the biweekly surveys were averaged as six-week means and
results are Presented in Table 6.2-8. TSS values varied substantially both in
time and space, and as with turbidity, were lower at offshore stations-and,
higher near the barge canal spoil islands.

Dissolved O"xygen:(DO)

Bottom DO data from the weekly synoptic surveys were averaged as six-week
means for each station; results are presented in,Table 6.2-9. In general, DO,
values were highin the study area. Lowest values were observed during July-
September. Anoxic conditions. were not observed at, any station. Lower'DO
values were observed at Stations 3, 5,. 7, 8, 9, 15,,.21, and 22 during August-
September (1983)'.

Based on the results' of the water quali Lty parameters
averages/bottom) presented above, -thermal station groups identified
6.2-2 cain be subdivided as follows:,

(six-week
in Figure

Group I (1 0 C-2 0 C increase):

Group II (2 0 C-3 0 C increase)':'.. .

Group- III-(greater- than-30 C increase):-

A: Stations 4 and 5 (lower
-salinity and DO; ,higher. turbi-
dity and TSS)
B:_Stations. 14, 22, 27, 28,

and 30.,

Stations 13, 20, 21,- and 29.

A:.. Stations 17-,and- .18-- (higher
8salinity) g.e.

/

4(.

B: Station 19.

Sediment Characteristics

Grmnulometlry

Mean grain si.ze -at the forty stations ranged from a low of -0.27 phi (coarse)
at Station. 29 to a high of 3.53 phi (very fine) at Station 8.. Summari.zed data
for all stations is.presented in Table 6.2-10. Based on mean grain size, the
following groups of similar stations can be discerned-:.

Group I

Group II

Group III

Group IV

(coarse sand): Stations 19,. 29,. and 35.

(medium sand): Stations 2, 3, 11, 12, 15, 23, 25, 26, 30, 32,
and 36.

(very fine sand): ýStatibns 4, 5, 8, 21, and 40.

(fine sand)-: all other stations..

NEW Temporal variations in mean. grain size were generally minimal except at
Station 29 where aediments changed from coarse sand in June 1983 to fine sand
in July 1984.
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Sliti/Clay, Content

Percent of silt/clay content in the sediments at stations is summarized in
Table 6.2-li. In general, silt/clay content was high at the study site.
Except for Stations 1, 2, 19, 29, and 30, all cther nearshore stationsghad a
high content of silts and clays. This was especially true at Stations 4, 5,

and 8. In general, offshore stations contained less than 5 perdent silt/clay
content (except Station 40), ,,while nearshore stations frequentl1y"'exceeded
15 percent silt/clay content. -

Redox Potential ' (Eh)

Measured sediment Eh at the stations is• summarized in Table 6.2Z-12. In
general, high negative values of Eh (reducing environments) were very common
in the study area, especially in the nearshore areas and areas near the barge
canal and the two rivers. Temporal variability of Eh values were high and did.
not exhibit any specific seasonal trends.,,'.

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

Sediment, TOC values 'at, the stations -are,ý sitmarized, in Table,- 6.2-13." TOC
value`ýs were,, generally high- at'-'the study area: with, consider'able temporal •
variation. , Lowest values were observed. at Stations 1, 3, 1I, 16, 24, 26, 291, ,
and 35-37' liid during -July' 1984.-. Only Station 29'is in. the" thermal'-7area.' -

.0') Sulfides
Sediment su1lfide' content at .the jstations.is; sumarized in.Table 6.2-14.- In.-
general, values were .lw at most: stations. Extremely high sulefide content was
evident- at- •Stations 8,i 17,V and'38,- followe by St ations'ý 2 V1and: 32,. 'Moderately -

high values were observed at Stations 4, 5, 7, 37, and 39. Lowest sulfide
values were observed at Stations 11, 12, 19, 25, and 26. Sulfide values were
generally inconsistent from station to station."

Identification-of Controls

Thermal-.. groups identitied.. .in, Figure 6.2-2 can be further subdivided as.
follows-,;-based upon sediment characteristics:

Group I (1 0 C'2 0 C increase):

Croup, II' (2°C-3 0 C increase):

Group III (greater than 3?C
increase)

A*"4 and. 5 (very 'fine sand)
B: 14 and 27 (fine sand).. .. :
C: 22 and 28 (medium to fine sand)
D:, 30 (medium sand).

A:
B:
C:

21. (very fine sand)
13 and.; 20 (fine" sand)'
29 (coarse sand) -

A:'17 and 18 (fine sand)
B: 19 (coarse sand)

N Stations 4 and 5 of Group I differ from similar sediment stations of other
groups by exhibiting much lower salinities, DO content and higher turbidity
and TSS. Stations 17 and 18 differ from Station 19 by exhibiting higher
salinities also.
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Based on the sediment type and sele•ted water quality parameters, the most .
appropriate control station(s) for toe sets of thermal stations (identified
above) are:

UA: Stations. 4 'arid 5 Control: 1
IB: Stations 14,and 27 Controls: 6, 7, 33, and 39
IC: Stations,22'. and 28 Controls: 2 and 38
ID: S.atio.n 30 Controls: 2, 3, 12, 25, 26, 32, and 36
Ilk: Station 21 Controls: 8 and 40 .
lIB: Stations 13 and 20 Controls: 6, 31, and 33
IIC: Stations 29 Controls 35,
lilA: Stations 17 and 18 -Controls: 6, 31, and 33
IIIB: Station- 19, Control: 35

Faunal Parameters. L

Specie. Composition

A total of 918 taxa were identifited from approximately 375,000 individuals
collected during this study. Moeioaunal species such as ostracods, nematodes
and copepods, and species which were taxonomically lumped (oligOchaetes,
nemertines)e and colonial species, although sorted and identified, were, not
included in the data, analyses., Numerous species of -,polyot1haetes were
frequently comon and abundant. In terms of overall abundance, the following

*species contributed over fifty percent of the total fauna (in order of rank
abundance): Fabricia op. A; Streblospio benedicti; Aricidea philbinae;
Thar cf. dorsobranchialis; Arricidea taylori; Megi omaast us ambiseta;
Axiothella mucosa; Mediomastus .D; _ Myrioh1eie oculata; Lumbrineris
verrilli; almyrapseudes cf.., cubanensis; and Haploscoloplos foliosus. All
of these species with-the. exceptio ofH. •f e. ' .-c ubanenis- a tanaid, were
polychaetes.

Some spatial patterns of the abundant species were as follows:' Fabricia sp. A
occurred as a dominant species (in term of temporally combined abundance) at
over 50 percent of the stations. It was more abundant south and northwest of

-tbe intake Mke- (7 4 gurp ^ yt -I . .... l . .... ti

was limited to'the nearshore areas between the barge canal- and the discharge
canal (Figure 6.2-4). Aricidea Philbinae was generally. abundant nearshote
(Figure: 6.2-5). Tharyx cf. dors.obranchialis was abundant in the nearshore
areas adjacent to the discharge spoil and Station' 31 (Figure '6.2-6).
Dominance of Aricidee taylori was limited to a few stations in Masine 3 and 4
and Station 17 (Figure 6.2-7). Med.owatstua ambiseta had a patchy distribution
south of the barge canal-spoil• islands and the intake spoil (Figure 6.2-8),
while WedionastuS sp. Vas abundaft mostly at offshore stations (Figure
6.2-9). yroahele oculata was numerically abundant primarily at offshore
stations (Figure 6.2-10). Lmnbrineris verrilli was primarily abundant at mid
depth stations (Figure 6.2-11).'; Akiothella mucosa was consistently abundant
only at Stations 27, 28, •23, 30,: and 35 (Figure 6.2-12). The ýtanaid,
Halmyrapseudes, cf. cubanensis was dominant only at Stations 1 and 4 (Figure
6.2-13). Haploscoloplos foliosus *as numerically dominant at stations near
the barge canal and the nearshore stations at the plant discharge (Figure 6.2-
14).,
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O'e o b p i .... . -' ... ..

Other domirint species which..showed patchIyf distiin j i ntheistudy area were "
as follows:.' Acteocina canaliculata was abundant in the thermal stations'(18,
19, 21"' . and. 28) and Stations Bsouth of., the intake spoil (31, 32).
Ampelisca htolmesC was abundant only at Statioqs 2 and 13. Parapaonospi.

pinnat4a, Haploscoloplos fra-glis a Mysella i lanulata exhibited- patchy
distributions' La6nereii culveri and"Neanthes euccinia (Figures '6.2-15 and'
6.2-16), boith'considered as thermally tolerant species (Logan and Maurer,
1975) occurred in the. thermal areas., Polydora vebsteri% and Heteromastusg.
filiformis, alsoa considered thermophilc,, were abundant at nearshore thermal
stations. Teemporal- variations 'in the abundance of the, domiant, species listed.
above were: considerable. I1'

The density and-pircent abundance of the ten most dominiant species at each of
the 40 stations during each sampling period are provided iih Appendix III.
Based on species dominance. alone, ,the following four :somewhat discrete.
coumnunities can be reco6hiz-ed in the'study irea:

Stations I and, 4: Halmyrapseudes - Xenanthura -. Streblospio
comnunity ..

Station 3: Brachidontes - Crepidula
cOunity;

Stations 2 5-8, 13-.;15,
17-21, 27-33, 38, and":39:' Aricides -Streblospio -Tharyx - Fabricia

1' " +9- 1 2 2 3 - 2 6 ,.... ........ .. ..
:35-37 and' 40.: edimastus - Myriochole • Goniadides

community.

Each of these coiunities appears to intermix but still retain a distinct
spatial' pattern (Figure` 6.4-17)..''

. Species'-com.posi ion is peci ally,;he domint, changed :thogh. the year-d..

During+--the- nhottest. period o te year ly-ctober) analyses of
distributional patterns of the numericaliy abundant' species (Appendix III)
showed that Tharyx cf. dorsobranchialis, Mediomastus ambiseta, Aricidea
philbirac'and" Aricidea taylori _ere abundant throughout the study area.
Streblospio benedicti was abundant-at all thermal aiid'northern stations east
of Fisherman's Pass and iat `Station 31 south of the intake. spoil.
Paraprionospio: pinnata waS abundant at all' nears hore stations except 'in 'the
area ý of thermal- discharge ' (Figure 6.2-18).' Myriochele oculata and
Lumbrineris'verrilii were abundant at all stations except stations nearshore.
Haploscoloplos foliosus and H. fragilis were abundant in-the sutmer only'at
Station 1 and Stations 4 through 9 near the barge canal spoil: islands.
Thermal 'indIcators4 Laeonereisý culvert and ' lNeanthes' 'succ'inea 'were both
abundant only at Stations 13 and 17. In addition L. culveri, was abundant at
Stations 18 and N. succinea was abundant at Station 6 (Figures. 6.2-19 and
20). Heteromastus filiformis, also 6onsideredat thermal indicator, was -most
abundant at only Station 17. Polydora websterip a thermally tolerant species,
was abundant at Station 13, 19, ahd'29. Pol0dorawbseri is associated with
oyster reefs in theastudy area (see Section 6.)5 Stations 19 and 29 were near
oyster reefs.
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E Many of the species which were abundant at a few stations were present in
small numbers, at almost all of the, sampled stations. in the. area. However,.
HalmyrapSeudes *cf. cubanensis did not occur at .17. of .e 40 satation. and .
Axlothella mucosa did not occur- at 86 f the 40 stat ions. Also, ,'Capitella
capitata did not occur at 6 of" the 40."stations (10,11, 22, 25," 34, and 36).
Other abundant species were ubiquitous and occurredat all or at 'a majority- of
the. st&t-ions (Table. 6.2-15).' Rare or uncommon spec-ies were numerous in the
southernrand'.offshore areas; many of them did not occur in the:,thermal areas.

Oligomixity (dominance by one or twospecies) was generally high in the study
area except' at the following stations (Figure 6.2-21)::". 2,V lt, 12, .'and 16
(Northern Control); 22, 24 ," 25, anid 26 (Discharge transect - offshore); 31
through 40 (Southern Control). &ll stations within the area most probably
enveloped by the thermal plume ('igures 6.2-1 and 6.2-2) exhibited a high
degree'of oligomixity.,

In sumaary;t results of thel:sipecies composition of, the infaiunal" coimnuniLies in
the study area show that: - . . ,...* .

1. Although the study area was. extremelyi diverse in terms of' the' total
number of species encountered, a few"s.pecies dominated in terms of
abundance.

2. Dominance distributional patterns of the species that were abundant
ranged from cosmopolitan to very endemic at a few stations. Streblospio
benedicti.,, an opportunistic species, appears to be -most dominant in
areas north of the intake dike., while Aricidea spp., Fabricia sp.. A, and

•Tharyx cf. dorsobranchiali-s are widespread. Medi.omastus sp. and
Myriochele oculata exhibited highest dominance in the, offshore areas..
All other dominantswere. 1imitedjin their abundance to a few stations. ..

3. Four communities were defined from the area.

4. During the hottest period dominant species were. abundant in- both thermal
and non-thermal . areas. Neanthes succinea, Laonereis culveri,
Heteromastus filiformis and Polydora websteri (thermal indicators.) were

,I.FULfdu t a•t .l a a li•v .thermal.. JLaiJtS II... L.1I

was. least abundant at the thermal.. stations..

5. A majority of the dominant. occurred at almost, all stations; however,
abundance of these species, varied considerably spatially and"temporally .

Abundance and rank of dominant species changed at. a. majority, of' the
stations between the common. sampling periods . (June-July) of- the two
years (1983-1984)., indicating annual variations. Many of.. the rare
species found in the southern area and offshore areas were not found 'in
the thermal areas.

6. ligomixity wa's generally high, especially in the nearshore areas north
of the intake dike.

Faunal Density

Total faunal density (organisms/m )2for all stations and. sampling periods is.
summarized in Table 6.2-16. Overall,. lowest densities. occurred during. July.
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September and highest densities during April. Mean densities were
considerably lower at Stations 5, 8, 18, and 24. Low densities were observed
at Stations 2, 6, 7, 9, 14, and 15; high densities were observed at Stations
28, 29, 30, and 35. All other stations had moderate densities; no clear
patterns in density related to the thermal areas were evident. 'Temporal
variation in density was exceptionally high (over 200 percent change) at the
following stations: 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 12 (Northern Transect); 13, 15, 16,
23, 26, 28, 29, and 30 (Thermal Transect); 33, 35, 36, and 37 (Southern
Transect). Station 28 exhibited a dramatic increasi in density between
February and June, 1984 (34,059 to 113,387 organisms/m ) mainly caused by a
super abundance of Fabricia sp. A. Comparison of June/July data between 1983
and 1984 showed that considerable differences in density existed both in
thermal and non-thermal areas. Overall, density was higher in June/July 1984
compared to June/July 1983.

Comparison of faunal density at 'thermal stations with control. stations 'of
similar sediment type with a 't' test (95 percent significance: level) is shown
in Table 6.2-17. In general, thermal stations were not significantly
different in densities from corresponding southern stations. Thermal Station.
17 was significantly higher in density compared to Control Stations 6 (north)
and 31 (south) and was not different in density from Station 33 (south).
Thermal Stations 21, 27, and 30 were significantly higher in density compared
to northern control stations but were similar in density to southern stations.

When stations were grouped as Thermal (13, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 29), South
Control (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39 and 40) and North Control (6, 7, 8, 9, 15,
16, and 23), density was significantly different between the North Control and
South Control Stations. However, densities at both controls were not
significantly different from density at the thermal stations.

Since polychaetes, molluscs and crustaceans were the major groups that
dominated the study area, densities of these groups are summarized in Table
6.2-18 (Polychaeta); 6.2-19 (Molluscs); and 6.2-20 (Crustacea). Except for
Stations 1 and 4 where crustaceans dominated, and Station 32 where molluscs
and crustaceans co-dominated, polychaetes overwhelmingly dominated the faunal
composition. Trends in total faunl Agnu.v. 1--h--foze_ . .e% . .. rsalI
influenced by the patterns exhibited by the polychaete component.

Species Richness

The number of taxa collected at each station (species richness) during the
various sampling periods is summarized in Table 6.2-21. Overall, highest
species richness occurred during February and June 1984 and lowest during July
and September 1983. Comparison of June/July data between 1983 and 1984 showed
that considerable differences in species richness existed both in thermal and
control areas. Overall, species richness. was higher in 1984. Spatially,
lowest species richness-occurred at Stations 4 and 5 and highest at Stations
2, I1, 12, 16, 25, 30, 32-37p 39, and 40. In general, species richness
increased offshore. Nearshore stations in the thermal area and near the barge
canal had lower numbers of species than comparable nearshore stations south of
the intake canal. Significant differences in species richness ('t'-test; 95%
level) between comparable thermal and control stations are summarized in
Table 6.2-22. Thermal Stations 13, 14, 17, 18, and 20 were not significantly

) different in species richness from corresponding northern control stations
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but contained a significantly lower number of species when compared to (
southern control stations. Thermal Stations 21, 22, 27, 28, and 30 were
higher (or similar) in species richness compared to corresponding northern
control stations but had a significantly lower numbers of species when
compared. to southern control stations., Thermal Stations 19 and 29 were
significantly lower in species richness when compared to southern control
Station 35. Thermal Stations 22, 28, and 30 were higher in species richness
compared to northern stations but not significantly different from southern
stations. Lower salinity thermal Stations 4 and 5 were not significantly
different from northern control Station 1.

The Thermal, Northern and Southern station groupings (as forefaunal density
comparisons; see previous section), were significantly different from each
other in species richness. Lowest species richness was encountered in thermal
areas; slightly higher values in the no-thern transect; and highest values on
the southern transect. In general, thermal stations were more comparable to
the northern transect than to the southern. transect (in terms of species
numbers).

Species number for the three major components is summarized in Tables 6.2-23
(Polychaeta), 6.2-24 (Mollusca), and 6.2-25 (Crustacea), Unlike faunal
density, molluscs contributed a much larger proportion to the total species
richness; however, polychaetes provided the majority of the species. Numbers
of molluscan species were particularly low at Stations 4, 5, 8, 13, 14,.15,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, and 29. A majority of these stations are in the
thermal area. Lower numbers of crustacean taxa were found at Stations 4, 5,
8, 17, 18, and 20. All these stationis, except 8, are in the thermal area. All
of the southern stations were rich in crustacean and molluscan taxa.

Species Diversity and Equitability

Values of Shannon-Weaver diversity index and Pielou's equitability index are
summarized in Tables 6.2-26 and .6.2-27, respectively. Lowest diversities
(associated with both low equitability and species richness) were observed at
Stations 1 and 4. Lower diversities were also observed at Stations 5, 6, 8,
1.. i•,I !71 Is.• 9g a . , 29 A mgiorivt of these stations were in the
thermal area. In general, diversity and equitability exhibited similar
spatial and temporal trends as those exhibited by species richness; 't' tests
of: significance revealed the same dissimilarities between the compared
stations, i.e., -northern stations were generally more similar to the thermal
stations. Both thermal and northern stations were different when compared -to
the southern stations.

Lo&:ýNormal Curves

Individualsi in natural benthic -communities are generally distributed in a log
normal fashion among species. Variation -from this distribution or from the
s.lope of :the straight line produced from a log-normal, distribution has been
reported to be indicative of stress (Gray and Mirza 1979). Polluted
comnmunities are purported to either show a break in the straight line or have

* angles to the x-axis lower than 3 5D. Log-normal distribution of individuals
per :.:species. was fitted and curves drawn for each station and sampling period
according to the method described by Gray and Mirza (1979). Angles to the x-
.Axis .were measured from these curves and data is sumnarized in Table .6..22--8.
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Utilizing- mean angleis, the inf ormition is portrayed graphically inf:.

Figure" 6.2-22. Stations in tihe thermal area and the nearshore northern area
had the least ldg-normal -aingles (30-35) indicating possible stress
conditiOns'. Offshore northern stations and the southern stations had.hhigher
log-normal angles (greater than 4J0)*.

Faunal Similarity

Utilizing Morisiia's index, faunal- similarity between stations for; each of'

the sampling periods' was- computed and -results are 'presented as: trellis
diagrams'. Also for eachý of the periods a cluster analysis was"` conducted
(Morisita's Index, group a`era ge' sortingI) and results are presented as"
dendrograms'.

Faunal similarity trends during each of the sampling periods can be sumimarized
as follows:

June,` 1983 (Figures 6.2-23 and 24):' Thermal stations 17, •18,- 19, 'and 27
(Rocky Cove) and Stati.on• 6. were similar to 'each other. Also, Thermal' Stations
20 and 21 and Stations 15,22, 28, and 30 were similar to each other. These
groups of stations were generally dissimilar to: all ' other -stations'.
Interestingly, Thermal Station 13 was similar to northern Stations 2 and 7,
whilfeTheimal Station 14 was similir to southern Stations 31 and 39. Offs'hore
stations"were generally similar:: to' each other, while Station 29-(thermal •area)4J was dissimilar from all other stations.

S July,'- 1983-'(Figures* 6.2-251 and' 26): Therm*al Stations 17 and 18 were similar,
to northerh Stati6n'5. 4Also, -Thermal Stations 20, 22, and 29 were similar- to
each other and to Stations 7 -and 15. Thermal Station 13 was ••simiar to
Statislon 27 (Rocky Cove) and Station 31 (Southern). Offshore stations were
similarto each, other' §tations 9 (Northern) and 30 (Thermal) were' similar to
each other; Stati'on 4'was dissimilar from all other stations.

Septembe~r,1983: (Figures 6.2-27 'and, 28): Thermal Stations 13, "14, and- 17 and

Stations 20 and 21-were similar to' each',other''- All other thermal: stations "
were similar .to each other and to several stations in the. northern area.
-•un-e nea'rho[:e areal. rouped togetner in similarity, wai-leymost ottshore
stations'were'similar to each other. Stations 1 and 29'were dissimilar! from
all-'stations".-

October 1983 (Figures 6.2-29 and 30): Most Thermal Stations (13, 17'; 18, '20,
and-27) grouped 'together in -similarity with northern. nearshore. stations.
Thermal Stations' i5 and 22 were similar to each- other and Station 7 (northern)
and' 33 (southern). Offshore stations were similar' to each other, while
Stations .29 and 4 were dissimilar'from all stations.

November, 1983 (Figures 6'.2-31 and 32): Thermal Stations' 13, 14, 'and 18'were
similar to each other and to several northern nearshore stations and the
southern Station 38. 'Thermal Stations 17, 19, and 29 were similar to each
other andto the northern Station 3 and southern Station 32. ' Thermal Stations.
20,'.21, 28, and 15 were similar to each other, while Thermal; Station 22..was
similar' to offshore6 Stations' 16' and 24'and to Stations-31 ('southern) and 2
(northern). Generally, offshore " stations 'were- similar to each other.
Station 1 was diis'srmilar from all other stations.
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January, 1984 (Figures 6.2-33, and 34): Thermal Stations 13, 18, 20, and 27
were similar, to each other and similar to several northern stations. Thermal
Station 17 was generally dissimilar from, all stations. ýMost northern and
offshore.,stations grouped together in similarity. Thermal Station 22, was

similar 'to offshore Stations 26 and 37, while Thermal Station, 29 was similar
to offshore Station 12.

February., 1984 (Figures 6.2-35 and 36): Thermal Stations 14, 18 and 21 were
similar to each other and several nearshore northern stations. Thermal
Station 17 was, similar, only to Station 13 (thermal) and 38 (southern
nearshore). Thermal Stations 19, 20, 22, 28, and 29 were similar to each
ofher and were similar to Stations 23 (offshore thermal) and 32 (southern
nearshore). Thermal Station 27 was similar to northern Station 3. Stations 1
and 11 were dissimilar from all other stations. Offshore stations generally
grouped together in similarity.

April, 1984 (?igures 6.2-37 and 38):Thermal Stations 17, 18, 20, 22, and 29
were similar to several northern and some offshore stations. Thermal Station
13 Vias similar to offshore Stations 30 (thermal) and 35 (southern). Offshore.
Stations 25, 26,, and 37 grouped together in similarity. Station 12 was
dissimilar from all other stations.

June, 1984 (Figures 6.2-39 and 40): Thermal Stations 17, 20, 21, 22, and 27
were similar to each other and to Stations 16 (offshore), 2 and 9 (northern).

* Thermal Station 18 was similar to Stations 5, 7, 8, (northern), and 15
(offshore thermal). Thermal Station 13 exhibited generally low similarity to 0
all stations but grouped closer to Station 38 (southern nearshore). ; Offshore
stations generally, were similar to each other. Stations 1 and 4 were similar
to each other but dissimilar from all other stations.

July, 1984- (Figures 6.2-41 and 42): Thermal Stations 17, 20, 22, 27, and 29.
were similar to each other and to Station 31 (southern nearshore). Thermal
Station 18 was similar to northern Station 5 and 7, while Thermal Station 13
was similar to Station 30 (thermal offshore). In general, offshore stations
grouped together.. Station 4 was dissimilar from all other Stations.,.:

Temporal changes in similarity were examinedý at each of the 40 statlons:. Mean
faunal, similarity between sampling -periods at, each station is summarized in
Table 6.2-29. In general, temporal variability in similarity was high at both
thermal and non-thermal areas , Greatest variability occurred at Stations 11
and 29. Comparison of faunal similarity between June/July 1983 and 1984
showed that spatial, I faunal affinities of thermal and non-thermal stations
'were somewhat different between years indicating that annual fluctuations may,
haver altered communities in the study area at both thermal and non-thermal
stations. Although these changes caused by annual fluctuations were evident,
the groupings of stations for 1983 and 1984 were similar in that thermal
stations group together and were similar to several northern control
stations.

A faunal similarity analysis combining all quarterly data at each station
* (Figures 6.2-43 and 44) showed that Thermal Stations 13, 14, 17., and 27 were

similar to each other and similar to Station 2 (nearshore northern). Thermal
Stations 18, 20, and 21 were similar to each other and to northern Stations 5, P
6, 7, and 8 and to Station 15 (thermal offshore). Thermal Station 28 was
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similar to Stations 23, 30 (offshore thermal), 35 and 36 (0ffshore southern).
Thermal Stations 19 and 29' were somewhat similar, to northern Station .3.
Northern Stations 9 and 22 were -similar to so'uthern` Stations 31, 32, and 39.
Station 1 and.4' near the barge cainal were similar to each other• but different
from all: other-stations. Offshore stations generally grouped together in
similarity",.- " •-

Utilizing six-week saitpling data at 20 Istations, a similar nalyseS provided1
essentiallyI the same-'resultsd (Figures 6.2-45 and 46) except that Thermal
Stationsf-17' and 29. exhibited much lower similarities with other thermal and..
non-thermal stations..'- Thermal Station, 13"was' similar to Stati ons 30 (offshore
thermal) and 35 (southern offshore). 'Thermal" Station 18 was similar 'tto
northern Stations 5 and 7 and offshore Thermal Station 15, while Thermal
Station 20 was similar to offshore Thermal Station 22 and northern Station 9.
In examining temporally uncombined data for all stations (i.e., all possible-
combinations of time and space) with a faunal similarity cluster analysis, the-
same trends exhibited by the temporally combined data presented above were
evident.- -

In stmmary, faunal similarity analyses showed that thermal stati ons
often similar to: each, other and' to the northern control stations. Certain
stations . (e.g.,-" 29, 1', and 4)- w-ere'' different' than all other stations.
Offshore stations were generally similar to each other. Thermal stations- most
often similar to each other were: 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22.

Bio ic/Abiotic Relationships' --

Potential correlations between- various, abiotic parameters and faunal density',
species: richnessand species-:diversity 'were examined .with the use'of linear
regressions'.. Faunal density appeared to be correlated with grain size and to
a lesser degree' with :sil t/clay"and total organic carbon (significant F-value,
at 95 , percent level). -. Faunal 'density appeared udnrelated to other abiotic
factors. (temperature, salinity, turbidity, TSS and sediment sulfides, sorting
and Eh; ,;Table`ý 6.2-30)..-:;:: Species', ri chness appeared' -to" be correlated ' with
temperature and salinity and to a lesser degree .with 'sediment .parameters . .
(Table 6.2-31). Similarly, species div rerstv.ar torn. h rorrl 1•ted -•.ith
temperature and salinity and to a lesser degree with s'edimentparameterS
(Table 6.2-32).

In terms of sediment preference of the dominant species in the study area,
Fabricia sp. A was most abundant at stations with coarser sediments (11, 13,
23, 26, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 36, and 38) at least during some times of the year.
Streblospio benedicti was most abundant at stations with silty sediments (4,
5, 6, 8, 15, 18, and 21). However, S. benedicti was most 'abundant at siltier
stations', offshorei and in the southern transects. Aricidea philbi*nae was
abundant- in! a variety of sediment types and was most abundant in the thermal
areas., Other dominant species did not exhibit any clear-cut preference for
sediments or other abiotic parameters.

In summary, temperature appears to affect species richness and diversity
* while sediment, parameters control faunal density in the study area.'

... .
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qwl Annual Faunal Fluctuations

Long-term annual fluctuations in benthic communities have been observed by
several investigators ,(Pearson 1975, *Santos and Simon 1980; ýDugan and
Livingston 1982; Mahoney and Livingstoni1982). Between June/July of 1983 and.,
1984 considerable changes.in species composition, faunal density and species-,
richness occurred in the study area indicating that annual fluctuations may be
extremely important. Thermal effects on various community parameters appear
to be similar between the' two years. Evaluation of the magnitude of
differences in community paraneters between thermal and control areas showedt.
1) annual fluctuations were, clearly evident and 2) thermal effects were
exhibited in additiOn to the annual fluctuations.

6.2.3 Impact Assessment

.Introduction .

The benthic community is generally considered to be the best faunal group for++
assessing enviromental stress due to its relative lack of mobility and varied
sensitivity to physiological, stresses (Dills and. Rogers X972)... In addition,
the rela tively long. life histories of benthic organisms make them- valuable
indicators of past and present water quality (Mackenthun 1966; McKee 1966;
Cairns and Dickson 1971).

Temperature is a primary environmental factor 'in the distribution and
survival of aquatic organisms. Sediment type is a specific factor affecting,
the zonation of benthic organisms, particularly the infauna (Peterson 1913;
1915; 1918; Thorson 1957;, Sanders 1958; Bloom et al, 1972; Pearson 1975).
Apart from other biological factors (such as competition, predation,. etc.),
temperature and sediment type seem to, be the major factors in benthic faunal
distribution. Since various species tolerate temperature increases, to
differing degrees, and, display temperature induced reproduction, increased
temperature' could have both ..'positive'! and "negative" effects. In theory,
when heated effluent is introduced into a benthic environment, the following
species-specific processes would occur:

1. Some t empera t-ure "enitive" (stenothermal) Species would disappear.,

2. Some new species would immigrate into the now warm environment.

3. Some species (eurythermal opportunists) would increase in abundance.

4. Some temperature "sensitive" species would decrease in abundance.

Depending on the balance of (1) and (2), diversity (species richness) of the
heated environment would 'either increase ,or, decrease. Dominance would
probably-be a prime factor in response to. changes in (3) and (4). Seasonal
changes would, of course, complicate the process...

In a natural eurythermal environment such as Crystal Bay, a shallow
subtropical bay where. there is.a high incidence of eurythermal species, heated
effluents (within lethal limits for individual species) may not have a (
pronounced or detectable effect on the benthic fauna. On the other hand,
synergistic effects and biological changes in the other components of the
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U ecosystem (e.g., plankton) would indirectly affect -the 'composition 'and
structure of benthos. This has been recognized by various authors in the past
(Markowski 1960; Pearce 1969; Mackenthuný1969; Virnstein 1972; Davis 1972).

Rowe et al (1972.) documented the effects'of thermal. pollution* in-the 'lower
Mystic River. They identified.zones of extreme stress characterized by low
faunal density, biomass and species diversity.' An.interesting study by Logan
and Maurer (1975) on the diversity of marine invertebrates in a.thermally
affected area *of the Indian River (Delaware Bay), identified an extremely high
diversityzone in:the, immediate, vicinity'ofv the' thermal-discharge caused- by
the existence of "pioneer" communities in a state: of "n"on-activeequilibrium"
(i.e., a community;.with: low .dominance,-high'. equitability'- and' low. faunal
density). Similar zones were reported earlier by Warinner. and Brebmer (1966)
and Nauman and Cory (1969). A few opportunistic species` (e g.. VNereis
succinea, Heteromastus filiformis) have also been suggested by Logan and
Maurer (1975) as indicators of thermal-effects.

Temporally, the .most- severe effects of the- thermal effluent on the benthic'"
fauna'would beexpected in the summer. (Naylor. 1965;" Warinner and Brehmer'1966.;.i..:•'
Pearceý 1969; Nauman and Cory 1969).- ,However, disruptions in communities' due
to:".,cold shock5' in winter (due to variability of power plant operation)- cannot'-
be ruled out.

Bamber and Spencer (1984): in a recent' study of thermal effects on benthic
communities in River MedwayEstuary. showed that areas- most influenced by the'
discharge are.: (1•)significantly depressed in, species richness; (2), higher in',ý
densities causedby a, few species,- i.e.,.. oligomixity;- and,,(3)' dominated by -

opportunistic speciesAthat were tolerantof thermalstress (and. not organic
stress, such as Capitella capitata). Overall, they- concluded- that' thermal
effects were limited to.the discharge canal and where.theý. thermal:discharge,
impinged on the bottom. .

Previous benthic faunal studies at Crystal River are not. directly ,comparable
tothe, present study because of-significantdifferences-' in methodology and
areas of, investigation.:. Historical benthic-, information from the Lstudy!area
-appears. to .indicate that. thermal-effects- in-_the form of depressed.., species
richness. andcfibuance occur in the discharge basin. However, drawbacks in
the methods used and the limited area of investigation inhibits any conclusion
that, can. be, comprehensive in terms of, spatial and temporal thermal .effects.

From studies described in literature, some of the expected thermal effects on
the- benthic infaunal. communities in the vicinity of the power plant at Crystal
River can be summarized as follows.

1. Reduced species richness;

2.-., Increased or decreased total abundance (faunal density);

3. Increase in the abundance of some eurythermal and opportunistic species;

4. Immigration and abundance of thermal poilution indicator species;

5. Emigration and/or decrease in, the abundance of some stenothermai
species;
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W 6. Decreased diversity and equitabil.ity; (
7. Increased dominance (i.e. ,: oligomixity) of a few species;

8. Alteration of basic, community structure; .

'9. .aunal dissimilarity compared to adjacent; natural, or undisturbed
cormmUnitiee.*

To evaluate,-thermal.effects in the. study area, the nine characteristics listed
above, are .tested, as hypotheses statementsi (below) leading to an impact
assessment of benthic,communities inthe vicinity of the power plant.

Species.Richness

In general, all thermal stationa'were lower in s .ecies. richne.ss' than
corresponding southern control stations, but not the northern control
stations.' Therefore,. it appears. that the thermal effluent' in-concdrt ýwithl
silty conditions found in the northern areas' reduces total species :richness' in
an area:bounded by Stations 17, 13, 14, 21', and 27. However, no statistically
significant,, differences in, species richness between thermal: stations 'and
northern control stations were noted.

•Examination of. molluscan and crustacean species richness provides stronger
evidence, of thermal effects. Molluscan species richness was' considerably
lower at Thermal Stations 13, 14, 17-21, 28, and 29 and Stations. 4, 5:(low
salinity-thermal regime), 15' (alight - thermal), and 8 (northern Control (
Station). -': Similarly,:ý. crustacean 'species' richness was lower at , Thermal
Stations 17-20 and Stati-ons-, 4, 5, and 8. Stations 8 and 15 have 'slightly.

higher-.---- -temperatures-- than---- plan.t----intake---- temperatures-- -(.Table --7 6.2-3).
Stations 4, 5, and 8 had a high silt/clay content probably causing the reduced-:
molluscan and crustacean species richness. Therefore, it appears that the
thermial.effluent reduces the species richness of molluscs and crustaceans
primarilyin an -area bounded.,by'Stations 13, 14, 17,',21, and 29 (Figure 6.2-
47).-.. The cause of depressed species richness at Station-15 is unknown. "

Faunal Dens i ty.

In -general, faunal density at -the thermal stations was not' statistically''
different from densities at both southern and northern -control stations.

- Thermal. Stations 1.7, 21, and 27 were higher. in densities when compared witlh''
northern control stations, while Station .18'was lower in density compared to
its corresponding southern contTol stationil. Using either increased or
decreased-abundance as criteria of adverse thermal effects, it appears that
-the area bounded by Stations 17, 21, and 27 is adversely affected in terms of
abundance (Figure 6.2-48). The -change in density does not encompass all
stations wiithin this area, and therefore the extent of the-thermal' effect .is
not clear.

Eurythermal and Opportunistic Species

Streblospi.o benedicti, a eurythermal and opportunistic species, was most
dominant -in the northern nearshore areas', especially at the stations with
silty conditions. Thermal Stations 18 and 20'had a greater abundance of S.
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benedicti than other thermal and southern control stations. Aricidea
philbinae was most abundant at Thermal Stations 13, 17, and 27. Tharyx cf.
dorsobranchialis was most abundant at Thermal Stations 13, 14, 17, 20, 22, 27,
28, and 29, and appears to prefer areas with a higher temperature regime.
Aricidea taylori exhibited increased abundance at Thermal Stations 17, 20,
22, and 27. The species abundance patterns discussed above appear to indicate
that the area bounded by Stations 13, 14, 17, 22, and 29 is affected by the
thermal effluent in the form of increased abundance of selected eurythermal
opportunists (Figure 6.2-49).

Thermal Pollution Indicators

Greatest abundance of thermophilic opportunistic species, Laoenereis culveri
and Neanthes succinea were at Stations 13, 17, 18, and 27. N. succinea was
abundant also at northern control Statious 2, 3, and 6, Thermal Stations 19
and 29 and southern control Station 32. Heteromastus filiformis, also
considered a thermophilic opportunist, was most abundant at Station 17.
Polydora websteri was most abundant at Stations 13, 19, and .29. Based on the
abundance of indicator species, the area bounded by Stations 17, 13,.19, and
29 appears to be adversely affected by the thermal effluent (Figure 6.2-50).

Stenothermal Species

Higher dominance and lower species richness at the thermal stations and
northern control stations appears to have excluded several "rare" species
found in the southern control areas. This exclusion of several species may be
a response to higher temperatures in the thermal zone, especially during the
simmer. However, habitat heterogeneity in the southern areas (presence of
seagrass beds and less silty conditions) probably plays a much larger role
than temperature in determining presence or absence of rare species. In terms
of dominant species, Paraprionospio pinnata, was the only species that was
widespread among nearshore different habitat types but was least abundant at
Thermal Stations (especially during the summer) 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 27, 28,
and 29 (Figure 6.2-18). Mediomastus ambiseta was most abundant at nearshore
northern and southern controls but not at the thermal stations (Figure 6.2-R).
Hnj -tee IXlloua auu n. iragiuis samilarly appeared to avoid thermal
areas, but were also not abundant in southern control areas. The thermal
effluent, therefore, appears to adversely affect the distribution of P.
pinnata and M. ambiseta and probably the distribution of H. foliosus, H.
fragilis, and several rare species. Species which were more abundant
offshore, such as Mediomastus sp., Myriochele oculata and Goniadides
carolinae are probably stenothermal but do not occur in abundance in either of
the nearshore control areas. Since many of the other dominant species (e.g.,
Fabricia sp. A) remained unaffected, and since the study area is expected to
primarilyl contain eurythermal species (subtropical and shallow), exclusion
and reduction in abundance of stenothermal species can be considered minimal.

Species Diversity and Equitability

In general, species diversity and equitability values were lower at Thermal
Stations 14, 17-21, and 29 and at Stations 5 (low salinity-thermal), 8,:.150(slightly thermal), and 6 (northern control). S~outhern control stations were
much higher in these parameters than -the northern and thermal areas.
Therefore, it appears that the area bounded by Stations 17, 14, 21, and 29 is
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U adversely affected in diversity and equitability by the thermal effluent

(Figure 6.2-51). Similar low values were found at the northern control
stations.

Oligomixity

Dominance of few species (oligomixity) was a common phenomenon in the study
area. This phenomenon was especially accentuated in the thermal areas and the
northern nearshore control areas (Figure 6.2-21). The striking dissimilarity
in oligomixity between the southern/offshore stations and the northern/
thermal stations may be indicative of stress conditions imposed by a
combination of temperature and silty conditions in the northern and thermal
stations.

Community Structure

The study area appears to be composed of four types of communities (Figure
6.2-17). Areas.dominated by Halmyrapseudes and Brachidontes were. small. The
offshore community dominated by M1di<omastus, Myriochele, and Goniadides was
distinct and widespread in both northern and southern areas. The nearshore
community dominated by Aricidea, Tharyx, Streblos.pio, and Fabricia spanned
thermal, northern and southern areas. Therefore, it appears that the basic
components of the community remain unchanged by the effects of the the-rmal
effluent. Evaluation of the log-normal distribution (Figure 6.2-22) among.

O the communities at each station, however, shows that thermal areas bounded by
Stations 17, 13, 21, and 29, the nearshore northern control stations (6 and
7), and the low salinity/high temperature stations (4, and 5) have an altered
intrinsic structure indicating stress conditions (Sensu, Gray and Mirza,'
1979). It can be surmised that environmental stress in different forms (silty
conditions and/or temperature increases) change the basic log-normal dis-
tribution of communities. It appears, therefore, that while stations in the
thermal regime are adversely affected by the effluent, stations in the north
are adversely affected by silty conditions. The absence of such a change in
the southern stations and the apparent gradient (Figure 6.2-22) in log-normal
distribution with distance from. the point of thermal discharge strengthens

density, abundance ofr dominant species, diversity and equitability have been
discussed earlier and tend to confirm the alterations to structure caused, by
the thermal effluent (as shown by the evaluation of log-normal
distributions).

Faunal Similarity

Detailed descriptions, of faunal similarities between!stations are provided in
the results. section. In general, the area bounded by Stations 17, 13, 14, 21,
and 28 exhibited faunal homogeneity (Figure 6.2-52) with some similarities to
the northern! control stations but was dissimilar from the southern control.
stations. During September (1983), Station 17 contained a unique species
composition: over 75 percent of the total abundance was contributed by three
species, Aricidea taylori, A. philbinae, and Laeonereis culveri, probably as
a response to! elevated temperatures during the summer period. Similar.
dominance of. few species occurred at Stations 18, 19, 20, 21,. and to a lesser
extent at Stations 13, 14, 15, 27, 28, and 29. Aricides taylori,. A......)
philbinae, L. culveri, Tharyx cf. dorsobranchialis, and-Streblospio benedicti
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erei domintl at t'hiese stations. In the winter (January 1984.) Th"rmalwere*~~~~~98) Th mhnt tthew ermal

Statioin 17wa's dissimilar to'all stations by haVing a super abundance oA.0'
philbinae, probably as a response to elevated temperatures that were optimal
for A. philbinae. Overall, the faunal similarity analyses indicated that
thermal effects are limited to the area shown in Figure 6.2-52. However,
similarity bfniany of' the' thermal stations to northern control stations
indicate thatii although changes' have occu~red". in, the thermal areas, the"
significance of the change is questionable.

General Considerations/Summary

Asý*expected, tw'o factors 'appear to play a major' role in the distribution of
benthic infauna in the study area:' sediment type and temperatured. While
sediment type seems to control density of organisms, temperature controls
species richness and diversity (see Results). Therefore, in examining the
effects I of the- thermal effluent,- sediment' type is the most, important element
to keep constant. Salinity plays a controlling role only at a few stations
near the Withlacoochee River and the Barge Canal. To discern thermal effects,
comparisons were made ony between statiboni: which were similar in sediment.
type. Utilizing this strategy, the examination of. various community
parameters and hypotheses in relation to the thermal effluent suggests that
adverse effects caused by the discharge are generally minimal,.because they
have not encompasseýd large areas "or caused catastrophic changes. However,
there ' is strong evidence- (as -discussed " earlier)" to indicate that ' subtle:
adverse changes have occurred in the communities bounded by Stations 17, 13,
14, 21, and 29 (Figure 6.2-47). A lesser degree of change seems. to have
occurred-at Stations'4, 5, 22, and& 30.'- The greatest, degree bf adverse thermal
effects appears to be limited to the" area bounded' by" Stations 13, 17, and 18-!
(Figure 6.2-53).

OVerall,.the study area (especially the northern areas) can be classified as a
stressed habitat for benthic infaunal communities'. Natural perturbations 'in
the'_ fbrm of storm's'-appear: to affect bottom conditions because of. the- 'hallow
nature of the 'study- area.. Presence "of seagrasses in the southe•r• areas '
probably limits the perturbation caused by storms. Considering the effect of-..t...... . ot:;,•.a.,, £and -t • ih z.dtz. "z~ z "t -l. .. . : •- -.

islands, benthic infaunal" communities in the study area are 'probably-,
resilient and adapted to disturbances. Characteri'stic of "such' communities is",
a preponderance of opportunists and species which have short lives and high
reproductive rates, i.e., an 'r' selected community (sensu MacArthur and
Wilson 1967; Pianksa 1971). - The effect of the thermal effluent on such a
community' is to'- further modify' its structure toward 'an even more
opportunistic and resilient state until survival is affected. This. shift is
evident only at Stations 13, 17, and 18; survivability does not seem to be
affected.
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Samples of juvenile. and adult fish were collected by u"ing four different gear
types at various- locations throughout the study area. The data are intended
to provide informitionr'on the local fis. 1 co imuhity and.to, support. evaluation
of thermal, impingementf and entrainment "effects, on fish populations. As. 'in
the impingem-ent' ahd entrairment evaluationsq, selected- species. are emphasized.

The fisheries prog'raim'included a short-term effort to' collect blue'and stone
crabs and to "tag, and- recapture blue' crabs.- These data were intended primarily
to identify patterrs of 16cal movement and coastal:migration. ..

9.1 SAMPLING -AND LABORATORY' ANALYS IS'

9.1.1Sampling Procedures

Fisheries. samples were. collected in the vicinity of the Crystal River Power
Station at monthly. intervals from'-June, 1983" through' May 1984'.. Several gear-
types-,- including otterztrawls, ;beach seines and a drop net 'were used'. Open

water otteir trawls weredcollected at: night..- Tidal creek'trawls'fand all'other"'
fisheries samples were collected during the day. Station locations are shown
in Figure 9.1-. . '-

A 3.05 metero:tter" trawl. constructed-, of -3.8 cm! mesh: in the body, 1.3 cm mesh
in the cod;, end! 'and a ,6ý.5 .m mesh- nylon, c'd ý-end liner was' used. for; the'; open"-

I ) water 'trawling.," Seven samples were 'collected at each station., The net• was'
released from. a moving, boat' and&-diagged'along the- bottom for 2 minutes!: (per
haul).''"

Duplicate beach-, seine collections were made at, each station using a 22.9.meter
long,: by 1. 8 "melter-deep. seine . const7ructed 6f ý 6.5 m mesh. .:',-,' The,./ seine -was.
deployed- in the following manner,: 'an .anchor attached. to theý end ofthe.seineý-
was. placed on the beach.- The seine 'was' payed out- as. the" other' end was- walked
perpendicular to the beach. When approximately three-qUarters of the length
of the .-ieine:, had beeni 'deployed,.:' the-- net was walked in' a semicircular.-

torm Leon Ate C~05.Wing was oý Mfe- ocauny the NO. enus 0I.. ne Her _

"were: drawn: together. and-. the net wasc hauled onto the, beach..

The drop, net appýaratus, consisted-of a portable frame.from whic• a.ý 1.6- m. mesh,.,.'
net was suspended and then remotely, triggered to enclose a 16 m water, column.
The trigger, line was pulled after an acclimation period.of approximately: 2 hr.
After the net was dropped, the enclosed area was',,swept five timesý, with a
6.5 -mi mesh seine. This was followed with a series of three sweeps with-a
1.0 mm mesh seine. Two replicates were collected on each samplingdate.

Four creeks. were sampled with a 3.05: meter- otter;. trawl- constructed of 3.8'cm-
mesh in, the. body,: 1.3 cm mesh in' the-, cod ends with,'a- cod end liner of-.3.2 --- 1
mesh nylon. . :Seven samples were,ý collected at, each site.'-,: 'The' net was- released
from a moving boat, and dragged along the. bottom" for, 2 minutes. (per haul).

A blue crab tagging/recapture study:. was conducted during a 16 week period from-
September through December'.1983.: A .total' of 120 .plasti.c.O coated.standard, wire.
mesh crab traps were set and :, retrieved, weekly,, along four• transects,.
designated A through D, within the study area. Each transect consisted of 30.,
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4P individual traps, which were evenly spaced into .six groups containing, five
traps each. Each group of five traps along a transect was designated as an
individual station (Figure 9.1-2).,.

Each individual crab trap was baited with shad. Traps,. were, retrieved,:
emptied,. and reset every 7 days, at which time, all healthy viable blue crabs
were tagged and released.ý_ To avoid -tag loss due to molting or death,- only
mature healthy female crabs 'and healthy male crabs larger than 127 mm carapace
width, were tagged..- Tags were fastened. to the carapace. of the blue crab with
40 pound. test. monel.. ..The. ta-gs -were sequentially, numberedand contained
information pertinent. to how. the tag -was. to be.. returned... The tag number,
date, and location of capture, carapace width to the nearest millimeter, sex,
and general appearance of each tagged crab were recorded -o.,, Crabs were released
approximately 200 m from the point of capture. When previously tagged crabs
were recaptured, the tag number, sex, carapace width, date, time, and location
of recapture were recorded and the crab was then. released.

In addition to .tagged blue crabs.,ý any, stone crabs, (Menippe mercenaria).w•.hich
were- captured,,-, as. well as.- any blue, crabs, which. could not .be. tagged,e were',
measured for carapace width, sexwas noted,,and. the specimens released..

To supplement the number of blue crabs tagged, all blue crabs impinged on the
-travelling screens during a 24 hr period were collected once weekly during the
tagging study. The dates and times, of _collection. were, designated to,.corres-
pond.- with the .regular impingement sampling schedule. During this time, all
viable, blue crabs were.placed in a, divided water table. .At the endof a (
minimum' 24, hr- holding period, each healthy.. rab.was removed and, tagged :in the
-same manner as described previously. All blue crabs, dead or alive, were also,,,,:
measured for carapace width and total weight for the impingement study. The
total- number- of -crabs---held' -ý as"'well -as--percent -mortality ,:- were-.:recorded .w
Tagged impinged crabs were then divided randomly into three equal groups and
transported, to, three 'predetermined . releaset points .within the- study . area..
These. release points were designated as Stations. E, F, and G (Figure 9.1-2).'.

Along with- the, field work, 'an extensive 'public notification program was -.

initiatea. in cooperation -ith .he Florida Department - of Natural, Resources .-,:
(FDNR).. Notices :of the tagging project were sent to.local, licensed. conmercial
crabbers,, bait shops,, docks, and. processing houses in:an :attempt to enhance
the number of tag returns. Included. in this, notification was a description of
the study and, the tags used,' and the announcementi of. a nominal reward for tag
returns-with desired. information. , FDNR coordinated the tag returns to provide
consistencywi.th' their• statewide program:..-:

.9.1.2 Laboratory Analysis

All -fish and macroinvertebrates were. identified, counted,. and weighed by
species. Identifications were made 'utilizing standardliiterature sources and
MML' s reference collection. .Nomenclature of fishes. f011owed that established
by the. 'American .Fisheries' . Society. Taxonomy: was based on..., external
characteristics. as given in major taxonomic keys. . A voucher specimen -for each
species was' retained. The identifications of any questionable specimens were
verified: by external taxonomic specialists.O, A reference. collection of all (
taxonomic.ally confirmed species was .maintained..
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In addition to the general analyses, selected important organisms were
examined in detail and analyzed for length-weight relationships, overt
parasites, and disease. Additionally, certain species were analyzed for. sex,
reprodudtive condition, fecundity, and age as shown in Table 9.1-1.

Twenty-five individuals from each of the nine selected important sp cies
obtained by beach seining and trawling in each experimental (north of the
intake canal) or control (south of the canal) area during each month were
examined for obvious instances of parasitism and disease. External sexual
characteristics were noted. Each species was also sexed internally, 'their
stages of maturity recorded, and their reproductive condition examined., The
latter was reported following standard classifications: * immature, mature,"
ripe/gravid, or spent. Fecundity of ripe or .gravid fish ýwas determine'd b'y'he
gravimetric method. Age was determined using otoliths or scales for fish
species subjected to fecundity analyses. Analyses were performed for each
month of the study. Sex and reproductive state (e.g., gravid, egg-bearing) of
important macroinvertebrates were recorded where possible.
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DETAILEJ STUDIES

TABLE 9.1-1

OF SELECTED IMPORTANT ORGANISMS

Disease: and"
Parasites-

Repioductive Length-
WidthSpecies

Polka-dot batfish

Pigfish

Pinfish

Silver perch

Spotted. seatrout

Spot

Red drum

Striped mullet

Bay anchovy

Blue crab

Stone crab

Pink shrimp

Sex Fecundity Age
I, [ I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

K

x

K

K

K

K

X

X

K

X

X

K

X

K

K

X

X.

X

X

X

K

K

X

K

K

K

K

K-

K-

K
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9..2 RESULTS-
.e! "" .:- .,.i_ 6 eeh: provided •,,. _ ." .n' quar er y

Fish" and "invertebrate' huunbers an oima ss have' bee" rvddi qat'rlreports, by 'gear' type, mont h, 'a nd sa t ation. Summary tablesIfor Sb are 1 provided
in Appendix VII. In general, numbers were small,: although' occasional. large
collections did occur. As a result-, one or two samples have a. large effect ontotal 'values,.: Quanti tative analyses~which can be performed are limited. The
foll-wing sections report the results of fisheries sampling by gear type"''.'

9.2.1 Trawl'''

The: trawls-captured'a total- of: 98species of fish and 108' species of inverte-
brates.-, The -total catch of fishý`-varied 'seasonally, with lo4estý nubers in>
January and February (see Figurie 9.2--1). The peak number at nyi one0- station
occurred in May (Station T9)," but. similarly high densiti~es-8occurred i"n';n Apr'i ,
June, July, and August (Table 9.2-1). Highest densities at all stations
occurred in late- spring -;and, simner (May, August•, - September, !June).
Invertebrate densities- fo01owed- a- similar `""seasonal pattern al though 'low,
densities-i found, in- December?• and iJanuaury-, c'dontinhued -,through `June, and tl~en
incieai~d.,to a peia-kin Juily'and" A~uguslt.

Fish biomass followed" the skme '.general seasonail pattern" seen 'ii the density
data " (see- Figur" -9.2-2).. ý•-Invertebrate biomass was lowest from December
through February, however, peak values occurred from March through May rather
than-isnnr ~ ~
The. wariability;Aini" the' data: assodciated with capturing •a scho1l of, fish can

i or cxapturing tawhng oon1 cpian,:
ef ffectively mask patter'ns of distribution.- Forý example""' trawliýng` in April' at,
Station- T4' yielded 502- spot which was- 91 percent Of the catch at the station
and 38 percent of the catch at all stations. At the same time, some'; general ':patterns do appear consistently from month to month. Comparisons among tran-
sects (northern, T1-3, central, T4-6, southern, T7-9) indicate thie lowest
densities of both fish and invertebrates along the central transect (see
Tablesi 9.2-2 and 3).-. The, transects -to0 the north- •and. soluth had stimilar numberse
overall.V Highest numbers of. fish were. collected: to6 the north in 1983 and" t6
the --tk l•O4.-N...o L.•... ,L A=aVIL=•L=L. wI •oUiUU1euOly- nig er-to tne
south. Fish" biounass was ihighest- to, the sduth"-except-: in'th'e fall, Based onil
average fish weight's thd -larger- fish were" collect-ed'.' along the -central' or
southern transects. '. - " -.

Within transects, distributional trends vary from month to month, but to the'
north,' Stations TI or T2 generally had the highest-numbers and"T3•. the -lowest.-
On. the- central transect, the: variation was similar with highest'- densities:
inshore at' Station T4ý`and lowest 'offshore at Station-T6.- To-the:south, the'
offshore etatioif (T9) frequently had the highest numbers and the central
station -(T8): had;i the: lowest. "- -

Diversity (Shannon-Weaver) evenness (after Pieiou 1975) and richness'. (number
of species) were calculated for each trawl station in each sampling month. A
au-ary table is included in Appendix VII" (Table V*I1-3).. Comp iaring across"
tra'nsects, richnesis6 was often " lower -along the central transect and was
considerably. higher:ý- along. the. southern, transect. in -.1984., .. Evenness was
slightly higher onwthe- centraL transect in the winter and springe. Diversity
was generally similar on all three transects. -During 1983, diversity within
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transects increased with distance offshore along the north and central
transects. Evenness and richness also increased offshore. Along the southern
transec t, diversity, was. highestinshore until April. 1984 at. which, time the;.
offshore station was most diverse. Evenness was frequently highest. at,T8 and
richness was highest at T7, o'r T9'
In :addition. to evaluating population parameters for trawl data,i-. total, density3rw dat," Ioa• -densitys I

and biomass the data for each S1O were sumuarized (see Appendix VII,
Tables- VII-l to 22). Several species were captured in very low numbers
precluding detailed evaluation of their distributions; these included squid,

.stone crab, and polka-dot batfish. Blue crab occurred in low numbers but
peaked *in April and May; they were, most consistently found at Ti.and T2..
Spotted seatrout numbers were also low, peaked. in May and-concentrated at, T1-3
and T5.- , Bay..nchovyN ere rarely collected in .trawls; numbers peaked in the.
.simmer with mot" anchovies taken at Stations Tl-4.,

Other SI1O were collected 'in ,greater numbers. Spot was. present, throughout the
year with highest" nimnbeýrsi- in •spring and sumer. at Stations. TI-4. Based-: on
biomass values, the smaller specimens were inshore, at Station T1 and T4 and..

the largest spot were at Station T3. Pigfish were- collected primarily in '
spring and suner, but their concentration.was to.-the south. Pinfish occurred
at about the same time, and they were, also collected, primarily at the southern.
stations.: Moderate numbers of pinfish. were also taken at Stations Ti.and T2.

Silver perch were most coamon in simmer and fall with the highest,,densities
inshore at Stations TI, T2, and TV. Based on average weight comparisons, the
smaller specimens•-were found at these. stations.. Pink-shrimp were taken
throughout the,,- program'.. with,; highest densities -occurring.. in the, simmer.
Numbers, were higher, inshore at that time but showed considerable variation at.
other-.times.--..- -- -- - -- -

9.2.i Seine

Seine collections yiel ded .49 species, of fish and 15 aspeciesa of invertebrates.
Figure.,9.2-1• provides a. summary, by. month of. the .total- number. of fish
zlt.,,77 q.sIm.. ..: I.. 1. tz . a liaLed,' t er q *f`0-,ee-. .i- and .f

the: species .collected, many occurred. in small-, numbers.., 'Invertebrates were
rare except at Station. Sl in February..when several .species, of, shrimp comnon in
grassbed habitats were collected (see Table 9.2-1).. Fish captured in .large
numbers were usually juveniles of schooling species. Large numbers. were taken
in March att Station Sl .(clupeids, spot) .and. 2:.ý (clupeids),.:in February. at
Station. Si. (spot), and in September at Station 92 (bay: anchovy)., Excluding
these particularly large catches, lowest densities occurred fromL November
throtugh: April -and the., highesto in. Juneand. July. No .rclear pattern., of
distribution emerged.. Station -S2 did have the lowest density and biomass seen
at- the site in any given month over half of the time, but ,values.: at other
stations. w~re.. rarely much higher. The highest density per 'sampling date
occurs most frequently at Station Si..

Diversity, evenness, and richness (see Appendix.VII, Table ;VII-46) were very,Ovariable, both, across :stations -and month, to month. ' Diversity remained
relatively high at.:S4 and. tended to.. be highest. at. Station- S1 or S4. Lowest
values in winter were at Station 92. Richness was,, highest in .winter at
Station S4 and in spring at. Station $1. .
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SIO,. informati on. from' seines- is. very- li'mited.>•(Tables .VII-24 -.to. 45).. Stone- .

crab, pink shrimp, red drum, and pigfish were collected onlyvon one date.
Silver pe'rch were collected twice. Small numbers of batfish were collected
over5. months';. all. but one occurred at Station. Sl. Low numbers of blue, crabs
were found at all stations over 8 months..

Spot. were- collected mostly in February and'March with highest numbers at
Station. Sl..,,- Pinfish were also, collected in highest numbers in February and
March at- Station-51., Baytanchovy~were collected in-all months'except January,
Febr~uary,: and:April-... The•;station at which- the, maximum density occurred varied
over:timeý,but•..was mOs-tp often S2., Striped mullet occurred in'varying numbers,
mostly.ýfrom August~ through February.,-. Only four specimeis-;were: collected., at.

9.2.3 Drop Net

Drop nets sample primarily small, shallow water inhabitants, and species which
movef into-, shallow areas! with the. tide.A Drop. netl..collections:• contained 42
speciesr of, fish. and,-.24: species- of- invertebrates. Nu.mbersi of organiSms wereý
generally... ,low and variable,' (see-• •Figure. 9,;2-1).,.... ..Highest ,numbers,. were.. •
collected in February, . November,." October , andr, September, .(see Table 9.2-1)..:
Lowest numbers' occurred in' Decnmber'and January.. • The. number of ...fish-caught at,"
Station- Dl generally, exceeded,, the- • number,, at-., Station. D2, I~ except, in- June-
August, January, ý.and4, December. Fish. biomass,, was.. also usualiy, higher at.,-

* Station Dl; exceptions were in July, April, and March when biomass was greater
at Station D2. In contrast, more invertebrates were consistently taken at D2.
Biomass of.,invertebrates, was also generally higher at Station D2. - .-

Diversity.at• drop .net 'stations, was- Lhighest , at, D2.- in1,, 10 of 12,'months.
(Table VY1767). Diversity-was lower at,ý-.station.D in the. spring depspite,
higher richness.-. Eyenness was. correspondingly lower. Richness was generally.
higher, at-D2. - , . , , -- . ... . ..

Selected- species were uncommon in drop net collectigns (see Tables Vii-47 to.,,
66). . Seatrout and bay anchovy wereg, taken only:- at StationDl.,.4, ..Mullet,••,
dLiI.5i1, pUg sllver perun were collected only at Statton DZ. Ut the species

collected at both stations., spotocc~urred in larger numbers at Station. D.Il and
pigfish and pink shrimp~were mostly,,,, at Station D2. i. Pinfish and blue crabs,.
were about evenly distributed. .

9.2.4 Creek Trawl

Given. the locations,. and conditions sampled, this, gear sampled ,organisms.
moving in and out- of the creeks on, a relatively high tide., _:'Forty-three
species of fish and 27:species of invertebrates were collected.- Juvenile fish
predominated. The largest numbers,. of fish. were collected from January through,
May with the peak in March (see Figure 9.2-1). Invertebrate numbers. were
highest from November through. March,(Table 9.2-1)., Fish biomass was highest
in the spring; a secondary peak occurred in November.

* Fish" densities tended ;to.be lowest at StationTC4 and at' Station TCl. Peak
densities. tended to be at Station TC2. The same pattern was observed for -the.
invertebrates collected.
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* Diversity in creek trawl samples was almost always higher at TC4 or TCl and
lowest at TC2 (see Table VII-86). +Evenness .tended to be lowest at TC2. or TC3.
Richness increased at' 'TC2 in the fall' and early winter; in the "pring'. highet"
richness.! was at TCI or TC2.

Mullet, spotted- seatrout, pigfish,"and bay anchovy were collected in small
numbers (see Tables VII-68 to 85). Silver perch were;'generally rare but- a
large number were collected. in May at Station TCL. Pink shrimp were taken at
all - stations. over. all; months with thev.'largest numbers* collected' '.at'
Station TC2. Blue crabs: showed similar- seasonal, and'-, spatial patterns;
numbers were' slightly higher at TCI* Spot were.collected in only 5 months but
in -relatively high numbers. Peak numbers were in February and' Marchl. at'
Stations TCI and TC2.. Pinfish:,*was. the most commouly._ collected. S10-"with!.--.,
highest' numbers.-from February through May, atrStation TC2."•, These peak' values-
were made up of small fish which began to appear in January. Average. weight
continued to increase through May.

9.2.5 Crab Traps

Duri'ng the 4 months' of trapping, 7294 blue. crabs and, 6251 stoneý crabs, were
captured (Table' 9.2-4)., Of. the blue crabs, 6123 were collected in' crab' traps,
tagged,, and released.ý 'An additional-. 220"crabs. were impinged, tagged,- and
released. ' These results and 'subsequent analyses utilize collection datai,
without correctlin for Catch Per Unit Effort' (CPUS). 'CPUE by station and week
of sampling'. was reviewed andi evaluated statisticallyt.' but. the results- and
conclusions- described below, and& displayed in subsequent tables wereO unchanged.*

Only about 17 percent- of the blue crab "captures occurred, in September and
October. At the same time, 43 percent of the stone crabs were caught
(Table. 9.2-5). 'In general, iblue crabsý were.'a.capturedjin larger. numbers inshore .
on- all four tians6e-cts.-e- Inr Sej-0tember 'and Oictober,; Station Al, 31,C D , IAnd
D2. accounted for about" 73 percent ofe the catch• Numbers generally dec:reased
at stations toward the offshore end of each transect. Stone crabi- were
concentrated toward the offshore end and center of the transects. Densities
along' Trans ect B were somewhat more homogeneous . in, having comparible .numbers
ne f ton 1A!Ib ; im i hm 1!" a X 16 ]a thý%Iiin t'rllf war st -BA end AIR

In November' and&` December+, stone -crabS maintained the pattern of, largest 4
numbers offshore and in the center of the'tran'ects'(see Table 9.24).,' Bl46
crabs continued to be caught inu large numbers at the inshore stations, but
similar numbers were taken at the first four stations on each transect
indicating an increase in densities 4-7 kme offshore.

Highest numbers of blue crabs b ere trapped at. Transect D throughout the study.
Transect A yielded the next highest uumber. Transects B and C.- had similar
number, with B yielding slightly more overall.,. .'Stone crabs were most
abundant at Transect BI and least.abundant at Transect I.N

Data fiom crab traps were also evaluated in terms'of sex and carapace size..
Overall, stone crabs were 65 percent .males •'the percentage lower in-November',
and December. (61 percent) compared to. September and- October (70 percent) (see
Tables 9.2-7 to 9.2-10). The distribution. along a transect is similar for'
-both sex6; male, stone crabs were collected in higther numbers .-along•
Transects A and B while femal-es. were least dense on Transect k. At almost.. all
stations, females were smaller than males.
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The blue crabs collected,. were about,,. 74;, percent females. In September and
October, rhowever, nly.about. 48 ,percentwere femaales'.. 'The. population in November
and December was about J9 .,percent females. Both' "males,'_ and .female's were most
dense inshore in, September -and October'.' Later, the mates•"contined to.be most
dense inshore. while'-females occurred in, larger, numbers, tward the center of the
transects., Highest numbers of both males and females were at Transect D,-lowest
numbers were at Transects B and C. Female blue crabs. were, generally larger than
males, but no pattern of distribution based on size was apparent.

Immature, blue crabs were not_ collected in,.September but then appeared in
increasing numbers. through •, December...: They. made up less than. 4 percent of.the
catch. Parasitized specimens .were,.also taken in increasing numbers each month
and represented 3, percent,..of .the blue crabs.. collected. Parasitized specimeiqs
averaged, 110.5 mm.. . , . • .

A total of 3422 tagged blue .crabs -were -recaptured... One hundred thirty-three-
crabs were recaptured initially by MML;-, of. these, - 68 were r.-ecaptured more than
once. Most of these multiple captures involve only a second recapture although
one. crab was-. taken four times.., The number-'ý of crabs recaptured- represented -5!.
percent', of- the t agged crabs.;".t 96.- percent of, the recaptures: were from,, f.ishermen.
while 4, percent were,,. taken% by.,MML, crab traps .. Of, all the recaptures,_ about 67r
percent',.:came from.CrystaiBay. Of the Crystal Bay. recaptures, about_ 79,-percent;
were female.'. • ...

Numbers of crabs recaptured in Crystal Bay are shown by release location in Table
9.2-11. The ~table records~multiple recaptures inW terms of both the_-orginal

' release" stiation- andi the-' secondary, release :• point:. for- :each%ý recapture.. - The.
recapture, location: numbers- refer to- grid", elements as: shown-,in Figure 9.2-3.. For-
recaptures reported by'fishermen,ý locatibns are approximated based..on information n
reported ý "with.-" the' tiagst:, return, i 'conversations', 'with - fishermen, and field
observations'.":, Data on recaptures -are also presented: by sex, (Tables. 9.2-12 and
9.2-13) but' males1 are relativ4ely few in; number and• the pattern of, recaptures is
similar for both sexes. -... Thus -. results are discussed' inw terms.t of, total .numbers.,
Comparing recaptures' by tanscts• provides. , the - best indication of , loc'al

north-south 'movement. Crabs refileased on- Transect A, are recaptured:- primarily on
Transect A (39 percent) orý Transect -B (44 percent).- -Recaptures iafterrrelease•-on
Transect B were mostly (71 percent) on Transect B, -recaptures from Transect C
were either on Transect C (38 percent) or Transect D (54 percent),ý- and" those from
Transect D were recaptured along Transect D (80 percent). The latter value is
biased by the lack of traps further north'.'' The data do indicate' a movement of
crabs t6 the:north, from a11 tr ansects but particularly from A and. C'with more
limited numbers rileased on Transect B being recaptured on C or D. There is also
some movemet- to the south •fromTransects. B, C, and D.

Within each transect, there was some east-west movement indicated. Crabs
released at. inshore. a tations, _e.-g., Als, BI, B2, Dl., and D2, were. often found
further' offhore:. Crabs released at" centralstations, e.g., A4, B4, D3, and D4',

tended to be recaptured inshore. d

In Table 9.2-14, the, ýrelease' and recapture data is presented in terms of the
j •. average time between the two events in order to "consider rate -of -movement. -The

times are highly variable, and the variation in number of crabs. recaptured
requires careful interpretation. For. crabs released at a point on a given.
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* tans-ect, .recaptures occur more !-quickly on the same transect than on other
transects. 'On Traneect A,• recaptures on Transects C or D occur over the same

..range, of average times as recaptures on Transect B. It is possible, using
veighted".-averages f v4or•.recaptureis on"I the four' trans•cts, to define t he t' m
from release:: along Transect A uttil recapture as increasing •ith 'dtiance'

Snorth Transect'A (22.i5 days), Tranesect B (29.1 days), Transect C
A(341 daysda snd ransec"D (36.day-

In~addition* to -recaptUres in Crystal Bay, recaptures were recorded north and
"soui•h. Table".9.2-15 provides- a.uary of the numbersi of crabs recaptured at
var•ius locations..The southernuection of "Crystal Bay :accounted. for only 0.-5

.-percent of the: recaptures.. About 27 percent of the total recaptures were from
Vaccasaa Bay' and ss th&na 6ropercent from further north.. As -would -be
expected, . releases from northern transects in Crystal Bay' accounted for
higher numbers of recaptures.: to the north. Recaptures to the south came
:mostly. fviromiTransectssA and B. M•.ales accounted for all but one of the crabs
recaptu-red:*to'- the South buit only ..about• 5 percent of the. crabs moving-m-orth.

A-verage- tim e-`between rrelease and. recapture is provided• in Table 9.2-16.ý In
.seneral',;cribs .wvere recaptuted :most quickly in Cryst-al Bay wlthý the time span.
increasing-vith distance from'Crystal Bay. Maximum timesi occurred with. crabs"
recaptured near Apalachicola River. (about 225 km NW). Crabs recaptured. to the

ýsouth .(10. kn) had unexpectedly high times, similar to times seen about 200 km,
northwest.

Over"900. crabs:were recaptured in Waccasassa Bay. A comparison was made of
recApture;tim4s.ein Waccasassa"Bay and release stations along Transects B and
C. '.For. each comparably l located ,station, the time tod recapture is less,- from
Trasect B than TransectC.' Comparing Transects D and ,B, three., ofý the

"C omairable. stations ."on. Bhave. shorter times until. recapture_ n. Wacc4asassa.Bay ..
Crabs- from Transec't A ý take l onget than crabs from .B:.but, sometimes more and,
asoetimes less timeC than crabs.from C and D. Compaeing ve..i ghted average times
by transect. indicates the:shorteit recapture time from.Transect. B (43.8 days)
and .the longesot, -time frou Transect C (52 days). The average-time from

' Transect.D (45-days) iis similar..to that from Transect B but lover than from
Tv-nnAow-r A (L. nn

(

.9.2.6 Special •.Studies -o.f 9 .10

Evidence. of dis'ease or paras I ti•m was encountered in only. two species.
Fifty-seven btfish, al ith an intestinal netode, w'sere c Poll ected and
s-acculi nid*,, parasi tes"were found-.on 76 blie crabs of 422 colcted'. All. but•

•tone batfish was from .trawl. "collections, the ..largest. number o occuIrred, 1. at
Station T7, ,d :.piasitized 'fish were taken in 10 of the 12 collectios.

A.lmost2 percent .of.the parasitized batfish were collected -in the control
:.area*'. A11 :but two -of the -:1blue cra•s reported were also from trawl'
oll etion : the'liiest number .were tiaken at. 8tation T9g .and they occUrred in

i-*11 mt hs`vth higber -numbers i-n April and May. In other gear, only 2 of 115
•crabs: were.paras.tzd. Inthe trawls, a significantly .greeter percentage -of

-:parasitzed crabs occurred .in the thermal area (56 percent) 'compa ted to the
contro..l.area I(.•44prceft)". This pattern was reversed " only in the 'spring
(control, 63 percent; thermal, 37 percent).

(
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Gravid Ifemales ,of, only, three :,species --were collected and. analyzed;,. all were
less ,than,1 year.Z, old. Three,,. pigfishm. were, collected, in March .1984* at.,
Stations .T7 and T9., Fecundity'ranged from 17302 2to 28160 (average 21660).eggs
per f eale;.. Nine bay anchovies were found, to have. 1173 to 4387 (average 2290).
eggs per.female. One specimen was taken in June 1983 at Station T4, three
were collected in March 1984 at Stations Ti and T2, and the remainder were. at
Stations T7 and T8 in April. Eleven silver perch ranged from 17920-14.7050
(average: 48140), eggs per female; ;All were, collected in March at Stations TI
and T4 or inApril at ,StationsTIP, ZT4t. T8. While the numbers involved are. too
small .' to.-,warrant.,, quantitativeq,• analysis,. it can be noted, that the , ,March-
occurrence -of-ýsilver -perch and" .bay -anchoy.y was, at, stations closest to the

thermal discharge.

The SIO collected for special studies were analyzed for several other-
parameters to identify possible differences between thermal and control.
areas.. For, these analyses, thermal astations were, defined as Ti, T2, T4, S2,
S3,• Dl : TC and TC2.. These• were- compared to fish collected, at. Stations T7,
T8, T9, S4, D2, TC3,. and: TC4. . , . -

Age

Each SIO was evaluated by age class in each month of the study. The number of

specimensý was generallyý small -and. variable. Bay. anchovy were all.. first.. year
fish ah. In all Imonths -when they we re found only i n one area"(July, September,.

November, January, February), the fish were in the; t.hermal area. .In March' and

9) April higher numbers occurred at 'control stations while in:May, August, and,
October, numbers were higher at thermal. stations. Pigfish were 0-3 year
classes;. older fish were generally- found, at, the control stations. Young"

of-the-year, were also. most., commonly, at. control- stations. .. -- V

Pinfish were of the 0 or 1- year classes. Numbers of young fish were highest
at -control .stations except i,-.n--earl-y-,.-sumner---when---compa-rable ,numbp ers .- were
collected, in both areas.. Older specimens. were more common at control

stations. Silve'r perch were. 0,,,, ,. or 2.year classses;. young fish occurred in
higher numbers at the thermal. stations ,throughout the year. Spotted seatrout

kre 0l b -~ 'f 'arppp wh, Lab. "g in s 'a e' V01& t
uncommon .to consider' distribution. One spot was in.-itssecond year; all
others. were young-of-the- year. Numbers, were• either. equal' in both 'areas
(Novemberp, February, March.P April,' May•) or higher at the'rmal stations. Mullet
were 0, 1, or 2 year classes, but generally, occurred in low numbers in one
area or the other. Only two red drum .were collected; both were age 1.

Sex

Each SIO for which sex was determined was considered in terms of total numbers
at thermal or at control-stations. Results are shown in Table 9.2-17. The
ratio of females to males. was higher in the. thermal area compared' to the.
control. area. for .bay anchovy,. batfish, silver" perch', and` pink` shrimp. The
ratio was. lower for pigfish, pinfish, seatrout, mullet,. and blue crab.

Reproductive Condition,

The reproductive condition of specimens analyzed for each SIO was. considered

in terms of total numbers in control and thermal areas. Most species were
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either not collected in comparable conditions in both areas or were collected
in similar. numbers"'in both areas., Imdature specimens found inilarger numbers
at thermal '-stations included, bay anchovyi silver perch, spotted seatrout,
spot, pink shrimpt and blue crab's. Immature batfishi 'pigfish, and. pinfish
were:.more common" in control area-si.' Numbers of mature pinfish were. higher in
the control, area.' Mature bay anchovies -had higher. numbers- in the thermal
area.ý

Only bay•'anichovies, pigfish, pinfish, and,. silver- perch. were . found in
significant numbers for any condition other' than immature* 'More mature silver
perch tended! to be collected in the thermal area; pinfish and pigfis h: were' the.,
reverse.. Anchovies in all conditions were either in similar numbers in both.
areas or in higher numbers in the thermal area.

Length-Weight

The length-weight and condition, index data "were 'available:, in iufficient
abundance• for'analysis' of six species: -.' bay' anchovy,' batfish, pigfish,
pinfish, silver perch, and spot. The analysis examined differences in length-
weight and condition factor by sex, season, and location (thermal vs control).
The analysis is a regression of log of weight on log of length. using one of. the
above factors as a covariate.

The. analysis of the effect of sex on the' length-weight relationship indicated
that'sigificant di fferences existed only for silver perch.- Silver perch:ý,
females have a greater rate of increase in weightý by length (slope) than male
silver perch."'

In the- analysisi of'*the effects of season on the length-weight relationship a
separate seasonal analysis was conducted for each sex for silver perch and for
all specimens of the-other five species. These tests revealed differences in

log weight vs log length slopes., for four species.: For bay anchovy, the fall
and spring sipecimens' hada lower slope than' summer and winter collected
specimenis". Mean size also differs with season with the smaller specimens
being cdolected in the 'summer. Summer collected, pinfish were large in size
aw~l hn a kýiajzhrt-Tiinjt jrýmtir thAn nial nthe 89A6ip Fall: collectid:
pi fish were aiso large in size••anid had significantly' greater slope tha'n.:.-1:

winter and,"spring collected specimens. Silver:perch females were signifiý..--
cantly smaller in the simmer, but the larger spring specimens had a lower
weight-length slope thian specimeaw collected at- other times of the year. Spot:'ý
collected- .n the spring:i while, moderate in size, had weight-length sl.pe
significantly greater thin specimens collected at-other' times of the year.

In the analysis of the effectso of. thermal vs control areas, four species
displayed significant differences. In spring and fall, bay anchovy in. the
thermal' '4area had a significantly lower 'weight-length slope than those
collected.in the control. area. Spot. collected in summer, fall, and winter
showed. the sAme pattern, but 'significantly larger specimens were' collected in
the'thermal area. Female silver perch collected in'summer, fall, and winter

in the thermal area had a significantly greater weight-length slope' than
specimens collected in the control area. Pigfish showed the same pattern andO were significantly smaller in size in the thermal area. (
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TABLE 9.2-1

FISHERIES SAMPLING DATA,
NUMBERS-OF FISH (F) 'AND INVERTEBRATES (I)

Trawl
F 1

Sampling
Seine

F I

Gear
Creek Trawl
-F .

Drop Net
F IMonth

June
July
August
.Sept ember
October
November
.December
January
February
'Mar ch
April
May

1742
1277
2130
,1912
1004

679
554
121
435

1033
1304
2448

625
2005
1834

989
455
392
269
605
855
890
774
449

1342
1084
539

2047
576
1,08

36
67

2898
9846

75
1028

4

'13
1
3
3

26
2

147
7

13
10

444
334
314
233
555
.80
788

1,644
3575

636
1489

172
129
117

79
354
807

.2865
889
386
125
326

190
151
42

410
449
533

28
40

1418
76

136
56

379
501

79

122
1021
.292

42
6
1



TABLE 9.2-2

NUMBER OF FISH COLLECTED BY TRAWL

Location.
-- ' onth .. , :

i J A S 0 -N D J F M: A - ýM
Northern Transect:

TI 540'- 375- 362:. 364" 83 60 74' .8 .96 335 96 318
T2 327- 226.. 475';.- 377-: 201 13o9 112- 25 52 Al . 68 311
T3 62 121 139 191 86 109 17 7 25 24 33 280

Transect Total 929 722 976 937 370 308 203 40 173 400 197 909 6164

Central Transect:

T4 ' 82 28 67 197 1:056 9i2 169: 15" 25 40 551 103
T5 49.. 61' 158. 144. 59.* 29,,".- 58 8-.. 131<.," 23 -20 154
T6 19 24 68 41 26 21 24 6 18 19 37 107

Transect Total 150 113 293 382 190 142 251 29 56 82 608 364 2660

*Southern Transecdt:,

T7 145' 97 215 155. 111 99 12' 17: 8911-- 152 .358 249
T8 46" 31. 231 .49 140. 59. 72" 16'" 56-. 64 . 61 156
T9 472 314 415 389 193 71 16 19 61 335 80 770

Transect total 663 442 861 593 444 229 100 52 206 551 499 1175 5815



TABLE 9.2-3

NUMBER OF INVERTEBRATES COLLECTED BY TRAWL

IMonth
Location J

:hern Transect: ...
J A S 0 N D J F. M A M

72 489 217 166 25 30 31 45 127 50 36 36
88 186, 264 85 28 24: 18, 73. 92 129- 132 74
40 409 120 40 28 .16. 13• 28 41 899 79 48

200 1084 601 -291 81 70' 62 146 260 268- 247 158 3468.isect Total

:ral Transect:

4 30 214 108 75 39 28 4 4 20 92 102 20
5 ,,47 164-," 73: 25. 23- 15?,., 25,i 17 27 26, 41 42
5 13 99. 76 30: 29 16 33 22 27 13 22 12

aisect Total 90 477 257 130 91'. 59 62 .43 74 131 165 74 1653

thern Transect:

9

77 165 248 145 86 137 13 83 249 216 204 45
'40 41 218 56 67 19 56 99 92 69 54 25
218 238z, 510' 367 130 107. 76 234 180 206 104 147

335 444 976 568 283 263 145'' 416 521 491 362. 217 5021

C.
risect Total



TABLE 9.2-5

STATION

AI
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
al
B2
83
B4
B5

--86
CI

• C2
CC3

-C4
C5
C6
Dt
-2
03

_D4
05
D6

NUMBER

BLUE C1
NUMBER

228
56
23
25

3

0
147
28
14
15
'4

119
:;"23 .

`.30
-26

13
5

'1 82
-38

13

AS
WIDTH (MM)

AND AVERAGE WIDTH OF CRABS TRAPPED

THROUGH OCTOBER 31. 1983

141.6
138.9
142.3
140.2
141.7

149.8
148.7
148.0
154;:0
150:8

137 .-2
146-47
i15t;:1

'148.;2
i50.7
1477.6

'153.8
:1'46.0
1;45.:'1
160.9

163.8
148.8

.STONE CRAB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

2
97

131
123
127
92

115
115
144
223

'240
105
74
'56
107
161
117

:'164

9
7167

•"122

132
106

84.5
79.7
80.7
82.2
85.6
87.4
82.3
77.7
78 7

'81.5

83. 1
81.8

'78'. 0

-77..5
79.3

'80.64
79.•8

'83:6
70.0
82.4
78.8

'80.*9
'80.;4
' 80 .•6



TABLE 9.2-4

NUMBEI AND AVERAGE WIDTH OF CRABS TRAPPED -

THROUGHFROM SEPYEMBER 1383 JANUARY 2. 1984

BLUE
NUMBER

C
STATION

AI
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
B'

82
B3
84
85
86

.CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6"
D0
02
D3
D4-
D5
D6

742
333
325
462

63
58

533
370
312
209
100
0

351'
174'
435
224_

50-
574:
765".
605-'
378
95'
25-

ZAB
'WIDTH (MM)

t142.9
'"t44.2
148.5
149.7

:153.2
149.9
146. 1

1149.8
1147.6
'149.1
147S.8

140.5ý
148.3'

,149. 4"
-151!;.3

.4145.;5'
;153'. 2
152.8
152.-5,ý
148.2
148.3
148.2

"153:31

1t
252
368
271
362
295
238
287
288.
409
464
382
144
175
185
276'
332'
340'

6
17

148
246'
344
411

79.8
80.7
80.3
82.2
82.8
84.5
81.9
79.1
79.3
8i. I
81.6'
80.6
78.3
76.5.
78. .3
79-.7.
79.4'
81 .3'
82.7
81.1.
79.2
79.9
80. i
79.7'.

STONE CRAB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

'I
* I

* I

S
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TABLE 9.2-6

NUMBERII AND AVERAGE-WIDTH OF CRABS TRAPPED

FROM NOVEMBER

STAT.ION NUMI

.At 5
A2 2
A3 34
A4 4
A5
A6
61 31
B2 3
83 2!
84 .1
85
B6
C 1 2:
C2 I!
C3- 44

C4 i
C5
C6.
DI 34
02 54
031 54
D4' 3
D5
06

1. 198

BLUE C
BER

14
77
02
37
60
58
a6
42
98
94
96
0

32
51
05
98
98
45

53'
830
57
35
)0
21

THROUGH

AB

WIDTH (MM)

143.4
145.2
148.9
150.2
153.8

A49.9
t144 .8

,149.9
147.6
148.7

,147.6;

:142. 1V
148.6"•

149 .3'
151..7

144.9
4153.9;
152.3'
154.5,
148.4'
147'.8
147.3

'154.1.

JANUARY 2. 1984

STONE CRAB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

9
155
237
148
235
203
123
172
144
186
224:
277ý

70'
119!
78'

115
215
176'

5.
8z

41
124
212.
305

78.8
81.3
80. 1
82.3
81.3
83.2
81.6
80.0
80.0
80.7
79.9
80. 12
78' 6-
76 .0O
76.9,`
78.8
79. 1•
79.2 2
85.2
79.6
80.2
79.0
79.9
79.4":



e TABLE 9.2-7

NUMBER]lAND AVERAGE WIDTH OF FEMALE CRABS TRAPPED

THROUGH OCTOBER 31. 1983

BLUE C: (MB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)STATION.

-Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
BI
B2
B3
B4
.85
86
Ct
C2
C3

!C4
C5

-C6
D1
D2
D3
D4
05
06

105
31
16
13
2
0

67
12
9

14
4

-0
40
A5
16

-24
IIf
5

29

86
23

8
-4
4

145.6
144.9
143. 1
150.5
154.0

159.8
161.6
156.6
154.8

,150.9

142.8
142.7
156.4
149.5

,156.1
147.6
146.3
157.7
154.0
159. 1
165.3
148.8

STONE CRAB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

1 90.0
4 74.8

18 74.7
21 75.0
12 76.9

3 75.0
8 78.3

46 73.7
.64 77.3

52 74.1
63 77.-3

7 81.4
19 75.5

ti 76.5
66 75.9
41 175.4
28 78.2

":.0 x- .

2 86.0
73 77;2

-61 78.0
61 77.0
'46 77.1
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TABLE 9.2-8

e

NUMBERJAND AVERAGE WIDTH OF MALE CRABS TRAPPED

THROUGH OCTOBER 31. 1983

BLUE
NUMBER

C
STATION

AtI
A2
A3
A4
A5
AS
B1
82
B3
B4
B5.
B6'
CI
C2
C3
C4-
C5
C6
01o
D2
03
04
05
06

107
23

7
'I

0
71
1"4
5
0
0
0

58

2;•
2

'0:

70
I0
4:2

1I-

ZAB
WIDTH (MM)

141 .4
133.6
140.4
130.5
117.0

143.5
142.7
132.6
143.0,,

143. 1`
154.0.
144.2,"
132!. 5.."
121.0

155.3
144.7,
141.6
166.8
156.0,

STONE CRAB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

1

93
113
102
115
89
99
69
80

171-
177-
98.
52
26,
450
77:.
63
111

7•

34-
61;.:
71
60

79.0
79.9
81.6
83.7
86.5
87.8
82.6
80.4
79.8
83.8
85.2•
81.8 :

79.3-
77.5
83.7
84.,I 1
83.0.,
85.,0.
70.0
81.4!
82.2

83 .8
83.2,,
83.3
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TABLE 9 290

NUMBERI AND AVERAGE WIDTH OF FEMALE.CRABS TRAPPED

FROM NOVEMBER 1, 1980 THROUGH JANUARY 2, 1984

BLUE
NUMBER

C
STATION

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
Bi
B2
B3
B4

B6
Cl
d2

C3
C4
Cs
C6
0t
02
03
D4
-05
-06

212
185
251
409

57
54

192
273
264
186
a8

95

-365

184
78
40
64

411
496
335

84
19

AB
WIDTH (MM)

157.6
153.8
152.4
151.0
155.5
151.4
155.8
155.4
150.3
149.7
151.0

151.9

1521.4isl .6

153.2
149. 1
157.8
162.6

-160.6

151 .2
149.8
148.8
-155.0

STONE CRAB
NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

1
25
58
56
84
60
15
49
59

172
113

-92
-8

43
ss

117

860
6
26
64
98

147

89..0
79.7
76.8
76.9
76.1
77.1
81.9
76.2
78.2
76.8
77.7

79.6
,74--.3

76.177;.o0

•77.5
81.5
75.7
75.G
78.4

e



9 i

NUMBEIF

FROM NOVEMBER t. i9E

TABLE 9."2-10

AND AVERAGE WIDTH OF MALE CRABS TRAPPED

ITHROUGH JANUARY 2. 1984

tAB STONE CRAB
WIDTH (MM) NUMBER WIDTH (MM)

BLUE
NUMBER "

C
STATION

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
BV
82
B3
B4
B5
BG
C I
C2
C33
(C4
C5
C6

02'
03
04
05
06

228
49
30

20

149
33
17
4
3
0

40"
21
6
8

3
288
129
35
14
4
2

137. 1
141.4
143.5

.146. 8
132.0
128.0
137.6
139.3
144.9
138.8iI125.3

139.7
145.0

'138.2

,147.2
,:145,.5
* 126.0
151.3

;148.1
139.8
142.7

•132'. 3
"14. .o

a
130
179
92
151
143
108
123
85

101
S11

185
62
73
35
59
98
90

5
2

15
60
114
158

77.5
81.7

81.2

85.5
84.2
85.7
881.5
81 .6
81.2
83.6
82.2
81.8
78.5

,77.0
78.3
81.4
8 1"; 7
"82.9

85.2
86.0
77.9

-82.6
83.6
80.4

: - *, ý .. ý 11 1 , t - A



0
RECAP TURE
LOCATION

01
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

12
13
14
15
1G
17
18

19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

34
35
36

37

38
39
40

Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 61 B:

TABLE 9.2- 1 ,

TAL NUMBER OF CRABS'WAPTU0ED

RELEASE LOCATION

B3 B4 B5, 86 C1 C2 C3. C4 C5 -C6 DI D2 03 D4 65 06 t F '

2 3
3

6 2 6. 3
4 T-1- • 6

14 9 14 25

I * 6 a
I 1 1 3

3 4 •2 6

3 3 3 8
13 15 17 33
15 7 16. 25
5 9 6 .7

27 9 :I1 20
03 8 2 6
3
3

.2

48 14 25 I5
73 26- 4 4
28 10 1 4
44 12 10 6

3 5
3

3 27 I C

* 2
2 2

6 11 IC
6 37 65
3 15 25
2 10 4
1 37 33

3'37 -1

7 .

1 2
313 .

5 4 4
2 2 .1
2

IS 18 2,

2 3

3 a
~38 42 13:
Is8 9 5,
12 4 S!
~9 2 3;

11 5 1

2 1
3 1

2 7 4 1 6 2 8
1 .. 2 I

1 2 I 4 6

S1410 43 12 6 2 19 63 86 16

1

9 6 12 2 4 3 7 48 23
I 1 2 1 I 14 3
5 2 5 *T.610

2 1
*6 1 2 4 21 3 5 2

t 2

to 8 2 • ... I *

12 .11 _ 2 2 1 37 5 2

21 16 5 4- 2 a8 2
. -. * .* * . I

* t . I 1

* 3 -. * + I .

2-2 3

S.: 2 12

2 - 4 1

* 1"2.2
* . * - I I

14
3
1

3

8 3

1

2 2

3

I 2

2

4 1
3 4

2

.2

1 2

4

e
a

I.

2

1 3
19 10

2
6

.: 1



e
TABLE 9.2-12

.NqMBER OF FEMALE CRABS RECAPTURED

RELEASE LOCATION

RECAPTURE
LOCATION

01
03
04
05
06.
07
08
09

12
13
14
15
16
17
1.8
19
21,
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
34.
35
36
37
38
39
40

Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 51 d2, B3 84 85 B6 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 01 02 03 .04 05 O6 E F G

1 3

* . I

5 2 6 3 I 3 4
3 1 6 . 2

14. 9 14 25 I1 3 -24.

I . 6 a 2 2
I . 1 3

- 3 2 6 1 2

3 3, -3 B 2 .6 -8 1
10 12 17 31 9 6 34'
12 7 14 .25 2. 3 11 2

3 6, 6 7 . 2 8

.18 8 1i l8 6 I 27 3
.7 .8 2 6 1 a

2

53 .22 .2 .3 3

10 8 . 3 . 1 2
18 10 10 6 1 1 8

I I 2

" 3 1
5 5 4 3
5 " 2 2 I
2 1

0I 16 18 2

1 2 3

1. 8

5 17
12 4 7

6 2 3

6' 1

3 8
2 36 '42 13

1 7 9; 5
I 2 4 7
) 6 2 3

* I 1

10• 4 1

3 1

2 7
1 2

1 2
S 1 9 40 12

7 6 I1 2
. I 2
1 4

* 5 1 *2 4

;2
*3 1

* 7 7 I
6 6 2

14 4 5 3

• 3

2

* * 2 1

1 5 2. 8

S 1 4 5
2 11 52 78 16
3 4 39 23 12

3 3 1* I. *

I * 5 2 5

1. 3 2 2 1
,1 3 2 3

2 .

" 2 .

S 2 2

1 1

I I ;

. 2

3

* * 2

2
* * I

2
1 4

I

I

It

2

I
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TABLE 9.2-13

JMBER OF MALE CRABS @ PTUREo

RELEASE LOCATION

2 B3 84 85 B6 Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 DI D2 03 04 05 Dr6 E F G t

RECAPTURE
LOCATION

QI

03
04
05
06
07
08
09
11
12
13
14
15
S16
17
18
-19

21
.2

23
24
25

26
27
2,8

29
.30

34
3.5
36
37
38
39
40

Al A2' A3. A4 A5 A6 81 E

31

3 2

a o•

3 3;

3 , 2

2 3
9 1
6

3
2

6 2 1
20 4 2
18 2 1
26 2

* 1

3

* 3
3
4

* 2

1o
29

4

2

2

*1

3
I.

3
2
i
4

3.
6
7

2

3

I

8 11 8
3 9

* 1 11

66 10
* 2 1
3

*34 3
7 5
*

* "

2

i

1

o-

2

1

2

2

2

t
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TABLE 9. 2-14

AVERAGI TIME BETWEEN RELEASE AND RECAPTURE IN DAYS

RELEASE LOCATION
RECAPTURE.-

.LOCATION

01
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
tI

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

21
22
23
24
25
26
.27
28
29
30
34

35
36
37.
38
39
40

Al -A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 JI, 82. B3 B4 85 B6 CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 ,01 D2 D3 :04 D5 06 E F * G

40 42
102

*36 .14
26 63 o10 26 69 .39
45 14 46. 298

14 .

21 21 19 18 18 20 2

434
46

* _ .i . I
111 89 87 .84 13

5 52 52 52

. 5
30 45 27' 47 54 42

101
55 13 54 32 6 301
29 27 25 27 17 34 1
22 10 27 25 . 3 17 2
21: 18 24 21 . 17 3
23 36 37' 21 12 20 .2
46 60 25 60 149 .

64
. 6

* 11.

IS 27 25 31 . 24
17 o10 15 16 10 . :
20 25 104 .4 ' 23 3
25 33 37 66 25 92 2,

, 40 35 24

" 14 46
D".16 22 .17.50
6- 16 37 23 18
* 45 58

S . . 15

22 17 Is 26

* 28 28 16
28 14

14
. 92 84 74

48

81

19 23

19 16 . 1
11 17 26 21
17 12 14 17
13 9 14 15
15 41 32 24

49 128 128

14.

30 22 26 24

20 .6 19
16 13 +36

.78 36 43 39 40 39 28 49
45 21 . . 16 .

4 .15 al 6 8

.37 2422 23 27 20.29 2522 19 30 60 1.018
54 34 22 .20 20 34 .46 26 21:28 17 . .18 .34
21 36 32 63.. 25 22 24 33 - 16
22 8 17 .1824 22 7.. 14 5 9.

I tt " 7
.57 28 33 24 19 26 .99 49 40 .29 1. 1 is

28 6. ,-
* . 35 . 7 . . . . . . . . . . 24

7 7 64 . 6 6
I8 7-25 . 79 .. . 89
26 15 . 53 47 47 50 49 52 52 83 47

. 24 48 67 49 78 .48386346 6 105..... .13

14~0~ ~. .103 4 1 22

8 . . 9 "

23 . .9 63 39 24
32 49 4 25'2

92 58 40 7 . 1 . . 28 . . 26 44
51 - 203

80 24

43 82 36 .107 44 .

15 ' 27' t9
3 6 121.19 59"



e
RECAPTURE LOCATION At A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 B6

SOUTH CRYSTAL BAY 5 1 1 1 8

CRYSTAL BAY 274 133 130 188 27 3t 208

WACCASASSA BAY 16 14 21 38 9 7 25

SUWANEE-SOUND O, 1, 2' 4. 1

HORSESHOE COVE 1

DEADMAN BAY

F ENHO,L•LAY
RIVER. AREA

APALAtCHEe BAY 2 1 1 7 1

6oG sOumN 1.

APALACHICOLA
RIVER- ARE 1

WEST OP. CAPE
SAN LAS 1

TOTAL NUMBER OF CR* ECAIPTURED

RELEASE LOCATION'

82 63 64 65 B6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 D1 D2 D3 04' D5 D6 E .F G

1.88 138 98 51

37: 37 21 14

2 11

85 48. 90 37 26 7 148 167 128 59 14 7 20 19 8

21 40 85 45 21 17 37 133. 136 104 31 10 7 11A 16

i 8 1 . 1 1 1512 7 2 '2 1

1 3 1. 1

1 2 1. 1 3 6 t 2 2 "

. * 1* t. 4 3 . * I

3 f 9 7 4 3 8 7 7 5 4 35 1

* 1 13.

2 I.

I

t1•

I>'
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AVERAGE

TABLE 9.2-16

TIME BETWEEN RELEASE AND RECAPTURE IN DAYS

RELEASE.LOCATION

B2 83 B4 B5 BG Ci C2 C3 C4 C5 'CG D1 02 03" RECAPTURE LOCATION

*"SOUTH CRYSTAL BAY.

CRYSTAL ,BAY

WACCASASSA BAY

SUtWANEE SOUND

HORSESHOE COVE

OEADNAN BAY

FENMOLLOWAY
RIVER AREA

APALACHEE BAY

DOG SOUNO

APALACHICOLA
.RIVER AREA:-

WEST OF CAPE,
SAN BLAS

Al:A2 A3 A4

134 150 157 177

24 -26 31 31

33 57 43 58

22 18 70 60

125"

AS. AS BI

14E

23 34 .31

45 55 54

78

D4 05 DG E

I

"F --G

t5"

32 30

46 81

82 27

59

96

17 19 26

46 .. 45 35

. 69 40

104 107

131 109 108

103

187

26

30

34 25

59 52

12,. 121t

26

47

82

158 68 1

. 157

30 35 3.1 34 28

52 76 40 38 .49

81 . 63 - 70 54

31 100

01 . 83 60

23

44

87

.93

83

101

142

123

100 181 147A175

25

39

7 1

26

.67

69

,42

;28

102

126

38

82

1 . 119

*133 133 116 118 125 98

* 78

*138

*108

79 80

61

105 84

100

70

1A15 73

173 . 79

189 181 198

. 4M -. M130 108 . 180 147 135



TABLE 9.2-17 -
NUMBERS OF SIO IN THERMAL AND CONTROL AREAS

Spec i es

Bay anchovy

Polka-dot batfish

Pigfish

Pinfish

Silver perch

Spotted seatrout

Spot

Red drum

Striped mullet

Pink shrimp

Blue crab

Stone crab

Mal e

Thermal Control

45 -34

1 .14

30 141

124 253

98 105

6 4.

239 69

Female

Thermal:,. Control

142 83

15 26

36 220

100 262

217 115

5 4

213 61

20

339

85

1

284

37

9

1

34

369

132

2

8

276

89

5

/(.

C



9.3 I1.PACT.ASSESSMENT- '

The fish and inertebrate popu ations sampled'by fsheries gear .are subject to
direct impacts of station operation in the form of impingement and entrain-
ment. These subjects have been dealt with previously-in Sections .7.3 and 8.3.
Indirect, effects associated xwith theý thetrmal••disscharge and the intake spoil
will be discussed in this sedtion..

9.3.1 Thermal bischarge'.
The fi'sheries' spes contanjuveniles and. adults of species which either
Th i sh erit s' sa p e co t i eitherre ., ;;*- ,inhabit Crystal Bay all -yearf or migrate to-and from the area.a Both' short-distance, •.onshore-offshore" movements and-.wider ranging migrations occur.
Given the abiity of these- species to move 'and the continung .operation' of.
Units 1, 2, and 3 over .several years, the samplIng results are indicative of
established patterns of movement and other activities in response to the local
environment-ý. Compariuons"-of S' di- dstributions saimpled in the area of the
thermal discharge.-to their distribution in ardeas'unaffected'bythe"discharge ....
can provide an indication .of.'the abilit f of eacli"species to`adapt-to "the'-"
conditions of .'•the' discharge-.. Add itional infbo tion can - gained" by.
considering. thermal-control differences in disease or parasitivsm, age, sex
ratio, reproductive condition, and the weight-length relationship.

The interpretati'on of sampling- res'ults is' li.ite-d by' two key factors. lV) '"he--'
relatively low number6 of .several', of the-SIO i all or some1of 'the.'s mpling
gear and- 2). the complex nature of Crystal' Bay which'confounds poessble thermal-
effects with other environmental parameters. The low numbers ofr some, species,asuch ast reddrum orsquid preclude Lstatements`"on 'efficts" of the- thermal"
discharge. Higher but -limited n-umbers of species like' batf0s" or- striped
mullet•force' reliance on trends in the existing data and'- limit the'value of',
conclusion~s-.'

Habitat differences within Crystal Bay complicate interpretation of results
by. providing"'other 'fa:tdors`... to..which the:,. Sb.'•respondý and. modify their
distributions. Freshwater inflsowmff6, Cryata1l River, to the southeast,- and the"'
Wi'•zla~uutl, Ri K `ver tw diOUrheast appear, based on water.quality datai, to
create; strong localiized.; influenheces` ýýand: broader .`areas' 's steepý•al nity
gradients.' Such gradients c ould be. a stronger influience ondistibuton th6n"
the .plantr-discharge.- - Squidpý for-. example, have been reported' to iuf'ia'tein
response to temperature and salinity (Laughlin and- Livingston .1982)., Ahbth~er'
important,: factor may.be. the 'presence or absence' of attached submerged
vegetation which can provide icover':and 'food. '; While the absence or limited:
amount of vegetationri i-ni the- present dischar'ge area- could have Seen directly)._
influenced by the .plant discharge, (see- Section 6i.3), itsIt present'distribution
has. a secondary influence. on.fish.and iverteate 't species which seek. out `suCch
areas. Suc1i species in Crystal Bay would be found,,offshore' of the',thermal
discharge,'assuming depth Is not a controlling factorp or. south of the intake
where"'attached vegetation i U-widely distributedoer all depths. A'variety of
other factors: such. as. depth,.- 'substrate':,, type,. use of *deeper channels for'
onshore-offshore movement or..expo'sure of shallow areas' at low tide could also
influe'nce, a,. given:'species; distribution.":

... ' Each- SIP Ifor which 'fisheries ::information are. available to address thermal
discharge-- effects will be considered separately. Overall distribution of
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fish and invertebrates in Crystal Bay has been noted in Section.9.2 and!,will
not be addressed further, since the S1O are considered representative and
individual species, preferences and avoidances are the ultimateinfluence on: .
total species distribution. '

Evidence, primarily from seine and'.4drop net collections, indicate that bay
anchovg occur primarily in the thermal area, potentiiallly, experiencing,, AT s.
of 4-7 C. Slmmer conditions did not eliminate the species from the discharge
area. Females occurred in relatively higher abundance in the discharge area.
Gravid females were found inshore in the spring and were in both thermal and
control areas. Young-of-the-year, both immature and mature, were more common
in the thrma area,-except, in the spring..' Of' speci.ens analyzed, those in
the thermal 'area did not weighias' much at' the same, length as specimens in the,
control-'area. ,Overall , bay "nchovy, a .ppear, to. 'pr efte r the.'thermal area and may
grow (length) faster there than els~ew'herie'.

but.more, were found' north or soJuth. of the discharge.
area than in thethermal area. Theratio of fales tomales was higher in the, ...
thermal area. adhim:ture specimens .were fmost comon in the control area.

Parasihtem occurred in all specimens. Preference for or_ avoidance of the
thermal area is not.,clearlY indicated. I

Data on pigfish distribution comes primarily from trawl collections in which
larger numbers were,.taken in the spring and summer.at the southern stations.
At other. times,, a more uniform distribution existed. Females, including
gravid ones, predominated at stations. to the south. Older specimens,• young- .
of-the-year, immature and, mature individuals were more common to the south.
Smaller specimens occurred in the thermal: area. but their, weights by length
were higher, than. in control areas in .all seasons except spring. Thus, pigfish,
appear- to .avoid-, the-- thermal area- in--the-spring--and .-strer.-- Reproduction!zat
the'site probably occurs to the south and is. not limited by the discharge.., At
other times of the year, pigfish do utilize the discharge area.

Pinfish are similar in distribution to pigfish. In trawls they. were most
common to the south and at Ti and T2, in the spring and sumer. . Numbers, were
higher, inis~hore on-. the north and central. transects; and- ofttshore. to the south,.
In seines, lowest' numberse_ were at the thermal, stations. In. the drop net,
numbers• at D2 were gene'raly higher than in theathermal area; the. exception

was in ..February. In, the. creek trawls, highest numbers occurred, in February..
through May 'at' JTC2; these were_ primarily sima1 fish. Young-of-the-year,..
I year ,old, immnature and mature fish were.., all.", more '.abundant in the. control
areas._ Based on weight-length analyses, growth occurs most rapidly, in summer
and fall when fisýh are concentrated to, the, south, with samller numbers at TI:.i
and T2., pinfish=^enerally tend to avoid the. thermal, area where T,' a are in
excess. of about 2 C,.but small specimens appear to utilize the *creek habitat
adjacent to the thermal area .in the spring.

Silver'perch were collected in.,.largest.numbers by trawl inshore to the north,
and south.. These were generally smaller :specimens. Few were collected .in
other gear except in May at TCl. , Both mature and immature fish, were most
common in the thermal area (TI, T2). Females.: were more common than males in
the thermal area, they were smaller than males, and grew more rapidly in the (
thermal area. The latter was not,: the case,: however, over the entire study
area... Gravid females were primarily ýat TI and ,'T4 in the spring'. Young-of-.

. . . .. . . . . . . ..---- -. .. . . ...- -. .. . . . . •. . . ..- .... .... ..... . . ..... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... . .. - . ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
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the-year were 1 most abundant in the- thermal area. Generally, the species

utilizes inshore-areas to the. north and south. .,.The fish, avoid the higher
temperature areas of the discharge but utilize areas subject to 2-3C AT. '
This appears to be particularly true for activities relating to reproduction.

Trawl collections provided the greatest number of spotted seatrout and -. the
fish were, primarily to the north (May at T1-3 and T5). All seatrout taken by
drop net were in.,the dis charge, area (June., July,- May). : The, fewt s'pecimens
taken by creek' trawl were from TCl or. TC2. Immature seatrout *were more c o0on.
in the thermal- area;., of. the. mature_ specimens, males predminated in the

thermal area. OQverall,, the speccies, occurs primarily at. the-northern end of ,
Crystal Bay. It is not excluded'frnom the therdal area, but* liket"' t-silver
perch, the fish appear to utilize only the lower AT areas of discharge..

Spot were relatively-..commuon in 'all four gear types. The pattern of
distribution from all., gears. is similar ,to that, indicatedd for spotted'. seatrout
and silver.perch., Numbers were highest to the north and in the center of
Crystal Bay and lower tothe .south. Smaller- fish were inshore' (Ti) and t .he
largest were offshore (T3). 'The analysis of.lmmnatdire f.sl a h indicated more• in
the. thermal area. Growth- (W-L) was lower in thermal' than coontrol' areas in-
smer, fall, and, winter. Thus,, this. species also appears to be usirng outer
portions of the discharge area. Based on'drop net colliections,' it may also. be
using higher T sections in early spring. ,

Data for-red- drum do. not support, any conclusions c'oncerning thermal discharge
impacts ., •Data.- on striped mullet, is alaso, limited 'and suggest only that'. the''
species. may be more common in the northern scon of C tal By ..secu ~ o' cry tal Ba.ih l ... 't . ..... o •n

Pink shrimp data. indicate- a wide distribution in drystal Baywith the location
of peak, numbers changing over timeý. Numbers' at thermal' travl stations even.
in the• aier, do not indicate. avoidance 6f this. area. However, AuguSt drop-
net collections which saampled hi gher temperature water. did not-cotain . . shrimp'
and more shrimp were generally collected at D2. ".-'This- probably indicates
avoidance of the warmest discharge .temperatures. Creek trawls collected most
shrimp •at: TCI and,, TC2, indicating .utiliza'tion of" creeks adjacent to the"
discharge area.. .

Few blue crabs' were taken by trawl or seine, but' rawl, drop net and creek
trawl collections, •ike.the .crab trapping, indicated peak abundance" nshore.i.
Numberst at the thermaldrop net station' were higher in the w4inter' but lower.in

the simmer than- at., the southern;' station. Comparisons of crab 'trap data
indicate -some reduction:' in' number"s9 at. thermally' 'affected stations ..on.
Transect C. This was. more apparent. in September-October'. than in November-'
December. Thus, blue. crabs appear to avoid thewarmer .parts-of the discharge
area, particularly during. the sumer, but they *are not excluded-, frdm the
discharge area and the population is probably not adversely affected. .

Stone crabs were rarely taken in f sheries gear other than-crab traps.. Data
from the traps pindicate "an offshore distribution which• limits any thermal
discharge effects., Comparison -of inshore numbers' by transect s howed fewer
stone ýcrabs inshore on: the:. northern transect, and moreii inshore on the two
southern: transects.- Numbers on Trans~ect C, h6wever, suggest, that some ifactor O
other .than the. thermal discharge may be affecting the'stone crab'distribution,
particularly on Transect D.,.
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Brief squid were collected' only in the' trawls, in low numbers. The numbers, .
distribution,. and occurrence by month do not supjp6rt, conclusions on thermal
discharge effects'.'

9.3.2 Intake Spoil.

Questions have been raised concerning the effect of the, intake spoil',at
Crystal River on•longshore migration.of female blue crabs.-The present study
was designed to address local and longer distance movements of: the crabs and
to consider adverse impacts. associated with the presence-of then-,spoili.'. The
excellent return' rate of tagged crabs 'should "permit answers. -to these
questions.

Local crab movements, as determined from tag returns from commercial
crabbers,, is. strongly influenced, by the location of .crablers' traps.
Oesterling (1976) noted, 'and it- is st'ill theý` case, that ,traps are most.
concentrated along the "southern stide .of the intakei spoil aindo-o thesouthern
side of spoil is ands bordering the' CFBC. This results n, in: 1) 'large 'numbers
of recaptures being reported in these locationsa nd 2)a potential 1reduction
in time to recapture from certain 'rei"ease points wfiere crabs quickly encounter.
and are capturedin the' high'density of fishermen's traps. The former did
occur but the latter was not particularly evident.

The patterns of recaptures in Crystal Bay indicates a general west and north
movement from the - release points... .This is"'mos't evident' from releases "on
Transects A and C. Releasies- on Transect B are often recaptured to thelwest,
along the sane transect. Releases from Transect B are often' recaptured to* the
west along: the, same transect. Releases from Transect B were also common in
grid -element.11ý (Figure '9.2-1) which.' is farthest offshore,- and "alo'ng,
Transect D. A similar pattern occurs.f.orireleases-from-Ti-ai-e-t A. - Thu67V-it----,
appears that. crabs to theý south of' the spoil move offshore and around the
spoil. Subsequent movement is,then north'and' northeast.'

The pattern of movement noted indicates that the intake spoil does represent a
apxetwrp,, n b ypassed and the original capture and recapture data indicate
that :the spoil could ifluence the number of crabs occurring in the 'area of
Transect, C and perhaps, D. However, if crabs in the area of Transect A are
considered representatve i of l'on ghore' migrants, data on time to re apture
after release on Transect A show that -the time to recapture on Transect..C is
about 6 days more than. for ,recapture on Trasect B. ý'At the. same time,'
recapture on Transect B takes about 6 days more than recapture o~n Transectý A.
Based on distance between transects', it is clear that some delay is taking
place, ,on the, order of, 2.5 days, but the delay is relatively :short. In
addition', movement is. takingiplace 'past the intake spoil. i-n. spite of the
concentration of. traps.

Longer. distance migrations are represented in recaptures of Crystal Bay
releases north of Crystal Bay. About 33 percent of'the recaptures by crabbers

took place north of pCrystal Bay indicating signiflcant movement from the area.
Larger numbers of recaptures resulted from. the release at Transects A and B'
than from Transects C and D. in addition, as noted in Section 9.2, recaptures
in Waccasassa -Bay occurred more quickly from-Transect B than from any. other (
transect and more quickly from Transect A than from Transect C. Thereforeiit
can be concluded that the intake dike is little if any obstacle to movement to
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the north beyond Crystal Bay. It is also suggested that the'local movements
which res`ult ifh blue, crabs moving., out and aro'und the' intake spoil may resu lt
in migration' further off shore 'and perhaps more directly to areas -north thah
the route available td ccrabs north of the intake spoil-but still south of"the
CFBC spoil islands.
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1. Thermal Discharge Locations

2. CRN Flow Data - D074-DO75

3. CRN Makeup-Blowdown



THERMAL POINT OF DISCHARGE

CR4&5

HELPER COOLING TOVWERS



Crystal River 4&5 Flow Data

Makeup Flow Unit 4 Blowdown Unit 5 Blowdown Total BD Flow
Date (max mgd) (avg mgd) (avg mgd) (avg mgd)

Oct-05 89.8 44.83 40.75 85.58
Nov-05 91.8 45.29 41.3 86.59
Dec-05 93.8 45.94 41.3 87.24
Jan-06 97.9 45.94 41.3 87.24
Feb-06 97.9 45.76 41.88 87.64
Mar-06 97.9 45.76 41.88 87.64
Apr-06 97.9 45.89 41.88 87.77
May-06 93.8 45.89 41.88 87.77
Jun-06 93.8 45.89 41.88 87.77
Jul-06 93.8 45.89 41.88 87.77

Aug-06 93.8 45.89 41.88 87.77
Sep-06 97.9 54.03 34.69 88.72
Oct-06 93.8 45.5 34.69 80.19
Nov-06 93.8 45.5 34.69 80.19
Dec-06 97.9 35.63 34.69 70.32
Jan-07 97.9 35.63 34.69 70.32
Feb-07 93.8 35.63 34.69 70.32
Mar-07 95.8 35.63 34.69 70.32
Apr-07 91.8 42.58 34.69 77.27
May-07 97.92 62.78 34.69 97.47
Jun-07 93.84 49.26 39.97 89.23
Jul-07 97.92 40.3 40.63 80.93

Aug-07 97.92 39.79 40.87 80.66
Sep-07 97.92 40.33 41.6 81.93
Oct-07 97.92 40.18 36.99 77.17
Nov-07 97.92 40.48 42.03 82.51
Dec-07 97.92 40.53 41.71 82.24
Jan-08 97.92 40.71 41.74 82.45
Feb-08 97.92 40.77 41.73 82.5
Mar-08 97.92 42.86 41.57 84.43
Apr-08 97.92 42.86 41.57 84.43
May-08 97.92 40.15 41.49 81.64
Jun-08 97.92 40.01 41.47 81.48
Jul-08 97.92 40.15 41.9 82.05

Aug-08 97.92 40.13 41.89 82.02
Sep-08 97.92 40.06 40.95 81.01
Oct-08 97.92 42.32 41.25 83.57
Nov-08 97.92 0 39.92 39.92
Dec-08 97.92 40.88 38.75 79.63
Jan-09 97.92 47.07 40.56 87.63
Feb-09 102 40.77 41.35 82.12
Mar-09 51 49.85 0 49.85
Apr-09 51 54.86 0 54.86
May-09 97.92 55.59 20.24 75.83

long-term avg.=
long-term max.=

94.52
102

80.36
97.47



I = estimated values due to flow meter malfucntion
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1. Excerpt from CRS procedure OP-CWB-4

2. CR 1 & 2 Number of Events due to POD Limits

3. CR 1 & 2 Equivalent Derated Hours Due to POD Limits

4. CR 1 & 2 Equivalent Derated MW-Hours Due to POD Limits



Here is an excerpt from the CRS procedure OP-CWB-4 that is specifically related to the MCT

installation...

2.2 The Modular Cooling Tower (MCT) system was added in the spring of 2006. These
modular towers are intended to supplement the existing Helper Cooling Towers (HICT) for
control of the Point of Discharge (POD) temperature from the site discharge canal.

2.2.1 The modular towers shall normally be used after all Helper Cooling Towers have

been placed in service when POD temperature limits may otherwise be exceeded
without load reduction on the CRS generating units. When comparing HCT
operation to MCT operation, the MICTs should be "last-on, first-off". If not
operated in this manner, valid justification must exist and shall be
documented in the Shift Supervisor's log. Refer to section 4.0.

2.2.2 The modular towers should reduce the need for load reduction of the CRS

generating units during hot weather when load demand and circulating water inlet
temperature is high.
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CR 1&2
Equivalent Derated Hours Due to POD Limits
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1. Florida Power (2005), FSAR Chapter 8, Electrical Systems
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8. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

8.1 DESIGN BASES

The design of the Electrical Systems for Crystal River Unit 3, is in compliance with the requirements of General
Design Criteria 11, 24, and 39, (see Section 1.4) and provides required power sources and equipment to ensure
continued operation of.essential reactor and station auxiliary equipment under all conditions. The design satisfies
the IEEE 308 proposed criteria for Class IE Electrical Systems, dated June, 1969. In addition, the Electrical
Systems for Crystal River Unit 3 are in compliance with the intent of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design
Criterion 17.

8.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DESIGN

8.2.1 NETWORK INTERCONNECTIONS

The unit generates electric power at 22 kV which is fed through an isolated phase bus to the unit main transformers
where it is stepped up to 500 kV transmission voltage and delivered to the 500 kV substation. The 230 kV
substation, which serves as the preferred source of reactor plant ES bus power and can serve as the preferred source
of plant auxiliary power during all modes of operation, incorporates the breaker-and-a-half scheme, except for
breakers 4900 and 4902 which feed the offsite power transformer. The 500 kV substation is a ring bus. The 230 kV
substation is connected to the existing Florida Power Corporation transmission network by five lines which leave the
site on three independent rights-of-way and terminate in three separate substations. A line is considered to have
terminated when it reaches a substation with more than two 230 kV lines or a transformation to a higher voltage.

The 500 kV substation is connected to the existing FPC transmission network by two full capacity lines (each line is
physically capable of handling full output of Units 3 and 5 generation) which leave the site in independent rights-of-
way and terminate in separate substations. There is no transformation tie for power transportation between the 500
kV and the 230 kV substations at the Crystal River plant site. There is a momentary tie between the substations
internally at Unit 3 while switching power sources when the 500 kV substation is used as an offsite power source.

8.2.1.1 Single Line Diagrams

Figure 8-1 presents single line diagrams of the 500 kV and 230 kV substation Electrical Systems.

Figure 8-2 presents an "Electrical One Line Diagram Composite" of the CR3 electrical distribution system.

8.2.1.2 Reliability Considerations

Reliability considerations to minimize the probability of power failure due to faults in the network interconnections
and the associated switching are as follows:

a. The double-circuit 230 kV transmission lines are separated by a distance sufficient to prevent a
falling tower from damaging adjacent 230 kV towers or lines.
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b. Each of the five 230 kV lines is capable of carrying in excess of 100% of the full output of Unit 1
or Unit 2 or Unit 4 except that the Fort White line is limited to 93% of the Unit 4 rating.

c. The single-circuit 500 kV transmission lines are separated by a distance which is sufficient to
protect against contact from another 500 kV conductor blowout condition under hurricane winds
of 135 miles per hour.

d. Each of the two 500 kV lines is capable of carrying in excess of 100% of the full output of Crystal
River Unit 3 and Unit 5. The substation can therefore tolerate a fault on either outgoing line, or on
the bus to which it is connected, without resulting in significant loss of generator load.

e. The breaker-and-a-half switching arrangement in the 230 kV substation includes two full capacity
main buses, where each bus is individually capable of supplying all the load required for the 230
kV system. Primary and backup relaying is provided for each circuit along with local circuit
breaker failure backup switching. These provisions permit the following:

1. Any circuit can be switched under normal or fault conditions without affecting another
circuit.

2. Any single circuit breaker can be isolated for maintenance without interrupting the power
or protection to any circuit.

3. Short circuit of a single main bus will be isolated without interrupting service to any
outgoing line or to the plant.

4. Short circuit failure of the tie breaker will result in the loss of its two adjacent circuits
until it is isolated by disconnect switches.

5. Short circuit failure of a bus side breaker will result in the loss of only one circuit until it
is isolated.

6. Circuit protection will be ensured from failure of the primary protective relaying by
backup relaying.

With the above protective features, the probability of loss of more than one source of 230 kV power from faults is
low; however, in the event of an occurrence causing loss of the 230 kV remote connections, the Engineered
Safeguards (ES) will be supplied from one or more of the two remaining sources of power (see Sections 8.2.3.1.2
and 8.2.3.1.3).

8.2.1.3 System Stability

Florida Power Corporation participates in Florida Reliability Coordinating Council (FRCC) Stability Studies for the
State of Florida and Southern Company (SOU) interconnected systems, to determine system performance during
transient disturbances. These study results are used to:

a. Establish transfer limits and operating criteria for coal-by-wire imports to minimize the possibility
of a system disturbance.

b. Assure the planned system meets FRCC planning criteria for probable and improbable
disturbances.

c. Develop coordinated statewide load shedding programs to insure recovery from severe system
disturbances.

Florida Power Corporation also performs more detailed stability studies of the FPC and neighboring systems to
assure adherence to planning criteria. Additionally, joint studies are performed with neighboring utilities to
investigate problems at the interface of the systems.
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These extensive planning and operating studies are used to develop operating criteria and limits that will help to
reduce system disturbances and ensure grid stability.

8.2.2 PLANT DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The Plant Distribution System consists of the various Auxiliary Electrical Systems designed to provide reliable
electrical power during all modes of plant operation and shutdown conditions. The systems have been designed
with sufficient power sources, redundant buses, and required switching to accomplish this.

ES equipment is arranged so that loss of an emergency generator or of a single ES bus for any reason will still leave
sufficient auxiliaries to safely perform the required functions. In general, the auxiliaries related to functions other
than ES will be connected to any of the two unit auxiliary buses. ES loads have been divided between the two Class
IE Auxiliary Power Systems in observance of the single failure criteria.

8.2.2.1 Single Line Diagrams

Figure 8-3 through Figure 8-8a are single line diagrams of the Crystal River Unit 3 Distribution System.

8.2.2.2 Auxiliary Transformers

Crystal River Unit 3 is provided with one full capacity unit auxiliary transformer and one full capacity start-up
transformer. The unit auxiliary transformer is connected to the generator and can supply power to the unit auxiliary
buses. The start-up transformer is connected to the 230 kV substation and can serve as the normal source of non-I E
power during all modes.

Each of the aforementioned transformers have two isolated secondary windings, one at 6900 volts and one at 4160
volts, for the purposes outlined in the following paragraphs. Each transformer is capable of supplying the normal
full non-IE load requirements of Crystal River Unit 3.

8.2.2.3 6900 Volt Auxiliary System

The 6900 Volt Auxiliary System is designed to power the 9000 hp Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) motors. This
system is arranged into two bus sections, Bus 3A and Bus 3B, each feeding two RCP motors. In addition, Bus 3A
feeds the 6900-4160V Reactor Auxiliary Transformer 3, which in turn feeds the 4160V Reactor Auxiliary Bus 3
switchgear. During normal operation, both 6900V auxiliary buses are fed from the startup transformer or the unit
auxiliary transformer. The capability exists to automatically transfer the 6900V buses from the unit auxiliary
transformer to the start-up transformer.

Normal bus transfers initiated at the discretion of the operator for test or maintenance purposes are "live bus"
transfers, i.e., the incoming source feeder circuit breaker will be closed onto the running bus section. The operator
will, at his discretion, trip the outgoing source feeder circuit breaker which will result in transfers without power
interruption. Manual paralleling of sources which are out of phase is prevented by the use of synchronism check
relays which continuously monitor the two sources.
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8.2.2.4 4160 Volt Auxiliary System

The 4160 Volt Auxiliary System has six bus sections. Two of these bus sections, ES Buses 3A and 3B, comprise
the 4160 volt switchgear of the two redundant Class IE electrical systems. Another two bus sections, designated as
Unit Buses 3A and 3B, have the turbine-generator and other non-safety oriented loads divided between them in
order to provide increased plant reliability. One other bus section, designated Reactor Auxiliary Bus 3, provides
power for the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump (FWP-7), through Reactor Auxiliary Transformer 3 (MTTR-5) or a
Standby Diesel Generator (MTDG-1). Lastly, there is the Backup ES Transformer Auxiliary Bus 3 which can be
used to connect the future Alternate AC Diesel Generator to ES Bus 3A or ES Bus 3B.

The two 4160V unit auxiliary buses, Unit Buses 3A and 3B, can be fed from the startup transformer. During normal
operation, and following separation from the system due to external disturbances, these two 4160V unit buses can
also be fed from the unit auxiliary transformer. Use of the unit auxiliary transformer presumes the unit generator is
available, or time is available to establish 500 kV backfeed. The 4160V Reactor Auxiliary Bus 3 can be fed from
the unit auxiliary transformer or the startup transformer, since it is powered via a transformer directly from the
6900V Auxiliary System (refer to Section 8.2.2.3).

Manual transfers of 4160V buses using synchronism check relays are as described for the 6900 Volt System in
Section 8.2.2.3. Manual transfers are permitted only when the incoming source is in synchronism with the bus at the
time transfer is initiated. Emergency automatic transfers from the auxiliary transformers to the startup transformer
will be rapid bus (i.e., "dead bus") transfers. The outgoing source feeder circuit breaker will trip and the incoming
source feeder circuit breaker will close.

ES Buses 3A and 3B of the 4160 Volt Auxiliary System are normally fed from the Unit 3 offsite power transformer
through a direct cable connection or the Unit 3 backup ES transformer through the Backup ES Transformer
Auxiliary Bus 3 and a cable/bus duct connection. There are no fast automatic transfers of these buses. Transfers of
either bus to the alternate preferred source are manual. Transfers to the emergency diesel generator sources are
manual if bus voltage has not failed, and automatic if bus voltage fails or is degraded. Automatic transfer to the
Emergency diesel generator is via a two-out-of-three relay scheme for loss of voltage event and a three-out-of-three
scheme for a degradedvoltage event.

Automatic closure of diesel-generator breakers is supervised by auxiliary contacts of the other bus feeder breakers to
ensure that all other sources have been cleared by the voltage relays and that the associated bus is dead. Interlocks
are provided to prevent paralleling of the two diesel generators at any time and also to prevent paralleling of the
4160 volt ES buses when offsite power is unavailable during accident conditions.

8.2.2.5 480 Volt Auxiliary System

The 480 Volt non-safety related Auxiliary System has seven power centers, -six consisting of a 4160/480 volt
transformer and its associated 480 volt switchgear (bus), and one consisting of two 4160/480 volt transformers and
associated 480 volt buses (split bus).

Six of the power centers are normally powered from the 4160 volt Unit Buses 3A and 3B. The 480V Plant Auxiliary
Bus 3 provides power to certain non-safety related essential loads.

The 480 volt non-safety related auxiliary system also has one power center, consisting of a 12,470 / 480 volt
transformer and its associated 480 volt bus powered from the Crystal River site 12 kV distribution line.
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The 480 volt safety related electrical system consists of two redundant power centers that are identified as 480V ES
Bus 3A and 480V ES Bus 3B. The 480V ES Buses 3A and 3B are normally powered from 4160V ES Buses 3A and
3B, respectively, in accordance with standards noted in Section 8.1. Because of this, the transfer of power sources
for 480V ES Bus 3A and 3B is normally inherent with the transfer of 4160V ES buses 3A and 3B, as discussed in
Section 8.2.2.4.

Under administrative controls, 480V ES Bus 3A and 3B can be connected together during shutdown conditions
using two independent safety related tie breakers. Interlocks are provided in the tie breaker controls to prevent
paralleling 4160V ES Buses 3A and 3B.

Under administrative controls, 480V ES Bus 3A may provide an alternate power feed, using a safety related tie
breaker, to 480V Reactor Auxiliary Bus 3A. Under administrative controls, 480V Plant Auxiliary Bus 3 may
provide alternate power feed to four of the other non-safety related power centers (including 480V Reactor
Auxiliary Bus 3B) using a tie breaker. The 480V Reactor Auxiliary Buses 3A and 3B supply power to Pressurizer
Heater Motor Control Centers 3A and 3B, respectively. The alternate power feeds to 480V Reactor Auxiliary Buses
3A and 3B provide the emergency power sources to the pressurizer heaters (Section 4.2.4.4).

Safety related breakers provide automatic isolation of the non-safety related 480V buses from the safety related

buses, and provide isolation between 480V ES Buses 3A and 3B under the following conditions:

1. Loss of offsite power

2. ES actuation coincident with a loss of offsite power

3. ES Actuation coincident with an Emergency Diesel Generator powering the associated 4160V bus

Conditions 2 and 3 above actuate the 480V ES bus lockout relay(s). Each lockout relay trips and prevents closing
the associated safety related isolation breakers until the operator resets the ES actuation and the lockout relay.

Safety related ES Motor Control Centers, ES 3A-1, 3A-2, 3A-3, 3AB, 3B-l, 3B-2 and 3B-3 provide power and
control for associated safeguards equipment. The 3A and 3B Motor Control Centers are powered from 480V ES
Buses 3A and 3B, respectively. The 3AB Motor Control Center is powered from either the 480V ES Bus 3A or 3B,
using a non-automatic transfer switch. The transfer switch has controls located locally and in the main control
room.

Motor Control Center 3AB also provides 480 volt power to the Diesel Driven Emergency Feedwater (EFW) Pump
Building safety related Motor Control Center MTMC-25. The Diesel Driven EFW Pump Building safety related
Motor Control Center feeds safety related building equipment, diesel auxiliary equipment and battery charger for the
safety related 125 VDC battery required to support the diesel during standby, start and operating modes.

Auxiliary contacts from the ES Motor Control Center 3AB transfer switch are used in permissive logic for the ES
slow speed start of Reactor Building Recirculation System fan AHF-1C. The AHF-IC Engineered Safeguards "A"
train auto start signal will be enabled only when AHF-1C is ES-selected as the "A" train fan, with ES-MCC-3AB
supplied from the "A" train source. Conversely, the AHF-1C Engineered Safeguards "B" train auto start signal will
be enabled only when AH-F-1C is ES-selected as the "B" train fan, with ES-MCC-3AB supplied from the "B" train
source.

Motor Control Center MTMC-24 (via ACDP-164 which is located in MTMC-24) provides 480 volt power to the
Diesel Driven EFW Pump Building non-safety related Motor Control Center MTMC-26. The Diesel Driven EFW
Pump Building safety related Motor Control Center feeds non-safety related building equipment and loads that
support the Diesel Driven EFW Pump facility.
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8.2.2.6 250/125 Volt DC System

The 250/125 Volt DC System provides a source of reliable continuous power for DC pump motors, control, and
instrumentation. In general, DC motors are rated 240 volts and control circuits 125 volts DC.

The 250/125 Volt DC System consists of a Class lE portion and a non-lE portion. The Class IE portion of the
250/125 Volt DC System consists of two isolated bus sections, each supplied by a battery and battery chargers. A
spare 125 volt DC battery charger is provided for each battery for backup.

The battery chargers normally supply the DC System load and the float charge to the batteries. The chargers are
also capable of supplying a 24 hour equalize charge. The chargers are supplied with a high/low voltage alarm relay
to monitor the DC System. A high voltage alarm is provided to protect against battery overcharging during normal
operation.

Hydrogen evolution from all batteries located in the Control Complex (including the Battery Rooms), and the
subsequent hydrogen buildup in the Control Complex and in the Battery Rooms, was determined for various modes
and operating conditions. Many factors influence the hydrogen generation rate and concentration of hydrogen (e.g.,
ambient temperature, cell voltage, air dilution flow rates, room/building volumes, system operating mode, etc.).

Hydrogen reaches flammable levels at 4% by volume in air. NFPA69 recommends that concentrations of flammable
gasses be limited to 25% of their flammable limit in air. This corresponds to 1% for hydrogen.

During normal recirculation mode, with batteries fully charged and on the float, Control Complex hydrogen
concentration lags hydrogen concentration at the primary source (in the Battery Rooms). Assuming zero in-leakage
of fresh dilution air, the Control Complex could remain in the emergency recirculation mode, as described in section
9.7.2.7.h, for at least 30 days before the 1% limit is reached in the Battery Rooms. The Control Complex as a whole
could reach 1% over a somewhat longer period.

A worst case scenario permits hydrogen to reach 1% in the Battery Rooms in approximately 15 hours. This
requires: (1) worst case post-SBO room temperature [106.65°F], (2) cell voltage just below the alarm setpoint [2.34
VPC], and (3) a total loss of Battery Room HVAC. This worst case scenario envelops less challenging conditions,
such as, a loss of Battery Room HVAC during normal or emergency recirculation.

Battery discharge is monitored by contact making ammeters mounted in the main DC panels. This provides a
remote alarm when the battery is supplying power to the system.

The electrolyte level, specific gravity, and cell voltage of each battery pilot cell is checked on a weekly basis for the
Class IE batteries and monthly for the non-lE battery. The electrolyte level, specific gravity, and cell voltage of
each battery cell is checked on a quarterly basis.

The arrangement and number of batteries, chargers, and DC distribution panel boards are as shown on Figure 8-7,
Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-8a. The output of spare battery chargers may be fed to either half of their corresponding
250/125 Volt DC System. The entire system satisfies the IEEE proposed criteria referred to in Section 8.1.

The capacity of each of the two batteries is sufficient to feed its connected load for two hours continuously, and is
capable of performing three complete cycles of safeguards breaker closures and subsequent tripping.

In addition, a calculation has been done to demonstrate that, with appropriate and timely load shedding by the
operator, the batteries can supply all necessary components for a four hour station blackout. This includes diesel
generator field flashing and breaker closure at the end of the period.
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Each Class IE battery has been sized to have an 8 hour rating of 1708 ampere hours, based on the use of 116 cell
batteries and discharge to 1.81 volts per cell, 210/105 volts across the battery at 77TF.

Each battery system is provided with sufficient battery charger capacity (not including the spare battery charger of
the system) to fully recharge the associated battery in less than 24 hours while supplying the maximum steady state
DC load connected to the system.

Each battery charger in the Class 1E DC system has been sized at 200 amperes continuous capacity.

A single line diagram of the Class 1E DC System showing essential loads is given in Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-8a.

The 250/125 VDC distribution panels are provided with loss of voltage relays and status lights that indicate
"POWER AVAIL" at the COF panel for the operator.

The non-lE DC system provides power to various non-safety related loads during normal operations and is not
required to remain operable during accident conditions. The main components of the non-lE DC system are located
on the 95' elevation of the Turbine Building. The non-IE system consists of a single 250 VDC battery supplying
loads distributed from a single 250/125 VDC main distribution switchboard. Three 125 VDC battery chargers (two
in continuous service and one standby) provide power to the non-safety related loads and maintain the battery in a
charged state during periods when AC input power is available.

Each battery charger has been sized at 300 amperes continuous capacity and is provided with problem detection
circuitry which provides local indication and initiates a remote alarm.

8.2.2.6.1 125 Volt Diesel Driven EFW Pump Building DC System

The DC system is safety related and provides a reliable source of power for diesel driven EFW pump DC
instrumentation and equipment and the diesel air start valve(s). The safety related DC system consists of a battery,
battery charger and a DC distribution panel.

The battery charger normally supplies the DC system load and maintains a float charge on the battery. The charger
is capable of supplying a 24 hour equalizing charge, and is supplied with a high/low voltage alarm relay to monitor
the DC system.

A safety related AC ventilation fan maintains Battery Room hydrogen concentration below the explosive level of
4% by volume of air. During the diesel standby mode, the battery is fully charged and on float. The capacity of the
battery is sufficient to feed its connected load for a four hour station blackout.

The battery has been sized to have an 8 hour rating of 231 ampere hours, based on the use of 58 cells and discharge
to 1.81 volts per cell, with 105 volts across the battery at 77°F. The battery charger has been sized for 50 amps,
which is sufficient capacity to fully recharge the battery in less than 24 hours while supplying the maximum steady
state DC load connected to the system.

8.2.2.7 120 Volt AC Vital Power System

The 120 Volt Vital Power System provides reliable UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) and non-UPS sources for
essential power, instrumentation, and control loads under operating conditions. The system contains both Class IE
components powered from ES buses and non-Class 1E components powered from reactor auxiliary buses. Backup
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power supplies are provided for UPS loads from the safety related and non-safety related station batteries,
respectively. The non-UPS part of the Vital Power System is discussed in the next section under the Regulated
Power System.

The Class IE UPS part of the system consists of four UPS bus sections supplying eight distribution panels through
automatic, high speed static/manual transfer switches from either a static inverter (normal source) or a 480 Volt ES
motor control center through a regulating transformer (alternate source). The static inverters are the normal source
for the UPS bus sections and are normally supplied from a 480 Volt ES Motor Control Center with an uninterrupted
transfer to a 125 Volt Class IE DC system battery source on loss of normal supply. Indicating lights provide the
status of each circuit fed from these two vital bus sources.

The non-Class 1E UPS part of the system consists of one distribution panel supplied through a manual transfer
switch from either a static inverter (normal source), or a 480 Volt motor control center through a regulating
transformer (alternate source). The static inverter is the normal source for the UPS bus section and is normally
supplied from a non-Class 1E 480 Volt Reactor Motor Control Center with an uninterrupted transfer to a 125 Volt
non-Class 1E DC system battery source on loss of normal supply.

The entire 120 Volt AC Power System satisfies the proposed IEEE-308, June 1969 "Criteria for Class IE Electrical
Systems."

8.2.2.8 120 Volt AC Regulated Power System

The 120 Volt AC Regulated Power System is the non-UPS part of the Vital AC system discussed in the previous
section. The 120 Volt AC Regulated Power System supplies instrumentation, control, and power loads requiring
regulated 120 volts AC power. It consists of six distribution panels and regulating transformers fed from motor
control centers. Four Class IE distribution panels distribute 120 VAC power received from ES motor control
centers via regulating transformers. Two non-Class 1E distribution panels distribute 120 VAC power received from
reactor auxiliary motor control centers via regulating transformers.

8.2.2.9 120Y208 Volt AC Power System

A low voltage 120Y208 Volt AC Power System supplies instrumentation, control, and power loads requiring
unregulated 120Y208 volt AC power. It consists of.distribution panels and transformers fed from motor control
centers.

8.2.2.10 Evaluation of the Physical Layout - Electrical Distribution System
Equipment

The Electrical Distribution System equipment has been located to minimize the vulnerability of vital circuits to
physical damage. The locations are as follows:

a. The unit auxiliary, start-up, and backup ES transformers are located outdoors, physically separated
from each other. Lightning arrestors have been provided, where applicable, for lightning
protection. The transformers are protected by automatic water spray systems to extinguish oil
fires quickly and prevent the spread of fire. The unit auxiliary, startup and backup ES
transformers are separated from the main step-up transformers and from each other by fire walls.
A water curtain is actuated in the event of a fire in any of the transformers to protect the Turbine
building from the fire. The Unit 3 offsite power transformer is located in the 230 kV switchyard.
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b. The unit auxiliary 6900 volt switchgear, 4160 volt switchgear, and 480 volt switchgear are located
to minimize exposure to mechanical, fire and water damage. This equipment is coordinated
electrically to permit safe operation under normal and short circuit conditions.

c. The ES 4160 volt switchgear and 480 volt switchgear are physically separated from each other and
from unit auxiliary switchgear and located in a Class I structure to further minimize exposure to
mechanical, fire, and water damage. This equipment is coordinated electrically to permit safe
operation under normal and short circuit conditions.

d. The 480 volt motor control centers are located in the areas of electrical load concentration. Those
associated with the Turbine Generator Auxiliary Systems, in general, are located below the turbine
generator operating floor level. ES motor control centers are located in Seismic Class I areas.
Separation of redundant power systems has been maintained throughout.

e. The plant Class IE DC system batteries, associated chargers, and inverters are located in separate
rooms within the control complex, (a Class I structure), to minimize vulnerability to damage.
Each Class IE DC system battery room has a separate supply air duct and both rooms are
exhausted by a common duct. The supply and exhaust ducts in each battery room can be
automatically isolated by activating isolation dampers in the ducts. The isolation dampers are
activated by temperature switches located in each room. Isolation of one battery room does not
affect the supply and/or exhaust of the other room. In addition, each room has a smoke detector
which actuates an annunciator alarm on the main control board.

f. Non-segregated, metal-enclosed 6900 volt and 4160 volt buses are used for major bus runs where
large blocks of current are to be carried. The routing of this metal-enclosed bus is such as to
minimize its exposure to mechanical, fire, and water damage.

g. Cables, trays, conduit, and electrical equipment which are safeguards are color coded to help
ensure the complete maintaining of power, control, and instrument channel integrity. Non-
safeguards cable may run through a safeguard tray, but does not run, subsequently .in any other
safeguards tray.

1. Power, control, and instrument cables run in trays are color coded to identify their
channel association. Conduit and trays are also color coded to identify their channel
association. The color code scheme is as follows:

Red or black with red stripe Engineered Safeguards channel A or RPS channel 1

Green or black with green stripe Engineered Safeguards channel B or RPS channel 2

Yellow or black with yellow stripe Engineered Safeguards channel AB or RPS channel 3

Blue or black with blue stripe RPS channel 4

2. In addition to being color coded, all cable trays have their own unique number affixed to
them.

3. All cables have their circuit identifying number permanently affixed to each end and
wherever they leave their assigned cable tray.

h. The 480 volt Diesel Driven EFW Pump Building safety related Motor Control Center is located in
the Diesel Driven EFW Pump Building, which is a seismic Class I structure. Separation of power
systems has been maintained throughout.
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i. The Diesel Driven EFW Pump Building safety related DC system is located in the Diesel Driven
EFW Pump Building. The battery room ventilation intake and exhaust ducts are direct to the
building outside environment and do not have isolation dampers.

8.2.2.11 General Cable Considerations

a. The application and routing of control, instrumentation, and power cables are such as to minimize their
vulnerability to damage from any source. All cables, including interlocked armor and rubber insulated, are
designed using conservative margins with respect to their current carrying capacities, insulation properties,
and mechanical construction. Power and control cable insulation rating is 90'C. Appropriate
instrumentation cables are shielded to minimize induced voltage and magnetic interference. Wire and
cables related to ES and reactor protective systems are routed and installed to maintain the integrity of their
respective redundant channels and protect them from physical damage.

b. Environmental qualification testing used to assure safety related cables located inside containment will
operate under the worst conditions of combined temperature, pressure, humidity, and radiation is described
in Section 8.2.2.14.

c. Power circuit cables are sized on the basis of the maximum ambient temperature expected, the current
requirements of the respective equipment, and the designed cable tray loading. The reference used for
cable selection is the CR-3 Electrical Design Criteria - Cable Ampacity Sizing.

d. An ambient temperature of 50'C within the reactor, auxiliary, and intermediate buildings, and an ambient
temperature of 40'C in other plant areas was the original design basis ambient for all power cable ratings.
Alternatively, actual or greater than ambient temperatures may be used.

e. In general, motor and transformer feeder cables are rated at 125% of full load current. In some cases, the
125% of full load current rating is not met. However, as a minimum, the cable will have a rating of 115%
of full load current. This provides for motor and equipment operation at service factor ratings.

f. A small number of existing power cables have been found that have ratings in specific locations which do
not meet the CR-3 Electrical Design Criteria - Cable Ampacity Sizing. These cables are evaluated
individually to determine if they are suitable for continued use. The identification of these cables and the
evaluations for continued use are documented in Engineering Calculations.

g. Fire seals are used at cable trays and cable runs where they enter or leave Class I areas, enter or leave the
control and auxiliary buildings, and where vertical trays pass through floor openings.

h. When trays containing power cables are enclosed with fire rated material to comply with Appendix R,
Section III.G.2 requirements, ampacity derating factors are applied in accordance with the CR-3 Electrical
Design Criteria - Cable Ampacity Sizing. The derating factors in these Design Criteria are in accordance
with the NRC Safety Evaluation Report, "Crystal River Unit 3 - Revision 1 to Safety Evaluation Report
Addressing Thermo-Lag Related Ampacity Derating Issues," dated January 21, 2000 (3N0100-07).

i. Power and control cable trays are ladder type. Where there are horizontal trays passing under grating or
hatches, the top tray has a solid cover which is spaced above the tray for ventilation. Where a tray has a
vertical rise near a walkway, through or above the floor, covers are installed for protection.
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j. The general purpose power and control cable used for the original construction was determined to be flame
retardant using a draft of the test defined in IEEE Standard 383. Specifically, these cables were found not
to propagate a fire while ignited by a burlap igniter. The general purpose instrument cables were exposed
to the vertical flame test described in Section 6.19.6 of IPCEA S-19-81 and, in all cases, there was not
significant flame travel and no continued burning after the fifth application of flame. General purpose
power, control and instrument cable installed subsequent to the original construction has been purchased as
flame retardant, in accordance with the requirements of IEEE Standard 383 or equivalent.

Some special purpose cable, used for non-safety related circuit functions such as alarms and indications is
not certified as flame retardant, and has been installed in non-safety related cable trays. The amount of this
cable that is not certified as flame retardant has a total insulation weight of less than 0.2% of the total
weight of all cable insulation that contributes to the fire loading. Therefore, this amount is considered to be
not significant.

8.2.2.12 Separation of Redundant Circuits

a. The electrical supply, control, and instrumentation cable for mutually redundant or backup equipment have
physical separation to assure that no single credible event will prevent operation of the associated function
because of electrical conductor damage. Critical circuits and functions include power, control, and
instrumentation associated with reactor protection, ES, and reactor shutdown. Credible events include, but
are not limited to, the effects of short circuits, pipe ruptures, fires, and missiles. The minimum electrical
separation required for protection against Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) is included in the basic plant
design (CR3 Electrical Design Criteria manual).

b. General Separation Requirements:

1. Cables for mutually redundant or backup equipment are run in separate conduits, cable
trays, ducts, and penetrations in accordance with FPC's Design Criteria, "Electrical
Circuit Physical Separation and Cable Tray Loading."

2. Where it is impractical for reasons of terminal equipment arrangement to provide
separate wireways, cables for mutually redundant or backup equipment are separated
from each other by physical barriers or metallic conduit.

3. Power and control cable rated at 600 volts or below are not placed in wireways with cable
rated above 600 volts.

4. Low level analog signal cables are not routed in wireways containing power or control
cables.

5. Wireways are identified using permanent markings. The purpose of such markings is to
facilitate cable routing identification for future modifications or additions.

6. Permanent identification of cables and conductors is made at all terminal points.

7. Cable splices in conduits and trays are not allowed.

c. Specific Separation Requirements:

-1. There is four channel separation for the reactor protection and a three channel separation
for the safeguards circuits. Where wiring in two or more cables is joined for a common
alarm or events recorder point, the cables concerned are not routed in more than one
safeguards channel tray where routing through the safeguards tray is used for necessity.

2. Power cables and logic output control cables for mutually redundant components in
safety or safeguards systems are routed separately.
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3. Separation of station battery DC control power is maintained for each safeguards
redundant bus.

4. The design objectives for the minimum physical dimensions between a safeguard
channel's power, control, and instrument cable trays have 9 inches vertical separation
between the bottom of the top tray and top of lower tray, and 6 inches horizontal
separation between adjacent sides. However, in certain areas where physical limitations
govern, the separation is less than 9 inches and 6 inches, respectively.

5. Deleted

6. There are three different locations on the reactor building where electrical penetrations
are made. The physical separation of the penetration cartridges within the particular area
is determined by the reactor building tendon spacing. The 12 inch diameter penetration
sleeves are on minimum vertical spacing between centers of 3 feet. Minimum horizontal
spacing of redundant safeguards penetrations is 5 feet outside containment.

7. Non-safeguards cable from redundant safety buses (AC or DC) is not run together in the
same tray.

8. Missile producing areas are avoided for locating redundant safeguards raceway wherever
possible. However, where such a location is unavoidable, either protective shielding is
provided for redundant safeguards raceway or only one safeguard channel raceway is
allowed to occupy the area.

9. The design objective for the minimum physical dimensions horizontally and vertically,
between redundant safeguard channel trays is given in Table 8-3. Where this minimum
spatial separation cannot be maintained a physical barrier is provided.

8.2.2.13 Cable Tray Loading and Separation

a. 6900 Volt Power Tray:

1. No other cable is routed in the same tray with 6900 volt power cable.

2. There is only one layer of cable in a tray.

3. Deleted

b. 4160 Volt Power Tray:

1. No other type of cable is routed in the same tray with 4160 volt power cable.

2. There is only one layer of cable in a tray.

3. For fire rated material applications refer to Section 8.2.2.1 1.h.

c. 480 Volt and DC Power Tray:

1. No other type of cable other than 600V or-I kV rated cable are mixed in the same tray
carrying 480 Volt, 125 Volt AC, and 250/125 Volt DC power circuit cables.

2. Tray loading of 50% physical fill is the design objective. However, in certain areas
where physical limitations govern, the tray fill exceeds 50%. For fire rated material
applications refer to Section 8.2.2.11.h.

d. Control Tray:

1. In general, control tray 120 VAC or 125 VDC is reserved for those cables providing
control paths for electrically controlled plant equipment. The most common control wire
size used at CR-3 is #14 AWG insulated to a minimum of 600 Volts. In some instances,
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480 Volt, 120 Volt AC, and 125 Volt DC power cables size #8 AWG and smaller are
allowed to be routed in the control cable trays to facilitate installation.

2. In general, control cable tray loading of 50% physical fill is the design objective.
However, in certain areas where physical limitations govern, the cable fill may exceed
50%. In all cases, however, thermal loading has been considered. Certain power cable
with conductor sizes larger than #8 AWG are installed in control trays. These exceptions
have been evaluated and approved for physical compatibility by analysis/calculation, in
accordance with CR-3 Nuclear Engineering procedures.

e. Instrument Tray:

1. 'In general, instrument cable tray loading of 50% physical fill is the design objective.
However, in certain areas where physical limitations govern, the cable fill may exceed
50%.

2. There are no other types of cables mixed with instrumentation cabling except alarm,
telephone, and low level paging circuits. Certain control cables are installed in non-
safety related instrumentation trays, and certain non-safety related instrument circuits are
installed in control trays. These exceptions have been evaluated and approved for
resistance to electrical noise by an analysis/calculation, in accordance with CR-3 Nuclear
Engineering procedures.

f. Dual Use Tray:

1. Dual use trays contain non-safety related control and instrument cables routed to the
Main Control Board from individual control and instrument trays in the Cable Spreading
Room. Due to physical limitations preventing the use of separate raceways, trays with a
dual classification are utilized for both control and instrument circuits in this location.
Instrument circuits routed in dual use trays consist of cable that is noise-resistant (such as
shielded twisted pairs) and has been evaluated and approved for resistance to electrical
noise by analysis/calculation, per CR-3 Nuclear Engineering procedures. Any future
installation of circuits in these trays will be evaluated and approved per CR-3 Electrical
Design Criteria Manual (EDCM).

2. No power circuits are routed in dual use trays.

8.2.2.14 Safety Related Cable Environmental Testing

There are safety related power, control and instrumentation cables that must perform their safety function during
accident environments, which include conditions of high temperature, pressure, radiation and humidity. As required,
by 10 CFR 50.49, these cables have been environmentally qualified for these conditions as defined in FPC's
Environmental and Seismic Qualification Program Manual. Manufacturer's qualification testing, in accordance with
IEEE Standard 323-1974 or DOR Guideline, has been evaluated in FPC's Vendor Qualification Packages. These
evaluations provide documented auditable evidence that the manufacturer's testing properly envelopes the
postulated accident environmental conditions and assures that the cable integrity will be maintained for its installed
life, including a postulated Design Basis Accident.
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8.2.3 SOURCES OF AUXILIARY POWER

8.2.3.1 Description of Power Sources

Each source has various degrees of redundancy and reliability as outlined below:

8.2.3.1.1 Offsite Power Transformer and Backup ES Transformer

The Crystal River Unit 3 Offsite Power Transformer and Backup ES Transformer serve as the normal sources for ES
auxiliaries.

Power to these transformers is provided from any one of five 230 kV transmission circuits or from any one of the
fossil Units 1, 2, and 4.

Both the Unit 3 Offsite Power Transformer and Backup ES Transformer are sized to carry Unit 3 full load ES
auxiliaries. Through appropriate ES 4160V circuit breaker alignments, either transformer can supply one or both ES
4160V buses (3A and 3B). Both transformers are designed to be available as dedicated Unit 3 ES sources except
when:

1. There is a 230 kV system blackout, and neither of Units 1, 2 nor Unit 4 is running.
2. A catastrophic occurrence destroys both buses in the substation.
3. Both transformers fail.
4. Both transformer connections to the 230 kV substation fail.
5. The cable/bus duct connections fail.

8.2.3.1.2 Unit Auxiliary Transformer

As described in Section 8.2.2.2, one power supply to unit auxiliary loads other than safeguards is available through
the unit auxiliary transformer connected to the main generator bus. This transformer is sized to carry unit non-
safeguards full load auxiliaries. The unit can serve as a power source for safeguards loads during shutdown
conditions (backfed from the 500 kV switchyard), subject to the loading and voltage restraints and administrative
controls. Transfer of any loads to the unit auxiliary transformer is accomplished manually only.

8.2.3.1.3 Emergency Diesel Generators

Upon loss of the sources of power described in Sections 8.2.3.1.1 and 8.2.3.1.2 above, power will be supplied from
two automatic, fast start-up diesel engine generator units. These are sized so that either one can carry the required
ES load. Each Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) unit will feed one of the ES 4160 volt buses.

Each emergency generator is nameplate rated for 3750 kVA at 0.8 power factor (3000 kW). This rating has been
extended to 4083 kVA at 0.857 power factor (3500 kW). The following power restrictions apply:

1. 0 - 2850 kW - continuous.
2. 2851 - 3200 kW - cumulative 2000 hour rating.
3. 3201 - 3400 kW - cumulative 200 hour rating.
4. 3401 -.3500 kW - cumulative 30 minute rating.

Emergency Diesel Generator calculated kW load values, based on field test kW data and brake horsepower (BHP)
data, remain within the ratings during worst case loading scenarios.
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Emergency Diesel Generator steady state auto-connected load is within the 2000 hour rating during the worst case
loading scenario. The worst case EDG scenario is a Loss of Offsite Power coincident with an ES actuation resulting
from the worst case design basis event and failure of the other EDG to start. The latest worse case EDG loading
information for various scenarios is contained in EDG loading calculations supplemented by loading information
contained in EDG loading logs which maintain updated loading changes information.

For both EDGs, steady state auto-connected load occurs during the first 60 minutes into the scenario and does not
include loads imposed by the starting of motors such as during block loading, and short duration loads such as motor
operated valves, battery charger surges, and short duration pump surge flows. Loads imposed by the starting of
motors are not included in the service ratings and are less than the EDG manufacturer limits of 3910 kW for such
loading.

The worst case EDG steady state auto-connected load including momentary short duration loading is less than the
upper limit of the 200 hour rating.

The worst case EDG steady state auto-connected load plus essential manual loads is less than 3300 kW, the
minimum bounding load applied during the EDG refueling interval load test.

The worst case EDG steady state loading including manually applied loads during the 7 day accident loading
scenario, when the Operator manually performs EDG load management in accordance with EDG load management
procedures, is less than the upper limit of the 200 hour rating.

The worst case EDG dynamic voltage and frequency dips resulting from motor starting during block loading and
manual loading are less than 25% and 5% respectively and voltage and frequency recover, within 60% (3 seconds)
of all load-sequence time intervals for step load increases, to within 10% and 2% respectively. These values are
supportive of the recommended limits established by Regulatory Guide 1.9 for dynamic engine/generator analyses.

The worst case EDG dynamic load imposed by the starting of motors during block loading and manual loading is
less than the manufacturer limit of 3910 kW.

The EDGs are capable of synchronizing and accepting loads greater than or equal to the maximum expected steady
state accident loads, which are the automatically connected accident loads and the required manually applied
accident loads. However, the upper limit of the 200 hour service rating is also available for flexibility in post
accident load management as needed, including short duration loads. The cumulative time weighted load ratings of
the EDGs will not be exceeded.

Sufficient fuel is stored in underground storage tanks (DFT-1A and DFT-1B) combined to supply a single
Emergency Diesel Generator for seven days at the upper limit of the 200 hour rating.

Sufficient fuel is stored in each Emergency Diesel Generator day tank (DFT-3A or DFT-3B) to supply the
associated EDG for one hour at all actual event-specific profiles.

Each diesel generator unit consists of a diesel generator and its subsystems as described below. The subsystems are
unique to their associated diesel generator to ensure that a single failure of any part thereof will not disable onsite
emergency AC power:

a. A Fuel Oil System (see Figure 8-10) consisting of components located both off the unit and on the unit.
Off unit components are a 30,000 gallon storage tank, a 550 gallon day tank, pump control switches, and
pumps to transfer the fuel from the storage tank to the day tank. On unit components are filters, fuel
injection pumps, and pumps to provide header pressure.
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The off unit pumps consist of one AC motor driven pump and one DC motor driven pump and are provided
to move fuel from the storage tank to the day tank as required. Each pump has ample capacity to supply
the engine and the DC pump serves as a backup to the AC pump.

The on unit pumps consist of one engine driven pump and one backup DC motor driven pump.

b. A Starting Air System (see Figure 8-11) consisting of a dual drive air compressor, two air reservoirs, relief
valves, check valves, and local gauges to provide starting air at 225 to 250 psi. On the unit, the air is
directed through a manual shutoff valve and two air start solenoid valves to the engine. Sufficient air is
stored in the air reservoirs for six successive start attempts. Additional manual valving is provided to
transfer air between the A and B starting air systems to provide additional starting air if required. Starting
air provides control air (reduced to 20 psig) to the HVAC control cabinets, 19 & 20, for the EDG
ventilating fan controls.

c. A Jacket Coolant System (as shown in Figure 8-12) consisting of a self-contained Cooling System with air-
cooled radiators mounted at a slight angle from vertical. The cooling water temperature during operation is
controlled by a bypass temperature control valve.

d. An Air Cooler Coolant System (see Figure 8-14) designed to remove the heat from the turbocharger
discharge line.

e. A Standby Heater System to provide heat to the jacket water circuits and the lube oil in the engine sump.
This thermostatically controlled electrically heated system is energized whenever the engine is not running
or speed is below 250 rpm.

f. A Lube Oil System (see Figure 8-13) consisting of an engine driven lube oil pump, a lube oil filter, two
lube oil coolers in series, a full flow strainer, a motor driven pre-lube pump, a standby circulating pump, a
15 kW electrical heater, a thermostat, a hand priming pump, and a local pressure gauge to provide engine
lubrication.

Diesel building intake air is used for radiator cooling, diesel room ventilation and combustion purposes. An L-
shaped structural wall (EGX-2) extends some 20 feet above the diesel building roof for the purpose of deflecting
exhaust air away from the intake, minimizing any preheating effect that recirculation could cause under certain wind
and weather conditions. Without this wall, a significant amount of hot air recirculation would have the potential to
occur during warm ambient temperature/wind combinations and could detrimentally affect engine performance and
power output capability. Diesel room ventilation and combustion air are described in Sections 9.7.2.e.2 and
9.7.2.1 .h.2.

Only the following three subsystem ties are provided between the two diesel generator units:

a. A double valved connection between the two 30,000 gallon fuel oil storage tanks to provide
additional fuel capacity to either diesel generator unit. Both valves are manually operated and
remain closed during normal plant operations.

b. A double valved connection to interconnect the air reservoirs in the Air Start System to provide
additional air to either diesel generator unit. Both valves are manually operated and remain closed
during normal plant operations.

c. A double valved connection to interconnect fuel oil Day Tanks A and B to provide the capability
to access fuel supply via Fuel Transfer Pumps A and B to either day tank. Both valves are
manually operated and remain closed during normal plant operations.
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Control power for each emergency diesel generator is supplied from the appropriate 125/250 volt Class 1E DC plant
battery, e.g., emergency diesel generator "A" control power is supplied from battery "A".

Circuits supplying control power to the diesel generator units are separated in accordance with Section 8.2.2.12, e.g.,
circuits for control and power for the diesel generator "A" unit are routed only via an ES "A" raceway.

Emergency diesel generator protection and control features are shown in Figure 8-9.
following local and remote alarms:

Each EDG is provided with the

Local Remote

Crankcase Pressure High X *

Jacket Cooling Pressure Low X *

Engine Overspeed X *

Fuel Oil Pressure Low X *

Lube Oil Pressure Low X *

Lube Oil or Jacket Coolant Temperature Low X *

Lube Oil Level Low X *

Jacket Coolant or Intercooler Coolant Level Low X *

Jacket Coolant Temperature High X *

Air Start Isolation Valve Not Fully Open X *

Day Tank Fuel Oil Level Low X *

Day Tank Fuel Oil Level High X *

DC Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Running X *

Loss of Field X *

Generator Stator Temperature High X *

Generator Field Ground X *

Diesel Start Failure X X

Air Start Pressure Low X X

Any Switch Not in Auto Position X X

Generator Differential X X

Loss of Control Voltage X *

Generator Field Excitation Lost X *

• Common Control Room Alarms
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An additional alarm is provided in the Main Control Room when an emergency diesel generator is operating within

its 30 minute load rating.

Emergency diesel generator constants based on rated 3750 kVA are as follows:

Xd 1. 189 Per Unit

Xd = 0.227 Per Unit

Xd, 0.12 Per Unit

SCR = 0.923

WK 2 38,930 pound (feet) 2

The diesel generator exciter is a static control device which provides and controls the current to the field winding of
the generator to maintain the generator voltage within the regulator band from no load to full load. The exciter
regulator derives its operating power from the vector summation of the generator terminal voltage and current and
can, therefore, sustain any symmetrical or non-symmetrical short circuit or overload of the generator.

The response time of the exciter-voltage regulator to various load changes is less than 30 milliseconds which is
nearly instantaneous when compared to the generator response time of two seconds.

Reliability tests have been conducted on a prototype diesel generator unit to assure that the engine generator is
capable of performing the following starting, running, loading, and stopping sequence at least 99 times out of 100
times consecutively, without adjustment to the engine generator:

a. Start unit and accelerate it to rated speed and load.

b. Maintain 3000 kW load for five minutes.

c. Shut the unit down without an idling or cooling off period and allow it to stand until temperatures
drop to the keep-warm system level. (This was determined to be a two hour complete cycle).

d. Repeat items a, b, and c above through 100 consecutive cycles.

The units, with the exception of the 30,000 gallon underground fuel storage tanks, are located in an annex on the
southeast corner of the auxiliary building, and are separately enclosed to minimize the likelihood of mechanical, fire,
or water damage. The interior dividing wall between the diesel generator rooms precludes the transfer between the
rooms of environmental effects such as fire, Fire System actuation, internally generated missiles or excessive
temperature and is designed to the same criteria as the exterior walls as described in Sections 5.1. 1.1 and 5.4.1. The
dividing wall contains 2 three-hour rated fire doors.

The fuel storage tanks are located underground outside the annex and are provided with cathodic protection
consisting of underground anodes powered through rectifiers to preclude long term corrosion. The tanks are
maintained in a full condition thus preventing appreciable condensation.

Protection from water damage such as the flooding of surrounding structures and the fuel oil storage tanks is as
described in GAI Report No. 1807, Crystal River Unit No. 3 Hurricane Study and Section 2.4.2.4.

The diesel generator rooms are provided with a Drainage System consisting of two 20 gpm sump pumps (1 per
diesel room) feeding into a 6 inch drain line and a separate 6 inch drain line for floor drains in the area. A high level
alarm warns the operator of liquid in the sump. The Drainage System is designed to be capable of handling water
from the Fire Protection System or any rainfall or water spray created from high winds and conducting it away from
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the area. Operational capability of the diesel generator units during actuation of the Fire Protection System is
inherent in the units design.

The permeability of the compacted fill surrounding the underground fuel oil storage tank is 1 x 10-5 cm/sec which
will preclude water contamination of the nearest open water supply (the intake canal and structure located
approximately 340 feet away) resulting from tank leakage. There is no other safety related equipment that could be
affected by tank leakage.

Each diesel-engine will be automatically started upon the occurrence of any of the following incidents:

a. Initiation of safety injection operation.

b. Overpressure in the reactor building.

c. Degraded voltage or loss of voltage on the 4160 volt ES bus with which the emergency generator
is associated. In addition, upon loss of the 4160 volt bus voltage, the diesel-generator unit will be
automatically connected to its bus. The sequence to accomplish this will be as follows:

Step 1 Automatic tripping of all breakers on the bus with the exception of the block I feeder load
breakers described in Section 7.1.3.2.3 , and the 4160 volt/480 volt ES auxiliary transformer
feeder breaker.

Step 2 After the unit comes up to speed and voltage, the emergency generator breaker will automatically
close.

Step 3 Manual starting additional equipment as required for safe plant operation.

If there is a requirement for ES System operation coincident with the loss of voltage on the 4160 volt bus, Step 2
will be followed by the automatic sequential starting of safeguards equipment listed on Table 8-1 and Table 8-2
described in Section 7.1.3.2.3. These tables represent the worst case steady state auto-connected loading anticipated
for each diesel generator.

In the event that one emergency generator does not come on the line when called for, the automatic starting
sequence of components associated with this generator and bus will be blocked.

The automatic sequential loading of each diesel-generator unit with safeguards auxiliaries will be accomplished in
six load blocks as described in Section 7.1.3.2.3. These blocks have been selected to limit system voltage dips.

Safeguards control center starters have been specified to hold in at 65% of rated voltage for a period of 2 seconds.
Therefore, the voltage dips of blocks 2 through 6 do not cause the safeguard control center starters to drop out. The
block 1 voltage dip causes a pick up delay of the safeguard control center starters. This delay was conservatively
assumed to be 1 second which is the time taken by diesel generator voltage to recover to starter pick up level during
block 1. The second level undervoltage relaying delay time of 5 seconds takes the assumed 1 second starter pick up
delay into account allowing the plant to meet technical specification response time requirements.

Starting of a diesel-engine generator unit takes less than 10 seconds. From a dead start, the High Pressure Injection
(HPI) and Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Systems will be available for operation within 35 seconds. The six block
load sequence for these systems is shown in Section 7.1.3.2.3.a.

If the system, rather than the emergency generator units, supplies power to the safeguards buses at the time of
actuation, safeguards loads will be started in the same six load blocks.
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As a result of low transformer impedance for the Unit 3 offsite power transformer and the Unit 3 backup ES
transformer, respectively, system voltage dips are minimized.

In this event, core injection systems will be in operation in less than 15 seconds, since diesel starting time would not
then be a factor. Each emergency diesel generator is equipped with protective relaying to prevent or limit damage
resulting from an unacceptable operating condition such as a generator or 4160 volt ES bus fault. Upon detection of
an unacceptable operating condition, the emergency diesel generator differential relaying will trip and lock-out the
emergency diesel generator engine (reference Figure 8-9) and the associated output breaker. Upon detection of an
unacceptable operating condition, other protective relaying will trip and lock-out the emergency diesel generator
output breaker (and generator exciter in the case of generator field overcurrent relaying). The protective trip relaying
affecting each emergency diesel generator and its associated breaker is single-channel and not bypassed during an
accident condition.

8.2.3.2 Power to Vital Loads

All power sources except the start-up transformer supply power to the 4160 volt bus sections which serve the ES
auxiliaries and reactor protective systems. The ES auxiliaries and reactor protective systems have been arranged so
that a failure of any single bus section will not prevent the respective systems from fulfilling their protective
functions.

Logic and control circuitry will be fed without interruption from Class IE DC system sources and inverter buses.

ES buses will only be tied together manually. During both normal and emergency modes of operation, these buses
are normally fed from either the offsite power transformer or the backup ES transformer with the capability of
individual feeds from different diesel generators.

8.2.3.3 Reliability Considerations

Independent sources of DC control power are provided for the protective relaying schemes described in Section
8.2.1.2.e and the 230 kV breakers as follows:

a. Independent DC batteries for primary functions and for backup functions, provide control power for
protective relaying schemes and breaker switching for the 230 kV substation.

b. Primary and backup relaying protection is provided for the 230 kV buses, transmission lines, plant lines,
the Unit 3 offsite power transformer, the Unit 3 backup ES transformer, and associated power cable/bus
duct ties to the Unit 3 4160 volt ES buses. In each type of protection the primary and backup schemes are
operated from separate DC supplies and employ separate master trip relays for the required tripping and
blocking functions. Redundant, but not physically separate, current transformers are utilized for the
redundant relay schemes. However, potential transformers used for the redundant schemes are not
redundant.

The primary and backup relay schemes are taken out of service for testing, repair or maintenance
periodically. However, both schemes are never taken out of service simultaneously without the associated
equipment being isolated from the 230 kV substation.

c. Each 230 kV breaker is provided with two electrically independent sets of tripping coils designated as
primary and backup and supplied from separate DC supplies.
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d. Power and control cables for six bays of the 230 kV substation (including the plant line to the Unit 3
backup ES transformer) are routed through Unit 1 and the 230 kV substation. Power and control cables for
the Unit 3 offsite power transformer bay are routed from Unit 3 through the 500 kV substation. Except for
within the 230 kV and 500 kV substations, cable transmitting DC power for the above features is installed
in accordance with Section 8.2.2.12.a. Physical independence for cable installed between Unit 3 and the
500 kV substation and the cable installed within the cable tunnel between Unit 1 and the 230 kV substation
is provided by the use of cable tray and conduit.

The plant lines to the Unit 3 offsite power transformer and backup ES transformer and associated cable/bus duct
connection are the preferred offsite power sources for Crystal River Unit 3 ES buses.

The protection schemes for these power sources, the other plant lines, the 230 kV substation and the transmission
lines connected to it are designed so that no single failure of any relay scheme will result in the loss of both sources
of offsite power to Unit 3 should a fault occur. These design features ensure power supply reliability and minimize
the possibility of failure. These features assure adequate fault sensing and clearing capability to assure both offsite
power sources will not be lost considering any single relay scheme is unavailable due to equipment failure,
maintenance or testing.

The 500 kV substation is not considered as an offsite power source for Unit 3 during normal operation. This source
can be made available within 8 hours of plant shutdown (Modes 5 and 6) subject to certain voltage and loading
constraints and administrative controls.

The emergency diesel generator reliability is monitored in accordance with a program which meets the
recommendations of NUMARC 87-00, "Guidelines and Technical Bases for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing
Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors," Appendix D, EDG Reliability Program.

8.3 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

The diesel-engine generators are normally controlled from a control board located in the control room. Provision
has been made on the control board to manually initiate a fast start of either of the generators with closure of the
associated air circuit breakers connecting the generator to its 4160 volt Engineered Safeguards (ES) equipment bus
with the bus de-energized. Testing of this system may be done by the control room operator at his convenience any
time the units are not otherwise running, with due regard for reactor auxiliaries in use.

The 230 kV and 500 kV circuit breakers can be inspected, maintained, and tested as follows:

a. Transmission line circuit breakers are tested on a routine basis. This can be accomplished on the
breaker and a half scheme and the ring bus scheme without removing the transmission line from
service.

b. Generator circuit breakers can be tested with the generator in service.

Transmission line protective relaying can be tested on a routine basis. Generator protective relaying is tested when
the generator is off-line. The 4160 volt circuit breakers, motor starters, and associated equipment can be tested
while the unit is in service.

Testing is performed on the Class IE power systems as required by Improved Technical Specifications.

The ungrounded DC System has detectors to indicate when there is a ground existing on any leg of the system. A
ground on one leg of the DC System will not cause any equipment to malfunction.
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Grounds can be located by a logical isolation of individual circuits connected to the faulted system, while taking the
necessary precautions to maintain the integrity of the vital bus supplies.

8.4 QUALITY CONTROL

Assurance that the electrical systems meet their design bases, insofar as the integrity of the systems is concerned, is
obtained by analysis, inspection, and testing. The quality program (preoperational) for Crystal River Unit 3 is
described in Section 1.6. The quality program (operational) for Crystal River 3 is described in Section 1.7. The
quality program for Class I E electrical systems complies with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.30 (8/72) with clarifications
as described in Table 1-3. The offsite power circuits from the transmission system up to, but not including, the
supply breakers on the Class 1E switchgear units are not a Class 1E electrical system, and are maintained in
accordance with normal utility maintenance procedures and practices. The supply breakers on the Class 1E
switchgear units provide the Class 1E separation from the non-Class I E offsite power circuits.

END-OF-CHAPTER
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 316(b) Phase II rule requires the submittal of a: Proposal for

Information Collection (PIC) and applicable portions of a Comprehensive Demonstration Study

(CDS) for the Crystal River Energy Complex.

The following report (PIC) provides a description of the information that will be used to support the,

CDS for the Crystal. River Energy Complex. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the Section

316(b) Phase II regulatory requirements associated with'the PIC and CDS process. Section 3 of the

report provides a description of the Crystal River facility, cooling water intake structure(s) (CWIS),

source waterbody, hydraulic zone of influence and CWIS operations. A description. of the current and

proposed technologies, operational measures, 'and/or restoration measures that will be considered

during the CDS process is provided in Section 4. Section 5 provides a description of historical

studies that were conducted to characterize impingement mortality and entrainment in the vicinity of

the facility; Section 6 provides a description of the historical and planned consultations with the

appropriate fish and wildlife agencies that are relevant toý the proposed field sampling plan and

Section 7 provides the proposed impingement mortality sampling plan for the Crystal River Energy

Complex. Section 8 provides the preiiminary 316(b) implementation -schedule and finally, Section 9

provides a list of the references that are applicable to the PIC and CDS.

Golder Associates
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2.0 316(b) REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

The U.S.: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has. promulgated regulations under Section 316(b)

of the CWA that require that the location, design, construction and capacity of CWIS reflect the best

technology available (BTA) for minimizimg adverse environmental impacts to aquatic organisms,. The

316(b) Phase II rule establishes minimum performance standards for applicable electric generating

facilities based on the type of waterbody in which the intake structure is located, the volume of Water

withdrawn and the facility's capacity utilization rate.

For those facilities that withdraw cooling water from one of the Great Lakes, the ocean, an estuary,

tidal river or a freshwater. river (withdrawal greater than 5% of the. annual mean river flow),. the

performance standards require reduction in impingement mortality by 80 to 95 percent, and reduction

in entrainment by 60. to 90 percent. For facilities that withdraw cooling water from a river (withdrawal

5% or less of the annual mean, river flow), lake, or reservoir, only the: impingement mortality

performance standard applies.

Applicable facilities may choose one of five alternatives for meeting BTA requirements, These options

are:

1): Demonstration that the facility has reduced flow commensurate with closed-cycle recirculating
cooling, and/or reduced maximum design intake velocity to 0.5 foot/second (ff/s) or lower; or

2) Demonstration that. the facility's existing design and construction technology,, operational
measures, and/or restoration currently meets performance standards; or,

3) Selection and implementation of design and construction technologies; operational measures,
or restoration measures, that will, in combination with existing technologies, operational or
restoration measures meet the specified performance standards; or

4) Demonstration that a facility has installed and properly operates andsmaintains EPA approved
technology; or

5) Demonstration that a facility, qualifies for a site-specific determination .of BTA because the
costs of compliance (i.e., new technology) are either significantly greater than those
considered by the EPA during the development of the. rule, or the facility's costs, of
compliance would be significantly greater than the environmental benefits of compliance
with the performance standards. The rule also provides :that facilities may use restoration:
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measures in combination with or. in lieu of technology to meet performance standards or in
establishing BTA on a site-specific basis.

The 316(b) Phase II rule requires. the submittal of applicable portions of the CDS. The purpose.of the

CDS is to provide a determination of whether the, facility meets the performance: standards and-

recommend a basis for determining BTA for minimizing adverse environmental impact. The,

information from the CDS is required to characterize impingement mortality and entrainment

impacts, describe the: operation of cooling water% intake structures, and to confirm that the: technology

(ies), operational measures, and/or restoration measures. meet the applicable performance standards.

Prior to the start of information collection. activities, a PIC must be submittedlto the Florida Department

of Environmental Protection (FDEP) for review and comment. ThePIC-provides-a description of the

information that Will be used to support the CDS. As required, this PIC for the Crystal River Energy

Complex provides the following information:

a). A description of the proposed and/or implemented technologies, operational measures,
and/or restoration measures to be evaluated in the CDS (Section 4);

b) A list and description of any historical studies characterizing impingement mortality
and entrainment and/or the physical and biological conditions in the vicinity of the
cooling water intake structures and their relevance (Section 5);

c) A summary of any past or ongoing consultations with appropriate fish and wildlife
agencies that are relevant and a copy of written comments received as a result of such
consultations (Section 6); and

d) A sampling plan of study for any new field studies proposed to be conducted in order
to ensure that the permittee has sufficient data to develop, a scientifically valid estimate
of impingement mortality and entrainment at the site. The' sampling plan outlines
methods and quality assurance/quality control procedures for sampling and data
analysis (Section 7).

For completeness, and to provide the setting for the PIC, Section 3 describes the facility, source

waterbody, CWIS configuration and operation, CWIS area of influence, and the regulatory requirement

applicable to the Crystal River Energy Complex.

)
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3.0 CRYSTAL RIVER ENERGY COMPLEX

The Ciystal. River Energy Complex (Complex) is located on an approximate 5,00.0-acre site near the,

Gulf:of Mexico in Citrus County, Florida. The Complex is approximately 7.5 miles northwest of the

City of Crystal River, within the coastal salt marsh area of west central Florida (Figures 3-1 and 3-2).

The Complex contains five electric generating units.

3.1 Facility Description

Units 1 and 2 are coal fired and Unit 3 is a nuclear fueled electric generating plant located within the

Complex. These three units utilize once-through condenser cooling and are. authorized to discharge

cooling water by NPDES Permit No. FL00Oi 59. Units 4 and 5 are coal fired units and utilize closed

cycle cooling using natural draft cooling towers. Units 4 and 5 withdraw water for cooling tower

makeup from the discharge (canal) from Units 1, 2, and 3. During certain times of the year (May 1

through October 31), once-through helper cooling towers are operated to reduce the thermal discharge

from Unitsý 1, 2 and 3 and to reduce impingement and entrainment- The helper cooling towers cool a

portion of the heated water which has passed through the condensers from Units 1, 2, and 3 (as well as

Units. 4 and 5), then discharges back to the discharge canal. The helper cooling towers are operated as

necessary to ensure that the discharge temperature does not exceed 96.5°F as a three-hour rolling

average at the point of discharge into the Gulf of Mexico.

3.2 Source Waterbody Description

Source water for Units 1, 2. and 3 is withdrawn from a common canal, located south of the units

which extends into the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water. The intake canal is a dredged canal

approximately 14 miles long with& an average depth of 20 feet (the area of the' intake canal. has a

natural rock bottom.under the initial layer of sand and sediment that extends the length of the canal).

The dredged canal is confined between two dikes for about 2.9 miles, at which point the southern dike

terminates. The northern dike parallels the channel for another 4.5 miles with the first opening at

Fisherman's Pass occurring 1.2 miles past the southern dike. Additional openings occur at irregular

intervals. Water flows eastward in the canal. Historical velocities at the mouth of the canal are

tidally influenced and ranged from 0.6 to 2.6 feet/second (i 983-1984). Spoil fromoffshore construction
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(1979-1980) was used to create dikes adjacent to the intake and discharge canals. The canal is'also

used to bring coal barges into the facility (Figure 3-1).

3.3 Cooling Water Intake Structure

The cooling water intake structure for Units 1,. 2, and 3 conisists of concrete structures with bar racks,

traveling se6eens, and seawater pump components.

3.3.1 CWiS Configuration

Units 1 and 2

The intakes for Units 1 and 2 are similarly constructed and are located on the northern bank of the

canal. They are located at the head of a slight embayment with the Unit 1 screenwal! located to the

east (Figure 3-3). A: floating barrier-and a coarse mesh wire fence extend across the embaymentof

the intake canal to prevent floating or partially submerged debris from the intakes: The combined

intakes are approximately 141 ft across with external bar racks. Cooling water is withdrawn from the

intake canal through external 4-inch bar racks which prevent trash and large debris from entering the

intake structure. Each intake has four bays with a circulating water pump and traveling screen in each

bay. The traveling screens are identical in Units I and 2i. The traveling screen system is operated

approximately three times a day (once every 8 hours) in order to remove floating.or suspended debris

and marine life. The screen trays are 9 ft wide and are equipped with standard 3/8 inch, square, wire

mesh. The screens are conveyed upwards to an overlapping water spray system which washes the

debris and impinged organisms off the, screenS, into a common trough which is directed to sumps

located adjacent to the intakes. The Unit I trough is approximately 1 foot in depth and slopes to the

east; the Unit 2 trough is approximately 2 ft in depth and slopes to the west.

Unit 3

The intake structure for Unit 3 is separate from the intakes of Units 1 and 2. A chain link fence

extends across .the entire width of the intake canal downstream of the intakes for Units I and 2. The

fence restricts access to Unit 3 and also collects floating or partially submerged debris.
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The intake is approximately 118. feet across and has external bar racks with 4-inch spacing between

bars. The racks are continuous from above the surface of the water to the slab. There are 4 pump

bays and seven traveling screen bays separated from the pump bays by a common plenum. An eighth

traveling screen bay provides service water. Similar to Units I and 2, the traveling screen trays are 9

feet wide and have 3/8-inch mesh screen. They are operated once every 8 hours and cleaned by a

front spray wash system. The screenwash trough slopes to the westwere material is collected in a

sump prior to discharge to the intake canal. The trough receives combined wash water from all

screens.

3.3.2 CWIS Operations.

Units 1. 2, and 3

Cooling water for Units 1, 2, and'3 is withdrawn from a common canal located south of the units
which extends into the Gulf of Mexico. Cooling water is pumped through large circulating water

pumps from the intake canal. The water is then pumped through the: condensers and out to the

discharge canal.

Unit 1 has four circulating water pumps each rated at 77,500 gpm; the four pumps at Unit.2:are each

rated at 82,000 gpm. The units, operate with three to. four pumps in operation. In rareý instances,

pumps may operate without heat rejection. The. design intake flow for Units I and 2 is 63.8,000

gpmi/919 million gallons per day (MGD). Unit 31 operateiswith four circulating water pumps., two

being rated iatý 167,000 gipm and the other two rated at. 179,000 gpm. The- verall design intake flow
for unit. 3 is limited to 680,000 gp/979.MGD. The three units have a•combined flow of - 1898

MGD. Additionally, Unit 3 has a nuclear services water pDumpig system ,with a normal flow rate of

approximately 10,000 gpm. During emergency conditions, additional pumps can increase this flow

up to approximately 20,000 gpm, Combined condenser flow from Units 1, 2 and 3 is limited by the

NPDES permit to 1897.9 MGD during. the period of May 1 through October 31, and 1613.2 MGD

during the remainder of the year.

The dischirge from Units 1, 2 and 3 is used to provide make-up to the Units 4 and 5 closed-cycle

cooling towers.
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3.4 Regulatory Requirements and Performance Standard

3.4.1 Units1. 2. and 3

Units 1,:2, and 3 withdraw water for cooling purposes from an intake canal which extends into the

Gulf of Mexico, as such; the source water body is classified as an "estuary". A facility which

withdraws cooling water from a tidal river, estuary, or ocean must meroe the performance standards for

both the impingement mortality reduction (80 to 95% reduction) and entrainment (60 to 90% reduction)

from the calculated baseline.
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4.0 EXISTING AND PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY, OPERATIONAL AND/OR

RESTORATION MEASURES

4.1 Applicable Performance Standards

Crystal River Units 1, 2 and 3 are required to reduce impingement mortality by 80 - 95% and

entrainment by 60 to. 90% from the calculated baseline. The definition of a calculation baseline:
"means an estimaiteof impingement mortality and entrainment that would occur atyour site assuming

that: the cooling system has been designed as a once-through system." In the preamble to the final rule

(FR Vol. 69, No. 131,. page 41595, July 9, 2004) EPA states that the definition of calculation baseline.
"recognizes and provides credit for any., structural or operational controls, including flow or velocity

reductions, a facility had adopted that reduce impingement. mortality or entrainment.", In regard to the

Crystal River facility the baseline flow of a once-through system absent "structural or operational

controls including flow or velocity reductions" is discussed below.,

4.2 Existing Technology, Operational and Restoration Measures

It is stated in the definition of calculation baseline that "the. baseline practices, procedures, and

structural configuration are those that your facility would maintain in the absence of any structural or

operational. controls, including flow or velocity reductions....." It is apparent that the baseline

conditions-can be related.to flow.

The calculation baseline serves at least two main purposes., One is to establish a basis from which to

formulate a compliance strategy for the applicable performance standard (s)., The second is to

properly credit.facilities that have compliance measures already in place (69 Fed. Reg. 41612).

The calculation baseline definition provides for the assumption that the site cooling water system has.

been designed as a once-through system (obviously related to flow as one major aspect) and that this

baseline operation is absent of impingement and entrainment reduction measures.. such as structural or

operational controls including flow or velocity reductions.. This isiagain related to flow. The record

has established that the baseline can be related to flow and that credits can be related toflow. The

question is what is this relationship? The following references support a direct relationship:
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In the same citation mentioned above (69 Fed. Reg. 41612), it is stated "EPA agrees
that reducing intake [flow] by .installing flow reduction technologies will result in a
similarly high reduction.of impinged and entrained organisms,..

In Response to Comment 316bEFR.034.022 - EPA states "EPA believes that assuming.
a uniform distribution: is. a. conservative [emphasis added] and appropriate approach to
estimating impingement and entrainment rates."

In. Response to Comment 316(b)EFR.041.037 - EPA states. "EPA notes: that the
assumption that I&E is. proportional to flow is not unusual or inconsistent with other.
predictive studies, including those by industry." Additionally in the same response it isý
stated that EPA's 1976 Development Document for the Besto Technology Available for
the: Location, Design,. Construction and Capacity of Cooling Water Intake Structures for
Minimizing. Adverse Environmental. Imact (DCN 1-1056-TC) concluded that
"reduction of cooling water intake volume (capacity)ý should, in most cases,. reduce the
number of organisms that are subject to entrainment in direct proportion to the fractional
flow reduction."

0 Response to Comment 316(b) EFR.062.003. and several others - It is stated "EPA
believes- it has presented ample evidence demonstrating. a significant decrease in the
level of entrainment when intake flow'is minimized in relation to the flow of the source
waterbody. The documents DCN# 2-013L-RI5 and 2-013J support the propositions that
flow is related to entrainment ýand organisms are distributed Somewhit uniformly
throughout the waterbody."

0 671 Fed. Reg,. 17141 and 69 Fed. Reg, 41599- It is stated "EPA believes that, absent
entrainment control technologies, entrainment at a particular- site is proportional to
intake flow at that site."

69 Fed. Reg. 41601 states "Reducing the cooling Water intake structure's capacity is one
of the most effective means of reducing entrainment (and impingement)."

* 69 Fed. Reg. 41637 it is stated "Additionally, if a portion of the total design intake flow
is water withdrawn fora 0clSed-cycle, recirculating cooling system (but flow is not
sufficiently reduced to satisfy the compliance option in § 125.94(a)(1)(i)), such facilities
may use the reduction in impingement mortality and entrainment that is attributed to the
reduction in flow in meeting the performance standards in § 125.94(b)."

It is evident that EPA supports a direct relationship between a percentage reduction in flow (or a

credit for a percentage of reduction in flow) and compliance with the percentage reduction that the

performance standards prescribe. An example of this concept follows. Consider a two unit facility

with a hypothetical baseline once-through cooling water design of 1000'MGD (500 MGD/Unit). If

this facility currently has a cooling tower in place for one unit and this cooling tower has a make-up

from a sourcewater body of 25 MGD then this facility should received credit: for a percentageý
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reduction in I & E of 48 %. (1000 MGD -475MGD net reduction. 475 /1000 = 48 % reduction

credit).

Uniits1, 2 and 3: curently ue .helper 'cooling towers and seasonal flow reduction in order to meet

perit requirements and redu ce impingement and entrainment. Natural draft closed-cycle cooling

towers are in' opetation at Crystal River Units 4 and 5 which withdrawwater from the. discharge of

Units 1, 2 aid 3 to furtheirifniiiiiriz entrainment, and impingement. Table 4-1 demonstrates that

without the above mentioned measures the baseline flow for the facility would be approximately

4,718 MGD. Recognizing the flow reduction credits and associated reduction in impingement and

entrainment the facility realizes a reduction of 66% from the baseline flow. This 66% in turn falls

within the range of 60- 90 % for entrainment compliance.

4.31 Implemented Technology, Operational and Restoration Measures

As part of a negotiated permit settlement, Progress Energy agreed to construct:and operate a. multi-

species marine hatchery to mitigate entrainment and impingement as a result of thei operationi of Units

1, 2, and 3. Utilizing the,.expertise of a Technical Advisory Committee, it. was recommended thatthe

facility culture red dium, spotted seatrqut,'pink shrimp, and striped mullet as the first four species to

culture. Pigfish and ,silver. perch. were. later added to the list During 2003',blue crab and stone crab

were added tothe list for-a total .of eight species. To date, the center has raised and'released-932,394

red. drum fingerlings: (125,064 iný 2003), 791,665 spotted seatrout fingerlings (163,200 in 2003),

241,898 pink shrimp (49,755 in 2003), 500,000 first feeding larvae of striped mullei in 2003, and

40,000 silver perch larvae in:2003. Stone crab and blue crab larvaeý were cultured in. 2003 and

released in 2004.

The hatchery produces a credit for the biomass that is impinged at the facility. This credit can

currently be demonstrated to be 17% which is founded on a baseline derived from past studies. This

credit may be more or less depending on an updated baseline. However adding the 17% credit to the

66% credit for flow reduction measures provides areduction credit.of 83% %for impingement mortality

reduction. This 83% reduction falls into the impingement mortality performance standard range of 80

-95%.
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The Crystal River Energy Complex intends to pursue credit for the impingement and entrainment

reduction provided by 1) the operation of the Units 4 and 5 cooling towers 2) the operation of the

Helper Cooling Towers 3) seasonal flow reduction and 4) an impingement credit provided by the

operation of the Mariculture Center.

4.4 Proposed Technology, Operational and/or Restoration Measures

4.4.1 Feasible Technology Overational and/or Restoration Measures

The Crystal River Energy Complex can potentially demonstrate that the existing technology,

operational and restoration measures currently meet the. impingement mortality and entrainment

reduction performance standards, or Compliance Alternative 2.

Credit for the operation of the helper cooling towers, flow reduction, operation of the closed-cycle

cooling, towers and the Mariculture Center can be used to offset impingement mortality and

entrainment losses (in lieu of technology modifications).

Alternatively, should adequate credit not be available to meet, the performance standards, Compliance

Alternative 3 (selection and implementation of design and construction technologies, operational

measures and/or restoration measures) will be considered (in combination with existing technology,

operational and restoration measures) as described below:

Selection/implementation of design technology (impingement mortality reduction only);

o Installation of fish return system(s) on Units 1, 2, and/or Units 3;

* Operational modification (impingement mortality reduction only);

o Continuous operation of the traveling screens

Restoration measures (impingement mortality and/or entrainment reduction);

o Operation of the Mariculture Center;

" Historical production exceeds required compensation; or

" Modify production to meet required performance standard.
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If the cost of the proposed technologies,. operational and/or restoration measures:.are significantly

greater relative to EPA's model technology cost for the facility-, and/or relative to the environmental

benefits of compliance with the performance standards, a site-specific performance standard may be

proposed as provided in Compliance Alternative 5.

A summary of this flow path is provided in Figure 4-1.,
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5.0, HISTORICAL IMPINGEMENT MORTALITY AND ENTRAINMENT DATA

This section provides a description of historical studies which characterized impingement mortality

and entrainment and/or the physical and biological conditions in the vicinity of the CWIS and their

relevance to the proposed Sampling Plan of Study.

5.1 Historical Impingement and Entrainment Data

3 16(a) and (b) demonstration studies were conducted in the 1970s and again in 1983-1984 to evaluate

the impact of the CWIS on regional fisheries (CrystalRver: Units, 1, 2, and 3, 3136Demonstration

Final Report, FIorida :aPower Corporation,. 1985'. The sampling program was conducted in 1983 and

0984 to evaluate the: 1) thermal impacts on water quality, benthos, macrophytes; salt marsh and

fisheries and 2) intake effects from entrainment and impingement.

5.1.1 Impingement

Impingement sampling was conducted'for one, randlomly selt f-d, 24 hour period once a week for 12

months at Units 1, 2, and 3 starting in June. 1983. Each unit was sampled every 6 hours. Raw

impingement numbers collected weekly from the traveling: screens were converted to numbers.

collected per volume of Water passing through the screens. Selected important organisms (SIO) were

used as the metric to describe' the species that were determined to be ecological, recreational and

commercial important species in the vicinity of the Crystal River CWIS. The list of SIO used during

the historical study is provided in Table 5-1 for historical reference.,

The results indicated that impingement was a: function of the time of the year, species present and

generating unit In general, the maximum impingement rate occurred during spring, and for selected

organisms, during, a second pulse in late summer. Of the SIO, bay anchovy were impinged with the

greatest numbers at Unit 3, and during March. The second most abundant SIO was the polka-dot

batfish which also occurred at Unit 3 and peaked in March. Spotwas the third most abundant species

and peaked in later April and early May. A summary of total fish impinged by unit by species is

presented in'Table 5-2 for historical reference. The total impinged by unit is summarized in Table 5-

3. As shown, the highest impingement rate was at Unit 3, followed by Unit 2 and then Unit 1. Total
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weight in kilograms (kg) is also given and follows a similar. trend as numbers impinged, except that

polka dot batfish had the largest biomass for fish impinged during the study.

The demonstration study indicated that 87,978 bay anchovy, 74,483 batfish, 3,697 pigflsh, 15,235

pinfish, 12,000 silver perch, *2,804 spotted seatrout, 28,094 spot, 8' red drum, and 1, 120 striped mullet

were estimated to be impinged.

.Invertebrates were impinged in greater numbers than fish. The SIO invertebrates represented less

than 83 percent of the total SIO impinged annually and less than 42 percent of the total organisms

impinged., The annual number of pink shrimp and blue crab impinged Was estimated to be 640,887

and 383,560, respectively. Brief squid and stone crab impingement was estimated to be 86,954 and

1,535 per year. Impingement for pink shrimp and blue crabs occurred in high numbers throughout

spring.

5.1.2 Entrainment

Entrainment sampling was conducted every two weeks during the study period from late June 1983 to:

late September 1984. Entrainment samples were collected from. 15 stations in the vicinity of Units 1,

2, and 3 once during .the day and night. Samples were not actually taken at the screens; therefore,

stations within the intake canal close to the screens were used to estimate entrainment rates through,

the plant The station with the highest density was used to estimate entrainment in order to'provide a

conservative assessment. These densities 'were multiplied by plant flow and adjusted to age 1

equivalents through the Equivalent Adult Model (EAM). The EAM model uses species. specific

natural mortality rates to simulate the growth of eggs and larvae to one year old adults.

Bay anchovy was the most abundant entrained organism. The equivalent adults for eggs; prolarvae,

and postlarvae were 10.4, 0.75, and 6.7 million bay anchovies, respectively. The loss of juveniles

was estimated to be 3.8 million equivalent adult anchovies. For polka-dot batfish, only juveniles

were entrained and the equivalent adults were 190,000. The equivalent adults lost for postlarvae were

37,000 and for juveniles 47,000. The entrained prolarvae, postlarvae and juveniles were.26,000, and

600 equivalent adults, respectively. For seatrout the estimated equivalent adults were 900 based on

eggs and larvae. The entrainment of spot postlarvae and juveniles resulted in 280,000 and 410,000

equivalent adults, respectively. For striped mullet the corresponding lifestage equivalent adults were

95 and 5,800. Pink shrimp equivalent adult loss was 22, 18,830, and 10,230 for mysis, postlarvae and
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juveniles, respectively. Only two stone crabs as equivalent adults were estimated lost from

entrainment. For squid, the estimated loss of equivalent adults was 3,600.

5.1.3 Summary of Historical Data

IJanuary i 985, FPC submitted the final 316(b) report to the EPA as required by their July 23, 1979,

modified NPDES permit. Results of the studies indicated that impacts to fish and shelifish were

observed. The level of entrainment and impingement demonstrated by the 316(b) study constituted

an "adverse impact to the biota of Crystal Bay and environs.." As a result of these findings FPC

instituted certain compliance measures. It is stated "...it was concluded that a reduction ofplant flow

by i5 percent during the months ofNovember through April, in conjunction with-the construction and

operation of a fish hatchery, over the remaining operating life of the three units constituted

minimization of the environmental impacts of the* cooling water intake." (EPA Fact Sheet, NPDES

FL0001 59).

5.1.4 Applicability to the Calculated Baseline

These historical data, which werecollected using appropriate QA/QC provides a strong base to design

) a field study and additional data collection efforts. The worse case condition for calculated baseline

is to assume 100% impingement and entrainment mortality at applicable design flows. Thed 1983-84

study used the representative species (RS) approach, referred to as, SIO, and reported both numbers

and total weight impinged and absolute density and equivalent adults entrained. Although the

applicability of the historical S!O data to current conditions may be limited, in order to provide

maximum flexibility and consistency, it is recommended to use a similar approach for any new data

collection efforts for impingement. The metric (RS) that will be used to calculate the baseline will be.

the. one that provides the least data variability and tuncertainty while. also serving the purpose of RS.

This will be particularly important when comparing the baseline data.to the verification data in order

to demonstrate compliance with the performance standards.

)
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6.0 AGENCY CONSULTATIONS

This section provides a summary of past or ongoing consultations with appropriate Federal, State, and

Tribal fish and wildlife agencies that are relevant to the CDS.

6.1 National Marine Fisheries Service.Consultation

TheNiational Marine FiSheries Service (NO"A Fisheries) previousiy-issued a1 BiologicalI Op iniori on
August 8, 2002 subsequent toa June 1999, opinion. The Opinion wasissued as a result of a request

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to reinitiate the ESA section 7 consultation for the operation

of the Crystal River cooling water intake system(s).

The following endangered and threatened marine, mammal, sea turtle, and marine plant.species under

thejurisdiction of NOAA Fisheries are know to occur in or near the intake system(s):

Common Name
Green sea turtle (E)
Kemp's ridley sea turtle (E)
Hawksbill sea turtle (E)
Leatherback Sea turtle (E)
Right whale(E)
Humpback whale (E)
Sperm whale (E)
Loggerhead sea turtle (T)
Gulf sturgeon (M)

•Scientific Name
chelonia mydas
Lepidochelys kempiz
Eretmochelys imbricata
Dermochelys coriacea
Eubalaena glacialis
Megaptera tnovaeangiiae
Physeter macrocephalus
Caretta caretta,
Acipenser oxyrinchus desotoi

The Opinion concluded the following:

1) The NOAA Fisheries "does not believe that there are resident stocks of (whales) in the
Gulf of Mexico; therefOre, these: species are not likely to be adversely affected by .the
operation of the CWIS; and

2) It is% unlikely that the Gulf sturgeon will stray from mud and sand bottoms marine
foraging areas in the Gulf to enter the rocky bottomed, intakeý canal and substantially be
affected by the CWIS.

The NOAA Fisheries believes that the'level of live take sea turtles in the intake canal may reach 75

sea turtles rescued alive, from the bar racks annually and 3 lethal takes annually that are causually
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related to operation of the CWIS. The majority of these turtles are expected to be Kemp's ridleys,

followed by green and loggerhead sea turtles. Hawksbills and leatherbacksare expected to make up a

very small portion of this (less than 1 percent). This level of anticipated: annual take, over the 'next

five years, is not likely to appreciably reduce the survival and recovery of Kemp's ridley,, green,

loggerhead, hawksbill, or leatherback sea turtles.

The Opinion established terms and conditions governing the reporting thresholds and rescue of sea

turtles. These terms and conditions were incorporated into NRC License Amendment No; 190, CR-3

Operating License, Appendix B, Environmental Protection Plan, Section 4.2, Endangered or

Threatened Sea Turtles.

6.1.1 FDEP/EPA Consultation

As discussed in Section 4.0, as part of a negotiated permit settlement, Progress Energy agreed to

construct and operate a multi-species marine hatchery to mitigate entrainment and impingerent as a

result of the operation of Units 1, 2, and 3. A:copy of the 2000 Annual Report for the Crystal River

Mariculture Center is provided in Appendix B.-

Additionally, an excerpt from the EPA Fact Sheet, NPDES FLOOO 159, 1993) follows:

In January 1985, FPC submitted its fial report. of the 316(a) and 316(b) studies which were
conducted from June 1983 to August 1984. Results of the studies showed adverse biological
effects were associated with the siting and operating of Crystal River Units 1, 2, and 3....
The level of entrainment and impingement demonstrated by the 316(b) study constituted an
adverse impact to the biota of Crystal Bay and environs.

FPC submitted a. proposal for certain•-mitigatione measures which included: creation of
marshes. planting of seagrasses, construction, and: of a hatchery and
implementation;, of a monitoring program. On January 23, 1987. FPC submitted an

alternative proposal: to extend. the existing, discharge canL Additional infoemation
regarding that proposal was provided on Apfil 17, 1987; comprising the installation of
helper cooling towers (ie., only a portion of the -plant's heated effluent is cooled and
returned. to the discharge cantalwhere: it mixes With the remainder of un-cooled effluent),
reduction of intake flow, and hatchery consruction and operation. The proposal was

modified on March 1, 1988, to include a seagrass monitoring and planting program, and a
limitation on plant operations to maintain a ihree-hour average temperature not to exceed
96.57F and an instantaneous maximum temperature not to exceed 97. 07F.

Regarding EPA ' Previous 316(a) determination: The FPC proposal to' install helper
cooling towers are expected to return the discharge area tothe approximate thermal levels in
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existence prior to the operation of Unit 3 (beginning in 1977). It should be'noted that the
determination also stated that the helper cooling.towers would not reduce the present intake.
flow or the entrainment of aquatic organisms associated with the flow. However, the
proposed reduction in plant intake flow during the months of November through April would
proportionately reduce entrainment during that period. (Installation of closed cycle cooling
towers could reduce entrainment damage by about 85%, however, the increased cost was
considered to be wholly disproportionate to the environmental benefits to be derived).

Regarding EPA's Previous 316(b) determination: The intakes of the Crystal River Power
Plant are located in an estuarine nursery area. The capacity.of Units 1, 2 and 3, based on a6
once-through cooling mode is 1898 MGD. There are no design features incorporated in the
facility which would minimize impact of the large volume offlow and poor location. The
location, capacity, and design of Crystal River Units 1, 2, and 3 do not reflect the best
technology available for minimizing adverse impacts as. required by 316(b) of the CWA.. To
minimize the adverse impact of the plant intake structures, installation offine mesh screen
and a return mechanism would constitute best available technology.. However,, such a
modification was not considered to be technically feasible, due to the use of the intake canal
for coal delivery. Ambient sili from the Gulf of Mexico, which settles in the intake canal is
re-suspended by coal barges, would collect on the intake screens (0.5 mm mesh. would be
necessary to remove fish eggs and.. larvae). Even if the silt did not clog the screens and
render them inoperable, return of the removed solids to Salt. Creek (necessary for return of
aquatic organisms in Crystal JRiver site) would* cause unacceptable siltation.in the small
creek, No other practical technological modification-of the cooling water intake structures is
available which. would minimize the environmental.impacts to an acceptable level
Therefore, it was concluded that a reduction ofplant flow by 15 percent during the months of
November through April, in conjunction with the construction and operation. of a fish
hatchery over the remaining operating life of the three units constituted minimization of the
environmental impacts of the cooling water intake.

Progress Energy Florida-is not currently involved with consultations with federal, state and wildlife

agencies, however, the following agencies will be contacted in order to coordinate sampling and field

activities and acquire the reference permits and licenses to support the field sampling effort:

Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FFWCC)

The scientific, educational, and exhibitional collection of marine species is authorized by the FFWCC

under a Scientific Research Special Activity License (SAL). The FFWCC has the authority to

regulate freshwater and marine species within the waters of the State of Florida.

United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)

The USFWS issues the Native Endangered and Threatened Species Scientific Purposes Permit which

allows the permittee to "take." threatened or endangered species. The permit is needed because
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threatened and endangered species may be harassed, captured, or collected in the course of trawling

and pullingplankton nets.

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS)

The NMFS may issue a Scientific Purpose Permit for scientific research purposes or to enhance the

propagation or survival of species listed as threatened or endangered species. The NMFS regulatory

authority only extends to threatened and endangered marine and anadromous species, other threatened

and endangered species are handled by the USFWS.

0
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7.0 IMPINGEMENT SAMPLING PLAN

Since the current operational measures can produce an entrainment- reduction credit within the

performance standard range of 60 to 90 percent reduction from the baseline, an entrainment sampling

plan is not being proposed. Also taking into account, these operational .measures and the credits

realized by the Mariculture Center the impingement reduction performance standard is potentially
met.. However, due to the compliance margin for potential impingement mortality reduction, a

sampling plan for impingement monitoring is being proposed to better assess the baseline.

The sampling plan must document all methods and quality assurance/quality control procedures for

sampling and data analysis. The sampling and data analysis methods proposed must. be appropriate

and provide a quantitative survey and include consideration of the methods used in other studies

performed in the source waterbody. The sampling plan must include a description of the study area

[including the area of influence of the cooling water intake structure(s)], and provide a taxonomic
identification of the sampled or evaluated biological'assemblages (including all life stages of fish and

shellfish).

7.1 Area of Influence

The Hydraulic Zone of Influence (HZI), sometimes called. the "area: of influence"' (40 CFR

122.21 (r)(2)(ii)), the "zone of potential involvement" (EPA, 1977) or simply thie "zone of influence",

is that portion of the source wateibody hydraulically affected by the cooling Water intake structure

withdrawal of water. The HZI defines the source area for small, weakly motile or planktonic

organisms that are possibly influenced by the induced flow. It has little or no meaning for larger

orga nisms that can swim away from the induced flow. Conceptually, the HZI-line is the dividing line

between water that is influenced primarily by ambient wind-induced currents and water that is

primarily influenced by flow to the intake. Inside the HZI (i.e., on the intake sidejof the line) the

probability of hydraulically influencing weakly motile or planktonic (i.e., non-motile) organisms is

high; outside the HZI the probability is less.

The radial distance of the HZI-line within the Gulf of Mexico (i.e., the "Rimz" dimension in the table

and in the definition sketch, which is part of Appendix A) is determined by continuity, using the

formulas provided in Appendix A. The maximum radial distance to the stagnation point limit or
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dividing line of the HZI within the, Gulf of Mexico (i.e., the "Ryz," dimension in the table and the

definition. sketch) is determined using the potential flow theory by equating the mean ambient velocity

to the velocity that would be induced by the intake, in still water. In the case of the Crystal River

Energy Complex, flow to the intake canal is influenced.by :dredge spoils which extend from the intake

canal entrance westward and impede water flow from: the north. Also, an old dredge spoil: island

extends southward from the intake canal entrance impeding flow from the east to the intake., As such,

most, water that is drawn into the intake originates southwest of the intake canal entrance.

The input values and the calculated dimensions of the HZI for the cooling water intake structure (and

canal) located on the Gulf of Mexico estuary are shown in Table 3-1. This table provides information

for three design intake flow conditions (scenarios) and' two mean ambient velocity conditions. The

mean depth within the HZI of the Gulf of Mexico estuary is 8 ft in all scenarios (See Figure 3-4 and

Table 7-1).

The-three scenarios are:

Scenario I assumes that all units-at the Crystal River Energy Complex are. operating and the

maximum flow is 4,718MGD (this value is the baseline intake flow that would be required for the

facility to: meet the state thermal water quality standards (if the Helper Cooling Towers (HCTs)

and Units 4 & 5 cooling towers were notin operation. See Table 4-1).

Scenario 2 assumes that the design intake flow from the operation of Crystal River Units 1, 2 and 3

is 1,898 MGD and is representative of operations annually during May i through October 31.

Scenario 3 assumes that the design intake flow from the operation of Crystal River Units 1, 2 and 3

is 1613.2 MGD and incorporates the reduction in flow which occurs annually during November 1

through April 30.

The two mean ambient velocity conditions are:

a) Mean ambienit velocity (Vma) = 0.1 feet/second (ft/s)

b) Mean ambient velocity (Vma) = 0.3 feet/second (ft/s)

Scenario I is provided as a comparison to Scenarios 2 and 3 to demonstrate the reduced HZI and

proportional reduction in entrainment and impingement mortality that occurs as a result of facility
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operations. Scenario 3 further demonstrates the reduction in entrainment and impingement that

occurs during the flow reduction season which contributes to a reduction in entrainment and

impingement mortality.

The location of the HZI-line within the Gulf of •Mexico: will change with varying withdrawal

amounts, water levels and changes in bottom elevations (associated with sediment deposition and

dredging activities), and therefore, will vary with time. Atl certain times of the year, during normal

operations (May 1 through October 31), the maximum design intake flows will increase, the1HZI will

increase and the UZI-line will move away from the shoreline ("RAz," will increase). As discussed

above, the maximum Rn- value associated with the maximum design intake: flows of Units 1, 2 and

3 (as shown in Table 7-1) is 5,813 ftrat a mean ambient velocity of 0.1 ft/s. The minimum RHzi value

associated with maXimum design intake flows of Units 1, 2 and. 3 during flow reduction (Nov I

through April 30) at. a meanambient velocity of 0.3 ftis. is 662 ft. Consequently, at a given intake

flow condition, inside the HZI-line defined by a mean ambient velocity of 0.3 ft/s, the probability of

hydraulically influencing non-motile organisms is: high most of the time. Furthermore, at a given

intake flow condition, outside the HZI-line defined by a mean ambient velocity of 0.1 ftls, the

probability of hydraulically influencing non-motile organisms is low., Between these boundaries the

probability of hydraulically influencing non-motile organisms is moderate and variable.

7.2 Impingement Sampling Plan

The objective of the Crystal River Energy Complex sampling plan is to identify and quantify the

currentlevels of fish and shellfish that are impinged on the traveling screens during normal operation.

The 316(b) rule allows the use of various metrics (i.e., representative species [RS]or all species and

total count for fish and shellfish or total biomass)*to characterize. impingement mortality and to

measure success in meeting the performance. standards. During the impingement mortality

characterization stage, the proposed metric will remain undefined in order to provide maximum

flexibility during the preliminary data collection effort 'The metric(s) that will ultimately be used to

characterize impingement mortality will be the one(s) that provides the least data variability and

uncertainty and will also be used'to demonstrate compliance with the performance standards. This

will be particularly important when comparing the baseline data to the verification monitoring data in

order to demonstrate compliance with the performance standards. Sampling will be conducted using
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methods similar to those used in the previous study (Florida Power Corporation, 1985) to allow for

data comparison between the previous study and the proposed study.

7.2.1 Sampling Frecuencv and Methodology

Impingement samples will be collected from the traveling screens, biweekly, over a 24-hour period.

Sampling days will be selected according to plant operations. Impingement samples will be collected

every 6 hours, during the 24-hour period, at each of the three units unless operational restrictions or

other circumstances dictate otherwise. Two samples will be collected during the day and two samples

will be collected during the night.

Sampling wiil proceed for a 12 month period, Data will be reviewed periodically (at least quarterly)

to determine if modifications should be made to the sampling program or if sufficient data has been

collected to support the calculation baseline. Sampling is summarized in Table67-2 and is scheduled

to begin in 2006.

Samples will tentatively be collected at all 3 units (Unit 1, 2,.and. 3) using 3/8 inch mesh wire baskets

which fit into the screen wash collection sumps of each unit. The screens will be operated under

normal conditions. The wire basketS will be placed- in the sump at the beginning of the sampling

period, and at the end of two hours if the screens are not rotating at that time, the screens will be

rotated and washed for 30 minutes to collect all fish and shellfish impinged. The fish and shellfish

will be separated from the seagrasS and other debris for identification. The two hour sample will be

extrapolated to represent the number of fish and shellfish impinged during the previous 6-houi period..

Fish and shellfish will be identified in the field to the lowest practicable taxonomic level, sorted

(typically by species) and enumerated. If there are: two distinct size groups of a particular species

(e.g. young-of-the-year and older.) then each size group will be treated as a separate species' The

batch weight (gm or kg, depending on the number of organisms) will be obtained for each species (or

size group). Up to 25 fish or shellfish per species or size group will be individually measured. for

length (total length, mm) and weight. For. sample SizeS greater than 25, a subsample of 25. specimens

of each species will-be selected for measurements that are representative of the size distribution in the

sample. At times of the year when samples contain excessive numbers of organisms, a random

splitter will be used to obtain an appropriate subsample that can be analyzed within a I to 2-hour

period.
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All data will be recorded on the field data sheets for accurate data transfer into the Crystal River

316(b)-Data %Management System (DMS). Additionally, if sample size and debris load permits, the

initial condition of the fish will be recorded, e.g. 1) live or 2) dead. Live organisms Will be returned

to the Gulf and dead organisms will be appropriately disposed. A representative sample will be

collected from every sampling event. This sample will consist of one to two specimens of each

species caught during the sampling event, and will be used confirm the accuracy of field

identification. Fish and shellfish that could not be identified in the .field will be placed in a plastic

sample bag, stored on ice, and taken to- the laboratory for taxonomic identification. If necessary, fish

and shellfish specimens will be sent to a recognized expert-on taxonomic identification. A Voucher

collection of all species collected will be maintained for identification confirmation.

The following information will be obtained and recorded for each sampling event on field data sheets

and transferred to the Crystal River 316(b)-DMS:

* Fish and shellfish taxonomic identification, numbers, measurements and observations;

* Identification of the circulating water pumps in operation at the start and end of the sampling
event;

o Volume of circulating water or flow rate (based on the number of circulating water pumps in
operation and the pumping rates);

* Identification of the screens in operation during the sampling event and the Units sampled;

* Date and time of day at initiation and completion of the sampling event;

* Intake water temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity, conductivity, pH. and environmental
Variables will be measured and recorded at the beginning and end of each 6-hour sample
period.

* Names of field staff.

712.2 Treatment of Data

The raw data will be summarized by lifestage as discussed below and transformed to allow relative

comparisons between species, by week, month, year and unit. To normalize the abundance data to

account for differences in sample volumes, the densities of the collected fish and shellfish will be

calculated. Sample densities (presented as # per 100 m3) will be calculated by dividing the number of
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fish and shellfish collected in each sample by the volume of water filtered through the unit during the

collection of that sample and extrapolated to represent the 6-hour sample period.

7.2.3 Calculation of Base Densities

The raw data will-be adjusted to account for:

q, Lifestage; and

* Sample volumes.

Each impingement sample represents the accumulation of fish on the screens for that sampling period.

The date and hour thateach sampleý is collected will be matched with the hourly intake volume of the

appropriate unit. The duration (hours) of each impingement sample will be multiplied by the hourly

intake flow rate to estimate the volume of water drawn through that screen and sampled. To calculate

the base density of impinged organisms,, the number impinged during the sampling period will be,

divided by the corresponding volume through the unit. This is expressed as:

[a

V,

where:

pi.• Base impingement density (# i irn3).

Ni = Number impinged

Vi = Volume of impingement sample (mi3)

Linear interpolation will be used to obtain impingement densities for the unsampled days. These

values will be multiplied by the daily flow(s) to obtain estimates for each unsampled day. The daily

impingement estimates will be summed over the week to obtain the weekly impingement estimates

and over the month to give the monthly impingement estimates. Likewise, the daily

impingement estimates will be summed over the year to determine the annual impingement estimates.
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7.3 Nearfield Trawl Sampling Plan

To understand biological, variability as it relates to. screen impingement, nearfield studies will be

conducted in the vicinity.. of the intake canal. These: nearfield studies will provide information

regarding the relationship between fish- and shellfish in the nearfield (within and outside of the. HZI)

and what is found at the screens.

7.3.1 Sampling"Frequency and Methodology

Three stations will be sampled monthly, once duriig the day and at night. Trawl 'sampling Will. be

conducted using a 3.05-meter otter trawl constructed of 3.8 cm mesh in the body, 1.3 cm mesh in the

cod end,, and 6.5 mm mesh nylon cod end liner. The net Will be released from a moving boat and

dragged on the bottom for five.ý minutes. Replicate trawls may be.conducted at each site. Three

stations. will be sampled and general locations are shown in Figure -1. The number of replicate

trawls and exact locations of trawls will be determined during the first field event• One stationhwill be

located withinthe.HZI and two stations will be located outside the, HZI. The data will be used to

characterize the, fish and shellfish that enter, the. intake canal and can become impinged by the

operation of the CWIS. The information will also be used to understand the inter-annual variability

of thedata. All locations will be identified-by GPS. Sampling will proceed for a 12 month period.

In the, field, fish .and shellfish. will be identified to the lowest, practicable taxonomic level, sorted

(typically by species) and enumerated. If there are two distinct size groups of a particular species

(e.g. young-of-the-year and older) then each size group will be treated as a separate species. Up to 25

fish or shellfish per species or size group will be individually measured for length (total length, mm).

For sample sizes greater than 25, 25 fish or shellfish species-will be selected for measurements that

are representative of the size distribution in the sample. At times of the year when samples contain

excessive numbers of organisms a random splitter will be used to obtain an appropriate subsample

that can be analyzed within a one to two-hour period.

All data will be recorded in the field data sheets. Additionally, if sample size-and debris load permits,

the initial condition of the fish and shellfish will be recorded, e.g. 1) live or 2) dead. Live organisms

will be returned to the Gulf and dead organisms-will be appropriately disposed. A representative

sample will .be collected from every sampling event. This sample will consist of 1-2 specimens of
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each species caught during the sampling event and will be used confirm the accuracy of field

identification. Fish and shellfish that could not be identified in the field will be placed in a plastic

sample bag, stored on ice, and taken to the laboratory for taxonomic identification., If necessary, fish

and shellfish specimens will be sent to. a recognized expert on taxonomic identification. AX voucher

collection-of all species collected will be maintained for identification confirmation.

For each sample collected, the following information will be obtained and recorded on field data

sheets and transferred to the Crystal River 316(b)-DMS.

" Fish and shellfish taxonomic identifications, numbers, measurements and observations;

* Date and time of day at initiation and completion of the sampling event;

" Names of field staff; and

" Water temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity, conductivity, pH and environmental variables
will be measured and recorded for each trawl.

7.3.2 Treatment of Data

The primary use of the trawl catch data will be to describe the spatial and temporal. trends in

abundance (general community characterization) and to identify the fish (and shellfish) that may enter

the intake canal and become impinged.

7.4 Reports

These reports are for internal purposes and will not be submitted to the FDEP except with the CDS

unless otherwise requested.

7.4.1 Quarterl" Reports

Quarterly (three month period) reports will be prepared which summarize the findings for the first

nine months of sampling. The following information will be provided in the reports:

* Number of samples collected. Any deviations from the number scheduled to be collected will
be explained;
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o A brief summary of sampling conditions, particularly any unusual conditions;

* A summary of all the physical data collected; and

* Impingement and entrainment data processed.

7.4.2 Final Report

A final report will be prepared describing the study procedures and results. Information presented in

the report will include:

* Impingement data as weekly, monthly, and annual estimates by numbers and weights for each
species;

0 Length frequency data in tabular format for each species; and

• Physical and water quality parameter data in tabular/or figure format. Where appropriate, the
data will be evaluated in terms of their possible influence on impingement rates.

7.5 Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QAIQC) Plan

The goal of the QAIQC Plan is to ensure that work performance and work products are provided of

the. highest quality in a cost-effective, scientifically defensible, and timely manner. All deliverables

are subject to QAIQC guidelines, checks, and reviews.

The main functions of the QA/QC Plan include:

• Establishing and maintaining a system of appropriate QA documentation and QC records;

* Maintaining this system by routine project QA audits;

* Ensuring that the technical staff assigned to each task are qualified and appropriately
trained;

* Ensuring adequate and appropriate technical and peer review of scopes of work and
deliverables;

* Ensuring the data recorded in the field and laboratory are correctly entered in electronic
files; and

* Investigating quality problems and recommending corrective actions as necessary.
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Effective project QA requires appropriate documentation and that QC records are maintained. QC

records and documentation may include the following:

* Computer models and programs - properly tested, documented, and dated;

* Laboratory taxonomic identification QA/QC;

* Records of critical calculations or assessment checks;

* Project Deliverable Review Sheet - properly completed and signed for each submittal of
a major deliverable;.

* Letters of transmittal; and

* Project files, including project reports, memoranda, and correspondence.

The objective of the QA/QC Plan is to assure all methods used both in the field and laboratory will

have written standard operating procedures (SOP) to assure consistency and accuracy in sampling

procedures and data analysis. SOPs will be prepared prior to commencement of field studies. In

addition to QA/QC procedures for sampling, documentation of sample collection, instrument

calibration, chain of custody, and provisions for entering into a database will be developed.

Field'and laboratory taxonomic identification and measurements will be standardized for sample

specimens. Voucher specimens of all species collected will be retained in a, voucher collection.

These voucher specimens will be retained until the end of the study.

Field data will be recorded on field sheets at the time of sample collection and analysis, and later

entered into electronic spreadsheets/database. Electronic data tables and forms will be imported into

such programs as Microsoft Access to develop databases. The data will be subject to several QA/QC

validation procedures. For example, initial proofs will be conducted for review for completeness and

reasonableness of the data entries. Additional checks will be made to ensure that the records entered

in electronic files for the sampling programs match data recorded in the field and laboratory and

documented on hard: copy data sheets. Data validation procedures will be completed at the

conclusion of each year of study. Upondiscovery of discrepancies or anomalies, the raw data will be

compared to the hard copy data sheets and adjusted as appropriate. A final data: validation will be

completed after all study data have been entered into the database.
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8.0 SCHEDULE

By letter of January 24,2005 the FDEP provided the following schedule for CDS submittal:

* FL 0036366 - Crystal River Units 4 and 5 - CDS Submittal due no later than January 8,
2008

* FL 0000159 - Crystal River Units 1, 2, and 3 - CDS Submittal with timely NPDES
permit renewal application

For purposes of compliance with 316(b) requirements, all 5 units are considered as one facility since

essentially one intake canal serves all the units. It is therefore anticipated that the:CDS submittal for

units 4 and 5 will be a straight-forward demonstration that units 4 and 5 have closed-cycle condenser

cooling and are therefore in compliance with 31 6(b) requirements. The CDS submittal for'Units 1, 2,

and 3 shall be with the permit renewal application which is scheduled for submittal in early

November 2009.
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. October 2005 043-9513

Table 5-1
Crystal River South (Units 1, 2 and 3)

List of Selected Important Organisms (Sib)

Speeies Name:

Anchoa mitchilli

Ogcocephalus radiatus

Orthopristis chrysoptera

Lagodon rhomboides

Bairdiella chrysura

Cynoscion nebulosus

Leiostomus xanthurus

Sciaenops ocellatus

Mugilcephalus

Lofliguncula brevis

Penaeus duorarum

Menippe mercenaria

Callinectes sapidus

Common Name.

Bay anchovy

Polka-dot batfish

Pigfish

Pinfish

Silver perch

Spotted Seatrout

Spot

,Red drum,

Striped mullet

Brief squid

Pink shrimp.

Stone crab

Blue Crab

Source: Florida:Power Corporation., 1985, Crystal River Units 1,.2 and 3, 316(b)
Demonstration Final Report Appendix.

)
Golder Associates



October 2005

Table 5-2

Crystal River South (Units 1,2 and 3)
Annual Impingement by Unit-for Selected Important Organisms

e
:043-95i13

UNIT I UNIT 2 UNIT3 ALL UNITS
Number Weight in Number Weight in Number Weight in Number Weight in

kg kgj kg kg ,

Bay anchovy 7,224 14 16,236 29.8 64,518 114.6 87,978 158.4

Polka dot batfish 11,983 712.6 21,772 1,284.2 40,728 1,978.0 74,483 3,974,8:

Pigfish 487 1.2 2,254 5.2 956 9.3 3,697 15.7

Pinfish 1,990 6.5 7,056 ý39.0 6,189 33.5 15,235 79

Silver perch 960 4.6 4,826 24.1 6,214 35.6 12,000 64.3

Spotted seatrout 257 1.2 940 3.3 1,607 8.2 2,804 12.7

Spot 1,550 2.2 13,800 31.0 12,744 29.5 28,094 62.7

Red drum 0 0.0 0 0.0 8 0.0 8 0. 0

Striped mullet 68 4.3 690 24.2 362 5.1 1,120 33.6

Pink shrimp 100,043 449.9 149,387 676.2 391,457 1,952.6 640,887 32078.7

Blue crab 45,488 350.3 82,554 3,570.4 255,518 9,186.0 383,560 132106.7

Stone crab 400 16.4 527 11.2 608 34.5 1,535 62.1

Brief squid 4,323 23.5 .26,916 90.1 55,715 309.0 86,954 422.6

Source: Florida Power Corporation, 1985, Crystal River Units 1, 2 and 3, 316(b) Demonstration FinalgReport Appendix.

Golder Associates



October 2005 043-9513

Table 5-3

Crystal River South (Units.l, 2 and 3)
Total Impingement by Unit

Unit Number Weight in kg

1 278,854 2,256.3

2 747,830 10,191.9

3 1,601,800 21,505.6-

Source: Florida Power Corporation, 1985, Crystal River Units 1,2 and 3, 316(b)
DemonstrationFinal Report Appendix.

)

Golder Associates
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Table 7 - t

Crystal River!Energy Complex
Hydraulic Zone of-influence

Scenarios
Variable Units

la lb 2a 2b 3a 3b

Intake Flow Q! cfs 7303.5 7303.5 2937 2937 2496 2496

Mean Depth atRadius RHztl d r ft 8 8 8 8 8 8

Arc Angle e deg 90 90 90 90 90. 90

Mean Ambient Velocity V ma ft/sec 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3

HZI Radius. from Intake RHZI ft 5,813 1,938 2,338. 779 1,987 662

Baseline Intake Flow Rates (Units 1,2,3,4, 5 and HCT) = 4718 MGD (7303.5 cfs)
Daily Maximum Permitted Flow May I - Oct. 31' (Units 1,2 &3) = 1898 MGD (2937 cfs)
Daily Maximum Permitted Flow Nov. 1 -April 30 '(UnitsI,2 &3) = 1613.2 MGD (2496 cfs)

Scenario la - Baseline intake flow of 7303.5 cfs (4718 MGD) and Ambient Mean Velocity (Vma) = 0.1 ft/sec
Scenario lb - Baseline intake flow of.7303.5 cfs (4718 MGD) .and Ambient Mean Velocity (Vma) = 0.3 ft/sec
Scenario 2a - Maximum Flow of 2937 cfs (1898.MGD) and Ambient Mean Velocity (Vma) = 0.1 ft/sec
Scenario 2b'-. Maximum Flow of 2937 cfs(1898 MGD)rand Ambient MeanVelocity (Vma) = 03 ft/sec
Scenario 3a - Maximum Flow of 2496 cfs (1613.2 MGD) and Ambient Mean Velocity (Vma)= 0. ft/sec
Scenario 3b - Maximum Flow of 2496 cfs.(1613.2 MGD) and Ambient Mean Velocity,(Vima) = 0.3 ft/sec
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October 2005 043-9513

TABLE 7-2

CRYSTALRIVER ENERGY COMPLEX
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED SAMPLING PLAN

Sample Type Sample Location(s) Sampling Gear Sample Frequency Sample .Summary
Impingement Collection sumps ofUnits 1, 2 and 3 3/8-inch mesh wire basket

which fits into the screen Bi-weekly 4 samples/unit
wash collection sump of (every 6 hours) 12 samples/event
each unit 26 events

Nearfield * Crystal River Estuary/Gulf within
HZI - just West of intake canal 3.05-meter otter trawl Monthly, 6 samples/location
entrance (3 trawllocation) (day and night) 3.locations

" Crystal River Estuary/Gulf outside of 18 samples/event
HZI - West of the intake canal 12 events
entrance, but North of the spoil
island

" Crystal'River Estuary/Gulf outside of
HZI- (2) - West of intake canal
entrance, butý South of spoil: island.
(3 locations),

H. PROJECTSI2004projO,43-9513 Progress Energy 316(b) ServiceswDrafl ReportnsPICsLPIC-Crystal-iverITABLE CR 7-1.doc

Goldor Associates
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Figure 4-1
316(b)

Crystal River Energy Complex

nformnatio and Data Review

- Business Considerations

- G Reguatinorfopiion

/ _." . . . \ / •NPDES permit schodu]€
• •rane upgrmoes/rettofits - W • demonstration studies

\ .Cvas operaions / T & ET , Issue

M intnneOtgs-Hbttrsoaine

FApplicable Performance Standards

f

IEntrainment (E) Reduction
60- 90%

I 4I

J
Impingement Mortality (IM) Reduction

80-95%

Alternative 2
Use credit (IM - 83% and E - 66%)
From installation and operation of:

1-Helper Cooling Towers
2- Seasonal Flow Reduction

3- Mariculture Center
4- Closed-cycle cooling system (Units 4&5);.

to demonstrate that facility has existing technology,
operational and/or restorationfmeasures to meet BTA

Alernative 3
Select/Implement restoration project to supplement credit

Established in Alternative 2

I
ts cost significantly greater that the EPA Benchmark Cost?

c gnificantly greater that benefit to the Gulf of Mexico

Alternatives 2 and 3
as applicable

Alternative 5
Site-specific BTA
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Appendix A - Hydraulic Zone of Influence In an Open Body of Water

In this scenario, the HZI is defined as the location where the mean ambient wind-induced velocity
(V.,) in the source waterbody is equal to the velocity induced by the intake. Beyond this point,
the wind-induced currents will dominate the flow patterns The radial distance flom the intake
structure at the shoreline to the dividing line that defines the boundary of the Hydraulic Zone of
Influence in an open body of water, Ri•r (see definition sketch above), can be estimated from
continuity using the following formulas:

Rearranging terms in equation (1) gives:

I •-Ri ( /(x• xd v)(2)

Equation (2) assumes radial flow through half the circumference of a circle at radius Rim. In
some instances, radial flow may be limited through only a quarter cicumrce of a circle. In
this case, the Razu can be estimated using the following formula-

R Rm =(Qix 2)//()r x 4, xV.) (3)

In other instances, radial flow to an intake may occur through the entire arc of a circle. In this
case, Rim may be estimated using the following fornula:



Wind induced surface drift velocities are typically 2 to 3 percent of the average wind speed
(Wiegel, 1964). Therefore, under conditions of a gentle breeze (average wind speed of 8 - 12
miles per hour) the surface drift velocity would be 0.2 ft/a to 0.5 ft/s. The mean ambient velocity
(i.e., the velocity averaged over the depth of the water column) will be less than the surface drift
velocity. The relationship will depend on many factors including the speed and duration of the
wind, and the depth of the water. In coastal waters, the mean velocity is typically 40 to 60
percent of the surface drift current. Therefore, 0.1 ft/s to 0.3 ft/s represent reasonable estimates
of V. for wind induce currents. These values are also typical of net tidal induced currents (peak
flood and ebb tide currents are often much greater). In other words, at a location where the intake
induced velocity is less than 0.1 ft/s to 0.3 ft/s, the ambient wind-induoed currents and/or tidal
drift currents likely will dominate the flow patterns and the "hydraulic influence' of the intake
will no longer be significant.
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Wastewater Facilities Regulation Section
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Twin Towers Office Building, MS 3550
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee FL 32399-2400

Dear Ms. Parker-Garvin:

Re: Florida Power
Crystal River Mariculture Center
NPDES Permit No. Floooo159-001-lWiS

In accordance with Part IG of the permit referenced above, enclosed are two (2) copies of the
2000 Annual Report for the Crystal River Mariculture Center.

S If you have any questions or comments concerning this report, please contact me at 727-828-
4050.

Sincerely,

Michael L Shrader
Senior Technical Speiaflist
Environmental Services Section
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CRYSTAL RIVER MARICULTURE CENTER

2000 ANNUAL REPORT

Introduction

The overall objective of the Mariculture Center Is to mitigate fisheries Impacts related to
the once-through cooling system at Florida Power Corporation's Crystal River Units 1, 2,
and 3. Environmental studies identified twelve marine species considered to be affected
by entrainment and impingement at those units. As part of a negotiated NPDES permit
settdement, Florida Power Corporation (FPC) agreed to construct and operate a multi-
species marine hatchery to address these entrainment and impingement concerns.

The Mariculture Center began operation in October 1991. A phased implementation
program.was developed for the facility to enable restocking of some species and allow
time for the development of techniques for others. A Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) has been established to review reports and offer suggestions on Mariculture
Center operation and species priortization.

Facility Status

The TAC recommended red drum, spotted seatrout, pink shrimp, and striped mullet as
the first four species for culture. Pigfish has been added as the fifth species for
production at the facility. In accordance with our genetic management plan, spawning
broodstock are rotated on an average one-year cycle. In support of this policy, field
collections are Initiated as needed to acquire new broodstock from the wild.

Red Drum

The red drum was selected as the first species to be cultured at the Mariculture Center.
A total of 285,366 red drum fingerlings were released during 2000. Over 775,000 red
drum fingerlings have been released since the beginning of red drum culture at the
Mariculture Center.

Four red drum broodstock were held in one spawn tank for production during the year.
An estimated 15,800,000 fertilized eggs were collected from 21 spawns. Seventy eight
percent of the fertilized eggs were viable.

A total of ten ponds with red drum fingerlings were harvested during 2000. Seven
ponds were stocked for grow-out during the year. Three additional ponds had been
stocked at the end of 1999 and were maintained into 2000 for harvesL Following pond
harvest, fingerlings were transported to suitable release sites. Release sites were
selected based on water quality as well as the size and number of fish to be released. A
site with the best conditions for survival of the fingerlings was chosen at the time of
harvest.

Red drum fingerlings were also provided to the University of Florida (UF) as part of a
challenge-grant partnership between the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS), UF, and
FPC. A total of 25,875.fingerlings were released in tidal creeks of the Chassahowitzka
National Widdlife Refuge and monitored to determine movements and survival after
release.
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The red drum fingerlings were released at the following sites:

RELMASE SITE NUMBERS AVERAGE SIZE

Gulf Island Beach 50,000 89 mm
Gulf Island Beach 101 228 mm
Ozello 90,000 89 mm
YankeetoWn Dump Road 48,390 89 mm
Yankeetown Boat Ramp 42,500 89 mm
Rocky Cove 28,500 101 mm
Chassahowltzka study 25,875 89 mm

TOTAL 285,366

In support of West Coast red drum production efforts, over 600,000 fertilized red drum
eggs were also provided to the Florida Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)
Stock Enhancement Research Facility (SERF) facility on Tampa Bay.

Spotted Seatrout

The spotted seatrout was selected as the second species to be cultured at the
Madculture Center. A total of 11,000 seatrout fingerlings were harvested for release
during 2000. Over 375,000 seatrout fingerlings have been released since the beginning
of seatrout culture at the facility.

Ten broodstock fish were conditioned for spawning in one tank. A total-of 4 spawns
were recorded during 2000. An estimated 1,850,000 eggs were collected from these
spawns, of which a total of 73% of the eggs were viable.

One pond was stocked for harvest. The release site was selected based on water
quality as well as the size and number of fish to be released. A site with the best
conditions for survival of the fingerlings was chosen at the time of harvest. A total of
11,000 fingertings with an average length of 127 mm were transported and released at
the Yankeetown Dumip Road release site.

Pink Shdmp

The pink shrimp was selected as the third species to be cultured at the Mariculture
Center. A total of 9,839 pink. shrimp were harvested for release during 2000. A total of
58,291 shrimp have been released since the beginning of shrimp culture at the facility.

During 2000, the pink shrimp program utilized broodstock collected by commercial
shrimpers based in Ft. Myers, Florida. These suppliers provided 165 broodstock shrimp
from three shrimping trips.

The broodstock were maintained In tanks at the facility and monitored for spawning
activity. A total of 15 spawns were recorded during the year, from which over 500,000
nauplii were produced. Maintaining the nauplii larvae through successive molts resulted
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in approximately 75,000 post larvae (PL) remaining for pond stocking. This represents
an overall survival rate of 14%. One pond was stocked with 60,000 PLs, and the
additional 15,000 PLs were released into Crystal. Bay. In November 2000, a total of
9,893 shrimp were harvested and released south of the intake canal as well as further
south In the area of Dixie Shores Inlet. Overall post larvae survival in the pond at time
of harvest was determined to be 17%.

Striped Mullet

The striped mullet was selected-as the fourth species to be cultured at the Mariculture
Center. Due to the limited window for the collection of suitable broodstock, and the
need to concentrate efforts on other species at that time, no striped mullet spawning,
stocking, or harvest was attempted during 2000.'

Pigflsh

The pigfish has been selected as the fifth species for culture at the Mariculture Center.
Pigfish collected from the Crystal River area were initially held for several months in a
grow-out pond due to their small size. In August 1999, two spawn tanks were populated
with 10 pigflsh broodstock each from the pond. A conditioning regime was started
during September 1999, with spawning activity noted by March 2000.

An estimated 1,070,000 fertilized eggs were collected from 14 spawns in one of the
broodstock tanks. No spawning activity was observed in the other tank. Of these, 75%
were viable eggs.

Three ponds were stocked at different levels through different strategies with pigfish
larvae, with Blttle success. No larvae survived to flngering stage. It has subsequently
been determined that the pigfish larvae go through a demersal developmental stage.
When stocked in a typical grow-out pond prior to this stage, this demersal activity will
result in the larvae sinking to the bottom of the pond. Under these conditions the larvae
are exposed to lower oxygen conditions and reduced food availability, greatly reducing
their survival potential.

Procedures are now being developed whereby the pigflsh larvae will be reared in tanks
past the demersal stage, then stocked in the grow-out ponds. This should greatly
enhance the survival of the larvae.

Live Feed Production

A live feed production program continues at the Madculture Center. This program is
designed to provide adequate concentrations of phtyo- and zooplankton to satisfy
production needs

During 2000, phytoplankton was produced using batch culture methods. Stock cultures
were obtained from three different sources to ensure viable cultures were available
when needed. Culture densities were maintained in tanks at approximately 1 - 2 million
cells per milliliter of seawater to meet the nutritional requirements of larval shrimp.
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The brine shrimp Artemia sp. was produced using batch culture methods. Using
standard culture methods, cysts were decapsulated and hatching rates averaged 95%.
The newly hatched Artemia nauplii were used to meet the nutritional requirements of the
larval shrimp.

Staffing

The Mariculture Center staff includes three full-time technical specialists. Environmental
Department staff handles management and administrative duties.

Facility Improvements

Facility modifications continue to be made to support program modifications and
increase production and efficiency. Standard practices are assessed and modified to
Increase production yield through more efficient feeding and grow-out. Effluent
concerns have been minimized through the utilization of best management practices
and Improved sampling techniques.

Cooperative Agreements

The Mariculture Center staff continues to maintain professional networks as well as
pursue new cooperative opportunities that benefit facility operation.

The Mariculture Center provided red drum fertilized eggs to the FWC Stock
Enhancement Research Facility to augment the West Coast broodstock stocks being
maintained at that facility.

Red drum fingerlings were provided for a tagging and release demonstration at
Inverness Middle School.

Red drum fingerlings were provided for a post-release survival, movement, growth and
condition study of hatchery-reared juvenile red drum in the Chassahowitzka National
Wildlife Refuge.

The facility continues to support research and business projects that promote the
development of manculture while maintaining protection of our natural resources.
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SECOND A-MENDMENT TO THE FACT SHEET

DATE: April 21, 2005

PERMIT NUMIBER: FL00001 59

PERMITTEE: Progress Energy Florida (PEF)
Crystal River Units 1,2,&3 Power Plant

The following minor corrections have been made to the proposed pem-it. None of these corrections alter
any of the limitations for discharge to waters of the state.

1. Typographical Errors in the Proposed Permit: The Department and the Permittee noted several
minor typographical errors which are not iteniized below. The Department has corrected these errors,
which were non-substantive and did not affect any permit limitations or monitoring requirements.

2. Permittee Comments

The Permittee requested the following minor corrections to the permit.

Condition LA.9: The Permittee pointed out that that pH limitaton for Internal Outfall I-0FE in the Draft
and Proposed permits (6.5 to 8.5) was incorrect, and should be 6.0 to 9.0, which is the appropriate
Technology Based Effluent Limitation ([BEL) pursuant to 40 CFR Part 423.12, and is consistent with the
previous permit. The Department concurs, and corrected the limitation in the permit.

Condition LE.14: The Permittee requested that the Department clarify the requirement regarding the
Amertap condenser cleaning system at Urnit 3, by stating in the condition that any substantive changes to the
cleaning ball devices or retrieval system must be approved by the Department. This would enable the
facility to make minor mechanical repairs. that do not potentially impact discharge without requiring
specffic- approval. The Department concurs and has revised the condition in the permit.

3. Department Comment

Condition I.E.17.: The Department added this condition, which was erroneously omitted, from the draft
and proposed permits, and authorizes the continued use of biocides and chemical additives that were
approved for use in the, previous permit renewal and its revisions.. The condition does not authorize the use
of any new biocides or chemical additives.
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FACT SHEET
FOR

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
INDUSTRIAL WASTEWATER FACILITY PERMIT

Permit No.: FL0000159 (Major) Permit Writer: Bala Nori

Application No.: .: FL0000159-009-lW 1S/NR

Application Date: June 20, 2003

Additional Information: August 25, 2003; September 24, 2003; and October 8, 2003

1 . SYNOPSIS OF APPLICATION

a. Name and Address of Applicant

Progress Energy - Crystal River plant

P.O. Box 14042

St. Petersburg, FL 34428

For:

Progress Energy - Crystal River Plant Units 1,2 and 3

15760 West Powerline Street

Crystal River, Citrus County, FL 34428

b. Type of Facility

Primary SIC code 4911- Electrical Services.

The facility consists of two fossil fired units (Unit 1 and Unit 2) and a nuclear fired unit (Unit 3). The units have
a total name plate rating of 1854.8 megawatts (MW). The facility's industrial wastewater discharge consists of
non-contact once-through condenser cooling water (OTCW), treated process waste water streams, treated ash
sluice water, treated coal pile rainfall runoff, intake screen washwater, and treated non-radioactive wastewater.

The radioactive component of the discharge is regulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under
Atomic Energy Act and not by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Clean Water Act.

The Crystal River site also includes Units 4 and 5 which discharge under NPDES permit FL0036366 and which
are not included in this permit.

The Crystal River generating facility is located adjacent to Crystal Bay, an estuarine nursery area between the
town of Crystal River and the Cross Florida Barge Canal. The five operating units were placed into operation
in the following sequence: Unit 1, 1966; Unit 2, 1969; Unit 3, 1977; Unit 4, 1982; and Unit 5, 1984.

c. Design Capacity of Facility

Number of Units-3

Total name plate Rating- 1854.8 MW

d. Applicant's Receiving Water



Surface Water Discharge:

An existing discharge of OTCW to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water, via
Outfall D-011, located approximately at latitude 280 57'30.8" N, longitude 820 42' 00.7" W.

An existing discharge of OTCW to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water, via
Outfall D-012, located approximately at latitude 280 57'31.2" N, longitude 820 42' 03.0" W.

An existing discharge of OTCW to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water, via
Outfall D-013, located approximately at latitude 280 57'30.9" N, longitude 820 41' 54.9" W.

An existing discharge of intake screen washwater to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III
marine water, via Outfall D-091, located approximately at latitude 28' 57'24 "N, longitude 82'42 '0.4" W.

An existing discharge of intake screen washwater to the site discharge canal thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine
water, via Outfall D-092, located approximately at latitude 280 57'23.2 " N, longitude 82042 '01.9" W.

An existing discharge of intake screen washwater to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III
marine water, via Outfall D-093, located approximately at latitude 280 57'21.6 "N, longitude 82041 '56.2" W.

An existing discharge from the ash pond to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water,
via Outfall D-OC1, located approximately at latitude 280 57'34.7 " N, longitude 82042 '28.8" W.

An existing discharge from the ash pond to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water,
via Outfall D-0C2, located approximately at latitude 28' 57'3 1.0 " N, longitude 82'42 '32.4" W.

An existing discharge of Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater System effluent to the site discharge canal and thence to
the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III marine water, via Outfall D-OOF, located approximately at latitude 28' 57'31.2 "N, longitude
82041 '55.4" W.

An existing discharge of Coal Pile runoff (Units 1 and 2) to an adjacent salt marsh, a Class III marine water, via Outfall D-
OH, located approximately at latitude 280 57' 08.8 " N, longitude 82042 '12.7" W.

Existing discharges of OTCW from the Helper Cooling Tower system to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of
Mexico, a Class III marine water, via Outfalls D-071 and D-072, located approximately at latitudes 280 57' 34.5 " N,
longitude 820 42 '32.0" W, and 280 57'35.8 " N, longitude 820 42 '48.5" W, respectively.

An existing discharge of intake screen washwater to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico, a Class III
marine water, via Outfall D-094, located approximately at latitude 280 57'34.4 " N, longitude 82'42 '30.4" W.

Internal Discharges

An existing discharge from internal outfall I-FG Regeneration Waste Neutralization Tank to Outfall D-OOF.

An existing discharge from internal outfall I-FE Laundry and Shower Sump Tank effluent to Outfall D-OOF.

Stormwater Discharges

Existing discharges of stormwater from plant areas to the site discharge canal and thence to the Gulf of Mexico via Outfalls D-
100, D-200, D-300, D-400, D-500. and D-600.

See attached map(s) for the location(s) of effluent disposal and land application sites.

e. Description of Wastewater Treatment Facilities
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A seasonal maximum daily flow of 1,898 MGD is required for the cooling systems of the two coal-fired units
(Units 1 and 2) and the nuclear unit (Unit 3). Approximately 50 percent of this total flow is used by Unit 3.
Water for the once-through mode of operation is obtained from the site intake canal extending westerly into
Crystal Bay. Separating the site intake canal from the discharge area of the facility is a seven-mile long dike
which flanks the northern side of the site intake canal. This canal also serves barge traffic for the delivery of
coal to the plant site. Heated water from the condenser cooling systems is returned to Crystal Bay via the site
discharge canal on the northern side of the seven-mile dike.

OTCW for Units 1,2, and 3 (Outfalls D-011, D-012, and D-013) and nuclear auxiliary cooling water (Outfall
D-00F) is passed through bar racks and intake screens, chlorinated (except Outfall D-OOF), and discharged to
the site discharge canal. Water used to sluice ash from Units 1 and 2 is treated in ash ponds (outfalls 004 and
009) with effluent to the site discharge canal. Rainfall runoff from the coal pile is treated in a pond which in-
frequently discharges to an adjacent salt marsh (Outfall D-OH). Debris from the site intake canal is disposed in
an onsite landfill and intake screen washwater is returned to the site intake canal (Outfalls D-091, D-092, and
D-093). Evaporation/percolation ponds are provided for all other wastes from Units 1 and 2. Non-radioactive
wastes and radiation waste from Unit 3 (I-FE and I-FG) are treated by neutralization, settling, filtration and /or
oil removal and discharged to outfall D-OOF or onsite percolation ponds.
Mechanical draft, once- through helper cooling towers are located adjacent to site discharge canal. and provide
additional cooling with discharge via Outfalls D-071 and D-072 back to the site discharge canal.

The radioactive component of this discharge is regulated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under the
Atomic Energy Act and not by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency under the Clean Water Act.

f. Description of Discharges (as reported by applicant)

Monitoring Group D-0 11: Discharge of OTCW from Unit 1. Pollutants which are present in significant
quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows:

EFFLUENT CHARACTERISTIC DAILY AVERAGE DAILY MAXIMUM

Flow, MGD 446.44

Temperature, °F (Summer) 96.44

Temperature, 0 F (winter) 95.72
pH (Standard Units) 7.9-8.3

Total Arsenic <0.010

Total Cyanide <0.010

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/1 Not Detectable Not Detectable

Monitoring Group D-012: Discharge of OTCW from Unit 2. Pollutants which are present in significant
quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows:

EFFLUENT CHARACTERISTIC DAILY AVERAGE DAILY MAXIMUM

Flow, MGD 472.32

Temperature, °F (Summer) 96.44

Temperature, 0 F (winter) 95.72
pH (Standard Units) 7.9-8.3

Total Arsenic, mg/l <0.010

Total Cyanide, mg/l <0.010

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/l Not Detectable Not Detectable
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Monitoring Group D-013: Discharge of OTCW from Unit 3. Pollutants which are present in significant
quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows:

EFFLUENT CHARACTERISTIC DAILY AVERAGE DAILY MAXIMUM

Flow, MGD 985

Temperature, °F (Summer) 96.44

Temperature, 0 F (winter) 95.72

pH (Standard Units) 7.9-8.3

Total Arsenic <0.010

Total Cyanide <0.010

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/i Not Detectable Not Detectable

Monitoring Group D-OOF. Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater System effluent. Pollutants which are present in
significant quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows

EFFLUENT CHARACTERISTIC DAILY AVERAGE DAILY MAXIMUM

Flow, MGD 34.5

Temperature, °F (Summer)

Temperature, 0 F (winter) 71.96

pH (Standard Units) 7.9-8.3

Total Arsenic <0.010

Total Copper <0.010

Total Iron <0.050

Total Ammonia 0.056

Total Cyanide <0.010

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/I Not Detectable Not Detectable

Monitoring Groups D-091, D-092, and D-093. Plant Intake. Pollutants which are present in significant
quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows

Effluent Characteristic Daily Average Daily Maximum

Flow, MGD 3.11

Temperature, °F (Summer)

Temperature, 0 F (winter) 55.94

pH (Standard Units) 7.9-8.3

Total Iron 0.090

Total Arsenic <0.010

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/I Not Detectable Not Detectable
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Monitoring Group I-OFE. Laundry and Shower Sump Tank. Pollutants which are present in significant
quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows

Effluent Characteristic Daily Average Daily Maximum

Flow, MGD 0.015

Temperature, °F (Summer) 86

Temperature, 0 F (winter)

pH (Standard Units) 6-6.8

Total Copper, mg/l <0.020

Total Iron, mg/l 0.56

Oil and Grease, mg/l <5.0

Total Suspended Solids, mg/i <5.0

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/l Not Detectable Not Detectable

Monitoring Group I-OFG. Regeneration Waste Neutralization Tank effluent. Pollutants which are present in
significant quantities or which are subject to effluent limitations are as follows

Effluent Characteristic Daily Average Daily Maximum

Flow, MGD 0.5

Temperature, °F (Summer) 74.12

Temperature, 0 F (winter)

pH (Standard Units) 8.1-9.0

Oil and Grease, mg/l <5.0

Total Suspended Solids, mg/l 8.4

Total Copper, mg/1 0.69

Total Iron, mg/l 2.6

Total Residual Oxidants, mg/1 Not Detectable Not Detectable

2. PROPOSED EFFLUENT WATER LIMITATIONS

a. Discharge from Outfalls D-011, D012, D-013 shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified below

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Maximum Daily Average Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) See item 2.2, below Report --

Chlorination Duration, Minutes See item 2.3, below Report --

Oxidants, Total Residual, mg/l 0.01, see item 3 Report --

Temperature (DEG F) intake Report Report --

Temperature (DEG F) Discharge See item 2.4 Report --

Temp. Diff between Intake and Report Report --

Discharge
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b. Combined OTCW discharge from Units 1, 2 and 3 shall not exceed 1,897.9 MGD during the period May 1st through
October 31st of each year, nor 1,613.2 MGD during the remainder of the year.

c. Discharge of TRO from the condenser of each unit shall not exceed a maximum of 60 minutes in any calendar day, except
as follows. . TRO may be discharged from one or more individual condensers via outfalls D-0 11, D-012, D-013, provided that
TRO discharge concentration is monitored continuously by recorder(s). Additionally, the maximum instantaneous TRO
concentration at each outfall (D-0 11, D-012, or D-013) shall not exceed 0.01 mg/l.

d. Limitations and monitoring requirements for total residual oxidants (TRO) and time of TRO discharge for outfalls D-01 1,
D- 012 and/or D-0 13 are not applicable for any calendar day in which chlorine is not added to the outfall effluent.

e. The discharge temperature monitored at Sampling Point EFF-3D shall not exceed 96.5°F for a period of more than three
consecutive hours.

f. Intake screen washwater may be discharged from outfalls D-09 1, D-092 and D-093 without limitation or monitoring
requirements.

g. Discharge from Internal Outfall I-OFE to Outfall D-OOF shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified
below

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Average Daily Maximum Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) Report Report --

Oil and Grease (MG/L) 15.0 20.0 --

Solids, Total Suspended (MG/L) 30.0 100.0 --
pH (SU) 8.5 6.5

h. The discharge of metal cleaning wastes through this outfall is not authorized

i. Discharge from Outfall D-OC1 and D-0C2 shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified below

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Average Daily Maximum Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) Report Report --

Oil and Grease (MG/L) 5.0 --

Solids, Total Suspended (MG/L) 30.0 100.0 --

Arsenic, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 50.0 --

Cadmium, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 5.0 --

Chromium, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 50.0 --

Copper, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 2.9 --

Lead, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 5.6 --

Iron, Total Recoverable (MG/L) -- 300.0 --

Mercury, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 0.025 --

Nickel, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 100.0 --
pH Standard units (Background) -- 8.5 6.5
pH standard units -- 8.5 6.5
Zinc, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 8.5 6.5

j. Limitations and monitoring are required only when the ash pond is discharging via D-OC1 and/or the wastewater pond
system is discharging via D-0C2.

k. Discharge from Outfall D-OOF, which includes discharge from Outfall I-FE and Outfall I-FG shall be limited and
monitored by the Applicant as specified below:

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Average Daily Maximum Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) Report Report --

Oil and Grease mg/l (CD and ECST) 20 15
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Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Average Daily Maximum Daily Minimum
Oil and Grease mg/I (CD and ECST) 5.0 See item 1 ---

Flow (ESCT) MGD Report Report --

Flow (CD System) MGD Report Report --

Total Suspended Solids, mg/1 Report Report
Total Suspended Solids (D-00F), mg/l 100. 0 See item 30.0 --

m
Total recoverable Copper, ug/l 3.7 See item n Report --

Total recoverable Iron , ug/1 300.0 See item n Report --

Total Iron, lbs/ MG of metal cleaning Report 8.345, See item n --

waste generated
Total Copper, lbs/MG of metal cleaning Report 8.345, See item n --

waste generated
Hydrazine, mg/i ----- Report, See item o -----

and 16
Hydrazine , mg/i ----- 0.341, See items o

and p
Hydroquinone, mg/l Report, See items o

and p
Hydroquinone, mg/i 0.12, See items o and

p
Total Ammonia (as N), mg/I Report, See item o

and p
Total Ammonia (as N), mg/l 0.047, See item o and

p
Morpholine, mg/i Report, See items o

and p

Morpholine, mg/i 1.78, See item p
pH, mg/i
pH, mg/i 8.5 6.5

Spectrus CT 1300 See Permit
Total Suspended solids, mg/l Report Report
Turbidity, NTU (at D-OOF) Report Report
Turbidity, NTU (at POD) Report Report
Spectrus CT 1300 (mg/1) Report Report
Whole Effluent Toxicity See Permit

1. Monitoring requirements oil & grease are only applicable if the discharge from I-FE and I-FG, exceeds the daily
maximum limitation of 20.0 mg/l or a minimal dilution rate of 4 to 1 is not achieved.

m. Monitoring requirements for total suspended solids are only applicable if the discharge from I-FE and I-FG, the CD
discharge or the ECST (following adequate mixing) exceeds the daily maximum limitation of 100.0 mg/i or a minimal dilution
rate of 4 to 1 is not achieved.

n. Limitations and monitoring requirements for mass loading of copper and iron, and concentration of total recoverable
copper and total recoverable iron are applicable only on any calendar day when metal cleaning waste is discharged in the
effluent from I-FG the Evaporator Condensate Storage Tank and/or the Condensate System.

o. Limitations apply to discharge from outfall I-FG, ECST and the Condensate System. One grab sample shall be taken from
any batch potentially containing >1.0 mg/l of hydrazine, based on the operator's knowledge of the process. The measured
concentrations of hydrazine, hydroquinone, ammonia and morpholine shall be reported monthly on the DMR. The following
calculation shall be used to evaluate the concentrations of hydroquinone, hydrazine, ammonia and morpholine at D-OOF:

D-OOF concentration ( mg/1) = (measured concentration (mr!l)) (discharge flow)*
flow to D-OOF
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p. * The calculation applies to any batch with >1.0 mg/I of hydrazine.

q. Conditions for the evaluation and use of the biocide Spectrus CT 1300 are detailed in the permit and were developed
through the Department's Toxicity Coordinator.

r. Discharge from Internal Outfall I-OFG to Outfall D-OOF shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified
below:

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Average Daily Maximum Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) Report Report --

Copper, Total Recoverable (UG/L) -- 8.345 --

Iron, Total Recoverable (MG/L) -- 8.345 --

Total Suspended Solids 30 100
pH (SU) ...-- 9.0 6.0
Oil and Grease (MG/L) 15.0 20.0 --
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s. Discharge from Outfall D-OOH shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified below:
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Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Average Daily Maximum Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) Report --

Solids, Total Suspended, mg/l 50.0, See item. 20 --

Arsenic, Total Recoverable, ug/l 50.0 --

Cadmium, Total Recoverable, ug/l 9.3 --

Chromium, Total Recoverable (ug/1) ..
Copper, Total Recoverable (ug/l) 3.7 --

Iron, Total Recoverable (ug/1) 300 --

Lead, Total Recoverable (ug/1) 5.6 --

Mercury, Total Recoverable (ug/1) 0.0125 --

Nickel, Total Recoverable (ug/l) 3 8.3 --

Selenium, Total Recoverable (ug/l) 71.0 --

Zinc, Total Recoverable (ug/1) 86.0 --

Vanadium, Total Recoverable (ppm) Report --

pH 8.5 6.5
pH 8.5 6.5

t. Applicable to any flow up to the flow resulting from a 10-year, 24 hour (10Y24H) rainfall event. The treatment system
shall be capable of containing a 10Y24H rainfall event.

u. Discharge from Outfall D-071 and D-072 shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified below:

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Maximum Daily Average Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) Report Report --

Oxidants, Total Residual (MG/L) 0.01, See 22 Report --

TRO-Discharge Time (MIN/DAY) 60.0, See 23 ....
pH (SU) ......
pH (SU) ......

v. Limitations and monitoring requirements for TRO and time of TRO discharge for outfall D-071 and Outfall D-072 are

not applicable for any calendar day when chlorine is not added.

w. Discharge of TRO from either cooling water outfall shall not exceed a maximum of 60 minutes in any calendar day.

x. Cooling towers shall be operated as necessary to ensure that the discharge temperature at Sampling Location EFF-3D does
not exceed 96.5 F as a three-hour rolling average.

y. Discharge from Outfall D-OOH shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified below:

z. Monitoring requirements for Outfalls D-071 and D-072 are only applicable during periods of discharge.

aa. Discharge from D-094 is authorized without limitation or monitoring requirements.

bb. Discharge from Outfall D-600 shall be limited and monitored by the Applicant as specified below

Parameters Effluent Limitations

Daily Maximum Daily Average Daily Minimum
Flow (MGD) monthly, when ....

discharging
Total Recoverable Iron, ug/1 monthly,whenTotal__RecoverableIron, 

______ discharging

cc. Stormwater from Diked Petroleum Storage or Handling Area
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Permittee is authorized to discharge stormwater from diked petroleum storage or handling areas, provided the
following conditions are met:

1. The facility shall have a valid SPCC Plan pursuant to 40 CFR 112.

2. In draining the diked area, a portable oil skimmer or similar device or absorbent material shall be used to remove oil
and grease (as indicated by the presence of a sheen) immediately prior to draining.

3. Monitoring records shall be maintained in the form of a log and shall contain the following information, as a
minimum:

A.) Date and time of discharge,

B.) Estimated volume of discharge,

C.) Initials of person making visual inspection and authorizing discharge, and

D.) Observed conditions of storm water discharged.

4. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts and no discharge of a visible
oil sheen at any time.

dd. As specified above, sampling for the storm water discharge shall be conducted once per discharge event. The permittee
may complete the discharge without additional sampling unless another storm event occurs prior to the completion of the on -
going discharge in which case the permittee shall conduct another round of sampling.

ee. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts.

ff. The discharge shall not cause a visible sheen on the receiving water.

3. BASIS FOR EFFLUENT LIMITS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

The following tables provide the basis for Part I. A. provisions.

a. Outfall D-OOF (includes discharge from Outfalls I-FE and I-FG)

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD Report Daily Average Based on BPJ and are consistent with
Report Daily Maximum 308(a) of the CWA.

Solids, Total Suspended MG/L Report Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)
(MG/L) Report Daily Maximum of the CWA.

Turbidity (NTU) NTU Report Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)
Report Daily Maximum of the CWA.

Turbidity (NTU) NTU Report Daily Maximum Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)
Report Daily Average of the CWA.

Flow [ECST] (MGD) MGD Report Daily Maximum Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)
of the CWA.

Report Daily Average

Flow [CD System] (MGD) MGD Report Daily Maximum Based on BPJ and 308(a) of the CWA.

Report Daily Average

Solids, Total Suspended MG/L 30.0 Daily Average 40 CFR Section 423.12 (b)(5)
[CD and ECST] (MG/L) 100.0 Daily Maximum
Solids, Total Suspended MG/L 30.0 Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)
[D-OOF] (MG/L) 100.0 Daily Maximum of the CWA.

Copper, Total Recoverable UG/L 2.9 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L) Report Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)

of the CWA.

Iron, Total Recoverable UG/L 300.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530F.A.C.
(UG/L) Report Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)

of the cWA.

Hydrazine MG/L Report Daily Maximum See note below.(a)
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Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Hydrazine MG/L 0.341 Daily Average See note below (a)
Hydroquinone MG/L Report Daily Maximum See note below (a)
Hydroquinone MG/L 0.12 Daily Average See note below (a)
Total Ammonia (as N) MG/L Report Daily Maximum See note below (a)
Total Ammonia (as N) MG/L 0.047 Daily Average See note below (a)
Morpholine MG/L Report Daily Maximum See note below (a)
Morpholine MG/L 1.78 Daily Average See note below (a)
Oil and Grease (MG/L) MG/L 15 Daily Average 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(3) for low

volume wastes.
20 Daily Maximum

Oil and Grease (MG/L) MG/L 5.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Spectrus See note below (b)

The following were used as the basis of the permit limitations/conditions:

A. FAC refers to various portions of the Florida Administrative Code.

The effective dates of FAC Rule Chapters cited in the permit and in this document are as follows:

Chapter Effective Date
62-4 05-01-03
62-302 05-15-02
62-520 12-09-96
62-522 08-27-01
62-550 05-28-03
62-620 08-25-03
62-650 12-26-96
62-660 10-01-98

B. FS refers to various portions of the Florida Statutes

C. CFR refers to various portions of the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40

D. BPJ refers to Best Professional Judgment

b. Outfall D-OOH

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD Report Daily Maximum BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
Solids, Total Suspended MG/L 50 Daily Maximum BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
(MG/L)
Arsenic, Total Recoverable UG/L 50 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L)
Cadmium, Total UG/L 9.30 Daily Maximum BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
Recoverable (UG/L)
Chromium, Total UG/L 50 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Recoverable (UG/L)
Copper, Total Recoverable UG/L 3.7 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530.F.A.C.
(UG/L)

Iron, Total Recoverable MG/L 300.0 Daily Maximum BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
(MG/L)
Lead, Total Recoverable UG/L 5.60 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C..
(UG/L)
Mercury, Total UG/L 0.0125 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Recoverable (UG/L)
Nickel, Total Recoverable UG/L 8.30 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Selenium, Total UG/L 71.0 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C..
Recoverable (UG/L)
Zinc, Total Recoverable UG/L 86.0 Daily Maximum Rule 62-302.530.F.A.C..
(UG/L)
Vanadium, Total PPM Report Daily Maximum BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
Recoverable (PPM)
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Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

The following were used as the basis of the permit limitations/conditions:

A. FAC refers to various portions of the Florida Administrative Code.

The effective dates of FAC Rule Chapters cited in the permit and in this document are as follows:

Chapter Effective Date
62-4 05-01-03
62-302 05-15-02
62-520 12-09-96
62-522 08-27-01
62-550 05-28-03
62-620 08-25-03
62-650 12-26-96
62-660 10-01-98

B. FS refers to various portions of the Florida Statutes

C. CFR refers to various portions of the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40

D. BPJ refers to Best Professional Judgment

c. Outfall D-011, D-012 and D-013

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD See permit Daily Maximum Based on BPJ and consistent with 308(a)
Daily Average of the CWA.

Chlorination Duration MINUTES See permit Daily Maximum 40 CFR Section 423.12 (6).
(MN=tTS)

Oxidants, Total Residual MG/L Report Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent with 308 (a)
(MG/L) 0.01 Daily Maximum of the CWA.

Rule.62-302.530(19) F.A.C.

Temperature (F), Water DEG.F See permit Daily Average Based on Rule 62-302.520(1) F.A.C.
[Intake] (DEG.F) I Daily Maximum
Temperature (F), Water DEG.F See permit Daily Average Based on Rule 62-302.520(1) F.A.C.
[Discharge] (DEG.F) Daily Maximum

Temp. Diff Between DEG.F See permit Daily Average Based on BPJ and consistent wit 308(a)
Intake and Discharge Daily Maximum of the CWA.
(DEC.F)

The following were used as the basis of the permit limitations/conditions:

A. FAC refers to various portions of the Florida Administrative Code.

The effective dates of FAC Rule Chapters cited in the permit and in this document are as follows:

Chapter Effective Date
62-4 05-01-03
62-302 05-15-02
62-520 12-09-96
62-522 08-27-01
62-550 05-28-03
62-620 08-25-03
62-650 12-26-96
62-660 10-01-98

B. FS refers to various portions of the Florida Statutes

C. CFR refers to various portions of the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40
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d. Outfall D-071 and D-072

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD Report Daily Average BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
Report Daily Maximum

Oxidants, Total Residual MG/L Report Daily Average Based on Rule 62-302.500(19 F.A.C.
(MG/L)

0.01 Daily Maximum
TRO-Discharge Time MIN/DAY 60.0 Daily Maximum 423.12(b)(7) for cooling tower blowdown.
(MIN/DAY) I I I

e. OutfallD-OC1 andD-0C2

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD Report Daily Maximum Based on BPJ and 308 (a) of clean water
Report Daily Average Act.

Oil and Grease (MG/L) MG/L Daily Average Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.

5.0 Daily Maximum

Solids, Total Suspended MG/L 100.0 Daily Maximum Based on 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(5).
(MG/L)

30.0 Daily Average
Arsenic, Total Recoverable UG/L 50.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L)
Cadmium, Total UG/L 5.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C..
Recoverable (UG/L)
Chromium, Total UG/L 50.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Recoverable (UG/L)

Copper, Total Recoverable UGIL 2.9 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L)
Lead, Total Recoverable UG/L 5.6 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L)
Iron, Total Recoverable . MG/L 300.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(MG/L)
Mercury, Total UG/L 0.025 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Recoverable (UG/L)
Nickel, Total Recoverable UGIL 100.0 Daily Maximum Based on rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L)
Selenium, Total UG/L 25.0 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
Recoverable (UG/L)
Zinc, Total Recoverable UG/L 86 Daily Maximum Based on Rule 62-302.530 F.A.C.
(UG/L) 86.0

The following were used as the basis of the permit limitations/conditions:

A. FAC refers to various portions of the Florida Administrative Code.

The effective dates of FAC Rule Chapters cited in the permit and in this document are as follows:

Chante Effective Date
62-4 05-01-03
62-302 05-15-02
62-520 12-09-96
62-522 08-27-01
62-550 05-28-03
62-620 08-25-03
62-650 12-26-96
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Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

62-660 10-01-98

B. FS refers to various portions of the Florida Statutes

C. CFR refers to various portions of the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40

D. BPJ refers to Best Professional Judgment

f. Internal Outfall I-OFE

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD Report Daily Maximum BPJ and 308 (a) of CWA.
Report Daily Average

Oil and Grease (MG/L) MG/L 20.0 Daily Maximum 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(5) for low
volume wastes.

15.0 Daily Average
Solids, Total Suspended MG/L 100.0 Daily Maximum 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(5) for low
(MG/L) volume wastes.

30.0 Daily Average

pH (SU) SU 6.0-8.5 Min- Max. 40CFR Section 423.12(b)

g. Internal Outfall I-OFG

Parameter Units Limit Statistical Basis Rationale

Flow (MGD) MGD Report Daily Maximum BPJ and 308(a) of CWA.
Report Daily Average

Copper, Total Recoverable UG/L 8.345 Daily Maximum Based on 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(5) for
(UG/L) metal cleaning wastes.

Iron, Total Recoverable MG/L 8.345 Daily Maximum Based on 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(5)
(MG/L) for metal cleaning wastes

PH S.U. 6.0-9.0 Min-Max. Based on 40CFR Section 423.12(b)(5) for
metal cleaning wastes

Oil and Grease (MG/L) MG/L 20.0 Daily Maximum Based on 40CFRSection 423.12(b)(5) for
metal cleaning wastes,

15.0 Daily Averag~e
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h. Reasonable Assurance: The facility has provided reasonable assurance that the discharge will not adversely affect the
designated use of receiving water. Available Fifth Year Inspection Reports and monitoring data have been evaluated in
accordance with the Department's reasonable assurance procedures to ensure that no limits other than those included in
this permit are needed to maintain Florida water quality standards.

i. WOBEL Considerations: A Level 1 WQBEL was performed for the discharge, and is embodied in this Fact Sheet.
Based on historical discharge monitoring data, effluent characterization, and available inspection report information, the
current effluent limitations are protective of water quality and meet water quality standards.

j. Impaired Waters Considerations: The receiving water is within Water Body Identification (WBID) 1339, which
encompasses Gulf of Mexico west of U.S. Hwy 98. WBID 1339 is listed in the 2002 303(d) verified list for "biology,"
indicating issues within the overall WBID of potential impairment to biological integrity. Monitoring locations for
303(d)-related studies typically are selected to avoid direct influence by point-source discharges, in order to evaluate
ambient conditions in the waterbody. Moreover, existing biological monitoring studies (including 316(a) studies)
designed to evaluate impacts of discharge from the Crystal River power complex, provide reasonable assurance that the
facility does not have a significant adverse impact.

k. Thermal Considerations: In addition to the thermal variance under Section 316(a) CWA (see Item 5, below), the
facility is subject to the requirements of Rule 62-302.520(l)(a), F.A.C. which states that facilities with heated water
discharges existing on July 1, 1972 " shall not increase the temperature of the RBW (receiving body of water) so as to
cause substantial damage or harm to the aquatic life or vegetation therein or interfere with beneficial uses assigned to the
RBW." Rule 62-302.520(1)(b), F.A.C. further requires that the discharger conduct verification monitoring. In this
context, the permit requires the permittee to prepare a Plan of Study (POS) for Department review and approval to
evaluate the compliance noted in the previous paragraph. The POS may propose to incorporate existing data from various
sources and include new data, as needed.

1. 316(b) Considerations: Section 316(b) CWA requires that the location, design, construction, and capacity of a
cooling water intake structure reflect the best technology available for minimizing environmental impacts. In 1988, EPA
determined that a reduction of plant flow by 15 percent during the months of November through April, in conjunction
with the construction and operation of a fish hatchery over the remaining operating life of the three units constituted
minimization of the environmental impacts~of the cooling water intake.

4. GROUND WATER MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

This Section is not applicable to this facility.

5. REQUESTED VARIANCES OR ALTERN4ATIVES TO REQUIRED STANDARDS

In the application for this renewal permit, the Permittee requested that the Department continue the facility's thermal
variance under Section 316(a) of the CWA as part of permit renewal. The Department reviewed the information provided
in the application with reference to the USEPA Region IV guidance document titled, "316 Guidance for Permit
Reissuance," dated August 11, 1988 and has determined that the continuation of the 316(a) variance is appropriate for this
facility. There have been no physical or operational changes since the last permit renewal and no changes are expected in
the upcoming permit cycle that will materially change the plant cooling water system intake and discharge characteristics.
Recent biological and thermal impact studies conducted by the facility as indicated above support the Department's
determination to renew the 316(a) variance for the facility.

Section 316(a) of the CWA allows alternative thermal limitations after demonstration that the WQS limitations are more
stringent than necessary to assure the protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of fish and wildlife
in, and on, the receiving waters. These limits were established for the facility by EPA 1988, require the plant to maintain a
discharge temperature with a three-hour rolling average not to exceed 96.5°F and an instantaneous maximum temperature
not to exceed 97.0°F.
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6. COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF PROPOSED EFFLUENT LIMITS

This section is not applicable to this facility

7. DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS PERMIT EFFLUENT LIMITS

The wastewater permit for this facility, FL0000 159, which expired on January 7, 2004 and is administratively continued
contains the same effluent limits as described in Item 2 of this fact sheet. Effluent limits and monitoring requirements for
this renewal permit have not been changed from the previous permit.

8. NEW OR EXPANDED DISCHARGES TO SURFACE WATERS; ANTIDEGRADATION
INFORMATION

This facility does not have a new or expanded discharge.

9. EFFECTS OF SURFACE WATER DISCHARGE ON THREATENED OR ENDANGERED
SPECIES

The Permittee shall continue compliance with the Manatee Protection Plan approved by the Department on May 15, 2002.
The Department does not anticipate adverse impacts on threatened or endangered species as a result of permit issuance.

10. FDEP CONTACT

Additional information concerning the permit may be obtained during normal business hours from:

Allen Hubbard, P.E.
Department of Environmental Protection
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
Telephone Number: (850) 245-8589
Fax Number: (850) 245-8669

11. THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

The administrative record including application, draft permit, fact sheet, public notice (after release), comments received
and additional information is available by writing FDEP or for public inspection during normal business hours at the
location specified in item 10. Copies will be provided at a minimal charge per page.

12. PROPOSED SCHEDULE FOR PERMIT ISSUANCE

Draft permit to Applicant and EPA

Applicant to Publish Public Notice

Beginning of Proposed Public Comment Period

Ending of Proposed Public Comment Period

Proposed Permit to EPA

Notice of Agency Action

Proposed Issuance Date of Permit

July 30, 2004

August 8, 2004

August 8, 2004

September 7, 2004

September 12, 2004

September 12, 2004

September 12, 2004
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13. PROCEDURES FOR THE FORMULATION OF FINAL DETERMINATIONS

a. Public Comment Period

The Department of Environmental Protection proposes to issue a wastewater facility permit to this applicant subject to the
aforementioned effluent limitations and conditions. This decision is tentative and open to comment from the public.

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments regarding permit issuance on the draft permit limitations and
conditions to the following address:

Department of Environmental Protection
2600 Blair Stone Road
Mail Station 3545
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
Attn.: Vincent Seibold, P.E.

All comments received within 30 days following the date of public notice, pursuant to Rule 62-620.550, F.A.C., will be
considered in the formulation of the final decision with regard to permit issuance.

Any interested person may submit written comments on the Department's proposed permitting decision or may submit a
written request for a public meeting to the address specified above, in accordance with Rule 62-620.555, F.A.C. The
comments or request for a public meeting must contain the information set forth below and must be received in the above
named District office of the Department within 30 days of receipt or publication of the public notice. Failure to submit
comments or request a public meeting within this time period will constitute a waiver of any right such person may have to
submit comments or request a public meeting under Rule 62-620.555, F.A.C.

The comments or request for a public meeting shall contain the following information:

(1) The commenter's name, address and telephone number, the applicant's name and address, the Department Permit
File Number and the county in which the project is proposed;

(2) A statement of how and when notice of the draft permit was received;

(3) A description of any changes the commenter proposes for the draft permit;

(4) A full explanation of the factual and legal reasons for each proposed change to the draft permit; and

(5) A request that a public meeting be scheduled (if applicable) including a statement of the nature of the issues
proposed to be raised at the meeting.

b. Public Meeting

The Department will hold a public meeting if there is a significant degree of public interest in the draft permit or if it
determines that useful information and data may be obtained thereby. Public notice of such a meeting shall be published
by the applicant at least 30 days prior to the meeting.

If a public meeting is scheduled the public comment period is extended until the close of the public meeting. If a public
meeting is held any person may submit oral or written statements and data at the meeting on the Department's proposed
action.

c. Issuance of the Permit

The Department will make its decision regarding permit issuance after consideration of all written comments, including
comments from the United States Environmental Protection Agency on surface water discharge (NPDES) aspects of the
draft or proposed permit; the requirements of Chapter 403, F.S., and appropriate rules; and, if a public meeting is held,
after consideration of all comments, statements and data presented at the public meeting. The Department will respond to
all significant comments in writing. The Department's response to significant comments will be included in the
administrative record of the permit and will be available for public inspection at the above named District office of the
Department.

Unless a request for a administrative hearing, or an extension of time to file a petition for an administrative hearing,
pursuant to Chapter 120, F.S., as indicated in d. below, is granted, the Department will take final agency action by issuing
the permit or denying the permit application. If an administrative hearing is convened, final agency action will be based
on the outcome of the hearing.
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d. Administrative Hearing

A person whose substantial interests are affected by the Department's proposed permitting decision has the opportunity to
petition for an administrative proceeding (hearing) to challenge the Department's decision in accordance with Section
120.57, F.S.

An administrative hearing is an evidentiary proceeding in which evidence is presented by testimony and exhibits before an
independent hearing officer. The result of an administrative hearing is the issuance of the hearing officer's recommended
order to the Department, including the hearing officers findings of fact, based on the *evidence presented at the hearing.
The Department will issue a final order, granting or denying the permit, based on the hearing officer's recommended
order.

The petition for an administrative hearing must contain the information set forth below and must be filed (received) in the
Office of General Counsel of the Department at 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000, within
14 days of publication of notice of agency action or within 14 days of personal receipt of notice of agency action,
whichever occurs first. The petitioner is to mail a copy of the petition to the applicant at the time of filing. Failure to file
a petition within this time period will constitute a waiver of any right such person may have to request an administrative
determination (hearing) under section 120.57, F.S. The petition is to contain the following information:

(1) The name, address and telephone number of each petitioner, the applicant's name and address, the Department
Permit File Number and the county in which the project is proposed;

(2) A statement of how and when each petitioner received notice of the Department's action or proposed action;

(3) A statement of how each petitioner's substantial interests are affected by the Department's action or proposed
action;

(4) A statement of the material facts which the petitioner contends warrant reversal or modification of the
Department's action or proposed action;

(5) A statement of which rules or statutes petitioner contends require reversal or modification of the Department's
action or proposed action; and

(6) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the action the petitioner wants the Department
to take with respect to the Department's action or proposed action.

If a petition is filed, the administrative hearing process is designed to formulate agency action. Accordingly, the
Department's final action may be different from the position taken by it in the notice of agency action. Persons whose
substantial interests will be affected by any decision of the Department on the application have the right to petition to
become a party to the proceeding, regardless of their agreement or disagreement with the Department's proposed action
indicated in the notice of agency action.
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FISH AND WILQL1FLE H7 U N1SACdFTIN UTITU

Crystal River Mariculture Center
The Crystal River Mariculture Center is located at Progress Energy Complex in Crystal River near the Gulf of Mexico.

A BRIEF HISTORY
Progress Energy Florida, a subsidiary of Progress Energy, provides electricity and related services to more than
1.5 million customers in Florida. The company is headquartered in St. Petersburg, Fla., and serves a territory
encompassing over 20,000 square miles including the cities of St. Petersburg, Clearwater, as well as the central
Florida area surrounding Orlando. It operates five electric generating units at the Crystal River energy complex.
Progress Energy is required to have several environmental permits for the operation of these electric generating
units. In response to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) permit requirements, environmental studies were
conducted at the Crystal River Power Station from June 1983 through January 1985. Data collected as part of
these studies projected annual impact levels on local fishery populations. The annual impact levels for some
species were determined to be unacceptable by EPA.

The concept of a multi-species marine hatchery to mitigate fisheries impacts at Crystal River was developed as
an innovative, cost-effective, alternative to conventional engineering solutions. The Crystal River Mariculture
Center became part of a negotiated settlement, which included flow reduction at two of the power plants and
helper cooling towers to further decrease the discharge water temperature.

The Crystal River Mariculture Center began operation October 1991. The facility will remain operative as long as
water from the Gulf of Mexico is utilized for condenser cooling at the power plants. Besides offsetting the impacts
of power plant operation, the facility will provide educational opportunities for students, teachers, and the generalO public. New and innovative aquaculture techniques will be developed as different species are selected for
culture. Since the Mariculture Center represents an innovative, cost-effective, solution for the mitigation of
environmental impacts, the success of this program is of interest to the utility industry as well as federal and state
agencies.

WHAT IS MARICULTURE?
Mariculture is defined as the farming and husbandry of marine plants or animals. Mariculture can be used to
replenish natural populations which have been depleted by natural or man-made effects. The Mariculture Center
will integrate technology associated with fisheries science, marine ecology, and the aquaculture industry to
develop effective production techniques for the cultivation of several marine species.

The Mariculture Center complex includes a two-story, 8100-square-foot, hatchery building and eight one-acre
ponds. The hatchery building includes awater-chemistry laboratory, four spawn rooms, an incubation tank room,
aglae production room, and administrative spaces. Each spawn room contains two 12-foot-diameter tanks
connected to a recirculation system. This system includes a biological filter for the removal of dissolved waste
products, a sand filter for removal of particulate matter, and an ultraviolet filter for pathogenic bacteria control.
The grow-out ponds are located a short distance from the hatchery building. Each one-acre pond has a synthetic
rubber liner to prevent water leakage, will hold approximately one million gallons of seawater when filled to
capacity, and is three to five feet deep. At one end of the pond is a specially designed concrete drain structure,
complete with adjustable drain valve, two removable screens, and a sump area where fish are collected during
harvest.

WHAT SPECIES ARE CULTURED?
This is a multi-species marine hatchery with twelve species targeted for culture. Species were selected based on
abundance and the estimated level of impact from the power plant. Since not all species are cultured
simultaneously, species are listed by priority based on level of impact, ecological importance, and availability of
aquaculture information. The first species selected for culture are redfish, spotted seatrout, and pink shrimp. It is
important to note that the selection of species is not restricted to recreationally and commercially important fishes
but also includes forage fish such as pinfish and pigfish, unique non-game species such as batfish, and certain
crustaceans such as stone crab and blue crab.

Each species requires a unique set of conditions under which it will spawn and the newly hatched larvae will
grow. For some of the species, those conditions are well documented; for others, they have yet to be discovered.
One of the biggest challenges at the Mariculture Center will be to meet the special conditions required by the
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individual species.

WHICH FISH FIRST?
Since there is a great deal of information available regarding the successful culture of redfish, it was a logical
species to start with at the Mariculture Center. The production of fingerling fish for release basically involves a
three step process: (1) egg production by the adult fish; (2) collection and incubation of the fertilized egges, and
(3) the grow-out of the hatched larval fish.

HOW IS IT DONE?
Adult redfish, called broodstock, are conditioned by careful manipulation of photoperiod and water temperature to
spawn in 12-foot diameter tanks. In the tanks, a one-year natural cycle can be condensed into 120 days and the
fish will begin to spawn at the end of this shortened cycle. With four spawn rooms available at the site, it is
possible to have fish producing eggs at various times throughout the year. A single redfish can release over
500,000 eggs during a single spawning event. The released eggs float to the surface of the water where they can
then be skimmed off and placed in incubation tanks until hatching.

Upon hatching, the fish larvae are ready to feed and must either be stocked in ponds or provided with live food in
the incubation tanks. Organic and inorganic fertilizers are used prior to stocking to prepare the ponds. The
fertilizers create a thick "soup" of microscopic organisms as food for the pond-stocked larvae. Larvae kept in
incubation tanks must also be provided with live food. For redfish, a microscopic animal called a rotifer is an ideal
live food organism. Rotifers are relatively easy to grow in large numbers using certain types of algae as their
food; they then provide good nutrition for the larval fish.

The larvae stocked in the ponds are grown to what is called fingerling size, about one to three inches in length.
That takes approximately 60 days, depending upon water temperature and food availability. At harvest, the
ponds are drained and the fingerlings are collected and placed in a fish trailer for transport. A single pond may
yield as many as 30,000 three-inch fingerlings at harvest time.

WHERE DO THEY GO?
The harvested fish are released into the Gulf of Mexico in areas determined suitable for their survival. The
determination is based upon the numbers of fish released, the size of fish, the time of the year, and the
availability of acceptable water conditions. Several release sites are identified so no one area is overloaded and
to better ensure the survivability of the released fingerlings. To avoid mixing different fish stocks, broodstock are
collected on the west coast of Florida only.

HOW DO WE KNOW?
One of the most difficult tasks for a stock replacement program such as this one is an accurate assessment of
success. How do we know that the released fingerlings survive? In order to determine the success of releases, it
is necessary to tag as many fish as possible. Returns on these tags can be used to calculate survivability and
track movements after release.

Tagging large numbers of small fish is a very difficult task. One of the recommended techniques for tagging one-
to-three-inch fingerlings involves the use of coded wire tags. The tag is a tiny piece of wire marked with a binary
code. The tag, is inserted under the skin of the fish near the head. This efficient tagging process allows large
numbers of small fingerlings to be tagged with a minimum of handling and disturbance. The only drawback to this
system is that there are no external marks on the fish, making identification after release difficult. The tags can
only be detected with the use of a special device, and this requires a labor intensive effort for the capture and
identification of marked fish. The Mariculture.Center will continue to investigate the latest technologies available
for the most effective and efficient tagging of fish to be released.

WHAT IS NEXT?
The Crystal River Mariculture Center integrates marine ecology, the aquaculture industry, and the technology
associated with fisheries science to develop effective production techniques for the cultivation of several marine
species. The great thing about the Mariculture Center is the many opportunities that will be available. The center
will not only be able to offset the impacts of the power plants at Crystal River, but it can go far beyond that goal
and enhance local fish populations. Procedures developed at the center can be utilized by the aquaculture
industry. There will be many educational opportunities through cooperative programs and working agreements.

The Mariculture Center has a small staff of dedicated biologists, and there will be occasion to seek outside
assistance for specific aquaculture needs. The center is in the process of developing cooperative programs with
several agencies and institutions throughout the state. These agreements will provide the Mariculture Center
access to a network of aquaculture experts, and the center can, in turn, provide culture space for their use. For
additional information call (352) 563-4584.
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PROGRESS ENERGY CORPORATION
CRYSTAL RIVER MARICULTURE CENTER

2003 ANNUAL REPORT
March 22, 2004

Introduction

The overall objective of the Mariculture Center is to mitigate fisheries impacts related to
the once-through cooling system at Progress Energy Corporation's Crystal River Units
1, 2, and 3. Environmental studies identified twelve marine species considered to be
significantly affected by entrainment and impingement at those units. As part of a
negotiated NPDES permit settlement, Progress Energy Corporation agreed to construct
and operate a multi-species marine hatchery to address these entrainment and
impingement concerns.

The Mariculture Center began operation in October 1991. A phased implementation
program was developed for the facility to enable restocking of some species and allow
time for the development of techniques for others. ATechnical Advisory Committee
(TAC) was established to review reports and offer suggestions on Mariculture Center
operation and species prioritization.

Facility Status
f

TheTýAC r6coinrnmended red drum, spotted seatrout, pink shrimp, and striped mullet as
the first Tfour species for culture. Pigfish and silver perch were added as the fifth and
sixth sp§'cies for production at the facility. Blue* Crab and Stone Crab were added during
2003;: In- accordance with the facility's genetic management plan, spawning broodstock
are rotated on an average one-year cycle. In support of this policy, field collections are
initiated as needed to acquire new broodstock from the wild.

Red Drum

The red drum was selected as the first species to be cultured at the Mariculture Center.
A total of 125,064 red drum fingerlings were released during 2003. A total of 932,394
red drum fingerlings have been released since the beginning of red drum culture at the
Mariculture Center.

These fingerling totals include fish harvested from 4 ponds stocked during 2003. All
spawns came from one production room housing one set of redfish broodstock. These
fish were induced to spawn a total of five times, producing a total of 1.1 million viable
eggs.

Following pond harvest, fingerlings were transported to suitable release sites. Release
sites were selected based on water quality as well as the size and number of fish to be
released. A site with the best conditions for survival of the fingerlings was chosen at the
time of harvest.

The red drum fingerlings harvested at the Mariculture Center were released at the
following sites:
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RELEASE SITE

Rocky Cove wetlands
Yankeetown 49,733
Ozello
North of Discharge canal

NUMBERS

13,500
75 mm

51,731
10,100

AVERAGE SIZE

85 mm

47 mm
50 mm

TOTAL 125,064

Spotted Seatrout

The spotted seatrout was selected as the second species to be cultured at the
Mariculture Center. Over 791,665 seatrout fingerlings have been released since the
beginning of seatrout culture at the facility. During 2003, facility production was 163,200
seatrout fingerlings.

Thirty broodstock fish were subjected to photothermal conditioning regimes in two
spawn tanks. Twenty spawns were recorded totaling 7,000,000 good, viable
eggs(85%), and 1,200,000 non-viable eggs(1 5%). Five ponds were stocked during the
year.

Following pond harvest, fingerlings were transported to suitable release sites. Release
sites were selected based on water quality as well as the size and number of fish to be
released. A site with the best conditions for survival of the fingerlings was chosen at the
time of harvest.

The seatrout fingerlings harvested at the Mariculture Center were released at the
following sites:

RELEASE SITE NUMBERS

1) Ozello
2) Johnson's Bay
4) Ft. Island Road
5) Dump Road Creek
6) Fort Island Road

19,041 and 67,948
7,000
46,200
23,011
14,000

AVERAGE SIZE

90 mm and 39 mm
80 mm
96 mm
100 mm
100mm

TOTAL 163,200

Pink Shrimp
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The pink shrimp was selected as the third species to be cultured at the Mariculture
Center. Significant effort was put towards increasing the numbers of shrimp harvested
and released during 2003. A total of 49,755 pink shrimp were harvested for release
during 2003, with a total of 241,898 shrimp having been released since the beginning of
shrimp culture at the facility.

A commercial shrimp boat operator based in Ft. Myers, Florida was hired to locate and
collect suitable shrimp broodstock. Potential broodstock shrimp were collected and
transferred to the Mariculture Center for evaluation and holding. A total of 160
broodstock shrimp with an average length of 140 mm were selected for spawning trials
at the Mariculture Center.

Shrimp broodstock collection, maturation and spawning was moderately successful in
2003. Broodstock survival was 85%, and the maturation tank was successfully
maintained to hold the broodstock with optimum water quality and adequate space.
Eyestalk ablation was utilized to induce spawning, with no problems developing in
ablated shrimp as a result of this technique. The shrimp molted frequently, mated and
spawned consistently.

Over a four month period, an estimated 1,257,840 nauplii were produced. The average
number of nauplii produced per spawn was 62,892. It is expected this number can be
increased with the additional fine-tuning of techniques and procedures.

3 ponds were stocked for pink shrimp grow-out. The first pond, stocked with an
estimated 20,000 postlarvae, yielded 15,000 shrimp with an average length of 81.5 mm
at harvest. The second pond, stocked with an estimated 150,000 nauplii and 80,000
postlarvae, yielded 34,755 pink shrimp with an average length of 80.2 mm at harvest.
The third pond, stocked with an estimated 50,000 nauplii and 60,000 postlarvae, had no
survival of pink shrimp.

Release sites were selected based on water quality as well as the size and number of
shrimp to be released. A site with the best conditions for survival of the shrimp was
chosen at the time of harvest. Pink shrimp harvested at the Mariculture Center were
released at the following sites:

RELEASE SITE NUMBERS AVERAGE SIZE (mm)

Dump Road Bridge 15,000 81.5
Ozello Ramp 34,755 80.2

TOTAL 49,755

Striped Mullet
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The striped mullet was selected as the fourth species to be cultured at the Mariculture
Center. Techniques and procedures for successful striped mullet production have been
developed and fine-tuned over several mullet spawning seasons.
Mullet broodstock were collected during their natural spawning season and induced to
spawn with the use of hormone replacements. No attempt was made to culture the
larvae pas their first feeding stage, and as such 500,000 first feeding larvae were
released into suitable habitats during February 2003.

Silver Perch

Silver perch was selected as the sixth species to undergo production trials at the facility.
Broodstock collected during 2002 were induced to spawn for the first time this year.
Larvae were released at the onset of feeding ability. A total of 40,000 larvae were
released into suitable habitats during April 2003.

Stone Crab

Stone crabwas selected as the seventh species to undergo production trials. Gravid
females were collected from the wild during their normal spawning season. Females
were held in isolated tanks until they spawned. Early larval stages (zoeal) were
released into suitable habitats. A total of 692,166 zoea I and zoea II were produced.
One tank was held back for further growth and the larvae were maintained until megalop
stage.

Blue Crab

Blue crab was the eight species to undergo production trials during 2003. A limited
number of gravid females were collected and spawned. The zoea were then stocked
into a pond for grow out until 2004.

Live Feed Production

A live feed production program continues at the Mariculture Center. This program is
designed to provide adequate concentrations of phyto- and zooplankton to satisfy
production needs.

During 2003, phytoplankton was produced using batch culture methods. Stock cultures
were obtained from two different sources to ensure viable cultures were available when
needed. Culture densities of Chaetoceros gracilis were maintained in tanks at
approximately 1 - 2 million cells per milliliter of seawater to meet the nutritional
requirements of larval shrimp.

The brine shrimp Artemia sp. was produced using batch culture methods. Cysts were
decapsulated and hatching rates averaged 90%. The newly hatched Artemia nauplii
were cultured at an average density of 3.5 Artemia/ml to meet the nutritional
requirements of the larval shrimp.
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Staffing

The Mariculture Center staff presently includes two full-time technical specialists. Part
time non-technical work has been delegated to contractors hired through the year on an
as-needed basis. Management and administrative support services are handled by
offsite Environmental Services Section staff.

Operations support and supplemental manpower requirements are provided through
temporary staffing positions, volunteers, and consulting services. Duties include field
support during broodstock collection, maintenance and operations support, and harvest
and release.

Facility Improvements

Additional modifications to facility systems and support equipment were made to support
operational needs and increase efficiencies and success rates.

Standard practices are constantly being assessed and modified to increase production
yield through more efficient feeding and grow-out. Effluent concerns have been
minimized through the utilization of best management practices and improved
operational oversight.

An Aquaculture Certificate from the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services was obtained for the Mariculture Center in 2001. This removed specific
effluent monitoring requirements for the facility. The facility continues to hold the
certificate and it is in full compliance with its requirements.

Cooperative Agreements

The Mariculture Center staff continues to maintain professional networks as well as
pursue new cooperative opportunities that benefit facility operation.

The Mariculture Center provided red drum fingerlings to agencies and research
organizations, such at the FWC Stock Enhancement Research Facility including a
cultured spotted seatrout parasite load study.
The facility staff continues to support research and business projects that promote the
development of mariculture while maintaining protection of fisheries stocks and natural
resources.

Facility staff supports and encourages environmental education of students and the
general public through facility tours and speaking engagements. They participated in
local educational outreach events at the Homosassa Springs State Wildlife Park, Earth
Day Celebration, Citrus Springs Elementary School Wetlands Festival, and events at the
Academy of Environmental Science. They also served as mentors for students from the
Academy of Environmental Science, sponsoring work interns throughout the year and
also providing guidance for their science fair projects.
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PROGRESS ENERGY CORPORATION
CRYSTAL RIVER MARICULTURE CENTER

2004 ANNUAL REPORT
March 29, 2005

Introduction

The overall objective of the Mariculture Center is to mitigate fisheries impacts related to
the once-through cooling system at Progress Energy Corporation's Crystal River Units
1, 2, and 3. Environmental studies identified twelve marine species considered to be
significantly affected by entrainment and impingement at those units. As part of a
negotiated NPDES permit settlement, Progress Energy Corporation agreed to construct
and operate a multi-species marine hatchery to address these entrainment and
impingement concerns.

The Mariculture Center began operation in October 1991. A phased implementation
program was developed for the facility to enable restocking of some species and allow
time for the development of techniques for others. A Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) was established to review reports and offer suggestions on Mariculture Center
operation and species prioritization.

Facility Status

9 The .T.AC recommended red drum, spotted seatrout, pink shrimp, and striped mullet as
the first four species for culture. Pigfish and silver perch were added as the fifth and
sixth. species for production at the facility. Blue Crab and Stone Crab were added during
-20031 . In accordance with the facility's genetic management plan, spawning broodstock
are rotated on an average one-year cycle. In support of this policy, field collections are
initiated as needed to acquire new broodstock from the wild.

Red Drum

The red drum was selected as the first species to be cultured at the Mariculture Center.
A total of 15,000 red drum fingerlings were released during 2004. A total of 945,394 red
drum fingerlings have been released since the beginning of red drum culture at the
Mariculture Center.

These fingerling totals include fish harvested from 1 pond stocked during 2004. All
spawns came from one production room housing one set of redfish broodstock. These
fish were induced to spawn a total of eight times, producing a total of 5.2 million viable
eggs.

Following pond harvest, fingerlings were transported to suitable release sites. Release
sites were selected based on water quality as well as the size and number of fish to be
released. A site with the best conditions for survival of the fingerlings was chosen at the
time of harvest.

The red drum fingerlings harvested at the Mariculture Center were released at the
Afollowing sites:
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RELEASE SITE NUMBERS AVERAGE SIZE

Boat release over grass flats 15,000 89 mm

TOTAL 15,000

Spotted Seatrout

The spotted seatrout was selected as the second species to be cultured at the
Mariculture Center. Over 808,164 seatrout fingerlings have been released since the
beginning of seatrout culture at the facility. During 2004, facility production was 16,500
seatrout fingerlings.

Fourteen broodstock fish were subjected to photothermal conditioning regimes in one
spawn tank. Twenty spawns were recorded totaling 2,500,000good, viable eggs(82%),
and 450,000 non-viable eggs(18%). Three ponds were stocked during the year.

Following pond harvest, fingerlings were transported to suitable release sites. Release
sites were selected based on water quality as well as the size and number of fish to be
released. A site with the best conditions for survival of the fingerlings was chosen at the
time of harvest.

The seatrout fingerlings harvested at the Mariculture Center were released at the

following sites:

RELEASE SITE NUMBERS AVERAGE SIZE

1) Yankeetown 12,500 95mm
2) North of Discharge Canal 4,000 91 mm

TOTAL 16,500

Pink Shrimp

The pink shrimp was selected as the third species to be cultured at the Mariculture
Center. No pink shrimp were released during 2004.

Striped Mullet

The striped mullet was selected as the fourth species to be cultured at the Mariculture
Center. Techniques and procedures for successful striped mullet production have been
developed and fine-tuned over several mullet spawning seasons.
No attempt was made to culture mullet during 2004.

Silver Perch
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Silver perch was selected as the sixth species to undergo production trials at the facility.
No attempt was made to culture silver perch during 2004.

Stone Crab

Stone crab was selected as the seventh species to undergo production trials. Gravid
females were collected from the wild during their normal spawning season. Females
were held in isolated tanks until they spawned. Early larval stages (zoeal) were
released into suitable habitats. A total of 4,000,000 zoea I and zoea 11 were produced.

Blue Crab

Blue crab was the eight species to undergo production trials during 2003. Twenty seven
gravid females were collected from the wild and brought to the hatchery. These animals
were held until natural spawning occurred. A total of 33,000,000 zoea I and II were
released into suitable habitats.

Live Feed Production

A live feed production program continues at the Mariculture Center. This program is
designed to provide adequate concentrations of phyto- and zooplankton to satisfy
production needs.

During 2004, phytoplankton was produced using batch culture methods. Stock cultures
were obtained from two different sources to ensure viable cultures were available when
needed. Culture densities of Chaetoceros gracilis were maintained in tanks at
approximately 1 - 2 million cells per milliliter of seawater to meet the nutritional
requirements of larval shrimp.

Staffing

The Mariculture Center staff operated for more than half the year with one full time
technical position. The other available position was staffed early 2005. Part time non-
technical work has been delegated to contractors hired through the year on an as-
needed basis. Management and administrative support services are handled by offsite
Environmental Services Section staff.

Operations support and supplemental manpower requirements are provided through
temporary staffing positions, volunteers, and consulting services. Duties include field
support during broodstock collection, maintenance and operations support, and harvest
and release.
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Facility Improvements

Additional modifications to facility systems and support equipment were made to support
operational needs and increase efficiencies and success rates. Included were two new
air handlers for the conditioning rooms, new pump systems, new shrimp
quarantine/spawning space, renovation of office space, new utility vehicle, new feed
shed, new lights in the live feed culture room and new lab equipment.

Standard practices are constantly being assessed and modified to increase production
yield through more efficient feeding and grow-out. Effluent concerns have been
minimized through the utilization of best management practices and improved
operational oversight.

An Aquaculture Certificate from the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services was obtained for the Mariculture Center in 2001. This removed specific
effluent monitoring requirements for the facility. The facility continues to hold the
certificate and it is in full compliance with its requirements.

Cooperative Agreements

The Mariculture Center staff continues to maintain professional networks as well as
pursue new cooperative opportunities that benefit facility operation.

The Mariculture Center provided red drum fingerlings to agencies and research
organizations, such at the FWC Stock Enhancement Research Facility including redfish
for Marine Quest 2005. These fish will be tagged and released by FWC.
The facility staff continues to support research and business projects that promote the
development of mariculture while maintaining protection of fisheries stocks and natural
resources.

Facility staff supports and encourages environmental education of students and the
general public through facility tours and speaking engagements. They participated in
local educational outreach events at the Homosassa Springs State Wildlife Park, Earth
Day Celebration, Citrus Springs Elementary School Wetlands Festival, and events at the
Academy of Environmental Science. They also served as mentors for students from the
Academy of Environmental Science, sponsoring work interns throughout the year and
also providing guidance for their science fair projects.
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Aquatic Ecology

AQ-19

1. Crystal River Units 1, 2, 3 NPDES Flow Diagram - FLOO00159

2. NPDES Water Outfalls - Permit No. FLOO00159

3. Crystal River Units 1, 2, 3 DPDEA Discharge Outfalls - FLOO00159
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SEIVED

Department of MAY. 2002

Environmental Protection
Twin Towers Office Building

Jeb Bush 2600 Blair Stone Road David B. Struhs
Governor Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400 Secretary

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

In the matter of:
Approval of Florida Power Crystal River Plant DEP Permit Nos. FL0000159 (Units 1, 2, & 3)
Manatee Protection Plan and FL0036366 (Units 4 & 5)

Citrus County

Mr. Kent Hedrick
Florida Power
P. 0. Box 14042
St. Petersburg, FL 33733-4042

NOTICE OF AGENCY ACTION

The Department of Environmental Protection hereby gives notice of its approval of the enclosed
Manatee Protection Plan for the Florida Power Crystal River Plant (Units 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5), dated June
22, 2001. The Manatee Protection Plan was completed pursuant to Specific Condition 14 of Permit
Number FL0036366 and Specific Condition 16 of Permit Number FL0000159.

A person whose substantial interests are affected by the Department action may petition for an
administrative hearing in accordance with sections 120.569 and 120.57 of the Florida Statutes.

The petition must contain the information set forth below and must be filed (received) in the
Department of Environmental Protection, Office of General Counsel, Mail Station 35, 3900
Commonwealth Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida, 32399-3000. Petitions filed by the applicant or any of
the parties listed below must be filed within twenty-one days of receipt of this notice of intent. Petitions
filed by any other person must be filed within twenty-one days of publication of the public notice or
within twenty-one days of receipt of this notice of intent, whichever occurs first. A petitioner must mail
a copy of the petition to the applicant at the address indicated above, at the time of filing. The failure of
any person to file a petition within the appropriate time period shall constitute a waiver of that person's
right to request an administrative determination (hearing) under sections 120.569 and 120.57 of the
Florida Statutes, or to intervene in this proceeding and participate as a party to it. Any subsequent
intervention will be only at the discretion of the presiding officer upon the filing of a motion in
compliance with rule 28-5.207 of the Florida Administrative Code.

A petition must contain the following information:
(a) The name, address, and telephone number of each petitioner; the Department case identification
number and the county in which the subject matter or activity is located;
(b) A statement of how and when each petitioner received notice of the Department action;
(c) A statement of how each petitioner's substantial interests are affected by the Department action;

"More Protection, Less Process"

Printed on recycled paper.
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(d) A statement of the material facts disputed by the petitioner, if any;
(e) A statement of facts that the petitioner contends warrant reversal or modification of the
Department action;
(f) A statement of which rules or statutes the petitioner contends require reversal or modification of
the Department action; and
(g) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the action that the petitioner
wants the Department to take.

Because the administrative hearing process is designed to formulate final agency action, the filing
of a petition means that the Department final action may be different from the position taken by it in this
order. Persons whose substantial interests will be affected by any such final decision of the Department
on the application have the right to petition to become a party to the proceeding, in accordance with the
requirements set forth above.

Mediation under section 120.573 of the Florida Statutes is not available for this proceeding.

This action is final and effective on the date filed with the -Clerk of the Department unless a petition
is filed in accordance with the above. Upon the timely filing of a petition this order will not be effective
until fur-ther order of the Department.

Any party to the order has the right to seek judicial review of the order under section 120.68 of the
Florida Statutes, by the filing of a notice of appeal under rule 9.110 of the Florida Rules of Appellate
Procedure with the Clerk of the Departmnent of Environmental Protection, Office of General Counsel,
Mail Station 35, 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida, 32399-3000; and by filing a
copy of the notice of appeal accompanied by the applicable filing fees with the appropriate district court
of appeal. The notice of appeal must be filed within 30 days from the date when the final order is filed
with the Clerk of the Department.

Executed in Tallahassee, Florida.

STATE OF FLORIDA DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

/Thdf4 d~dA 1 z

Mimi Drew
Director
Division of Water Resource MIanagement

2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400
(850) 487-1855
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned duly designated deputy agency clerk hereby certifies that this NOTICE OF
AGENCY ACTION and all copies were mailed before the close of business on 'T- /3-O0Z to the
listed persons.

FILING AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT

FILED, on this date, under section 120.52(7), Florida Statutes, with the designated Department Clerk,
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged.

J. 'J/ý ý
(Date)(Clerk)

Copies furnished to:

Kipp Frohlich, FWC Tallahassee
Chairman, Board of Citrus County Commissioners
Jim Valade, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Save the Manatee Club
Tim Parker, DEP Tampa
Betsy Hewitt, DEP Office of General Counsel



Florida Power Corporation - Crystal River Power Plant
Secondary Warm Water Refuge

Manatee Protection Plan
Rev. 6/22101

.Purpose:

The purpose of this Manatee Protection Plan is to set forth Florida Power Corporation's procedures to comply
with Specific Condition 13 of the facility's NPDES Permit Numbers FL0000159 and FL0036366. This Specific
Condition reads:

13. The permittee shall develop a plan and procedures addressing potential manatee impacts. The plan
shall include an implementation schedule and shall address:

(a) Reporting of intake and discharge water temperatures during the winter, as currently monitored by the
Permittee.

(b) Provision of gross bathymetry for the discharge. :anal, using currenUy available information.

(c) Provision of a thermal infrared aerial photograph taken during the winter, as close to the passage of a
cold front as possible.

(d) precautions to minimize hazards to manatees at intake and outfall areas.

(e) timely communication to manatee recovery program personnel of any long term changes in the
availability of warm water.

(f) Provision to allow access for staff from the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP),
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC) and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) to conduct manatee monitoring.and research activities.

The plan shall be developed and'submitted to DEP and FWS within six (6) months from the issuance date of
this permit. DEP shall review the plan within 60 days of its receipt and shall, in writing, either approve the plan
or notify the permittee of deficiencies that must be corrected. The permittee shall either make such
corrections and re-submit the plan within 60 days of DEP's notification or file a petition for formal or informal
administrative proceeding, pursuant to Chapter 120, F.S., and Chapter 62-103, Florida Administrative Code,
if it disagrees with or otherwise disputes DEP's determination. The petition must conform to the requirements
of rule 62-103.155, F.A.C., and must be received by DEP's Office of General Counsel, 3900 Commonwealth
Boulevard; Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000, within twenty-one (21) days after receipt of written notice.
Failure to file a petition within this time period shall constitute a waiver by the permittee of its right to request
an administrative proceeding under chapter 120, F.S. The plan shall be implemented according to the
proposed schedule upon expiration of the 21-day time period following DEP's determination if no petition is
filed, or DEP's final order entered after any administrative hearing held pursuant to this paragraph.

Copies of the final plan shall be maintained at the plant site and submitted to DEP, FWS and FWC at the
following addresses.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Florida Fish and Wildlife Florida Department of Environmental
6620 Southport Drive, South Commission OES - BPS Protection, Bureau of Water Facilities
Suite 310 620 South Meridian Street 2600 Blair Stone Road
Jacksonville, FL 32216 Tallahassee, FL 32399-1600 Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400
Attention: Jim Valade Attention: Ron Mezich Attention: Michael Hatcher

I



Florida Power Corporation - Crystal River Power Plant
Secondary Warm Water Refuge

Manatee Protection Plan
Rev. 6122/01

Compliance With Specific Condition 13:

This Manatee Protection Plan will be in effect during the term of the permit (FL0002992). From November 15,
through March 31 each year.

a) Florida Power Corporation will provide copies of the monthly Discharge Monitoring Reports to the,
BPSM each winter from the period of November 15 through March 31.

b) Florida Power Corporation will, within two (2) years of the effective date of this plan, provide a thermal
infrared aerial photograph of the Crystal River discharge taken during the winteras close to the
passage of a cold front as possible, as well as its gross bathymetry, at the mean rate of discharge
when the ambient water temperature reaches a seasonal low.

c) Should Florida Power Corporation decide to retire the Crystal River units, notice will be provided, to
FDEP, BPSM and USFWS as soon as practical after a definite decision is made or, if possible, at

least five years prior to the date of retirement.

d) If an unplanned shutdown occurs that is expected to result in no thermal discharge for 24 hours or
longer, regardless of the ambient water temperature, FMRI should be notified within 24 hours of the
shutdown at the contact numbers listed below.

FMRI: (727) 893-2904

e) The DEP and BPSM shall be provided a schedule of any anticipated in-water work within the
discharge canal during the period of November 15 through March 31 each year. No major in-water
maintenance work shall occur in the discharge canal from November 15 through March 31, unless it is
considered essential by Crystal River Power Plant and approved by BPSM prior to the start of work.
However, minor routine work which is necessary to maintain compliance with the facility's NPDES
Permit, such as replacement and maintenance of ther'mal monitoring equipment or cleaning of intake
and discharge structures, may be performed without notification. Performance of such minor routine
in-water work must be in compliance with the attached Standard Manatee Construction Conditions. If
major in-water work is necessitated by emergency conditions, the BPSM will be notified and consulted
no later than two weeks following the commencement of the activity. All vessels used in the operation
or associated with the activity shall be operated pursuant. to the attached Standard Manatee-
Construction Conditions.

f) Florida Power Corporation will provide personnel from the BPSM, USFWS, Florida Marine Research
Institute (FMRI), U. S. Geological Service (USGS)-Sirenia Project, or a -designee of these agencies,
-access to the Crystal River Power Plant Site to conduct manatee research or monitoring activities,
including placing, maintaining and downloading data from temperature data loggers. If utilized at the
Crystal River Facility, these temperature data loggers will be used to collect air and water temperature
data in an ongoing research effort to better understand manatee behavior patterns in response to
artificial warm water refugia and environmental variables. The temperature data loggers would be
placed in the discharge canal and at designated control (ambient) locations. Access shall be limited
to normal business hours (8:00am - 5:00pm) unless arrangements are made in advance with plant
personnel.

2



Florida Power Corporation - Crystal River Power Plant
Secondary Warm Water Refuge

Manatee Protection Plan
Rev. 6122101

g) Intake and Discharge Areas: If a distressed (i.e.; injured, orphaned, cold stress) animal(s) are

observed at any time, the following notifications should be made:

FWC - Florida Marine Research Institute - Marine Mammal Pathology Lab: (727) 893-2904

USFWS - Jacksonville Field Office: (904) 232-2580

h) Florida Power Corporation will provide phone numbers for weekday and weekend notification of
appropriate plant personnel for the purpose of allowing FWC or FWS to coordinate manatee rescue
operations as necessary.

i) ~Within thirty days of approval of this plan, provide a site map of the facility as a part of the plan.
Additionally, the site map will be updated and resubmitted to the DEP and BPSM within thirty days of
any significant physical or operational changes to the facility which have the potential to affect
manatees. The site map will include the following information:

j) The location of the intake pipes and outfall pipes.
Proximate streams, rivers, bays, etc.
The location of the condenser inlet and outlet temperature monitoring stations.
The location of any fuel barge docking facilities in relation to the discharge canal.
The delineation of the no-entry boundary at the discharge canal.,

3



FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION - CRYSTAL RIVER PLANT
MANATEE PROTECTION PLAN

1a) STANDARD MANATEE CONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS FOR ARTIFICIAL
WARM WATER REFUGIA DURING THE PERIOD OF NOVEMBER 15
THROUGH MARCH 31.

The permittee shall comply with the following manatee protection conditions:

a. The permittee shall instruct all personnel associated with in-water work within the. warm
water refuge of the potential presence of manatees and the need to avoid collisions
with manatees. All vessels used in the operation or in association with the in-water work
shall have an observer on board responsible for identifying the presence and location
of manatee(s).

b. The permittee shall advise all construction personnel that there are civil and criminal
penalties for harming, harassing, or killing manatees which are protected under the
Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, The Endangered Species Act of 1973, and the
Florida Manatee Sanctuary Act.

c. All vessels associated with in-water work associated with the warm water refuge shall
operate at "no wakefidle" speeds at all times while in the manatee warm water refuge
area. All vessels will follow routes of deep water whenever possible.

d. If manatee(s) are seen within the warm water refuge area all appropriate precautions
shall be implemented to ensure protection of the manatee(s). These precautions shall
include the immediate shutdown of equipment if necessary. Activities will not resume
until the manatee(s) has departed to a safe distance on its own volition.

e. Any collision with and/or injury to a manatee shall be reported immediately to the
Florda Fish & Wildlife Conservation Commission at (1-800-342-5367). Collision and/or
injury should also be reported to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Jacksonville (1-
904-232-2580).
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1.0 PURPOSE

This procedure provides instructions for sea turtle observation, rescue, handling,
notifications, and reporting requirements at the Crystal River Energy Complex
(CREC).

2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 Developmental References

2.1.1 CP-151, External Reporting Requirements

2.1.2 CR-3 Safe Work Practices Manual

2.1.3 CR-3 Operating License, Appendix B, Environmental Protection Plan
(Non-Radiological)

2.1.4 National Marine Fisheries Biological Opinion (BO)

2.1.5 Al-151, Reporting Requirement Program

2.1.6 FWC, Marine Turtle Permit

3.0 PERSONNEL INDOCTRINATION

3.1 Description

3.1.1 Sea Turtle Characteristics

Sea turtles are graceful saltwater reptiles, well adapted to life in the marine
environment. They are able to swim long distances in a relatively short time due to
their streamlined bodies and flipper-like limbs.

Sea turtles are air-breathing, and when they are active they must swim to the water
surface for breathing purposes every few minutes. Turtles have been observed
swimming underwater for periods of up to 20 minutes, and when resting some have
been observed to remain underwater for as long as 2 hours without breathing.

The sea turtle influxes, which occurred in March-May 1998, led to the development
of this procedure.

3.1.2 Sea Turtle Protection

Sea turtles are an endangered species protected under the Endangered Species
Act. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries), in conjunction with
the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC), enforce protection of
sea turtles.

AI-571 I Rev. 8 1 Pa:e=3 oflf 16



3.1.3 National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries)

The NOAA Fisheries issued a Biological Opinion (BO) on the potential jeopardy to
sea turtles species at the intake area of the Crystal River Energy Complex. The
Biological Opinion concluded that there was no jeopardy to any of the sea turtle
species, and established terms and conditions governing reporting thresholds and
rescue of sea turtles.

3.1.4 NRC Requirements

License Amendment No. 190 incorporated the NOAA Fisheries non-discretionary
terms and conditions into the CR-3 Operating License, Appendix B, Environmental
Protection Plan, Section 4.2, Endangered or Threatened Sea Turtles. This
procedure implements the NOAA Fisheries' non-discretionary terms and conditions.

3.1.5 Turtle Rescue

ERC or EHSS will rescue turtles and may need assistance from other plant
personnel due to the size or condition of the turtle. Other personnel may rescue
turtles when acting under the direction of ERC or EHSS.

3.2 Definitions

3.2.1 Annual Period

From January 1, 2002 through December 31, 2002, and each calendar year
thereafter.

3.2.2 Clearwater Marine Science Center

An FWC authorized facility for the treatment of sick or injured sea turtles.

3.2.3 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWC)

The State Agency responsible for controlling activities related to protected species.

3.2.4 National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries)

A branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration responsible for
controlling activities related to endangered sea turtles.

3.2.5 Nuclear Requlatory Commission (NRC)

The Federal Agency responsible for ensuring the health and safety of the general
public relative to the actions and activities of the Crystal River Unit 3 nuclear plant.

3.2.6 Take

For the purposes of this procedure, take is defined as the capture of endangered
species sea turtles, including stranded, healthy, sick, or deceased turtles.
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3.3 Responsibilities

3.3.1 Environmental Specialist

The CR-3 Environmental Specialist is responsible for:

" Managing and coordinating the sea turtle program
" Establishing the appropriate observation/surveillance schedule
" Making required notifications and submitting reports
* Submitting any revisions of this procedure pertaining to turtle rescue and

handling to the NOAA Fisheries and FWC for their review (post issuance)
* Assuring CR3 Operations is notified when an NRC notification is required

3.3.2 Environmental Health & Services Section (EHSS)

Environmental Health & Services Section staff is responsible for:

" Training of observation rescue personnel
* Notifying the Operations Work Coordinator of all dead or injured turtles
" Sea turtle evaluations and care
* Tagging and release or disposition
" Determining the causation of mortality, and for requesting FWC to verify the

determination
* Making required notifications and submitting reports
" Preparing records required by NOAA Fisheries and submitting these records to

the Environmental Specialist
* Maintaining a sea turtle stranding log
* Assuring CR3 Operations is notified when an NRC notification is required
" Rescue of sea turtles

3.3.3 Nuclear Security

Nuclear Security personnel are responsible for performing intake canal observations
and bar rack inspections, making internal notifications to facilitate sea turtle
rescues, and assisting in sea turtle rescues.

CR-3 Operations

CR-3 Operations personnel are responsible for performing CR-3 bar rack
inspections (visual and underwater through trash rake operation) and providing
support for turtle rescue efforts as needed. Operations may contact ERC for
assistance with rescue and Operations personnel may assist ERC or EHSS with
rescue.

CR-I and 2 Operations

CR-i and 2 Operations personnel are responsible for performing bar rack
inspections and providing support for turtle rescue efforts as needed
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CR-3 Maintenance

CR-3 Maintenance personnel are responsible for performing bar rack inspections
(underwater through trash rake operation) and bar rack cleaning maintenance.

CR-3 Operations Work Coordinator

CR-3 Operations Work Coordinator is responsible for ensuring that NRC
notifications are made upon notification that a report or notification to the National
Marine Fisheries Service must be made. Ensure any Mariculture Center or EHSS
notification or notification of an injured or deceased sea turtle is noted in the Autolog
and a NCR is created.

3.3.5 Site Emeraencv Response Coordinators (ERC)

Emergency Response Coordinators provide support for rescue of sea turtles from
the intake areas of Units 1, 2, and 3, although other site personnel may also assist
with rescue of the sea turtles or rescue under the direction of EHSS or ERC. Notify
the Mariculture Center of any take of a sea turtle.
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3.4 Limits and Precautions

3.4.1 Sea turtles have powerful crushing jaws. They will bite when handled and can
cause significant bodily harm. Keep clear of the turtle's head whenever possible.

3.4.2 Sea turtles may have claws on their front flippers. Keep clear of the front flippers
whenever possible. Gloves should be worn when handling sea turtles.

3.4.3 Sea turtles should be handled with the rescue nets. Only if necessary, handle the
turtle by the front and back of the shell. They should not be picked up by the
flippers, head, or tail.

3.4.4 All safety procedures should be observed when working at the waterfront. Personal
flotation devices or harnesses must be worn when working on the catwalk at the
waterfront, as required by established safety practices.

3.4.5 Reasonable precautions should be taken to avoid contact with sea turtle blood
secretions, or other bodily fluids.

3.4.6 Equipment used for the rescue or recovery of sea turtles exhibiting fibropapilloma
tumor should be disinfected with a mild bleach solution (- 10 ppm) following each
use in an effort to prevent transmission of the disease to other turtles. Mariculture
Center staff can assist with proper disinfection.

3.4.7 NOAA Fisheries anticipates that no more than 75 live sea turtle takes and 3
causally related sea turtle mortalities will occur annually. If takes reach one of these
levels, the NRC must request reinitiation of formal consultation.

3.4.8 NOAA Fisheries reporting thresholds summary (see sections 4.3 & 4.4 for details):

* The 70th non-lethal take occurs in the annual period
* The 2nd causally related mortality occurs in the annual period
• The 8th non-causally related mortality occurs in the annual period
* Any injury or death in the intake canal or the bar racks causally related to CREC

operations. Unlike the three notifications above, which are 5 day notifications,
this 30 notification is required any time there is an injury or death causally
related to CREC operations, regardless of count.

3.4.9 The Operations Work Coordinator must be notified of all injured or dead of sea
turtles.
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4.0 INSTRUCTIONS

4.1 Observation and Rescue

4.1.1 Observation Schedule

4.1.1.1 The CR3 Environmental Specialist in conjunction with Environmental Health &
Services Section will determine the appropriate observation schedule based on the
frequency of turtle sightings or takes. The following guidance will be used by
energy complex staff in the absence of specific instructions requiring more frequent
observations:

4.1.1.1.1 Turtle watch observations are normally conducted 24 hours per day at CR3 during
periods of high turtle population observations and/or strandings on the bar racks.
During this period it is likely that supplemental staff will be used to perform
observations and make rescue notifications.

4.1.1.1.2 During periods with low numbers of sea turtle strandings, or infrequent
observations, or absence of sea turtles, a reduced turtle observation schedule is
established. This reduced program will normally consist of the following:

* Nuclear Security will perform a sea turtle watch by:
" Inspecting CR3 bar racks an average of once every 2 hours (except when

responding to a non-routine Security call out).
" Making observations of the intake basin during inspections of bar racks to

determine presence of sea turtles.

" CR-I, 2 Operations

* Visually inspect bar racks approximately once per shift.

• CR-3 Operations

o Visually inspect bar racks approximately once per shift.

* CR-3 Maintenance or CR-3 Operations

* Inspect CR-3 bar racks for underwater strandings using the trash rake as
requested by the Environmental Specialist.

4.1.2 Rescue Notifications

4.1.2.1 Nuclear Security performs turtle watches and records turtle observations so that the
presence/absence of turtles is known.

4.1.2.2 When a turtle is found stranded against the bar racks Nuclear Security will notify
designated recovery personnel.

4.1.2.3 Nuclear Security may provide support personnel to help with the turtle rescue and
transport.

4.1.2.4 Supplemental staff may be used for turtle watch, and to perform rescue
notifications.
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4.1.2.5 Staff will notify the ERC when ERC is needed for rescue or recovery. ERC will
notify the Mariculture Center of all takes of sea turtles.

4.2 Turtle Rescue and Handling Guidance

4.2.1 Sea Turtle Rescue & Evaluation

NOTE

All steps possible should be taken to minimize stress and prevent
harassment to sea turtles.

4.2.1.1 Sea turtles stranded on the bar racks should be rescued using a dip net or other
equipment provided (do not release turtle back to the intake canal since the turtle
may become stranded again).

4.2.1.2 Sea turtles that have been stranded against the intake bar racks should be held for
identification and evaluation by the Environmental Health & Services Section staff.

4.2.1.3 Turtle recovery personnel should try to make a preliminary evaluation of the
physical condition of sea turtle in order to determine whether the turtle appears sick
or injured, and therefore needs immediate attention by the Environmental Health &
Services Section staff.

4.2.1.4 Environmental Health & Services Section staff must make a sea turtle evaluation
which includes general health, species, size, and date and time of stranding, and
disposition.

4.2.2 Healthy Turtles

4.2.2.1 Turtle recovery personnel should transport the turtle to the designated sea turtle
holding tank at the Mariculture Center.

4.2.2.2 Observe the turtle's behavior for several minutes before leaving to assure the turtle
appears healthy.

4.2.2.3 If the turtle appears weak (e.g. is not strong enough to lift its head), an
Environmental Health & Services Section staff member should be called out (24
hours per day) to evaluate the turtle and provide appropriate care. Otherwise, notify
Environmental Health & Services Section staff of the turtle rescue 7 days a week,
during the first hours of day shift.

4.2.2.4 Environmental Health & Services Section will inform the FWC of the rescue of a
stranded healthy turtle.

4.2.2.5 Environmental Health & Services Section will also notify the CR3 Environmental
Specialist during normal work hours of any rescued sea turtle.

4.2.2.6 Environmental Health & Services Section or the Environmental Specialist will
determine whether a live take meets the notification thresholds of Section 4.3.
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4.2.3 Sick or Injured Turtles

NOTE

Do not place turtle on any hot or abrasive surface.

4.2.3.1 Place turtle on a wet towel in a cool, quiet area out of direct sunlight. Cover turtle
shell with wet towel to prevent desiccation, and leave head exposed so turtle can
breathe freely.

4.2.3.2 Turtle recovery personnel immediately (24 hours per day) notify Environmental
Health & Services Section regarding condition of turtle.

NOTE

The Clearwater Marine Science Center is an authorized facility for the
treatment of sick or injured turtles.

4.2.3.3 Environmental Health & Services Section will notify the FWC or the Clearwater
Marine Science Center and make arrangements for the care of the sick or injured
turtle.

4.2.3.4 Environmental Health & Services Section will determine whether the turtle injury
was causally related to CREC operations.

4.2.3.5 If the sea turtle injury was causally related to CREC operations, Environmental
Health & Services Section or the CR3 Environmental Specialist will immediately
notify Unit 3 Operations (normally the Operations Work Coordinator) of the intent to
make a notification to NOAA Fisheries and the need to make an NRC notification.

4.2.3.6 Environmental Health & Services Section will also notify the Environmental
Specialist during normal work hours of any injured sea turtle causally related to
CR-3 operations.

4.2.4 Comatose Turtles

NOTE

Sea turtles can remain motionless and appear dead for up to several hours.

4.2.4.1 Place the turtle on its belly.

4.2.4.2 Elevate the hind quarters several inches.

4.2.4.3 Place turtle on a wet towel in a cool, quiet area out of direct sunlight.
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4.2.4.4 Attend to sea turtle until the Environmental Health & Services Section staff
responds to the call out.

4.2.4.5 The Environmental Health & Services Section staff will perform advanced
resuscitation techniques if appropriate.

4.2.4.6 IF the turtle revives,
THEN follow the appropriate instructions in Section 4.2.3 for injured or sick turtles.

4.2.4.7 IF the turtle expires,
THEN follow the appropriate instructions in Section 4.2.5 for dead turtles.

NOTE

If a necropsy is done to aid in the determination of causality care must be
taken not to exceed the NOAA Fisheries 30 day reporting requirement and

the 4 hour NRC reporting requirement.

4.2.5 Dead Turtles

4.2.5.1 Turtle recovery personnel will notify the Environmental Health & Services Section
staff 24 hours per day, 7 days a week, to arrange for dead turtle pick-up and
disposal per FWC instructions.

4.2.5.2 IF Environmental Health & Services Section is unable to respond in a timely
manner,
THEN recovery personnel should place dead turtles in a container or bag with ice to
prevent decomposition, until Environmental Health & Services Section is able to
respond.

4.2.5.3 Environmental Health & Services Section will determine if the mortality was causally
related to plant operations. Environmental Health & Services Section staff will notify
the FWC and request verification of the determination of causation. If some cases,
a necropsy or other analysis will be done to help assess the cause of death.

4.2.5.4 IF the sea turtle mortality was found to be causally related to CREC operations,
THEN Environmental Health & Services Section, or CR3 Environmental Specialist,
will immediately notify Unit 3 Operations (Operations Work Coordinator) that a
report to the National Marine Fisheries Services is required and that this also
requires a report to the NRC.

4.2.5.5 Environmental Health & Services Section will also notify the CR3 Environmental
Specialist of any dead sea turtle.
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4.3 Notifications

4.3.1 Environmental Health & Services Section or CR3 Environmental Specialist

Upon determination that a recovered turtle is a protected species and that a report
or notification to NOAA Fisheries is required to be made, Environmental Health &
Services Section or the CR3 Environmental Specialist will notify the CR3
Operations (normally the Operations Work Coordinator) as soon as possible, and
inform CR3 Operations of the need to make an NRC report. CR-3 Operations may
have only 4 hours to report the incident to the NRC in accordance with CP-151, so it
imperative that they be notified as soon as possible upon determining that a NOAA
Fisheries report or notification is required.

4,3.2 Healthy Turtles

Environmental Health & Services Section or CR-3 Environmental Specialist informs
the FWC of the turtle stranding and rescue.

4.3.3 Iniured Turtles

For injured sea turtles, Environmental Health & Services Section staff notifies
(depending on the sea turtle's condition) the FWC and/or Clearwater Marine
Science Center rehabilitation facility. A follow-up report to NOAA Fisheries is
required within 30 days of the incident if the injury was causally related to CREC
operations. The Mariculture Center is the interim facility to hold sea turtles prior to
pick-up for rehabilitation.

EHSS staff will also notify CR-3 Operations Work Coordinator of any injured sea

turtle.

4.3.4 Dead Turtles and 30-Day Reports

For dead sea turtles, the Environmental Health & Services Section staff notifies the
FWC within the next working day to request independent confirmation of Progress
Energy's determination of causation. A follow-up report to NOAA Fisheries is
required within 30 days of the incident for any mortality which was causally related
to CREC operations. An NRC report is also required, in accordance with Section
4.1 of the Environmental Protection Plan, if the sea turtle mortality was due to CR3's
operation.

If it appears likely that cause of death cannot be determined within 30 days of the
incident, and causality cannot be ruled out, then report the mortality as if it were
caused by site operations. EHSS staff will also notify CR-3 Operations Work
Coordinator of any dead sea turtle. Once it is determined that a report of the
incident will be submitted to NOAA Fisheries, then immediately notify CR-3
Operations (normally the Operations Work Coordinator) as soon as possible, and
inform CR3 Operations of the need to make an NRC report. If it is determined at a
later date that cause of death was not related to site operations, then submit and
amended report to NOAA Fisheries and the NRC.
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4.3.5

4.3.6

5-Day Notifications

The Environmental Specialist or Environmental Health & Services Section staff
notifies NOAA Fisheries within 5 days whenever:

" The 70th non-lethal take occurs in the annual period, or
" The 2nd causally related mortality occurs in the annual period, or

* The 8th non-causally related mortality occurs in the annual period.
Turtle takes beyond these threshold values do not require NOAA Fisheries
notification within 5 days.

NRC Notification

CR-3 Operations (normally the Operations Work Coordinator) notifies the NRC in
accordance with the requirements of CP-151, External Reporting Requirements.
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4.4 Reports

4.4.1 Procedure Revisions and Reviews

The Environmental Specialist must submit revisions (updates) to this procedure that
pertain to rescue and handling of sea turtles to NOAA Fisheries and FWC
(post issuance) for review.

4.4.2 Annual Report

The CR3 Environmental Specialist assures that a report on sea turtle strandings is
submitted to NOAA Fisheries and FWC annually, by March 1 of each following year.
The report shall include species, size, and date and time of stranding, location,

condition, and disposition. A copy of this report is also provided to the NRC within
30 days of its submittal to NOAA Fisheries.

4.4.3 30-Day Written Report

The Environmental Specialist assures that a written report is submitted to NOAA
Fisheries within 30 days of any causally related injured or dead sea turtle in the
intake canal or the bar racks. The report must summarize the incident. An NRC
report is also required, in accordance with Section 4.1 of the Environmental
Protection Plan, if the sea turtle mortality was due to CR3's operation.

If it appears likely that cause of death cannot be determined within 30 days of the
incident, and causality cannot be ruled out, then report the mortality as if it were
caused by site operations. Once it is determined that a report of the incident will be
submitted to NOAA Fisheries, then immediately notify CR-3 Operations (normally
the Operations Work Coordinator) as soon as possible, and inform CR3 Operations
of the need to make an NRC report. If it is determined at a later date that cause
of death was not related to site operations, then submit and amended report to
NOAA Fisheries and the NRC.

4.5 Documentation

4.5.1 Turtle recovery personnel should provide date, time, and location of stranding to the
Environmental Specialist and Environmental Health & Services Section.

4.5.2 Environmental Health & Services Section Environmental Specialists maintain a
turtle log, which will be used as a tool to track the dates and types (i.e. live, causal
death, or non-causal death) of each take. The turtle log cannot be maintained up to
date at all times because of takes that occur after hours and on weekends. It should
be used in conjunction with Operation's logs and condition reports to determine the
numbers of each type of stranding. The turtle log should include: date, time, size,
species, location found, disposition, causal or non-causal, condition (live, dead,
injured, sick, appearance). The log should only track protected species. The log
should also provide a running total of each type of take and the date and time of the
last update.
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4.6 Reinitiation of Consultation

4.7

The Environmental Specialist will ensure that a reinitiation of formal consultation
occurs if the annual take reaches 75 live sea turtles or 3 sea turtles killed as a result
of CREC operations.

Records

The report prepared in step 4.4.2 is a lifetime quality assurance record. Licensing
and Regulatory Programs is responsible for submitting this report to Document
Services on an annual basis.
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REVISION SUMMARY

1. Clarified reporting thresholds in step 3.4.8 PRR 290159
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1. 1 GENERAL

Il This report presents the results of a study to determine the optimal

3 operation of the circulating water system facilities, serving the

.. :condenserand the secondary service closed cycle cooling system for

3 Crystal River Unit 3.

5 The study examines the hydrodynamical and hydromechanical problems

based on the characteristics of the system during operating conditions

3 and outlines some of the steps to be followed during construction

and operation.

Additionally, this report gives, graphical and written information

U about the following topics:

a. Gulf water level analysis

b. Hydraulic gradient at intakeand discharge channels

3 c. Outfall structure discharge characteristics

d. Pumop head, discharge, and required bhp

e. Siphon recovery

f. Flow distribution through condenser and secondary
service closed cycle cooling system.

g. Hydraulic gradient throught the system

h. Hydraulic transients during start and shut-down of the
circulating water pumps

i. Liberated air-steam mixture during priming and operation:
of the system ,

.1J. System operation

k. Water surface temperatures

I
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2. INTRODUCTION

Sea water will be drawn from the Gulf of Mexico to the circulating

water system for condensing steam at the turbine exhaust of Unit No.

3, through the existing canals which are presently conveying water

to and from existing Units No. 1 and No. 2, as shown in Figure 1.

The cooling system consists essentially of:

Intake canal,

Intake structure and'pumps,

Circulating water inlet piping (pump discharge to condenser
inlet),

Condenser,

Circulating water discharge piping (condenser outlet to outfall
structure),

Outfall striiture, and

Discharge canal.
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3. .GULF TIDAL LRVMLS

A probability analysis (Reference 1) was performed

tide levels for the months of April and May, 1967,

The summarized data are as follows:

Gulf mean low water elevation 88.00

Gulf mean water elevation 90.00

Gulf mean high water elevation 92.00

Maximum registered April, 1967 93.00.

Minimum registered May, 1967 86.4o

of normal spring

for the plant site.

86 percent of
the time

50 percent of
the time

12 percent of
the time

The intake water level varies over a wide range, After a study of

the tidal variations in the Gulf, a design water elevation of 88.00

ft was selected for Unit No. 3. This level will permit an operation

very close to the design point over the operating life span of the

pumps. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the duration and probability

curves for tide variations at the plant site.
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I 14. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXISTING CIRCULATIG0 .WATER SYSTEM

4.1 CIRCULATING WATER PUMPS

The characteristics ?of -the circulating water pumps for the existing

units (Reference 2) are:

UNIT PUMPS GPM/PUtMP TOTAL FLOW cfs T.D.H- Ftt RPM

1 .4 77.500 -' 690 .20.00 272
2 4 82.000 730 19.00 252

14.2 CIRCULATING WATER CANALS

The intake and discharge canals both have a trapezoidal section with

2H:IV lateral slopes and have no longitudinal bottom slope. Other

physical features are:

Canal Bottom El. Base Width Length

Intake 73.00 ft 150 ft 16,090 ft
Discharge 78.00 ft 125 ft 13,248 ft

i

I
<1
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5. CIRCULATINC WATER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION FOR UNIT NO. 3

5.1 COOLING WATER CONSUMPTION OF UNIT NO. 3

I The secondary service closed cycle heat exchangers and the condenser

g require a total flow of 1565 cubic feet per second.

5.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Sea water is supplied from the Gulf to the main condenser:pumping

g structure of Unit No. 3 through the existing canals. From the in-

take canal, the sea water enters the pump structure where 4 circulat-

ing water pumps furnish 700,000 gem of sea water to four 90 in.

internal diameter reinforced concrete pipes connected to four 6 ft

6 in. by 7 ft 6 in. rectangular reinforced concrete flumes, which

3 are connected to the four condenser tube banks.

Each condenser tube bank discharges separately into a 6 ft 6 in.

by 7 ft 6 in. rectangular reinforced concrete flume, which is

connected to a 90 in. diameter reinforced concrete pipe.

The four discharge pipes terminate in a common outfall structure

provided with a weir. From the outfall structure the water flows

*over the weir into the discharge canal. Depending upon the operat-

ing condition and the Gulf tidal elevation, the discharge will

either be free or submerged.

5.2.1 Intake and Discharge Canals

The intake canal is an unlined trapezoidal section of lateral slopes,

two horizontal to one vertical, with a bottom width of 150 feet and

a constant elevation of 73.00. As the canal approaches Unit No. 3,

it widens into a rectangular forebay at the screenhouse and dips
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down to elevation 67 ft -0 in. to meet pump requirements.' Transi-

tion sections are provided to assure uniform distribution of the

::circulating water into the pump structure.

The water in the intake canal will have ajvelocity that varies

between-I and 4 fps according to the wat 6 elevation _and operatiig

conditiI...

The discharge canal is level at elevation 78.00 with a bottom width

of 125 feet and lateral slopes 2H:lV; the water velocity will vary

between 2 and 8 fps according to the water elevation and operating

I conditions.

1 5.2.2 Mp House

The condenser and the secondary service closed cycle heat exchangers

require a water flow of 700,000 gpm which will be supplied by four

vertical wet .pit pumps, each of which will have a design capacity of

175,000 gpm and a total design head of 30M0 ft.

The submergence obtainable at normal conditions at mean sea level

(90.00) is approximately 19 ft - 0 in..ý Even at minimum registered

I| sea water level (86.140) the submergence will be on the order of

311 ft - 2 in. This gives an additional safety margin against the

possibility of excessive accumulation of trash at the intake racks

3and screens, as a drawdown in the suction chamber of as much as

3 ft - 4 in. will still give a substantial seal over the suction of

I the pump.

3 To protect the pumps and facilitate maintenance, bar racks, traveling

screens, and stop logs will be provided. N
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5.2.3. Reinforced Concrete Pipes and Flumes

In order to avoid increased head losses caused by barnacles and

other marine growth on. the inside pipe surface, the velocity in the

3 pipe system will be maintained at a minimum of 8.,5 feet per second.

The center line of the pipe through which vatei flows -from the pumps

into the condenser will be at elevation 88.50 ft. Leaving the con-

I denser the center line of the pipe will be at elevation 88.00, and

it will enter the outfall structure at elevation 80.25 ft. Stop

log slots will be provided in the outfall structure for maintenance

purposes.

Manholes are provided to facilitate access to the pipe during routine

5 maintenance operations.

5.2.4 Outfall Structure.

The final discharge point for the circulating water system is well

below the upper pipe of the water box of the condenser, which is at

elevation 119 ft - 0 in.

This difference in elevations limits the reduction of the pumping

head and the maximum vacuum, or siphon recovery, permitted in the

:system. Any increase of the crest elevation or reduction of the

weir length will affect the. pumping head and with it the total neces-

sary bhp. of all pumps at a rate of 210 hp for each additional foot

of discharge head.
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@14 Gilbert / Commonwealth, Inc. engineers and consultants

P.O. Box 1498, Reading, PA 19603-1498/Telephone 215-775-2600 Cable Gilasoc/Telex 836-431
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"FES 119,

February 17, 1992
ROY W. ADLER
Project Manager
Nuclear Services

FCS-12881
W.O. 04-5520-013
Contract NPM009AD, WA #013

Mr. R. T. Bowles
Nuclear Project Management Engineer
Florida Power Corporation
P. 0. Box 14042/C21
St. Petersburg, Florida 33733

Attention" Mr. R. A. Frohnerath

Re: Crystal River Unit 3
Original Civil/Structural Hydraulic
Calculations for NSSW System Exterior
to Buildings

Ref: FCS-12106 Dated February 12, 1991
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At the time the final hydraulic analysis was made (1970-71) a

fourth unit at Crystal River was planned. Crystal River Unit 4

was to be a nuclear unit of similar size and design to Unit 3.

In late 1971 or in 1972 FPC decided not to build Unit 4. Since

it seems conceivable that another unit will eventually be constructed

and since consideration of Unit 4 results in a greater head

differential (between the intake and discharge canal levels at

Unit 3) for the NSSW related pumps, the following review will

presume the eventual existence of a Unit 4.

3.0 INTAKE SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Losses Through the Intake Structure, Dwg. Ref. L-012-009.

The total headloss incurred from the forebay to the inlets of the dual

48 " 6 intake lines is concentrated across the trash rack and traveling

0 ) screens. Frictional resistance may be reasonably neglected in view of

the comparatively short channel length and low velocities.

3.1.1 The headloss across the trash rack may be determined by the relation, (1)

1.33 d V 2
hr B sin o

2a g

Where B = flow coefficient
= 2,42, for a bar of rectangular cross-section

d - bar width

a = space between bars

Vo = incident flow velocity (fps)

= angle between rack and direction of flow.

O
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The headloss will be greatest when V is a maximum. This will occur

at the lower shutdown canal level of 82.4' with the alternate intake

channel blocked and the maximum service water flow of 77.9 cfs entering

the side channel from the main pump chamber. It is assumed that

four units are operating with an additional cooling water flow of

4860 cfs entering the 7 main intake bays. The width of each bay is

l1'-2" and the water depth is 82.4 - 67.0 - 15.4.(2)

Thus,

V R (4860 + 77.9) 4.10 fps
o A (7) (11.17) (15.4)

In comparison, the velocity through the alternate intake channel would

be much less.

@, (77.9) = 0.71 fps
o A (7.17) (15.4)

With 0 given as 750, a bar width of d = 3/8", and a spacing width of

4", the headloss is computed to be

h - 0.07 ft.
r

With 3 units operating and a cooling water flow of 3210 cfs, the

corresponding velocity is,

V , Q- (3210 + 77.9) - 2.73 fpsVo A ()(11.17) (.15.4)

The headloss is then,

h 0.03 ftr
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3.1.2 The headloss through the traveling screens is a function of the flow

velocity and the relative amount of debris blocking the screen

openings. Assuming this dependence to be separable in the form

2 "h =Kv2
s V0

where K varies with the condition of the screen, the headloss may be

represented as in the graph contained in the original notes (see

Vol. 2). This graph is based on data supplied by H. Haesler and is

accepted as given.

It is also noted(3) that the screens are equipped with wash pumps which

are activated automatically whenever the water level differential

across the screen exceeds 10" = 0.83 ft.

Thus, the maximum headloss which may reasonably occur through the

intake structure is

h = 0.83 + 0.07 = 0.90 ft.
max

Neglecting the velocity head differential between the forebay and the

circulating water system pump chamber the water surface elevation at

the 48" 0 pipe inlet is (at "lower shutdown" gulf level, 4 unit

circulating water flow and NSSW condition E4).

Zinlet - 82.4 - 0.90 = 81.5 ft

)
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ALDEN

Figure 2 Detail of the Terminus of the Intake Canal Showing the Layout of the CWISs

Summary of Plant Operations and Intake Equipment

The Crystal River intake canal runs west to east and is approximately 8 miles long (See Figure
1). This canal is used for both intake water and as a shipping canal for fuel shipments to the
fossil units. Breakwaters line the last 3.3 miles of the canal. The first 2.8 miles of this section is
approximately 400 ft wide and maintained to provide a mid-channel depth of 20 ft. The last 0.5
miles of the canal widens to accommodate the fuel unloading piers and both CWISs. To reduce
the impact of sea grass on the CWISs, barge captains radio ahead to notify the station if large
mats of grass are present in the canal.

The CWIS for the fossil units is located approximately 400 ft west and upstream from the Unit 3
CWIS (See Figure 2). The flow into the fossil CWIS intercepts a large portion of the debris from
the intake canal before it can interact with the Unit 3 CWIS. The fossil CWIS is not the focus of
this evaluation and therefore the CWIS will only be mentioned in general terms.

The Unit 3 CWIS is located at the end of the intake canal. Approximately 200 ft from the face of
the CWIS is a security boom. This boom delays grass intrusion into the CWIS. When grass
accumulates on the security boom a pontoon boat with a mounted crane is used to remove the

3



ALDEN
debris. The Unit 3 CWIS is divided into eight intake bays (See Figure 3). Seven of these bays
are used for circulating water while the eighth is used to screen safety related water. The invert
of the CWIS is at El. 67 ft and the top deck is located at El. 99 ft (plant datum). Each of these
bays is equipped with a bar rack and traveling screen. Divers inspect the CWIS every two years.

The Unit 3 bar racks have 4 inch by 3/8 inch carbon steel bars spaced 4 inches apart. There
is a cat walk in front of the bar racks to allow operators to inspect the racks for debris. When
there is debris present an overhead rail mounted trash rake is used to remove the debris.
Debris removed from the trash rack and traveling water screens is placed in a dumpster for
disposal. To further clean the bar racks, they are removed and cleaned by a high pressure
wash approximately four times a year. This wash is needed to remove barnacles that grow
on the bars. When the racks are removed a second set is installed in their place.

There are eight traveling screens for Unit 3. Seven of these screens are 10 ft wide and the
eighth is 6.0 ft wide. All of the screens are 35 ft high, measured from the top and bottom
sprocket. These screens are rotated twice a day and are cleaned by an 80 psi spraywash. The
screens are also rotated when there is a 6 inch or greater pressure differential across the
screens. Once the pressure differential across the screens is less than 4 inches, the screens
can be set back to manual mode. Depending on the operating mode, the screens can rotate at
either 2.5 ft/min or 10 ft/min. In 1985 a second spraywash header with spraywash nozzles
was added to improve the traveling screen cleaning. In addition to adding a second set of
nozzles the screenwash pumps have been upgraded to increase the flow and auto

S backwashing strainers installed to reduce fouling. Corrosion of the spraywash headers and
flanges has been a significant operation and maintenance issue in the past. To reduce
corrosion, these components have been replaced with red brass components and have been
performing well. Every 7 years the traveling water screens are removed and sent back to the
manufacturer for refurbishment.

Downstream of the circulating water pumps is a Beaudrey W-filter (debris filter) and a
Beaudrey zero-ball loss condenser cleaning system. The W-filter prevents debris that carried
over or bypassed the traveling water screens from entering the condenser. The zero ball loss
system is used to prevent biofouling and to remove any debris from the condenser tubes.

There is no debris strainer or ball cleaning system in the raw water system. To clean the raw
water heat exchangers, they are brushed and scraped every 8 weeks to remove hard deposits.
The raw water (RW) system provides cooling water to the service water (SW) system heat
exchanger, during normal operations, for heat removal. During plant cool down and refueling
operations the RW system provides removal of heat rejected to the decay heat closed cycle
cooling (DC) system. During accident conditions, the RW system provides heat removal
from the SW and DC systems.

Due to excessive corrosion, the screen wash water pumps are replaced about every 5 years or
sooner if they fail.
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Summary of Hydraulic Conditions

The normal water level in the canal is El. 88 ft (plant datum), which corresponds to El. 0 ft MSL.
Under low water conditions the water level can get as low as El. 73.7 ft. The normal tidal range
averages 2 to 3 ft.

The Unit 3 CWIS is located at the end of the intake canal. The total circulating water flow in the
intake canal is 2,738 cfs and 1,515 cfs or 55 % of this flow is for Unit 3.

Velocities within the CWIS were calculated at the normal water level El. 88 ft and full-flow
conditions (1,515 cfs). Under these conditions the velocity approaching the bar racks is 0.9
ft/sec and increases to 1.0 ft/sec at the traveling water screens.
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